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THE book which is now presented to the reader in an
abridged form, was first published in June 1855 ; and the
second Edition from which this reprint is taken appeared
in 1859. Both editions were dedicated to Dr. Temple, the
present Bishop of London.
The writer was one on whom the responsibilities of
authorship pressed with unusual weight. H e had reached
the age of thirty-seven before the publication of this his
first book ; and when to his surprise his work gave grave
offence to some classes of his countrymen, he sought
earnestly to bring it nearer to perfection. The second
Edition gave proof of much assiduous toil in the revision.
Many parts of it, particularly the Essay on the Atolzemelzt,
were entirely re-written, with the view rather of elucidating what had been misunderstood, than of merely
conciliating opposition. Years passed, the book was out of
print, a secondhand copy fetched more than the original
price, and by-and-by became wholly unprocurable. Yet no
hint was given of renewed publication. The author would
not reprint without revising, and a multitude of occupations made revision, as he understood revision, impossible.
Not that his mind was ever wholly absorbed in other work,
or that his interest in theology was at all abated. But
a position, of which he saw the vast possibilities, had
at last opened to him, and engaged his active powers.
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Great tasks connected with his Professorship of Greek
had been undertaken, and were pursued with characteristic
tenacity. The resumption of yet deeper studies was reserved for a time of leisure which never came to himSeltectzcti seposzcit. But when ‘ the days dosed around him,
and the years,’ he more than once expressed a wish that
his theological writings might again be given to the world,
and this re-publication of them has been undertaken in
obedience to his last commands.
I n projecting the Edition of St. Paul’s Epistles, which
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley and Benjamin Jowett undertook
conjointly, there is little doubt that they were originally
inspired by the example of Dr. Arnold1.
The two friends had worked on a concerted plan, and
the amount of general agreement and difference between
their methods has been well stated by Dean Stanley’s
biographer (vol. i. p. 473). Jowett’s work had characteristics of a deeper and more far-reaching kind than that of
the graphic delineator of the Apostolical age and of so much
besides. He had chosen for his province what may be
called the pivot-documents of Augustinian, of Lutheran and
of Calvinistic theology ; and his endeavour had been
nothing less than to penetrate the clouds of tradition, and
That this is more than a surmise, appears from the following
passage in the Life of Arnold (6th Edition, 1846,p. 163). (Strong as
was his natural taste for history, it was to Theology that he looked
a8 the highest sphere of his exertions, and as the province which most
needed them. The chief object which he here proposed to himselfin fact, the object which he conceived as the proper end of Theology
itself-was the interpretation and application of the Scriptures. From
the time of his early studies at Oxford, when he analysed and commented on the Epistles of St. Paul, with Chrysostom’s Homilies, down
to the last year of hi5 life, when he was endeavouring t o set on foot
a Rugby edition of them, under his own superintendence, he never
lost eight of this design.‘
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apprehend the original meaning of the Apostle. He found
every chapter, every word, enveloped with many layers
of uncritical commentary, and even of passionate controversy; coloured over with the reflected lights of many
ages. The duty of the interpreter, which he was one of
the first to realize, was to get away from Paulinism, and
to find St. Paul- just as afterwards he got away from
Platonism and found Plato :‘As when a painter, poring on a face,
Divinely thro’ all hindrance finds the man
Behind it.’

How much of imaginative sympathy, of independent
judgement, of varied learning and calm critical insight, the
Oxford tutor brought to such an arduous task, will be
partly felt by those who read now for the first time the
notes which are here selected, or the Essay on the
Character of St. Paul. His method as an interpreter is
one which had never before been applied so strenuously,
and to this day has hardly been again employed with the
same simple boldness. He steeped himself in his author,
and while laying hold of every aid that was available,
still sought to interpret him mainly from himself-working
from within outwards, not building up, however closely,
round.
But he was not content with mere interpretation. As
the thoughts which burned in the Apostle of the Gentiles
were of universal import, they could not be without their
application to the present age ; and when seen once more
in themselves, apart from the accumulations of tradition,
they could not fail to be suggestive of fruitful thoughts,
arising out of the contemplation of eternal themes. The
note on the words ‘It is one .God’ (CIS 6 Oeds) in Rom.
iii. 30, may serve to illustrate this germinal consideration,
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which lies at the root also of such extended speculations
as those on Natural Religion, on Casuistry and on Predestination and Freewill.
I n the Essay on Philo he endeavoured to bring out the
incidental light which Alexandrine Judaism casts on the
interpretation of St. Paul-the similarities of languageeven of forms of thought-and
the deep-lying spiritual
difference.
The reception of the book showed plainly that it was
before its time. Evangelical and Tractarian authorities alike
anathematized it. Even Frederick Maurice, who himself
had suffered for independence of theological speculation,
could not bear to have it said, that an Apostle in his lifetime had been mistaken-for example, in looking for the
immediate advent of his Lord. Professor Jowett met all
attacks with silence, and simply laboured in re-writing his
book, to make his meaning clearer. Echoes of the intervening controversy are heard only in undertones, as in the
concluding passage of the revised Essay on the Atonement,
and in various parts of the Essay on the IfiteqJretation of
Sertpture. That Essay had been originally designed to
form part of the edition of 1859, but the pertinacity of his
opponents, while somewhat hindering his labours, so stimulated public interest, that the second edition was called for
before the new Essay could be completed. And when the
Rev. H. B. Wilson, whose Bampton Lectures had met with
similar obloquy, sought contributions for a volume, which
should vindicate the ' free handling in a becoming spirit ' of
theological subjects, Mr. Jowett sent in this dissertation
after rewriting and enlarging it.
The storm which broke out in 1860 over Essays and
Reviews is hardly yet forgotten, and has to some extent
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effaced the impression of Professor Jowett’s earlier work.
But it is long since over, and has cleared the air : and it is
hoped that these writings may now obtain a hearing on
their merits, with ‘ better quiet
Better opinion, better confirmation,’

than was possible during the heat of the struggle. Had
their author lived, and found the necessaxy leisure, he would
have brought his work again into the front line of critical
and historical inquiry. He would have again re-written
much in his later style of admirably lucid prose. H e
might have illuminated his subject by the comparison not
only of Alexandrianism, but of other great religions, such as
Buddhism or Zoroastrianism. He might have expressed his
thoughts on ‘the religion of all good men ; that which all
know, but none will tell.’-He gave authority for the re-publication of his work ‘altered or unaltered.’ I have not ventured to change a single line. But ( I ) Lachmann’s Greek
text on which the work was based has not been reprinted in
full. It was immensely in advance of what preceded it, but
the investigations of Tischendorf, Tregelles and others, the
discovery of the Codex Sinaiticus, and the elaborate discussion of the documents by Westcott and Hort, have again
superseded Lachmann. The differences, however, between
Lachmann’s and the Cambridge text are only in a few
places really significant, and it has been thought sufficient,
in reprinting Jowett’s revised version, to add in a footnote
to such places the special reading of Lachmann.
( 2 ) I n attempting to bring the volumes within convenient
compass, it was necessary to make further omissions, and to
rearrange the contents. The choice of passages for omission
has been determined in some instances by Professor Jowett’s
expressed wish; for the rest, those parts have been left
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out which could most easily be dispensed with, either as
assuming facts which subsequent inquiries have rendered
doubtful, or as involving repetition, or as explaining what
the translation now makes sufficiently obvious to a wellinformed student. Old lovers of the book may regret the
absence of many things : but this was true of the author’s
own second edition: some would like to have renewed
acquaintance with the impassioned outburst against a crude
phase of contemporary theology, which drew down such
anathemas on the work when it first appeared. Others
would recapture, if they could, the brief excursus on the
Colzversior, of St. Paul. But Professor Jowett himself
decided all this otherwise.
(3) The examination of Paley’s Horae Paulilzae has not
been reprinted, although it is full of sound and subtle
reasoning. Paley is but little studied in the present day ;
and these chapters could only interest those who have
studied Paley ’,
(4) The contents have been slightly rearranged. The
Epistles themselves with Introductions, notes and shorter
Essays now fill volume one; and volume two consists of
the more general Dissertations. The connexion of these
with the subjects of the Epistles is indicated where this
appeared to be required. The readings of the Authorized
Version are subjoined to the English text as before, and are
printed in italics, where they represent a different Greek
reading.
The work is once more commended to all students of
early Christianity, to all who desire that religion should be
real and permanent, and to all those who care to contemplate under enlightened guidance ‘what is highest in man,’
A fear is sometimes expressed lest sixty years of the+
See The T i m a for Oot. 15, 1859.
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logical controversy, while hardening superstitious prejudices,
may have left the reading public cold-lest the ‘visible
Church’ should be growing narrower, and the world more and
more indifferent to Christianity. But there are not wanting
signs of very different augury - symptoms of widening
thought within the Christian Churches, of a reawakening
of religious aspiration amongst mankind at large. And it
is with the hope which such indications have suggested,
that these volumes are now sent forth.

A review of the First Edition by Dr. James Martineau,
which has been since reprinted amongst his Studies of
Christianity (Longmans & Co.), caught with rare insight
the characteristic excellence of the book. The following
sentences especially deserve quotation here :‘The text being chosen on grounds purely critical, the
notes are written in a spirit purely exegetical ; they aim,
simply and with rare self-abnegation, to bring out, by
every happy change of light and turn of reflective sympathy, the great Apostle’s real thought and feeling. How
very far this faithful historic purpose in itself raises the
interpreter above the crowd of erudite and commenting
divines, can scarcely be understood till it has formed
a new generation, and fixed itself as a distinct intellectual
type.’
But again

‘it is not in the notes-which are wholly occupied in
recovering St. Paul’s own thought -but in the interposed
disquisitions, which avowedly deal with the theology of
to-day, that a certain breadth and balance of statement, and
delicate ease in manceuvring the forms and antitheses of
abstract thought, and fine appreciation of human experience,
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make us feel the double presence of metaphysical power
and historical tact. The author, accordingly, appears to
us, not only to have seized the great Apostle’s attitude
of mind more happily than any preceding English critic,
but also to have separated the essence from the accidents of
the Pauline Christianity, and disengaged its divine elements for transfusion into the organism of our immediate
life.’
Thanks are due to several friends for encouragement in
the preparation of this edition, and particularly to Mr. Claud
GF. Montefiore, for help in verifying some allusions to Hebrew
custom and tradition.
LEWIS CAMPBELL.
35 KENSINQTON
COURTNAXSION~,
W.
Dee. a8, 1893.
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FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS

growth of Christian life, not of intellectual progress,-not
of reflection, but of spiritual experience, enlarging as
the world widens before the Apostle’s eyes, passing from
life to death, or from strife to peace, with the changes in
the Apostle’s own life, or the circumstances of his converts.
There is a rest also in the Epistles of St. Paul, discernible
not in forms of thought or types of doctrine, but in the
person of Christ Himself, who is his centre in every Epistle,
however various may be his modes of expression, or his
treatment of controversial questions.
There is one mode of expression we naturally adopt when
near, another at a distance-one in t h e fullness and vigour
of life, another in the near approach of death-one in joy,
another in sorrow-one in sympathy with othms, another
when at variance with them. Change of sphere will often
produce a corresponding change in the style and cast of our
thoughts. What we have long or often meditated upon,
we express differently from what flashes upon us for the
first time; what comes to us sealed by the experience of
many years, assumes a different eharacter in our minds
from what with equal confidence we believed and aeted
upon in the fervour of first conviction.
These are the kind of differences which separate the first
from the second of the two main divisions of the writings
of St. Paul.
And before this there is B prior stage, in which he is on
the threshold of the conflict, and not wholly(shal1 we say?)
aware of the great thoughts which were hereafter, by the
will of God, to spring up within him. Such is the inference
which we are led to draw when, from the perusal of the
later Epistles, we turn to those which are universally agreed
to be first in date,-the Epistles to the Thessalonians,-and read them not as ‘dead words,’ but as witnesses of the
Apostle’s mind and life.
It is a comparatively short period of time which can be
allowed-not more than four or five years at the utmost-
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between the date of the First Epistle to the Thessalonians,
written from Athens or Corinth, and the Epistle to the
Galatians, written probably during the Apostle’s stay at
Ephesus or in its neighbourhood. More than half the
Apostle’s ministry had already elapsed ere he set his hand
to this the first of his extant writings,-one among many,
as he implies in a passage in the Second Epistle, iii. 17,
and therefore not to be looked upon too curiously, as part
of a scheme which was to be completed in the series of
Epistles. It is a fragment, the earliest we possess, of the
Apostle’s life and the History of the Church. Nothing is 1
gained for the interpretation of the Epistle, by attempting
to combine it artificially with his later writings. No such
connexion could have been present to the mind of the
Apostle. The real light which they receive from one
another is that of contrast. Two writings of the same
author could not be more different than the Epistles to ,
the Thessalonians and that which follows next in order,
the Epistle to the Galatians. The latter is fervid and
abrupt, full of interrogation and argument, and abounding
in allusions to the Old Testament; it has the tone of one
speaking with authority; parts of it are written under
what may be termed the feeling of persecution (vi. 14-18),
the subdued, painful sense that ‘he bore in his body the
marks of the Lord Jesus.’ The Epistles to the Thessalonians
are perhaps the least impassioned, and most regular in ’
style, of any of St. Paul’s Epistles: they contain no single
quotation from the Old Testament, and very few questions ; ’
they are not argumentative at all ; they advise rather than
command; nor are they marked by any of the Apostle’s
deepest and most inward feelings.
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GENUINENESS OF THE FIRST EPISTLE.
THE First Epistle to the Thessalonians is not deficient in
external evidence for its genuineness. It is quoted by
Irenaeus, Clement, and Tertullian; is named in the Plluratori
fragment ; and had a place among the ten Pauline Epistles,
which were admitted into the Canon of Marcion, by whom
it was ranked fifth in the list of St. Paul's writings. Like
all the other books of the New Testament, it is said to have
been corrupted by him, or rather, if Epiphanius may be
trusted (Eaereses, p. 371), he left nothing of the original.
The question of the relation of Marcion to the canon of
Scripture is obscure, and one which, as we have no means
of determining it from the Epistle to the Thessalonians, it
would be out of place to discuss here. The fact, however,
that he inserted the Epistle in his canon, is a proof that
a writiilcg under this name, identified by quotations of
Irenaeus, Clement, and Tertullian, as the one which we
possess, must have been received as a genuine work of
St. Paul, at least as early as the middle of the second
century.
It is not in consequence of any deficiency of external, but,
as is supposed, of internal evidence, that doubts have been
raised of late years respecting the genuineness of the Epistle.
I n some respects it has been thought too like, in others
too unlike, undoubted writings of the Apostle, for us to
maintain that it is from his hand. The critic by whom
these difficulties have been chiefly urged, is Dr. Baur, of
Ttibingen, whose objections may be regarded as a summary
of all that can be said on that side of the argument '. They
may be conveniently arranged under the following heads :i. Absence of individuality, and of doctrinal statements.
ii. The tone of a later age discernible in ii. 14-16.
Bnur, Paulus, pp, 480-49s.
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iii. Inconsistency with the Acts of the Apostles, in
relation to some points of fact.
iv. Perpetual reference to the events recorded in the Acts
of the Apostles, indicative of the sources whence
the Epistle was compiled.
v. Verbal similarities to passages in the other Epistles
of St. Paul, leading to a suspicion of designed
imitation.
vi. Discrepancies from the other Epistles in modes of
thought, especially traceable in iv. 13-18.
i. Absence of individuality (eigenthtimlichkeit) and of
doctrinal statements. ‘ It is made up of nothing but wishes,
instructions, admonitions-contains no doctrinal subjectmatter at all, with the single exception of the mention of
the coming of Christ, iv. 13-1 8.’
There is a difficulty in meeting such objections as these,
because, whatever real weight they may have, they ultimately
resolve themselves into the impression of an individual
critic, who, if he be gifted with the faculty of writing
clearly, easily masters the judgement of his reader. Sometimes they come to us with overwhelming force ; at other
times we wonder that we can have been influenced by them
at all, How an author ought to have written, is a question
in which imagination has a wide range ; a, meagre induction,
gathered from a few short works, is not a sufficient criterion
of how he must have written everywhere and at all times.
Baur’s objections labour under the fallacy of presenting one
side of the question only. Grounds of suspicion are endless ;
and in answer we can only accumulate the probabilities
opposed to them, On the same ground with Baur, it may
be argued with great truth, that the very absence of individuality agrees with the incidental character of the Epistles.
Why should we expect them all to bear marks of ‘originality ? ’ Might not the Apovtle write as a man writes to his
friends, without seeking to impart any new truth? Does

6
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not the First Epistle to the Thessalonians arise naturally
from a real occasion-the return of Timothy with news
respecting the converts-an occasion just similar to that of
the Second Epistle to the Corinthians? Is not one doctrine
enough in the space of five short chapters? And is the
disproportion between the doctrinal and practical sections
any greater than in the case of some of the other Epistles ?
Slight as these presumptions are, they may be fairly
placed in the scale against an argument such as Baur’s.
If it were admitted that the absence of doctrinal ideas makes
the Epistle unworthy of St. Paul, it makes it also a forgery
without an object.
ii. The tone of a later age discernible in chap. ii. 16 :
‘For the wrath is come upon them to the uttermost ;’
which is supposed to be an after-reflection on the destruction
of Jerusalem.
To the Apostle, reading the future in the present, the
state of Judea at any time during the last thirty years
before the destruction of the city, would have been sufficient
to justify the expression, ‘wrath is eome upon them t o the
uttermost.’ The fearful looking for of judgement was natural,
not only to Christians, but to Jews themselves, to Josephus
as well as to St. Paul. The passage must not, however, be
strained beyond its natural meaning. The word dpy?j, wrath,
in other places (Rom. i. 18 : ii. 8) refers at least as much
to final impenitence and hardness of heart, ‘the spiritual
wrath of God,’ as to temporal judgements. And the connexion in which it occurs here, ‘forbidding us to speak to
the Gentiles, that they might be saved, to fill up their sins
alway,’ shows the Apostle to be speaking, not of punishment, but of reprobation
iii. Inconsistencies with the Acts of the Apostles in some
points of fact. These are: ( I ) The statement of the Acts
that Silas and Timotheus, being left behind at Berea, came

*.

[Recent critic8 suspect interpolation here.-E~.]
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up with the Apostle at Corinth, after he had left them
(Acts xviii. 54 compared with the fact reoorded in the
Epistle that Timothy was sent, back ftwm Athens to Thessalonica, I Thess. iii. I ; ( 2 ) the impression conveyed by the
Acts xvii. 1-5, that the Thessalonian Church was of Jewish
origin, compared with the impression conveyed by I Thess.
ii. 14 that it was Gentile; and (3) the statement that the
persecution which the Thessalonians endured was of their
own countrymen, which is nevertheless recorded in the Acts
to have been stirred up by Jews.
What reconciliation of these opposite views is possible
need not be considered [in the present connexion]. It is
sufficient here to observe, that the discrepancies alluded
to are not greater than those between the Acts of the
Apostles and the Epistle to the Galatians, in the account
of the council. If these latter discrepancies have never led
any critic to doubt the Epistle to the Galatians, neither
is there any reason why similar discrepancies should be
assumed as fatal to the Epistle to the Thessalonians.
Another objection is based on the indicatiom afforded by
the Epistle, that the Church to which it is addressed had
been already long established. Their faith is known in
every place, i. g ; they had a regular Church government,
v. 1 2 ; and some of their members had died since the
Apostle’s visit to them, iv. 13, although, according to the
narrative of the Acts, but a few weeks, or at the most a few
months, could have elapsed. Compare Acts xvii. 1-8,
xviii. 1-5.
The answer to this objection is to be sought in the
peculiar circumstances of the early Church, in which a year
might be said to be like a day, and B whole life to be crowded
into the moment of conversion. Men living in expectation
of the coming of the Lord lost their measure of time ; every
hour was fraught to them with feelings and events. Nor
must the language of the Apostle himself be too strictly
interpreted when speaking of the Church, as seen by the
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eye of faith and love idealised before him. Compare I Cor.
i. 9, especially as contrasted with the after tone of the Epistle ;
Rom. i. 8. Further it may be observed, that some kind of
organization was established by St. Paul, immediately on
his first declaration of the Gospel everywhere among the new
converts, Acta xiv. a 3 ; and that nothing is implied in the
word ~ p o t c r ~ ~ p but
u o t what must have exist6d in the Jewish
Synagogue, and would naturally spring up in the Christian
Church. The death of even one or two members of the
Church might be sufficient to suggest the inquiry what
became of the departed.
iv. Reference to the events recorded in the Acts of the
Apostles, indicative of the sources whence the Epistle was
compiled.
Baur supposes the forger of the Epistle to have had
before him, either the Acts of the Apostles themselves,
or earlier documents from which the Acts of the Apostles
were compiled. The Epistle appears to him to add nothing
to the events narrated there.
Opposite probabilities are : (I) The natural manner in
which the events referred to are introduced. To go back
to what happened while he was yet with them, is quite
in character with the writings of the Apostle. I n I Thessalonians, as in the Epistle to the Galatians, he recalls his
converts to the moment of their first conversion ; as in the
Corinthians he appeals to the witness of his own life, and
awakens their sympathies by the mention of persecutions
which he suffered for their sakes. There is scarcely one
of his Epistles which has not several allusions of this kind.
Hence there is no sort of improbability that many such
might occur in the Thessalonians. But, on the other hand,
it must be observed, ( a ) that these resemblances to the Acts
relate only to the persecution which the Apostle had
endured at Philippi (ii. 2 ) , to the persecution of the Thessalonian Church (ii. 14), and to his own stay at Athens;
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and (3) that the discrepancies just noticed are of themselves
opposite probabilities. For is it likely that a forger, carefully reading the Acts of the Apostles when compiling his
Epistle, could have committed so clumsy an m o r as to send
back Timothy and Silas, not from Corinth, but from Athens?
or would he have lighted upon so crude an invention as to
send back Timothy at all, to satisfy the longing desire of
the Apostle about his converts, when Timothy had just
come from the place to which he was sent? Or again, is
it probable that he would have fallen into the inconsistency
of representing that [as] a Gentile which the Acts rather
intimates to have been a Jewish Church? Or that persecution as raised by Gentiles, which the Acts informs us
originated with Jews? The greatest carelessness must be
attributed to him, to account for such oversights. But the
greatest ingenuity would have been required to imitate the
style and topics of St. Paul, as he must be supposed to have
done. It is a refinement not to be thought of, that he
purposely differed from the Acts of the Apostles, with the
view of concealing the sources from which his information
was derived.
v. The next argument of Baur is of a more subtle kind,
and can only be justly appreciated by a careful comparison
of the passages o n which it is based. He thinks that in
I Thessalonians he can trace a repetition of the same
thoughts that occur elsewhere in the writings of St. Paul ;
or, in other words, he supposes the Epistle to be a sort of
celzto ingeniously made up from other places.
The instances given by him are as follows :-

10
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Cor. ii. 4. See above.

That these are striking similarities is not to be doubted.
The whole question turns upon the point, Of what nature
is the similarity?
There is one kind of resemblance between two passages
which indicates that one of them is an imitation or transcript
of the other, while mother kind proves them only to have
been the production of the same mind. Even exact verbal
agreements do not necessarily show more than that the same
words have been used twice over by the same person.
St. Paul, when writing nearly at the same time to the
Ephesians and Colossians, might to both Churches repeat
the same topics expressed in the same words, without this
repetition necessarily shaking the genuineness of either
Epistle. On the other hand, the portion of the Second
Epistle of St. Peter and of the Epistle of St. Jude which
is common to both is such as to demand a different
explanation.
Which of these two alternatives we adopt, will depend
chiefly on what we know of the author. The recurrence of
the same thoughts or topics in two different works, may or
may not be a presumption against the genuineness of both
or either of them.
( I ) Is it the way of an author to repeat himself? If we
were able to say no, a strong presumption would be raised
against the genuineness of a work which seemed to be but
a repetition of his other writings. But if he were in the
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habit of repeating himself, the repetitions would be no
disproof of the genuineness of the work in which they
occurred.
They would be a slight presumption in its favour, or even
a considerable one if made in a manner which was characteristic of the writer.
( 2 ) The argument from similarity against the genuineness
of one of two writings has a very different force when
applied to a classiccal author or to the fluent rhetorician of
a later age, and to a writer like St. Paul, whose style is
constrained and vocabulary limited. Great masters of
language are never at a loss for words ; it is otherwise with
those who are stammering in a foreign tongue.

(3) Similarities in words and terms only are not a preeumption in favour of forgery, but rather the reverse, in the
case of two works bearing the name of the same person.
The forged book in ancient times was not a tessellated work
of phrases and expressions derived from other writings of
the supposed author. Whole passages were interpolated
with an object, or perhapewithout one, as they chanced to
be remembered. But nothing would have been gained by
stealing words.
Now, it must be observed : (a) That the parallels which
we have quoted in no instance extend to whole verses, like
that of St. Jude and St. Peter; ( b ) that they occur in
a writer who, in his undoubtedly genuine Epistles, is
remarkable for such repetitions. Not to mention the
parallelism of the Ephesians and the Colossians, the very
passages, which we have already quoted from the two
Epistles to the Corinthians, closely resemble similar expressions in the Epistles to the Galatians and Romans. Compare
I Cor. ii. 4, iv. 3, 4 with Gal. i. I O ; or 2 Cor. xu. 7 with
Gal. iv. 1 4 ; or Rom. xiv with I Cor. viii ; or the deferred
intention in 2 Cor. xiii. I with Rom. i. 1 3 ; or the unwillingness to enter on another man’s labours in Rom. xv. 18-24
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with 2 Cor. x. 14-16 ; or Gal. iii. 6-12 with Rom. iv. 3-11,
Almost every Epistle of St. Paul has a network of thoughts
and expressions derived from the rest. And hence we infer
that the passages in the Thessalonians quoted by Baur are
rather to be regarded as an indication of the genuineness
than of the spuriousness of the Epistle ; because they are
quoted in the manner in which St. Paul repeats himself;
and (e) they are not of a kind which a forger could easily
have invented.
It might be truly said of the early Ecclesiastical forgeries
that nothing could exceed the readiness with which they
were received ; but, on the other hand, nothing could exceed
the clumsiness of their falsification. They made no attempt
to imitate the style of the author whose name they bore ;
they commonly carried on their face the object with which
they were written. A forgery so ingenious as the First
Epistle to the Thessalonians, containing so many latent
resemblances to the genuine writings of the Apostle, would
be unique in Ecclesiastical literature.
Paley remarks, that a writer of the second century would
never have thought of attributing to St. Paul the expectation
of the immediate end of the world, which had already been
refuted by the course of events. Put in a slightly different
point of view, the argument is perfectly just. He who may
be supposed to have written the First Epistle to the Thessalonians in the second century, was probably a believer in
the immediate advent of Christ. But whatever may have
been his own belief, he would have felt the anachronism of
putting into the mouth of one long since dead, words that
implied that he would be alive when it took place. And
the whole spirit of such a belief would have led him to have
supported it by present immediate inspiration rather than
by the testimony of an Apostle who had himself fallen
asleep.
(4) Lastly : Many positive evidences may be urged in
favour of the genuineness of the First Epistle to the
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Thessalonians. Among these we reckon the last of Baur’s
objections (above, p. 5 ) .
vi. Without laying greater stress on this argument than
it deserves, we pass on to enumerate other internal evidences
that the Epistle is St. Paul’s. Such are :( I ) The desire to see the face of his converts, iii. 6, IO,
and delayed intention to come to them, ii. 18. Compare
Rom. i 13, xv. 2 2 ; I Cor. xvi. I ; 2 Cor. i. I 6, xiii. I ; Phil.
i. 8 ; Philem. 2 2 .
( 2 ) The lively sympathy with them throughout the Epistle.
Such passages as ii. 17, iii. 5, IO, are good instances of this.
Be is taken from them in presence, not in heart ; he lives
if they stand fast in the Lord ; they desire to see him, even
as he them. These expressions ahow the same sort of xeciprocity between the Apostle and his converts as is traceable
in the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, I n both there is
the same sensitiveness to eveiy human as well as spiritual
consolation, the same loneliness when separated from them,
and the same joy at the good news of Titus and Timothy.
Compare I Thess. ii. I 7 , iii. 6, with 2 Cor. vii. 5, 7, ii. I 2, 1 3 ;
also Phil. iii. 25, 29 ; Col. i. 7 , 8. Yet great as is the similarity of thought, there is no similarity d language, such as
that into which an imitator would na,turally have fallen.
(3) The frequent and characteristic mention of himself.
As in the Galatians, he perpetually recurs to the time when
he was yet with them. It is through himself, in the remembrance of himseif, that he would implant in them the image
of Christ. And yet that which he especially seeks t o recall,
is the very absence of any claim or pretension on his part.
He did not seek praise when he might have done so ; he did
not receive the maintenance to which, as an Apostle, he had
a right, 2 Cor. xi. 9, Xiii. 13, 14. Does not fihis remind us
of him who did glory and did not glory, seeming, as it were,
to assert and deny himself at once ? And yet the favourite
word KauXCdaL nowhere oceurs in the First Epistle to the
Thessalonians,
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(4) The delicate manner in which reproof and admonition
are conveyed, as what they already knew and practised, and
had no need that the Apostle should teach them, iv. 9, v. 2.
( 5 ) The germs of thoughts and of precepts which may
be traced in a more developed form in later Epistles.
Thus the practical exhortations at the end of the Epistle,
are mom fully worked out in the twelfth chapter of
the Romans; the figure in v. 8 is expanded in Eph. vi.
13-1 7. A slighter example of the same growth is traceable
in the expression, ‘Whether we wake or sleep we may
live together with him,’ in v. IO, compared with the
common phraseology of the Romans, Galatians, and the
later Epistles. Another is the reference to the heathen
origin of the Thessalonians, in i. g ; compare I Cor. xii. z ;
Eph. ii. 11 ; Gal. iv. 8 ; also the mention made of the
relation of the Church to those that are without, iv. 12
(compare Col. iv. 5 ; Cor. vi. I), as well as of unity within,
v. I 3. A similar growth is observable in the allusion to the
duty of the Church to support the teachers of the Gospel,
when placed side by side with the larger manner in which
the same subject is treated in I Cor. ix ; 2 Cor. xi. 8, g ;
xii. 13. I n all these instances there is the kind of difference
that we should expect to find between a thought or precept
often dwelt upon and frequently repeated, and the same
thought expressed for the first time in few words by a comparatively unpractised writer.
It has been objected against the genuineness of this
Epistle, that it contains only a single statement of doctrine.
But liveliness, personality, similar traits of disposition, are
far more difficult to invent than statements of doctrine. A
later age might have supplied these, but it could hardly have
caught the very likeness and portrait of the Apostle. The
strength of this argument is considerably increased when it
is placed side by side with another of a wholly different kind,
derived from mannerisms of style and language. Such are :( I ) The expansion and association of words traceable in
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passages, such as i. 2-6, 7 , 8 ; ‘Going off upon a word’ or
thought, ii. 18,v. 4 ; ‘harping back upon one,’ ii. I ; cf. i.
9,iii. 5 ; cf. I ; elucidation of one expression or one verse by
another in apposition with it, as in i. 9, iv. 3, 6 ; the aggravation and accumulation of language in such passages as i. 2,3,
5 , 8 ; the apparent unmeaningness of some emphatic expressions, ii. 5 , iii. 1 1 , v. 2 7 ; the recurrence of the same forms
of speech and thought at the commencement of successive
verses and paragraphs, i. 9, ii. I , ii. 3, 5, ii. 7 , 1 1 , iii. I, 5,
often traceable at a great distance, as in i. 6, ii. 1 4 ; play of
words, iv. 9 ; exaggeration, iv. I O ; climax, ii. 8, i. 5, in the
latter passage with the favourite 015 pduou &Ah&Kal ; negative
and positive statements of the same thought, ii. I, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7 ; interrogative and positive statements, ii. 19, 20.
( 2 ) Peculiarities of another class, found in the Epistles
to the Thessalonians as well as in other writings of St. Paul,
are the following :The play of words 6e6oKipdapd?al 6 O K l ~ d { O O U T l , in ii. 4 ;
the paradox in i. 6
dhl$ei ~ o h h sper& X a p i k m d p a r o s
hyiov (compare Col. i. 24 ; P Cor. vii. IO, viii. I) ; the mixed
metaphor respecting the day of the Lord in v. 5, also in the
same passage the double use of K h h q s , Khknras (compare
Rorn. xiii. I z ; I Cor,, iii. 15 ; and the inversion of thought
in Rom. vii. 1-7) ; the substitution of the present for the
future, in iii. 19 (compare Rom. ii. 16) ; verbal antithesis
of prepositions, i. 5 2v +Tu 61’ dp%, iv. 7 2n1 duaeapuiq,
&Ah’ &J &y~ncrp$,ii. 3 O&K ZK ahduqs 066h 2v 6dhy; pleonasms
as in i. 3, ii. 9, v. 2 3 ; repetition of ydp in several successive
verses, i. 8-ii. I ; use of ydp in question, ii. 19, iii. 9 ; resumption of sentence after a digression with 6ih TOGTO,
iii. 5 , iii. 7 ; the use of the double pya, iv. I ; peculiar uses
of words and expressions such as t6ayyihlov for the preaching
of the Gospel, I Thess. i. 5 ; Aydu Col. iii. I ; I Thess. ii. 2 ,
to express the passionate earnestness of his feelings towards
his converts ; Xapd .fi url+avos I Thew ii. 19 ; Phil. iv. I ,
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mid also of his converts; tvva p$ JniPapG 2 Cor. ii 5 ;
G v v d p u o ~2v @pel &ai I Thess. ii. 6, of his burdening
the Church with his maintenance.
Compare also the
following :-bxhv r$ uipari, raphv 62 r 4 ~ v e d p v a r I~ Cor. v. 3 ;
Iv rpo&rq,
K U ~p+ hv Kapsiq a Cor. v. 1 2 ; npoatjay 04
Kapslq I Thess. ii. 17.
Such intricate similarities of language, such lively traits
of character, it is not within the power of any forger to
invent, and, least of all, of a forger of the second century.

T H E S S A L 0 N I CIA.
THESSALONICA,
called in more ancient times Halia, Emathia,
and Therma, now Salonichi, was a populous city, the capital
of one of the Roman divisions of Macedonia, situated at the
north-east corner of the Thermaic Gulf.
It is not one of the objects of the present work to enter
minutely either into the history of the cities to which the
Epistles were addressed, or into the local features of the
country in which they were situated. To fill the mind
with historical pictures or descriptions of scenery, will not
in any degree help us to feel as the Apostles felt, or think
as they thought, any more than the history of the reign
of George the Third, or a description of the scenery of
Somersetshire or Cornwall, would enable us to understand
the life and character of Wesley or Whitfield. Interesting
as such pictures may be, they tend to withdraw us from
a higher interest, which is to be found only in the private
character of the Gospel narrative itself.
It is not in the first, but in the second century, that the
Church comes into contact with the world. The life of
Christ and His Apostles stands in no relation to the public
VOL. I.
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history of their time. None of the great events of the
world appears to touch them; no edict of the Roman
emperors, with the single exception of the command of
Claudius that the Jews should depart from Rome, has
the least effect on the fortunes of the infant communion.
Even in this case, we arrive at no other result than that
Aquila and Priscilla met with St. Paul at Corinth, and
may conjecture of the possible influence of the dispersion
of so many Jews throughout the empire. No name of any
Christian convert in the New Testament can be certainly
identified with the name of any one known to us from
profane history.
Neither are the descriptions of particular cities or countries
at all more instructive. The fact, that at Thessalonica there
were many thousand Jews, is of very slight importance in
connexion with an Epistle addressed to Gentiles ; it is not
more than a probability, that we can trace in the erring
Galatians the spirit of the worshippers of Cybele or of the
followers of Montanus. No amount of research into the
hietory of the time, would inform us of the first question
respecting all the Epistles, whether they were addressed to
Jews or Gentiles.
Such historical or topographical inquiries are of interest
to the antiquarian ; they are like the relaxation of foreign
travel after severe study : but they have no real connexion
with the interpretation of Scripture; and they tend to
withdraw the mind from the true sources of illustration of
the Epistles, and the true nature of the earliest Christianity.
They lead us away from the internal relation of all Jewish
and heathen thought to the truths of the Gospel, to a relation
between the Church and the world which is purely accidental
and external. They tend to give a national and historical
character to Christianity, ere yet it appeared to the eye of
man as a phenomenon of history. It is not the least danger
of such inquiries that they fill up the void of materials by
innumerable conjectures.
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The traveller in Greece or in Asia who has followed in the
footsteps of the Apostles, who has beheld with his own eyes
the same scenes that were looked upon by St. Paul and
St. John, is loth to believe that he can add nothing to our
knowledge of the Seven Churches, or of the labours of the
Apostle of the Gentiles, Those scenes have a never-dying
interest; but it is for themselves alone. Fain would we
imagine the sight upon which St. Paul looked, when standing
on Mars’ Hill, he beheld ‘the city wholly given to idolatry ;’
fain would we see in fancy the desert rocks of the sea-girt
isle, on which St. John gazed when he wrote the Apocalypse.
But we must not transfer to the ancient world our own
impressions of nature or of art. Of that sensibility to the
beauties of scenery, or of that romantic recollection of the
past, which are such remarkable characteristics of our own
day, there is no trace in the writings of the New Testament,
nor any reason to suppose that they had a place in the
minds of its authors.
Taking the other aspect of the subject, we are far from
denying that the birth of Christianity is the most iderasting
of historical facts ; but its interest is also for itself alone : it
is not derived, from any political influence which the Gospel
at first exercised, or from any political causes which may
have favoured or given rise to it. I n the vastness of the
Roman world, it is as a small isolated spot, the light, as
it were, of a candle, which must be sought for, not in the
court of Caesar, nor amid the factions of Jerusalem, but in
the upper chamber in which the disciples met when ‘the
number of the names together was about an hundred and
twenty, and the doors were shut for fear of the Jews.’ It
is one of those minute facts which escape the eye of the
contemporary historian, and must not be drawn before its
time into the circle of political events. Its first greatness is
the very contrast which it presents with the greatness of
history. Strange it is to think of the contemporary heathen
world, of Tiberius at Capreae, of the Roman senate, of the
ca
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solid framework of the Roman empire itself. But when
this first feeling of surprise has passed away, we become
aware that the page of Tacitus, or even of Josephus, adds
nothing worth speaking of to our knowledge of the earliest
Christianity. The most remarkable fact supplied by them
is their unconsciousness of its importance.

SUBJECT O F THE EPISTLE.

ITdoes not detract from the value of the First Epistle to
the Thessalonians to say that it is without an object. That
is, it has no other object but to confirm their faith and
remind them of what they owed to the Apostle, as a motive
for their continuance in the lesson which he had taught
them. The greater part of it is a simple narrative of ‘his
manner of entering into them ’ and its results. As though
he had said, ‘Remember who it was who showed you these
things ; who spoke to you disinterested words ; who drew
you towards him with cords of love, as a nurse among her
children, aa a father with his sons.’ The burden of the first
three chapters is his love to them and theirs to him ; his
anxiety to hear of them and to see them. But love cannot
abstain from exhortation ; not that it has new commands to
give, or fresh lessons to impart, but the very excess of love
pours itself forth in thricstold admonitions and consolations.
Trite precepts are repeated by the Apostle as by a parent,
not because his children know them not, but in the hope
that this time they may strike home upon them with some
peculiar force or influence.
From the personal narrative which, in the first half of the
Epistle, he has made the vehicle of his instruction, he passes
on to a more general lesson. There is no peculiar appropriateness in the manner in which the topics of the fourth
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and fifth chapters follow one another. They axe, first, purity ;
secondly, love of the brethren; thirdly, the state of the
departed, and the coming of Christ; fourthly, peace and
order j these are followed by particular and apparently disjointed precepts. It is not impossible to trace a connexion
of the second and fourth with the third in the series ; for
affection for one another may have led to an inquiry ‘concerning them which are asleep,’ and the belief in the
approaching Advent, with which the anxiety about the dead
was connected, was probably the source of disorder in the
Church. Compare 2 Thess. ii. 2 . But however interesting
such an association may be, we cannot feel certain that it
had any real existence in the Apostle’s mind. More naturally
we may suppose that, as in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, he writes without connexion, as the several subjects
occur to him, or may have been suggested by the news of
Timothy, as in the fornier case by certain of the household
of Chloe.
The subject which stands out most prominently in this
latter portion of the Epistle, is the state of the departed.
The formula with which it is introduced reminds us of the
similar formula at the commencement of the tenth chapter
of the First of Corinthians, ‘ Moreover, brethren, I would not
have you ignorant ;’ which, in the same way, forms a transition to a fresh topic. It is closely connected with that
which is the undercurrent of the whole Epistle, the near
approach of the coming of Christ ; and probably arises out
of some inquiry made of the Apostle by those who were
sorrowing for lost friends or kinsmen, who seemed to them
not only to have passed, like the Israelites of old, from the
presence of God, but from the hope of Messiah’s kingdom.
The ground of consolation ( I Thess. iv. 14, ‘If we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them also which
sleep in Jesus will Christ bring with him’) is the same as
that of I Cor. XY. 21, ‘Since by man came death, by man
came also the resurrection of the dead ;’ though the form
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is different. It is the object of the Apostle to do away with
the dreary thought which we infer the Thessalonians to have
enterbained, that they were for ever separated from the dead.
Their heaven was on earth, where they were expecting the
reign of the Lord Jesus Christ. The Apostle comforts them
with the aasurance that, even if they should not go to the
dead, the dead should return to them ; that in that kingdom
they were not to be parted, but together, the living with the
dead and both with Christ.

EVILS IN T H E CHURCH O F THE
APOSTOLICAL AGE.

WERE
we, with the view of forming a judgement of the
moral state of the early Church, to examine the subjects of
rebuke most frequently referred to by the Apostle, these
would be found to range themselves under four heads:first, licentiousness ; secondly, disorder ; thirdly, scruples
of conscience ; fourthly, strifes about doctrine and teachers.
The consideration of these four subjects, the two former
falling in with the argument of the Epistle to the Thessalonians, the two latter more closely connected with the
Romans and the Galatians, will give what may be termed
the darker side of the primitive Church.
I. Licentiousness was the besetting sin of the Roman
world. Except by a miracle, it was impossible that the
new converts could be at once and wholly freed from it. It
lingered in the flesh when the spirit had cast it off. It had
interwoven itself in the pagan religions; and, if we may
believe the writings of adversaries, was ever reappearing on
the confines of the Church in the earliest heresies. It was
pomible for men ‘to resist unto death, striving against sin,’
yet to fall beneath its power. Even within the pale of the
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Church, it might assume the form of a mystic Christianity.
The very ecstasy of conversion would often lead to a reaction.
Nothing is more natural than that in a licentious city, like
Corinth or Ephesus, those who were impressed by St. Paul's
teaching should have gone their way, and returned to their
former life. I n this case it would seldom happen that they
apostatized into the ranks of the heathen : the same impulse
which led them to the Gospel, would lead them also to
bridge the gulf which separated them from its purer morality.
Many may have sinned and repented again and again, unable
to stand themselves in the general corruption, yet unable to
cast aside utterly the image of innocenoe and goodness which
the Apostle had set before them. There were those, again,
who consciously sought to lead the double life, and imagined
themselves to have found in licentiousness the true freedom
of the Gospel,
How the consciences of men were aroused to the sense
that sins of the flesh were really sins, may be seen by the
manner in which the Apostle speaks of them. Hi8 tone
respecting them is very different from that of moralists,
or of common conversation even among serious men in
modern times. He says nothing of the distrust which they
infuse into society, or the consequences to the individual
himself.
It is a new and hitherto unheard of language in which the
Apostle denounces sins of impurity. They are not moral
evils, but spiritual, They corrupt the soul ; they defile the
temple of the Holy Ghost ; they cut men off from the body
of Christ. Of morality, as distinct from religion, there is
hardly a trace in the Epistles of St. Paul. He cannot appeal
to public opinion, for public opinion does not exist; the
Gospel itself has to make the standard to the level of which ,
it will raise the world. Fornication and uncleanness were
mildly, when at all, censured by heathen philosophy. From
within, not from without, the nature of sin has to be explained; as it appears in the depths of the human soul, in the
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awakening conscience of mankind. Even its consequences
in another state of being are but slightly touched upon,
in comparison with that living death which [sin] itself is.
It is not merely a vice or crime, or even an offence against
the law of God, to be punished here or hereafter. It is
more than this. It is what men feel in themselves, not
what they observe in those around them ; not what shall
be, but what is; a terrible consciousness, a mystery of
iniquity, a communion with unseen powers of evil.
But although such is the tone of the Apostle, there is no
violence to h u a a n nature in his commands respecting it.
H e knew how easily extremes meet, how hard it is for
asceticism to make clean that which is within, how quickly
it might itself pass into its opposite. Nothing can be more
different from the spirit of early ecclesiastical history on
this subject, than the moderation of St. Paul. The remedy
for sin is not celibacy, but marriage. Even second marriages
are, for the prevention of sin, to be encouraged. I n the
same spirit is his treatment of the incestuous person. H e
had committed a sin not even named among the Gentiles,
for which he was to be delivered unto Satan, for which all
the Church should humble themselves ; yet upon his true
repentance, no ban is to separate him from the rest of the
brethren, no doom of endless penance is recorded against
him. Whatever might have been the enormity of his offence,
he waa to be forgiven, as in heaven, so on earth.
The manner in which the Corinthian Church are described
as regarding this offence before the Apostle’s rebuke to them,
no less than the lenient sentence of the Apostle himself
afterwards, as well as his constant admonitions on the same
subject in all his Epistles, must be regarded as indications
of the state of morality among the first converts. Above all
other thing, the Apostle insisted on punty as the first note
of the Christian character ; and yet the very earnestness and
frequency of his warnings show that he is speaking, not of
8 sin hardly named among saints, but of one the victory
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over which was the greatest and most difficult triumph of
the cross of Christ.
2 . It is hard to resist the impression which naturally
arises in our minds, that the early Church was without spot,
or wrinkle, or any such thing ; as it were, a bride adorned
for her husband, the type of Christian purity, the model of
Apostolical order. The real image is marred with human
frailty ; its evils, perhaps, arising more from this cause than
any other, that in its commencement it was a kingdom
not of this world; in other words, it had no political
existence or legal support; hence there is no evil more
frequently referred to in the Epistles than disorder.
This spirit of disorder was manifested in various ways.
I n the Church of Corinth, the communion of the Lord’s
Supper was administered so as to be a scandal; ‘one was
hungry, and another was drunken.’ There was as yet no
rite or custom to which all conformed. I n the same Church,
the spiritual gifts were manifested without rule or order.
It seemed as if God was not the author of peace, but of
confusion. All spoke together, men and women, apparently
without distinction, singing, praying, teaching, uttering
words unintelligible to the rest, with no regular succession
or subordination ( I Cor. xiv). The scene in their assemblies
was such, that if an unbeliever had come in, he would have
said they were mad. There is no other Church into which
we have the same particular insight; but it is not likely
that more regularity was observed in the Galatian Church,
which was distracted between St. Paul and the false teachers,
than in the Corinthian, which still, though in disorder,
acknowledged his authority. I n the Church to which the
Epistle of Jude is addressed, the worst heretics are described
as joining in the love feasts of its members, ‘ feeding without
fear.’ The Second Epistle of Peter uses nearly the same
words to the Jews of the dispersion. (Jude 1 2 ; z Pet.
ii. 13.)
Evils of this kind in a great measure arose from the
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absence of Church authority. Even the Apostle himself
persuades more often than commands, and often uses Ianguage which implies a sort of hesitation whether his rule
would be acknowledged or not. The freedom with which
the Church of Corinth challenges particulars in his life and
conduct ( I Cor. ix) reminds us rather of the license of a
modern congregation in censuring a minister of the Gospel,
who was under its control, than of the position which we
should expect an Apostle to have held in the minds of the
first converts. The diverse offices, the figure of the members
and the body, do not refer to what was, but to what ought
to have been; to an ideal of harmonious life and action,
which the Apostle holds up before them, which in practice
was far from being realized. The Church was not organized,
but was in process of organization. Its only punishment
was excommunication, which, as in modern SO in primitive
times, could not be enforced against the wishes of the
majority. I n two cases only are members of the Church
' delivered unto Satan ' ( I Cor. v. 5 ; I Tim. i. 20). I t was
a moral and spiritual, not a legal control that was exercised.
Hence the frequent admonitions given, doubtless, because
they were needed : ' Obey them that have the rule over
you. '
A second kind of disorder arose from unsettlement of
mind. Of such unsettlement we find traces in the levity
and vanity of the Corinthians ; in the fickleness with which
the Galatians left St. Paul for the false teachers; almost
(may we not say?) in the very passion with which the
Apostle addresses them; above all, in the case of the
Thessalonians. How few, among all the converts, were
there capable of truly discerning their relation to the world
around ! or of supporting themselves alone when the femour
of conversion had passed away and the Apostle was no
longer present with them ! They had entered into a state
so different from that of their fellow-men, that it might
well be termed supernatural. The ordinary experience of
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men was no longer their guide. They left their daily
employments. The great change which they felt within,
seemed to extend itself without and involve the world in
its shadow. So ‘palpable to sense’ was the vision of Christ’s
coming again, that their only fear or doubt was how the
departed would have a share in it. No religious belief could
be more unsettling than this : that to-day, or to-morrow, or
the third day, before the sun set or the dawn arose, the
sign of the Son of man might appear in the clouds of heaven.
It was not possible to take thought for the morrow, to study
to be quiet and get their own living, when men hardly
expected the morrow. Death comes to individuals now, as
nature prepares them for it ; but the immediate expectation of
Christ’s coming is out of the course of nature. Young and
old alike look for it. It is a resurrection of the world itself,
and implies a corresponding revolution in the thoughts,
feelings, and purposes of men,
A third kind of disorder may have arisen from the same
causes, but seems to have assumed another character. As
among the Jews, so among the first Christians, there were
those who needed to be perpetually reminded, that the
powers that be were ordained of God. The heathen converts
could not at once lay aside the licentiousness of manners
amid which they had been brought up ; no more could the
Jewish converts give up their aspirations, that at this time
‘the kingdom was to be restored to Israel,’ which had
perhaps been in some cases their first attraction to the
Gospel. A community springing up in Palestine under the
dominion of the Romans, could not be expected exactly to
draw the line between the things that were Caesar’s and the
things that were God’s, or to understand in what sense
‘ the children were free,’ in what sense it was nevertheless
their duty to pay tribute. The spirit of those Galileans,
‘who called no man Lord,’ must have sometimes found its
way into the early Christian Church. When men are
‘wrestling against principalities and powers, and spiritual
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wickedness in heavenly places,’ they do not find it easy
to reconcile their course of action with the bidding of those
‘ who sit in Moses’s seat.’ That one of the chief apprehensions of the Apostle waa this tendency to rebellion, is proved
by the frequency of the exhortations to obey magistrates,
and the energy with which he sets himself against it.
3. The third head of our inquiry related to scruples of
conscience, which were chiefly of two kinds; regarding
either the observance of days, or the eating with the unclean
or unbelievers. Were they, or were they not, to observe
the Jewish Sabbath, or new moon, or passover? Such
questions aa these are not to be considered the fancies or
opinions of individuals ; but, as mankind are quick enough
to discover, involve general principles, and are but the
outward signs of some deep and radical difference, I n the
question of the observance of Jewish feasts, and still more
in the question of going in unto men uncircumcised and
eating with them, was implied the whole question of the
relation of the disciple of Christ to the Jew, just as the
question of sitting at meat in the idol’s temple was the
question of the relation of the disciple of Christ to the
Gentile. Was the Christian to preserve his caste, and
remain within the pale of Judaism ? Was he in his daily
life to carry his religious scruples so far as to exclude himself
from the social life of the heathen world? How much
prudence and liberty and charity was necessary for the
solution of such daculties !
Freedom is the key-note of the Gospel, as preached by
St. Paul. ‘ All things are lawful.’ ‘ There is no distinction
of Jew or Greek, barbarian or Scythian, bond or free.’
‘Let no man judge you of a new moon or a Sabbath.’
‘Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.’ And
yet, if we go back to its origin, the Christian Church wm
born into the world marked and diversified with the features
of the religions that had preceded it, bound within the
curtains of the tabernacle, ooloured with Oriental opinions
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that refused to be washed out of the minds of men. The
scruples of individuals are but indications of the elements
out of which the Church was composed, There were
narrow paths in which men walked, customs which clung
to them long after the reason of them had ceased, observances which they were unable to give up, though conscience
and reason alike disowned them, which were based on the
traditions of half the world, and could not be relinquished,
however alien to the spirit of the Gospel. Slowly and
gradually, as Christianity itself became more spread, these
remnants of Judaism or Orientalism disappeared, and the
spirit which had been taught from the beginning made
itself felt in the hearts of men and in the institutions of the
Church.
4. The heresies of the Apostolical age are a subject too
wide for illustration in a note. We shall attempt no more
than to bring together the names and heads of opinion
which occur in Scripture, with the view of completing the
preceding sketch.
There was the party of Peter and of Paul, of the circumcisioii and of the uncircumcision. There were those who
knew ‘Christ according to the flesh ; ’ those who, like
St. Paul, knew Him only as revealed within. There were
others who, after casting aside circumcision, were still
struggling between the old dispensation and the new.
There were those who never went beyond the baptism of
John ; others, again, to whom the Gospel of Christ clothed
itself in Alexandrian language. There were prophets,
speakers with tongues, discerners of spirits, interpreters of
tongues. There were seekers after ‘ knowledge, falsely so
called ;’ ‘ spoilers of others with philosophy and vain deceit,’
‘worshippers of angels, intruders into things they had not
seen.’ There were those who looked daily for the coming
of Christ ; others who ‘said that the Resurrection was
passed already.’ There were some who maintained an
Oriental asceticism in their lives, ‘forbidding to marry,
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commanding to abstain from meats.’ There were indi.
viduals, like Hymenaeus and Alexander, who had ‘made
shipwreck of their faith j ’ like Phygellus and Hermogenes,
who had ‘turned away’ from St. Paul; like Diotrephes,
the leader in the Church of Ephesus, who refused to
‘ receive ’ St. John. There were national differences, Jewish
Sectarian tendencies, heathen systems of philosophy ; stones
of another workmanship built into the fabric of the Christian Church. There was the doctrine of the Nicolaitans,
the synagogue of Satan, who ‘said that they were Jews,
and are not,’ ‘ the woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a
prophetess.’ There were wild heretics, ‘ many Antichrists,’
‘ grievous wolves, entering into the fold,’ apostasy of whole
churches at once. There were mingled anarchy and licentiousness, ‘ filthy dreamers, despising dominion, speaking
evil of dignities,’ of whom no language is too strong for
St, Paul or St. John to use, though they seem to have been
separated by no definite line from the Church itself. There
were fainter contrasts, too, of those who agreed in the unity
of the same spirit, aspects, and points of view, as we term
them, of faith and works, of the Epistle to the Romans and
the Epistle to the Hebrews.
How this outline is to be filled up must for ever remain,
in a great degree, matter of speculation. Yet there is not
a single trait here mentioned which does not reappear in the
second century, either within the Church or without it, more
or less prominent as favoured by circumstances or the reverse.
The beginning of Ebionitism, Sabaism, Gnosticism, Montanism, Alexandrianism, Orientalism, and of the licentiousness
which marked the track of some of them, are all discernible in
the Apostolical age. They would be more correctly regarded,
not as offshoots of Christianity, but as the soil in which it
grew up. We are surrounded by them, in the Epistles of
St. Paul, as truly as the Israelites were surrounded by their
enemies when they first took possession of the Promised
Land. They are not errora which arose when men began
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to speculate on the truths of the Gospel: Gnosticism, in
particular, would be more nearly described as the mental
atmosphere of the Greek cities of Asia, a conducting medium
between heathenism and Christianity, in the magic light of
which all religions faded and reappeared. None of them
pass away at once ; some even acquire a temporary principle
of life, and grow up parallel with the Church itself. As
opinions and tendencies of the human mind, many linger
among us to the present day. Only after the destruction
of Jerusalem, with the spread of the Gospel over the world,
as the spirit of the East moves towards the West, Judaism
dies away, to rise again, &g some hold, in the glorified form
of a mediaeval Church.
Such is the reverse side of the picture of the Apostolical
age; what proportions we should give to each feature it is
impossible to determine. We need not infer that all Churches
were in the same disorder as Corinth and Galatia ; or like
Sardis, in which only ‘ a few names had not defiled their
garments ;’ nor can we say how far the more flagrant evils
were tamely submitted to by the Church itself. There was
much of good that we can never know ; much also of evil.
The first Christians stood alone in the world : many of them
were ready to venture their lives for the faith ; most of them
had probably suffered persecution-a
difference between
ourselves and them than which none can be greater. And
perhaps the general lesson which we gather from the preceding considerations is, not that the state of the primitive
Church was better or worse than our first thoughts would
have suggested, but that its state was one in which good and
evil exercised a more vital power, were more subtly intermingled with, and more easily passed into, each other. All
things were coming to the birth, some in one way, some in
another, The aupports of custom, of opinion, of tradition,
had given way ; human nature was thrown upon itself and
the guidance of the Spirit of God. There were as many
diversities of human character in the world then as now ;
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more strange influences of religion and race than have ever
since met in one ; a far greater yearning of the human
intellect to solve the problems of existence. There was no
settled principle of morality independent of and above
religious convictions. All these causes are sufficient to
account for the diversities of opinion or practice, as well
ae for the extremes which met in the bosom of the primitive
Church
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mention of you * a t our prayers ; remembering without
ceasing your work of faith, and labour of love, and
patience of hope bof our Lord Jesus Christ, in the
4sight of Oour God a n d n Father; knowing, brethren
5 beloved of God, your election, that our gospel came
not unto you in word only, but also in power, and in
the Holy Ghost, and in much aBsurance ; as ye know
j

6

in
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cfod and our

reference t o the latter words
themselves, it is not clear whether
pciau aoro6ptuoi is an addition to,
or a limitation on, r3XapruzoCptv.
A little lower down, ver. 5 , the
clause 6 n T& fdayyhw, H . T . ~ . , is
a sort of after-thought on T$U
I~hPyllv.I n like manner, whether
i n the words ~d Bptis pipqraL, in
the 6th verse, the Apostle carries
in his thoughts the preceding
oi8arc, or not, is uncertain. Ver.
8 is an amplification of ver. 7,
and in ver. 8 itself the language
of the second clause is varied
from that of the first, without
any variation of meaning ; in ver.
g the words ijovhcdeu
(&vi Hal
dhqeru& are an extension of the
preceding Iscarpi$a7s apds T&Y
Brbu dnb TGU cL6dvhw. At the commencement of chap. ii we appear
to break off and pass on to a new
subject, and yet are but resuming
the thread of ver. 5 and 6 in the
preceding.
Leaving the form, let us go on
to the substance. The Apostle is
full of thankfulness to God for
the conversion of the Thessalo.
niana, which has brought forth
such unmistakable fruits of righteousness. These am just in accordance with the manner of
their reception of the Gospel, the
manner in which he preached

d

your election of God. For

and they believed. I t seemed to
have a peculiar power over them,
received with joy amid persecutions ; they were as burning and
shining lights in all that land.
Their conversion was in all men’s
mouths, who could not help, of
their own accord, telling even the
Apostle himself how these idolaters had come to the knowledge
of the true God; and how they,
like the other disciples, had
learned to sit waiting for the day
of the Lord. I n such manner
does the Apostle, in the excess of
his affection for them, not without knowledge of the way in
which t o approach human nature,
transform the language of oom.
pliment into a spiritual lesson.
3. roc iwou
niuTtws, workof
faith,] has been variously explained as meaning the reality of
your faith, or the fact of your
receiving the Gospel, or the working of your faith. Better your
work of faith, that is, the Christian life which springs from faith.
(Gomp. a Thess. i. 11.)
6. The suffering that comes
from without, cannot depress the
spirit of a man who is faithful in
a good cause. It is only when
‘from within are fears’ that
the mind is enslaved. For in
the spiritual world joy and

.
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what manner of men we were among you for your
and ye became followers of us, and of the Lord,
having received the word in much affliction, with joy
7 of the Holy Ghost : so that ye were e a n ensample 1 to
8 all that believe in Macedonia and *in/‘ Achaia. For
from you ghas been‘ sounded out the word of the
Lord not only in Macedonia and in Achaia, but h-i‘ in
every place your faith to God-ward is spread abroad ;
g s o that we need not to speak any thing. For they
themselves shew of us what manner of entering in we
had unto you, and how ye turned to God from idols t o
I O serve the living and true God, and to wait for his Son
6 sake ;

* enaamplee

omit in

sorrow are not two, but one.
The servant of Christ feels a
sort of exhilaration at the contrast between himself and the
world, similar t o that of the
soldier on the battle-field, in the
presence of danger and death.
He is not like another man, but
at once above and below others;
he has the sentence of death in
himself, and is yet more than a
conqueror. I t is this peculiarity
of the Christian character that
the Apostle expresses by ‘joy
of the Holy Ghost,’ ‘glorying in
the Lord,’ ‘fulness of consolation :’ ‘rejoicing in his sufferings, and filling up what was
wanting of the afflictions of Christ
in his flesh.‘ See also the alterna.
tions of feeling in a Cor. vi. IO:
LAs sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing.‘ Herein too the Thessa.
lonians were ‘followers of St.
Paul as he was of Christ.’ Compare John xii. a3, ‘The hour is
come, that the Son of man should
be glorified;’ and the double
character of the discourse in the
D
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following chapters which precedes
our Lord’s passion.
8. Iv rravri &Q, in every place.)
How could it be said, that the
faith of the Thessalonians wae
known everywhere? It has
been sometimes attempted to re.
move this difficulty by taking
o t ptdvov (not only) with &4x9Tat (for from you has not only
been sounded out), which is objectionable, however, both upon
the ground of the order of the
words and the poorness of the
senm I t is better to admit that
the language of St. Paul, uttered
in the fullness of his heart, is not
t o be construed strictly, any
more than where he says, in like
manner, that the faith of the
Romans was known over the
whole world (Rom. i. 8), or that
the Gospel of which he was a
minister was preached to every
creature under heaven. He
means, in other words, that not
only in Greece, but in Asia,
wherever there were believers,
the news of the Thessalonian
2
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from heaven, whom he raised from the dead, Jesus,
which delivereth us from the wrath to come.
2
For yourselves, brethren, know our entrance i n
2 unto you, that i t was not in vain : but k--/-/
after that we
had suffered before, and were shamefully entreated, as
ye know, at Philippi, we were bold in our God to
I

delivered

conversion had spread, or rather
must have spread; he had no
need to speak of them, for the
report of them had preceded him
on his way.
It is not necessary that these
latter words should be connected
with i u naud 76nQ ; the meaning
would be assisted if, instead of
adopting Lachmann’s punctuation, the clause, &use p? Xptiar
gxfw lip& A d & 71, were separated by a colon from Z[tAilhuBtv,
and closely joined with the following verse.
2. The personalnarrative which
follows, may be compared with
that in the Galatians i. 11 to
ii. 14. Alluding t o the spirit in
which he preached to them, he
glances, for an instant, at the
persecution which he had just
before endured at Philippi, and
which had not deterred him from
speaking the truth boldly, though
at Thesealonica too the conflict
was hot. He had spoken as to
God and not to men, without
oovetousness, or guile, or flattery,
or vain glory, or any such thing.
He had given up his right t o
support as an Apostle from the
excess of his love to them ; 8 love,
which would fain have made him
lay down his life for their sake.
They must surely remember how
they had seen him toiling day

k
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and night to get his own livelihood ; they were the witnesses
(and there was a higher witness)
of the innocence of his life, and
of his gentle and fatherly admonitions to them.
Then changing the person, he
gives thanks t o God as at first,
for their reception of the Word of
God ; they had become followers
of the Churches in Judea, and
stood in the same relation to
their own countrymen, as these
did to the Jews. The persecutions that they suffered, did but
recall the thought of what these
latter had done to the Lord Jesus,
and to their own prophets ; enemies, as they were, of God and
man, forbidding t o preach t o the
Gentiles that they might be saved.
Their evil was tending to a consummation, and the wrath of God
was fulfilled upon them.
In the verses which follow,
there appears to be an abrupt
transition t o the longing desire
that the Apostle had t o see them,
and the efforts that he had made
to accomplish this purpose. The
q t h and 16th verses are a digression which may be regarded as
an outburst of indignation at the
Jews. As in conversation we
sometimes ask, ‘What leads another to say that?’ so here we
oan but guess the secret thread of

.
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speak unto you the gospel of God with much cona tention, For our exhortation was not of deceit, nor
4 of uncleanness, nor in guile ; but as we were approved
of God to be put in trust with the gospel, even 0 0 we
speak ; not as pleasing men, but God which proveth"
5 our hearts. For neither at any time used we flattering
words, as ye know, nor a cloke of covetousness ; God
6 is witness: nor of men sought we glory, neither of
you, nor of others, when we might have been burden7 some, as the apostles of Christ. But we were babes
among you, even as a nurse cherisheth her Oownf
s children : so being affectionately desirous of you, we
were willing to have imparted unto you, not the gospel
of God only, but also our own souls, because ye were

'

alowed
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trieth

association which carries on the
mind of the Apostle from one
topic t o another. The real connexion in what follows may probably be the persecutions of the
Thessalonian Church, just slightly
touched upon in ver. 14, which
quickened the Apostle's desire t o
see them, and increased his sense
of loneliness in being parted from
them.
This thread reappears
again in the following chapter,
iii. a-9.
3. The two senses of aapdahtlars,
exhortation and consolation, so
easily passing into one another
(compare ver. 11), are suggestive
of the external state of the early
Church, sorrowing amid the evils
of the world, and needing as its
first levson to be comforted, and
not less suggestive of the first
lesson of the Gospel t o the individual soul of peace in believing.
Many passages in the New
Testament lead us to infer, that

11
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there existed, in the age of the
Apostles, a connexion between
the form of spirituality and licentiousness. I t is this of which the
Apostle declares his innocence,
and with which elsewhere he upbraids the false teaohers. Compare iv. 7 ; Tit. iii. 8 ; James iii.
13 ; I Tim. vi. 3 ; Jude 4-18.
6. Why should the Apostle so
repeatedly repudiate the imputation that he sought glory of men ?
He was one of those who instinctively know the impression produced by his character and conduct on the hearts of others.
What was the motive of this
vain babbler ' would be a com.
mon topic of conversation in the
cities at which he preached. ' To
get money, to make himself
somebody,' would be the ordinary solution. Against this the
Apostle protests. His whole life
and conversation were a disproof
of it. It may have been that he
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unto us. For ye remember, brethren, our labour
and travail : P-8 labouring night and day, because we
would not be qburdensomei unto any of you, we
~oproachedunto you the gospel of God. Ye are wit9 dear

nesses, and God also, how holily and righteously [
and unblameably we behaveda-’ among you that
P addfor
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chargeable

was aware also of something in
his manner which might have
suggested such a thought. I t was
not good for him to glory, and
yet he sometimes ‘spake as a
fool.’ Rightly understood this
glorying was but an elevation of
the soul to God and Christ, or at
worst the assertion of himself, in
moments of depression or illtreatment, but to others he might
have been conscious that it must
have seemed a weakness, and may
have been made a ground of
imputations from his adversaries.
9. It throws a singular light on
the life of St. Paul, which reflects itself in some degree o n the
early Church, to observe that his
labours as a preacher of the Gospel
were not the sole business which
engaged him, but were added to
his daily occupation. Such, at
least, we know to have been his
custom at Corinth, at Thessalonica, at Ephesus, and probably
elsewhere. Of the twelve hours
of the day, perhaps not more than
one, of the seven days of the
week, perhaps only the Sabbath,
was devoted to the exercise of
hisspiritual calling. I t is natural
to ask, what motive could have
led him, a man of station and
education, unused to toil, brought
u p in the school of a Rabbi, a t an
age when the bodily frame refuses

r justly
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t o perform any new office, to submit himself to mnnual labour ?
Was it that he desired to set
the example of Christian life, as
well as t o teach Christian doctrine, to show that there was
no opposition between the Gospel and the daily course of the
world? Or may it have been
to identifyhimself with the poorer
members of his flock ? or to provide for their necessities? or as
a religious exercise to keep under
his body, and bring it into subjection ? or to distinguish himself
from the strolling soothsayers
who wandered over Greece and
Asia, ‘telling some new thing ’ ?
or to draw a line between himself
and the Judaizing teachers? or
from necessity, or, as we should
say, to preserve his independence ? Whatever higher motives
led the Apostle to toil for his
bread, the last-mentioned one
falls in with that peculiar sensitiveness respecting the charge of
receiving money, which is traceable in the Second Epistle t o the
Corinthians, both in reference to
himself and Titus receiving support from the Church, as in reference to the collections for the
saints. I n the Second Epistle to
the Thessalonians, iii. 4, another
motive is also indicated, the
desire to set an example to his
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believe : as ye know how we exhorted and comforted
and charged every one of you, as a father doth his
~zchildren,that ye would walk worthy of God, who
calleth '1 you unto his kingdom and glory.
13 And for this cause we also t h a n k " God without
ceasing, because, when ye received the word of God
which ye heard of us, ye received it not as the word
of men, but as i t is in truth, the word of God, which
14 effectually worketh also i n you that believe. For ye,
brethren, became followers of the churches of God
which in Judaea are in Christ Jesus: for ye also have
suffered like things of your own countrymen, even as
1 5 they have of the Jews: who both killed the Lord
Jesus, and the prophets, have persecuted us ; and
they please not God, and are contrary to all men:
11

'

t

hath called

u also thank we

converts. A third motive, that
of charity, is mentioned i n the
discourse to the elders of the
Church of Ephesus. (Acts xx.34.)
14. Wherever the Apostle had
gone on his second journey, he had
been persecuted by the Jews ; and
the longer he travelled about
among Gentile cities, the more
he must have been sensible of
the feeling with which his countrymen were regarded. Isolated
as they were from the rest of the
world in every city, a people
within a people, it was impossible
that they should not be united
for their own self-defence, and
regarded with suspicion by the
rest of mankind. But their inner
nature was not less repugnant to
the nobler, as well as the baser
feelings of Greece and Rome.
Their fierce nationality had outlived itself; though worshippers

their o m

of the true God, they knew Him
not t o be the God of all nations
of the earth ; hated and despised
by others, they could but cherish
i n return an impotent contempt
and hatred of other men. What
wonder that, for an instant, the
Apostle should have felt that this
Gentile feeling was not wholly
groundless? or that he should use
words which recall the expression
of Tacitus : 'Adverms omnes alios
hostile odium P '-Hist. v. 5 .
For the feelings which the
Apostle entertained towards his
countrymen a t a later period,
compare Rom. x. I :-' Brethren,
my heart's desire and prayer to
God for Israel is, that they may
be saved.' Yet, both states of
mind may have existed together ;
the one on the surface, called forth
bypassing events ; the other in his
4 heart of hearts,' deep and silent.
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to speak t o the Gentiles that they might
be saved, t o fill up their sins alway. 7 But the wrath
e has come upon them to the uttermost.
17
BUT we, brethren, being a bereaved in being taken
from you for a short time in presence, not in heart,
16forbidding us

’’

were the more abundantly earnest /‘ to aee your face
great desire. Wherefore we would have come
unto you, even I Paul, once and again; but Satan
19 hindered us. For what is our hope, or joy, or crown
of rejoicing i! Are not even ye in the presence of our
aoLord Jesus Christ at his coming? For ye are our
18 with

J

For

5

ia

a omit bereaved in being

16. I t has been maintained that
this verse must have been written
after the destruction of Jerusalem. (SeeIntroductory Essay, on
the Genuineness of the Epistle.)
Had it been so, it is probable
that allusions to the destruction of Jerusalem would have
appeared elsewhere in the Epistle, and that this very passage
would have spoken more plainly.
I n all ages, without the gift of
prophecy, men have been prone
t o read the signs of evil in the
world. There was enough in the
outward state of the Jewish
people, as we read the narrative
of it in Josephus, or in the impenitency and obstinacy of the
Jewish nature, as it revealed
itself to the Apostle from within,
to be the shadow of events to
come. Yet the language of the
Apostle seems to indicate, not
that they were actually suffering or to suffer punishmont, but
only that they had reached their
final point of reprobation from
whence there i s no more a way
back.

b endeavoured the more abundantly

19. For you are our hope and
joy and crown of glory in the day
of judgment. As he says elsewhere :--‘Who is weak, and I
am not weak ? ’ or, in other words,
who feels, and I do not feel with
him ?-so in this passage, their
hope is his hope, their joy is his
joy ; they are his crown of glory
at the last day. He does not
mean that he is to be rewarded
for converting them; it is a
higher thought than this which
fills the Apostle’s soul. Remembering that hour on which his
mind is dwelling, he transfers
them to it, and is rapt in his love
of them. Compare, for the time,
note on Rom. ii. 16 ; for a similar
use of a figure, a Cor. iii. a, ‘Ye
are our Epistle ;’ and for the
general meaning, a Tim. iv. 8.
‘Henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness,
which the Lord, the righteous
judge, shall give me at that
day ;’ and, 88 the Apostle characteristically adds, ‘not to me
only, but to all )hat love his appearing.’
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Wherefore when we could no longer
Ccontain,J we thought it good to be left at Athens
2 alone ; and sent Timotheus, lour brother, and fellowworker with God, in the gospel of Christ, to establish
3 you, and to comfort you concerning your faith, that
no man should be moved by these tribulations li ; for
4 yourselves know that we are appointed thereunto, for
verily, when we were with you, we told you before
that we should suffer tribulation ; even as it came to
5 pass, and ye know. For this cause, when I could no
longer forbear, I also sent to know your faith, lest by
some means the tempter have tempted you, and our
6 labour been in vain, But now when Timotheus came
from you unto us, and brought us good tidings of your
faith and e love,! and that ye have good remembrance
of us always, desiring greatly to see us, as we also to
7 see you: therefore, brethren, we were comforted f i n I,'

3 glory and joy.

afflictions
to be left,
hc.] It may be remarked, that
these words half agree with the
Acts, and half with the Epistle.
For they imply that the Apostle
was left without companions, and
yet there is no mention of his
sending away Silas, who n-as with
him at the time of his writing
the Epistle, but only Timothy.
Admitting the genuineness of
the Epistle, and the confirmation
afforded by it to many of the
statements of the Acts, we are
naturally led to speculate by what
arrangement of events the error
may be made smallest.
Suppose Silas only to have
been left in Macedonia, with a
charge t o join Paul shortly;
Paul, impatient to hear of his
c

forbear

3. Karahtr+Bjvai,

d

K.T.~.,

e

chanty

1

over

new converts, sends Timothy
from Athens, who returns with
Silas. The only incorrectness
then in the narrative of the Acta
arises from the ignorance of the
writer, that Timothy was not
left behind. The account of the
Epistle, that Paul was left alone
at Athens, although he only sent
away Timothy and although Silas
and Timothy were with him
shortly afterwards, as well as
the tone of the Acts, respecting
Paul's eagerness that Silas and
Timothyshould follow him, agrees
with this hypothesis,
7. 6rd ~ o i j r o ]takes up the sentence after the long participial
clauses. For this good nms.
dpri rmprKAfiBqpw, now we are
comforted. Implying that the
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7

you, in all our affliction and distress by your faith:
in the Lord. For
9 what thanks can we render to God again for you, for
all the joy wherewith we joy for your sakes before
IO our Clod ; night and day praying exceedingly that we
might see your face, and might perfect that which is
I I lacking in your faith? Now our God and Father
himself, and our Lord Jesus Christ direct our way
i a unto you. And the Lord make you to increase and
abound in love one toward another, and toward all
1 3 men, even as we do toward you : to the end he may
8 for now we live, if ye atand fast

Epistle was written immediately
after the return of Timothy. The
Apostle, though speaking now of
what was almost present to himself, still uses the historical tense ;
possibly, like iypaqa in I Cor.
v. 9, and elsewhere, in reference
to the time a t which the Thessalonians would receive his letteras in Latin.
8. STI vib @,ucv,for mu, we 1itie.l
The Apostle regards his affliction
as a sort of death, from which he
is roused to life by the news of his
converts. Compare a Cor. i. 8-10,
and Gal. ii. 20, for a similar figure.
vQv refers to the change of feeling occasioned by the arrival of
Timothy. When he thought of
the persecutions that surrounded
him, and the possibility of their
falling 08 from the faith, he was
as one ' having the sentence of
death i n himself :' but now in
their life he lives.
13. All ages which have witnessed arevival ofreligious feeling,
have witnessed also the outbreak
of religious passions ; the pure
light of the one becomes the spark
by which the other is kindled.
Reasons of state sometimes create

a faint and distant suspicion of
a new faith ; the feeline of the
mass rise to overwhelm it.
Allowing for the difference of
times and seasons, the feelings
of the Roman governors were
not altogether unlike those with
which the followers of John Weslby, in the last century, might
have been regarded by the magistrates of an English town. And
making still greater allowance
for the malignity and depth of
the passions by which men were
agitated as the old religions were
breaking up, a parallel not less
just might be drawn also between
the feelings of the multitude.
There was in both cases a kind of
sympathy by which the lower
class were attracted towards the
new teachers. Natural feeling
suggested that these men had
come for their good; they were
grateful for the love shown of
them, and for the ministration to
their temporal wants. There was
a time when it was said of the
first believers, that they were i n
favour with all the people (Acts
ii. 47), and that ' all men glorified
God for that which was done'
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stablish your hearts unblameable in holiness before
our God and Father, ’I a t the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ with all his saints.
8

God, OUT Father

(iv. ax). But a t the preaching
of Stephen the scene changes;
the deep irreconcilable hostility
of the two principles is beginning
to be felt; it is not peace, but
a sword ;’ not I am come to
fulfil the law,’ but ‘not one stone
shall be left upon another.’
The moment this was clearly
perceived, not only would the farsighted jealousy of chief priests
and rulers be alarmed a t the
preaching of the Apostles; but
the very instincts of the multitude itself would rise at them.
More than anything that we have
witnessed in modern times of
religious intolerance, would be
the feeling against those who
sought to relax the bond of circumcision as enemies to their
country, their religion, and their
God. But there was another aspect of the new religion, which
served to bring home these feelings even yet more nearly. It
was the disruption of the family.
As our Lord foretold. the father
was against the son, the son
against the father, the mother-inlaw against the daughter-in-law,
the daughter-in.law against her
mother-in-law. A new power had
arisen in the world, which seemed
to cut across and dissever natural
affections (Matt. x. 34). Consider
what is implied in the words
‘ of believing women not a few ;’
what animosities of parents, and
brethren, and husbands ! what
hatreds, and fears, and jealousies I
An unknown tie, closer than that

of kindred, drew away the individuals of a family, and joined
them to an external society. It
was not only that they were
members of another Church, or
attendants on a separate worship.
The difference went beyond this.
I n the daily intercourse of life,
a t every meal, the unbelieving
brother o r sister was conscious of
the presence of the unclean. It
was an injury not readily to be
forgotten, or forgiven its authors,
thegreatest, perhaps, which could
be offered in this world. The
fanatic priest, led on by every
personal and religious motivethe man of the world, caring for
none of those things, but not the
less resenting the intrusion on
the peace of his home-the craftsman, fearing for his gains-the
accursed multitude, knowing not
the law, but irritated at the very
notion of this mysterious society
of such real though hidden
strength-would
all work together towards the overthrow of
those who seemed to them to be
turning upside down the political,
religious, and social order of the
world. The utterance of this instinct of dislike, is heard in the
words, These men being Jews,
do exceedingly trouble our city,
and teach customs which are not
lawful for us to receive, neither
to observe, being Romans.’ Acts
xvi. ao, ar. (Compare, to complete the picture, the description
in the previous verses of the
damsel possessed with a spirit of

‘
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FURTHEXUORE then we beseech you, brethren,
and exhort you by the Lord Je,aus,that as ye received
of ua how ye ought to walk and to please God, even
as ye do walk, that ye would abound more and more.
z For ye know what commandments we gave you by
3 the Lord Jesus. For this ia the will of God, your
Banctification, that ye should abstain from fornication :
4 that every one of you should know how to h get himself

4'

h possess his
divination, who oried after Paul the same vision which is again
many days, 'These men are the heldup to us in the Book of the
servants of the most High God.')
Revelation, of the common tribuThese considerations, though
lation of St. John and the
based only on general principles Churches, of the sufferings that
of human nature, are necessary were t o come upon the Church
of Smyma, of the faithfulness
to make us understand the under.
of Pergamos in the days when
current of the Apostolicd history,
as well as to form a just estimate the martyr Antipas was slain, of
of the question which we are con- the two witnesses, and of the
sidering. The actual persecution souls beneath the altar, saying
'How long?' I t is the same
of the Roman government was
slight, but what may be termed which reappears in the earliest
the social persecution and the ecclesiastical history, in the narillegal violence employed towards rative of Hegesippus respecting
the first disciples unceasing. ' Of James the Just. I t is the state
the Jews five times received I of life described in the Epistle to
forty stripes save one ;' who the Hebrews of those who ' had
not yet resistedunto blood,striving
would know or care what went
on in the Jewish quarter of a against sin ' (xii. 4), whose leaders
great city ? How precarious must seem to havealreadysuffered (xiii.
have been their fate who, with
7, a3). Except on some accidental
occasion, such as the Neronian
the passions of men arrayed
against them, had no protection persecution, there is no reason
from the law ! They were liable to suppose that the power of Rome
t o be persecuted by the Jews, was systematically employed
to suffer persecution as Jews, to against the first disciples of the
Apostles. But it does not diminarm the feelings of all nations
against themselves as the profes- ish their sufferings,that they were
sors of an unnational religion. the result of illegal violence, such
Little reflection is necessary to as the tumults at Thessalonioa,
fill up the details of that image of at Ephesus, or at Jerusalem.
peril, which the Apostle presents
4. 4. ~d Oaurot a d o o mBaeal, to
to us in all hia Epistles. It is get his own vessel.] I t is doubted
Beading AocnLv 0%
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his own vessel in sanctification and honour : not i n
the lust of concupiscence, even a s the Gentiles which
6 know not God: that no man go beyond and defraud
his brother in the matter: because that the Lord is
the avenger of all these things, au we also forewarned
7you and testified. For God called us not unto un8 cleanness, but in sanctification. H e therefore that
despiseth, despiseth not man, but God, who giveth
unto you his holy Spirit.
5

whether under the image of a
vessel is meant ‘the body’ or
‘ a wife.’ The meaning of the
word ~rBaOar,and the opposition
of i a u ~ o i ito Iropvtias, and also to
n h t o v c ~ ~ t i7vb y dSthcpdr, in ver. 6,
is decidedly i n favour of the latter
interpretation. Compare I Cor.
vii. a, for a similar opposition,
6rd 81 7ds nopvdas ZKaoror 7 4 v
iavroii y v v a k a CXITP). For the
figure, compare I Peter iii. 7.
See also parallels in Sch6ttgen,
which prove the common Jewish
use of U K P ~ O Sfor a wife. On the
other hand, it may be urged that
there would be no propriety here,
as there is elsewhere, in the
description of the ‘ body’ under
the metaphor of a vessel; when
in Rom. ix. ar, the term uKtCos
b p y i j s occurs, this is a continuation
of the figure of the potter ; when
in a Cor. iv. 7, the body is called
bazp&rrvov GKfGOE, this is to denote
its frailty ; so in a Tim. ii. ao, a1
the metaphor is helped by the
surrounding words. But none of
these uses shows that uKrCos in this
place could simply mean body.
The exact force of the whole
passage may be expressed as follows :-(This is the will of Godyour sanctification :’ by this is

‘

meant, your abstaining from fornication, your knowing how to
live chastely i n a married state.’
This is opposed to ver. 6, the
general sense of which is ‘not to
covet another man’s wife.’ Two
difficulties occur, however, i n the
attempt to disentangle the connexion. First, it might seem as
if St. Paul was enjoining all men
to marry. This, however, is modified by ver. 6. Every man is to
have his own wife, rather than to
defraud his neighbour. I n other
words, the precept is not absolute.; but relative to the sin of
adultery and fornication.
The
second difficulty is the insertion
of p) i v nciOci h O u p l a s , in ver. 5 ,
because it might be said, that
though the heathen were distinguished from Christians by immorality, they were not BO by
an abuse of the marriage-bed i n
particular. But the words, i v
ndrOtr CnrOwplas, though forming an
antithesis to Zv dytaap4 ea1 rrpfj,
need not necemarily, when applied
to the heathen, carry us back to
~72ab’atrd CTK~GOS. I n ver. 5 these
latter words are lost sight of and
some general idea gathered from
them, such a8 ‘living’ I v n&c
in1b’vpias.
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But as touching brotherly love I w e need not to
write unto you: for ye yourselves are taught of God
IO to love one another.
And indeed ye do it toward all
the brethren which are in all Macedonia: but we
beseech you, brethren, to increase more and more;
11 and to study to be quiet, and do your own business,
and work with your hands, as we commanded you;
I a that ye may walk honestly towards them that are
without, and may have lack of nothing.
13 But we would not have you t o be ignorant, brethren,
9

took them away in the very
hour when it seemed good to
live, ‘waiting for the Son from
heaven.‘
ua&s u d 01 hotnoi, as the others.]
The heathen, as in Ephesians ii.
3, who sorrow as the Apostle,
regarding them partly from his
own point of view, says of them,
or have reason to sorrow for their
ignorance of the future.
It would be easy t o multiply
quotations from classical writers
in illustration of this expression,
like the words of Theocritus,
Idyll. iv. 4a h n i k r 2v (woiutv,
&vfhnturor 82 Oavdvrts: or the
mournful strain of Catullus, v. 4
Soles occidere et redire possent.
Nobis quum semel occidit brevis
lux nox est perpetua una dormienda;’ or the life-like touch
of Lucretius, iii. 94a LNec quisquam expergitus exstat, frigida
quem semel est vitai pausa secuta ;’ or the sad complaints of
Cicero and Quintilian over the
loss of their children; or the
dreary hope of an immortality of
fame in Tacitus or Thucydides, or
the still more dreary acquiescence

13. The Apostle passes on,
with a formula that he employs
elsewhere (ob eihopcv 62 hp6s
dyvotiu, dBth$oi), t o a new subject,
the state of the departed. The
train of thought may possibly
have been suggested by the previous exhortation to be diligent
in their daily occupations, the
missing link being that their 00cupations had been interrupted
by the expeatation of the coming
of Christ. Compare chap. v. 11,
12. I t may also have been a
reply t o an inquiry, or may have
originated in the Apostle hearing
of the anxiety of the converts,
who found that a gloom was cast
upon their faith in Christ, by the
death of some one of their number, Their sadness was not as to
whether or not there was a future
state, but whether those who
were already dead should participate in the coming reign of
Christ. To the Jew of old, death
seemed sad, because it took men
away from the presence of God.
Yet more sad must it have ap.
peared t o the uninstructed mind
of the first converts, because it

‘
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concerning them which are asleep, that ye sorrow not,
14even as the others which have no hope. For if we
believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them
also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him.
15 For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that
i n the belief of a future state as a
useful terror to man in general,
by Chrysippus and others; or
the trifling dispute in the Ethics
of Aristotle affecting not the fact
but a question of words. The
silence of the earlier books of the
Old Testament is not less awful ;
and its language where it speaks,
though more religious, is i n
many passages hardly more cheering : &Theliving, the living, he
shall praise thee. What profit is
there i n the grave? Shall they
that go down into the pit, declare
thy truth 9 ’
15. TOOTO ydp 6&] The Apostle
adds emphatically :-&And this I
say to you. not of mysev, but b y
the word of Christ.’ It has been
asked respecting this passage, as
well as i n reference to I Cor.
vii. IO, whether St. Paul is referring t o some special saying of
our Lord on these subjects, i.e.
resurrection and divorce, or to a
revelation which he had received
from Him. Neither of the passages supposed to be alluded to
(Matt. xxiv. 31, or John v. 25)
is sufficiently near i n sense to
make it safe for us to identify
them; while a strong negative
argument may be urged on the
other side, from the fact of no other
quotations i n St. Paul’s writings
being apparently derived from our
canonical Gospels. It may be
further adduced as an argument
in favour of the supposition that

St. Paul is referring t o actual
words of Christ, that he nowhere
Rpeaks of any special truths or
doctrines as imparted to himself.
When he uses the expression,
‘not I. but the Lord,’ I Cor. vii.
12, he is speaking of matters of
discipline, not of doctrine.
The question suggests a wider
one, which is equally incapable
of receiving a precise answer :What did St. Paul know of the
life of Christ?’ Two passages
only throw any considerable light
on this subject. First, I Cor.
XV. 3-10, i n which the Apostle
devcribes himself, not only as
preaching to the Corinthians the
doctrine of the resurrection of
Christ, but as dwelling on the
minute circumstances which attested it. Had he told them i n
like manner of other events i n
the life of Christ? Had the
parables and discourses of Christ
interwoven themselves i n his
teaching ? Were the miracles
of Christ a witness t o which he
appealed ?
It is instructive to put these
questions, even though they remain without an answer. St. Paul
must have known numberless
persons who had followed the
footsteps of the Lord on earth ;
and yet the only memorial which
he has preserved is the short
fragment, ‘It is more blessed
to give than to receive,’ which
forms the second of the two quo-
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we which are alive and remain unto the coming of the
16 Lord shall not prevent them which sleep ; because the

Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout,
with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of
17 God : and the dead in Christ shall rise first : then we
which are alive and remain shall be caught up together
with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air :
tations alluded to above (Acts different. We may consider +tR
xx. 35. Compare I Tim. vi. 13; 01 &res as a figure of the living
in general, just as 01 ~ o c p h p v o t ,
the mention of the institution of
though primarily referring to the
the Lord’s Supper, in I Cor. xi.
a4 ; also Phil. ii. 7, a Cor. viii. 9). dead in the Thessalonian Church,
Had all the things that were is also put for the dead in general.
It is nevertheless true, that the
known of Christ i n the days of
words imply the immediate exthe Apostle been written down,
‘the world itself,’ it might be said, pectation of Christ’s coming. The
would hardly have contained ‘the Apostle could not have said we,’
if he had had a distinct, perception
books that should be written;’ and
yet, as far as we can trace, it was that the coming of Christ was still
not the sayings or events of the far distant.
life of Christ, but the witness of
The Apostle had been speaking
the Old Testament prophets, that
of the coming of Christ in the
formed the larger part of St. Paul’s clouds of heaven. The question
teaching, the ‘ external ’ evidence would naturally arise in the minds
of the Thessalonians, ‘When shall
by which he supported, in himself and others, the inward and these things be ? ’ But this they
already know as far as it can be
living sense of union with Christ,
known. (Compare the turn of
the medium through which he
preached Christ crucified.’
iv. 9.) And all that can be known
6rr 4p?s of @v+fs, that we which
is that <The day of the Lord
ometh a8 a thief in the night.’
are aliue.] Is St. Paul speaking
here of his own generation only ?
The world is lying in darkness,
or are the living at a particular
asleep, ready t o be surprised. But
time put for the living in general, they are the children of the day, .
having a light within anticipating
these being spoken of in the first
person by way of contrast with the the dawn ; they may not be asleep,
dead from whom they are parted ? they cannot be surprised ; they are
I n I Cor. xv. 51, according t o one t o arm themselves as soldiers of
reading, the Apostle seemsto numChrist, taking the breastplate of
faith and the helmet of salva.
ber himself, not among the living,
but among the dead, at the coming tion; for to salvation they are
of Christ. The mode of thought appointed through Christ Jesus,
in the present pasaage is not pre- with whom they are one in life
and death.
cisely similar, but yet not entirely
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18and so shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore
comfort one another with these words.
5
But of the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have
z no need that I write unto you. For yourselves know
perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief
3 in the night.
But when they shall say, Peace and
safety ; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as
travail upon a woman with child ; and they shall not
4 escape. But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that
5 that day should overtake you as thieves” : kfori ye are
all the children of light, and the children of the day.
6 We are not of the night, nor of darkness. Therefore
let us not sleep, as do others ; but let us watch and
7 be sober. For they that sleep sleep in the night; and
8 they that be drunken are drunken in the night. But
let us who are of the day, be sober, putting on the
breastplate of faith and love j and for an belmet, the
9 hope of salvation. For God hath not appointed us to
wrath, but to ‘obtaining of ‘/ salvation by our Lord
I O Jesus Christ, who died for us, that, whether we wake
1

athief

k omitfor

Many characteristics of St.
Paul are crowded in this passage.
First, the rhetorical turn, 06 xpdav
zxfrf. Secondly, the subtle transition in the use of the metaphor of
the day of the Lord t o the moral
lesson that they are to walk as
children of the day. (Compare
Rom. xiii. 1-14.)
Thirdly, the
imagery of v. 8 (compare Ephea.
vi); also the going off upon the
word oolnpia, which is made
the link of the following verse.
Fourthly, the thought of our
identity with Christ, in which
is still retained the allusion to
5.

I.

VOL. I.

1

obtain

sleeping and waking. And lastly,
in the 11th verse, the resumption
of the precept which closes the
preceding chapter.
4. ~hknrar.] The reading of
Lachmann [and the Cambridge
Text] has equal or rather greater
MS. authority than &nwp, which
i u the reading of the ‘Textus
Receptus.’ The question remains
somewhat uncertain wheri argued
further on grounds of internal
evidence.
On behalf of Lachmann may be
urged the old canon of the more
difficult reading ; the copyist was
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or sleep, we may live together with him. Wherefore

comfort yourselves together, and edify one another,
even as also ye do.
sa
And we beseech you, brethren, to know them which
labour among you, and are over you in the Lord, and
13 admonish you; and to esteem them very highly in love
for their work’s sake. m-1 Be at peace among yourselves.
14Now we exhort you, brethren, warn them that are
unruly, comfort the feeble-minded, support the weak,
15 be patient toward all men. See that none render evil
for evil unto any man ; but ever follow that which is
16 good, both among yourselves, and to all men. Rejoice
evermore ; pray without ceasing ; i n every thing give
thanks: for this is the will of God in Jesus Christ
concerning you. Quench not the Spirit ; despise not

iz

m add And

far more likely to repeat the same evil, but everywhere pursue after
case which had occurred in a pro- goodness, both in relation t o the
verbialexpression just quoted than brethren and to those without
to alter it. The change i n the the Church.’
figure itself is also rather in
It is not strictly true to say
favour of the accusative MhdTTas. that Christianity alone or first
For St. Paul transposes figures forbade to return evil for evil.
of speech in other places, as, for Plat0 knew that it was not the
example, Rom. vii. 1-6, where the true definition of justice to do
image begins with the law dying, harm t o one’s enemies. The
and ends with men dying to the Stoics, who taught the extirpalaw ; or I Thess. ii. 7 and 17 ; o r tion of the passions, were far
a Cor. iii. 16-18. The echo of enough from admitting of rethe word is still in his ears ; to venge to be the only one which
avoid repetition] he changes its should be allowed t o remain. I t
is a higher as well as a truer
UBe. Lastly, the reading HhCHTaE
gives a point to uZoL( +w&.
Also claim to make for the Gospel,
the appropriateness of the figure that it kindled that spirit of
itself, daylight breaking on the kindness and goodwill in the
thief. Cf. Hom. 11. iii. 11 K A ~ Q breast of man (which could not
a i T€ vuKsas dpclvcv.
be wholly extinguished even to15. d p c i ~pfj~ T L S . ] These words wards an enemy), until it became
do not mean, Take heed of some a practical principle ; and that it
one else;’ but ‘Let each one preached aa a rule of life for all,
take heed not to return evil for what had previously been the
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prophesyings.
But” prove all things ; hold fast that
which is good; abstain from Oevery kind I of evil.
a 3 And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly,
and may your whole spirit and soul and body be
preserved blameless in the coming of our Lord
a4 Jesus Christ. Faithful is he that calleth you, who
also will do it.
21

aa

n omitBut

0 all appearance
supreme virtue, or the mere nature with ourselves, and liable
theory of philosophers.
t o mistake merely physical effects
ar, 22. The general meaning of
for spiritual power ; what extrathese two verses may be paravagances must have been the
phrased thus :-‘ Discern between
result, what mixed good and evil
good and evil ; choose the good,
must have blended together under
avoid the evil.’ Yet the English
the name of the spirit I To sepatranslation, ‘try all things,’ naturate and distinguish this among
rally suggests thoughts very un- those who held the name of
like those of the first century.
Christ, and yet may have someHowever apt their application times mingled with it ‘ the doc.
may sound, the true meaning is trines of devils,’ must have been
not make a rational inquiry into the chief office of a discerner of
all things.’ The organ of discern- spirits in the first century. It is
ment was of another and a spiri- this discernment of spirits that is
tual kind. I n I Cor. xii. IO, St.
partly spoken of i n the words
Paul speaks of a gift of the dis- &sa 8oKipCL(cn.
cernment of spirits, and it is in
23 Still the Apostle is think.
a similar connexion the precept ing of the coming of Christ,
occurs hereafter ; the Apostle has against which he prays that they
been speaking of prophecy and of may be preserved, not only i n
the spirit, as i n the Corinthians soul and spirit, but i n body.
the discerning of spirits is spoken Had he a distinct thought atof with immediate reference to tached to each of these words?
the spiritual gifts. Bearing i n Probably not. He is not writing
mind, that the whole state of the a treatise on the soul, but pourfirst believers was extraordinary ing forth, from the fullness of his
and spiritual, we shall find the heart, a prayer for his converts,
meaning i n both passages much Language thus used should not
be too closely analysed. His
the same. The distinction of right
words may be compared to similar
and wrong, no less than of matters
of faith was to them a discerning expressions among ourselves :
of spirits. Let us imagine a com- e.g. ‘with my heart and soul.’
munity of prophets, agitated by Who would distinguish between
the two? Neither did the age
every various spiritual impulse,
yet remaining men of a common i n which St. Paul lived admit of
E 2
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[ S.1 s

Brethren, pray for us P t0o.l Greet all the brethren
a n holy kiss. I charge you by the Lord that
a7
this epistle be read unto all the q - l brethren.
a8
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.
Amenr -I'

95

p6 with

P olnit too
q add holy
r add the J Z T ~ Ep,istle unto the Theaaalonz'amwaa writtenf i m n Athens.

any great accuracy i n speaking
of the human soul ; nor does the
fluctuating use of such terms in
other parts of Scripture imply any
precise or exact distinction. Who
could define the difference between soul and spirit in the Alex-

andrian, scholastic, or any other
philosophy? least of all should
we attempt to do so in Scripture,
which no more anticipates the
metaphysical distinctions of later
ages than their discoveries in
astronomy or geology.
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woven in the writings of the New Testament, render the
consideration of it nec-essary for the right understanding of
St. Paul’s Epistles. Yet it is a subject from which the
interpreterr of Scripture would gladly turn aside. For it
seems as if he were compelled to allow ‘that St. Paul was
mistaken, and that in support of his mistake he could
appeal to the words of Christ Himself.’ Nothing can be
plainer than- the Apostle’s meaning ; he says, that men
1 living in his own day will be ‘caught up to meet the Lord
in the air ;’ and yet, after eighteen centuries, the world is
as it was. The language which is attributed in the Epistle
of St. Peter to unbelievers of that age has become the
language of believers in our own :-‘ Since the fathers have
fallen asleep, all things remain the same from the begin.
ning.’ No one can now be looking daily for the visible
‘
coming of Christ any more than, in a land where nature is
at rest, he would live in expectation of an earthquake.
Not ‘the hardness of men’s hearts,’ but the experience of
eighteen hundred years has made it impossible, consistently
with the laws of the human mind, that the belief of the
first Christians should continue among ourselves.
Why, then, were the traces of such a belief permitted to
appear in the New Testament? That is a question which
we debate with ourselves the moment the difficulty is perceived, which receives various answers. There are some
who say, ‘as a trial of our faith;’ while others have recourse
to the double senses of prophecy, to divide the past from
the future, the day of judgement from the destruction of
Jerusalem. Others cite its existence as a proof that the
books of Scripture were compiled at a time when
auoh a belief was still living, and this not without, but
within the circle of the Church itself, It may be also
regarded as an indication that we were not intended to interpret Scripture apart from the light of experience, or violently to bend life and truth into agreement with isolated
texta. Lastly, ao far as we can venture to move such
~
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a question of our Lord himself, we may observe that his
teaching here, as in other places, is on a level with the
modes of thought of his age, clothed in figures, as it must
necessarily be, to express ‘the things that eye hath not
seen ;’ limited by time, as if to give the sense of reality to
what otherwise would be vague and infinite, yet mysterious
in this respect too, for of ‘that hour knoweth no man;’
and that, however these figures of speech are explained, or
these opposite aspects reconciled, their meaning, breaking
through the horizon of earth, has been the stay and hope of
the believer in all ages, who knows, nevertheless, that the
Apostles have passed away, and no ‘sign has yet appeared
in the clouds,’ and that ‘ the round world is set so fast that
it cannot be moved.’
But instead of regarding this or any other fact of Scripture
as a difficulty to be explained away, it will be more instructive for us to consider the nature of the belief and its
‘
probable effect on the i n k t communi?iqn. -gni
it I
was simple and childlike, (he belief of men who saw but
a little way into the purposes of Providence, who never
dreamed of a vista of futurity. It was not what we should
term an adicle of faith, but natural and necessary, flowing
immediately out of the life and state of the earliest beligers.
It was the feeling of men who looked for the coming of
Christ as we might look for the return of a lost friend,
many of whom had seen- Him on earth, and could not
believe that He was taken from them for ever. Those who
remembered the Lord would often say one to another, ‘ Yet
a little while, and we do not see Him ; and again a little
while, and we shall see Him.’ And sometimes, as years
rolled on, they would ask the question which they had once
asked in His lifetime, ‘What was this that H e said? we
cannot tell what this was which He said.’ Let us imagine
them, ‘with their lamps lighted and their loins girded,’ in
the spirit of our Lord’s discourses, waiting for His appearing.
The night is far spent, the day is at hand ; already they see
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the streaks of the morning light. And then again the light
fails and fades; it was the light as of a distant city: the
hour is not yet come ; their own wishes had made them
fancy it nearer than it was. Time passes ; one by one the
fathers fall asleep ; at last, ‘a lingering star with lessening
ray, the beloved Apostle alone remains ;-the saying goes
forth ‘ that that disciple should not die ;’ and the daylight
indeed appears, but it is the light not of another world but
of this.
So we may trace in a figure the thoughts of the first
disciples respecting the coming of the Lord, towards whom
they yearned, and the end of the world ; the course of events
silently rebuking them and saying, ‘It is not for you to
know the times and the seasons which the Father hath put
in His own power,’ But the belief in the expectation of the
coming of Christ has other aspects also which are equally
interesting and important. It was the beginning of the
Church. It was the feeling of men who, in the language of
St. Paul, were ‘baptized into one body and drunk of one
spirit ;’ the kingdom of God creating itself in the heart of
man, when, in modern language, it was still an idea and
not an outward institution,-the
liquid ore, as it were,
melted by the heavenly flame, but not cast in the mould.
It was the feeling of men who had an intense sense of the
change that had been wrought in themselves, and to whom
this change seemed like the beginning of a greater change
that was overflowing on the world around them. It was
the feeling of men who looked back upon the past, of which
they knew so little, and discerned in it the workings of the
same spirit, one and continuous, which they felt in their
own ~ o u l ;s to whom the world within and the world without were reflected upon one another, and the history of the
Jewish race was a parable, an ‘open secret,’ of the things
to come. It was the feeling of men who were living not
amid the aspirations of prophecy, but in the hour of its
fulfilment; who clothed their own times in its glorious
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imagery ; to whom the veil that was on the face of Moses
was done away in Christ. It was the putting of the garment of the old dispensation upon the new. It was the
feeling of men who were saying, Lord, how long? whom
their own sufferings assured that there was a righteous
judge who would not always delay. It was the feeling of
men who were living far above and away from earth, in
a spiritual kingdom, who scarcely thought either of the past
or the future in the eternity of the present.
Let those who think this is an imaginary picture recall to
mind and compare with Scripture, either what they may I
have read in books or experienced in themselves as the
workings of a mind suddenly converted to the Gospel.,
Such an one seems to lose his measure of events and his
true relation to the world. While other men are going on
with their daily occupations, he only is out of sympathy
with nature, and has fears and joys in himself, which he
can neither communicate nor explain to his fellows. It is
not that he is thinking of the endless ages in which he will
partake of heavenly bliss ; rather the present consciousness
of sin, or the present sense of forgiveness and of peace in
Christ, is already a sort of hell or heaven within him, which
excludes the future. It is not that he has an increased
insight into the original meaning of Scripture ; rather he
seems to absorb Scripture into himself. Least of all have
persons in such a state of mind distinct or accurate conceptions of the world to come, The images in which they
express themselves are carnal and visible, often inconsistent
with each other, scarcely intelligible to minds which are not
in sympathy with them, yet not the less the realization to
them of a true and lively faith. The last thing that they
desire, or could comprehend, is an intellectual theory of
another life. They seem hardly to need either statements
of doctrine or the religious ministrations of others ; their
concern is with God only.
Substitute now for a single individual, the three thouwand
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who were converted on the day of Pentecost, the ‘multitude
of Jews that believed, zealous for the law ;’ conceive them
changed at the same instant by one spirit, and we seem to
see on a larger scale the same effects following. Their
conversion is an exception to the course of nature; itself
a revelation and inspiration, a wonder of which they can
give no account to themselves or others, not the least
wonderful part of which is their communion with one
another. The same Divine power, which originally formed
men into nations, forms them into a church now, and almost
literally gives them a new language and a new speech.
They come into being with common hopes and fears, at one
with each other, separated from mankind at large, in new
relations to their own country and kindred. They see God
looking upon themselves and other men, not, as heretofore,
‘winking at the times of that ignorance,’ but distinctly
conscious of all their acts. What they feel within themselves spreads itself over the world. All men are in the
presence of God: good and evil quicken into life beneath
His searching eye ; there is a fellowship of the saints on
one side, and a mystery of iniquity on the other. They do
not read history, or comprehend the sort of imperfect
necessity under which men act as creatures of their age.
The same guilt which they acknowledge in themselves, they
attach to other men ; the same judgement which would await
them, is awaiting the world everywhere. I n the events
around them, in their own sufferings, in their daily life,
they see the preparations for the great conflict between good
and evil, between Christ and Belial, if, indeed, it be not
already begun. The circle of their own life includes in it
the destinies of the human race itself, of which it is, as it
were, the microcosm, seen by the eye of faith and the light
of inward experience. This is what the law and the prophets
seem to them to have meant when they,spoke of God’s
judgements on His enemies, of the Lord coming with ten
thousrand of His saints, And the signs which were to
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accompany these things are already seen among them, ' not
in word only, but in power, and in the Holy Spirit, and in
much assurance.'
To us the preaching of the Gospel is a new beginning,
from which we date all things, beyond which we neither
desire nor are able to inquire. To the first believers it was
otherwise ; not the beginning of a new world, but the end
of a former one. They looked back to the past, because the
veil of the future was not yet lifted up. They were living
in ' the latter days,' the confluence of all times, the meetingpoint of the purposes of God. They read all things in the
light of the approaching end of the world. They were not
taught, and could not have imagined, that for eighteen
centuries servants of God should continue on the earth,
waiting, like themselves, for the promise of His coming.
They were not taught, and could not have imagined, that
after three centuries the Church, which they saw poverty.
stricken and persecuted, should be the mistress of the earth,
and that, in another sense than they had hoped, the kingdoms
of this world should become the kingdoms of the Lord and
of His Christ. Instead of it they beheld in a figure the
heavens opening, and the angels of God ascending and
descending ; the present outpouring of the Spirit, and the
evil and perplexity of the world itself, being the earnest of
the things which were shortly to come to pass.
It has been often remarked, that the belief in the coming 1
of Christ stood in the same relation to the Apostolic Church
that the expectation of death does to ourselves. Certainly
the absence of exhortations based upon the shortness of life,
which are not unfrequent in the Old Testament, and are so
familiar to our own day, forms a remarkable feature in the
writings of the New Testament, and in a measure seems to
confirm such an opinion. And get the similarity is rather
apparent than real ; or, at any rate, the difference between
the two is not less remarkable. For the feeble
- apprehension
which each .man
entertains
of
his
own
mortality,
can bear
.
_
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no comparison with that living sense of the day of the Lord
which was the habitual thought of the first Christians, which
was not so much a ‘ coming’ as a ‘presence’ to them, as its
very name implied (mpovolu). How different also was the
event looked for, no less than the anticipation of it I There
is nothing _terrible in death ; it is the repose of wearied
nature; it steals men away one by one, while the world
goes still on its way. We fear it at a distance, but not near.
Only in youth sometimes it soems hard to die ; the language
’ of old men is, ‘I have lived long enoud.’ But the day of
the Lord was an inkmion of the course of nature ; it was
a change, not to the individual only, but to the world ;
a scene of great fear and great joy at once to the whole
Church and to all mankind, which was in its very nature
sudden, unexpected, coming ‘as a thief in the night, and as
travail upon a woman with child.’ Yet it might be said to
be expected too, for the first disciples were sitting waiting
for it ‘with their lamps lighted and their loins girded.’ It
was not darkness, nor sleep, nor death, but a day of light
and life, in the expectation of which men were to walk as
children of the light, yet fearful by its very suddenness and
the vengeance to be poured on the wicked.
Such a belief could not be without its effect on the lives
of the first converts and on the state of the Church. While
it increased the awfulness of life, if almost unavoidably
withdrew men’s thoughts from its ordinary duties. It
naturally led to the state described in the Corinthian
Church, in which spiritual gifts had taken the place of
moral duties, and of those very gifts, the less spiritual were
preferred to the more spiritual, It took the mind away
from the kingdom of God within, to fix it on signs and
wonders, ‘ the things spoken of by the prophet Joel,’ when
the sun should be turned &to darkness, and the moon into
blood. It made men almost-ready to act contrary to the
decrees of Caesar, from the sense of what they saw, or
seemed to see, in the world around them. The intensity of

1
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the spiritual state in which they lived, so far beyond that of
our daily life, is itself the explanation of the spiritual disorder
which seems so strange to us in men who were ready to
hazard their lives for the truth, and which was but the
natural reaction against their former state.
It is obvious that such a belief was inconsistent with an
established Ecclesiastical order. A succession of bishops
could have had no meaning in a world that was to vanish
away. Episcopacy, it has been truly remarked, was in
natural antagonism to Montanism; and in the age of the
Apostles as well, theie is an opposition, traceable in the
Epistles themselves, between the supernatural gifts and
the order and discipline of the Church. Ecclesiastical as
well as political institutions are not made, but grow. What
we are apt to regard as their first idea and design, is in
reality their after-development, what in the fullness of time
they become, not what they originally were, the former
being faintly, if a t all, discernible in the new birth of the
Church and of the world.
Nor is it unreasonable to suppose that the meagreness of
those historical memorials of the first age which survived it,
has been the result of such a belief. What interest would
be attached to the events of this world, if they were so soon
to be lost in another? or to the lessons of history, when the
nations of the earth were in a few years to appear before
the judgement-seat of Christ ? Even the narrative of the acts
and sayings of the Saviour of mankind must have had
a different degree of importance to those who expected to
see with their eyes the Word of life, and to us, to whom
they are the great example, for after-ages, of faith and
practice. Among many causes which may be assigned for
the great historical chasm which separates the life of Christ
and His Apostles from after-ages, this is not the least
probable. The age of the Apostles was an age, not of
history, but of prophecy.
And now the fathers have fallen asleep, all things
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remain the same as at the beginning.’ More clearly than
in former times, we see the discrepancy between the meaning of Scripture and the order of events which history
discloses to us. The fact stares us in the face. W e feel
no satisfaction or security in attempting to conceal i t ; we
cannot do so if we would. It is right, therefore, that we
should be assured, that even if the Apostles were mistaken,
‘our faith ’ is not ‘ vain.’ Our hope of life and immortality
is not taken away, because the language of St. Paul in some
passages seem to fix the times and the seasons which our
Saviour, in His last words on earth, tells His Apostles, ‘it is
not for you to know.’
The subject of the preceding essay may be considered
apologetically ; that is, with a view to meet objections in
two ways-either as affecting theology, or belief and practice.
I. Most of the difficulties of theology are self-made, and
ready to vanish away when we consider them naturally.
They generally arise out of certain hypotheses which we
vainly try to reconcile with obvious facts ; often they are
the opinions of a past day lingering on into the preaent.
The belief of St. Paul in the immediate coming of Christ is
not at all different from what we should have expected,
or in any degree inconsistent with the laws of the human
mind, or, again, unlike the analogy of prophecy and of
religion generally. It was a natural interpretation of the
old prophetic writings. Our difficulty is really of a different
kind-how to reconcile such a belief with the infallibility
of the Apostle, H e never claims this infallibility ; it is we
ourselves who love to ascribe it to him. I t is true that
the Apostle, if infallible, could not have erred respecting
the end of the world ; and if we could prove that he was
infallible, we mighh-d-eny that- he was in error. But the
ascription of infallibility to him involves further and almost
endless &%culties. For it seems, to use an expression of
Bishop %iQer’s, as if ‘there would be no stopping,’ unta
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revelation was wholly different from what it is. Its truths
should no longer be expressed in human language, or under
the limitation of human faculties ; they must have dropped
from heaven ; that is, have found their way into the world
out of the course of nature, unconnected with history, in no
relation to the thoughts of men, and therefore powerless
to assimilate the human heart to themselves.
Not in this way has it ‘pleased God to reveal his Son
in us.’ The New Testament came through the Old ; it did
not rudely break with the former Dispensation. It appropriated the figures of the law, it clothed itself in the imagery
of the prophets. It was preached to the poor, and therefore
it was on a level with the modes of thought which prevailed
in the age in which it was given. It is foolish to admit this
in words, and to deny the inferences which unavoidably
flow from it. The lesson which it taught was pure and
divine, and so far as it was connected at all with facts of
history, historically true : but it was not supernaturally
guarded against error. It left the Jewish belief in Messiah’s
kingdom as it had been before ; only it purified, sanctified,
spiritualized it. Herein is the great difference between
what, without detracting from the divine character of Christianity, we may be permitted to call the error of the Apostles
and erroneous assumptions of modern interpreters of prophecy respecting the end of the world. The first was
natural, arising out of the circumstances and modes of
thought of the first Christians ; the other is an intrusion
into the unseen future, which experience has shown to
be irreverent and unmeaning, The difference is of the
same kind as between voluntary error and the unavoidable
imperfection of human knowledge in a particular age or
country.
But neither is the New Testament to be interpreted apart
from the course
- of events. The world is left to itself to
clear up as it goes on ; many lessons even in divinity are
only learnt by experience. Time may often enlarge faith ;
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it may also correct it. The belief and practice of the early

Church, respecting the admission of the Gentiles, were
greatly altered by the fact that the Gentiles themselves
flocked in : ‘ the kingdom of heaven suffered violence, and
, the violent took it by force.’ I n like manner, the faith
respecting the coming of Christ was modified by the continuance of the world itself. Common sense suggests that
those who were in the first ecstasy of conversion, a@ those
who after the l a p e of years saw the world unchanged and
the fabric o f t h e Church on-earth rising around them, could
not regard the da?--of the Lord with the same-fGlings.
-__
While to the one it seemed near and present, at any moment
ready to burst forth; to the other it was a long way off,
separated by time and, as it were by place : a world beyond
the stars, yet also having its dwelling in the heart of man ;
as to ourselves it is a world inseparably bound up with our
consciousness of a Divine Being. Not at once, but gradually
did the cloud clear up, and the one mode of faith take the
place of the other. Apart from the prophets, through them,
beyond them, springing up in a new and living way in the
soul of man, corrected by long experience, as ‘the fathers ’
one by one ‘fell asleep,’ as the hope of the Jewish race
declined, as ecstatic gifts ceased, as a regular hierarchy was
established in the Church, the beiief in the coming of Christ
was transformed from being outward to becoming inward,
from being national to becoming individual and universal,
from being Jewish to becoming Christian.
The belief in a future life is not derived from revelation,
though greatly strengthened by it. It is the growing sense
of human nature respecting itself. Scarcely any one passes
out of existence fearing that he will cease to be ; perhaps no
one whose mind may be regarded as in a natural state.
Absurd superstitions, even the painful efforts to get rid
of self, in some of the Eastern religions, indirectly bear
witness to the same truth. They seem to say, ‘ Stamp upon
the Soul, crush it as you will, the poor worm will still creep
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out into the sunshine of the Almighty.' Nor is the consciousness of another life a mere instinct which, however
distorted, still remains : to those who reason it is inseparably
connected with our highest, that is, with our moral notions.
We feel that God cannot have given us capacities and
affections, that they should find no other fulfilment than
they attain here; that H e cannot intend the unequal measure
of good and evil which H e has assigned to men on earth
to be the end of all: nor can we believe that the crimes
or sins which go unpunished in this world, are to pass away
as though they had never been ; that the cries of saints and
heroes, and the work of the Saviour Himself, have gone
up unheard before His throne. That can never be. Equally
impossible is it to suppose that creatures whom He has
endowed with reason are, like the great multitude of the
human race, to be sunk for ever in hopeless ignorance and
unconsciousness. It is true that the nature of the change
which is to come over them and us is not disclosed : ' The
times and the seasons the Father has put in his own power.'
Had it been otherwise, immortality must have overpowered
us j the thought of another state would have swallowed
up this.
And this sense of a future life and judgement to come has
been so quickened in us by Christianity, that it may be said
almost to have been created by it. It is the witness of
Christ Himself, than which to the Christian no assurance
can be greater. He who meditates on this divine life in the
brief narrative which has been preserved of it, will find
the belief in another world come again to him when many
physical and metaphysical proofs are beginning to be as
broken reeds. He will find more than enough to balance
the difficulties of the manner ' how ' or the time ' when ; '
he will find, as he draws nearer to Christ, a sort of impossibility of believing otherwise. When we ask, ' How are the
dead raised up, and with what body do they come ? ' St. Paul
answers, ' Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quickened
VOL. I.
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except it die;’ when we raise objections to the narrative
which has been preserved of our Saviour’s discourse respecting the last things and the end of the world, may not the
answer to this as well as to many other difficulties be
gathered from His own words-‘It is the Spirit that
quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing; the words that
I speak unto you they are Spirit, and they are truth ? ’
There was a Bense in which our Saviour said that it was
better for His disciples that He should be taken from them,
that the Comforter should come unto them. There is also
a blessing recorded in the Gospels on those who had not
seen and yet had believed. Is there not a sense in which
it is more blessed t o live at a distance from those events
which are the beginning of Christianity, than under their
immediate influence, to see them as they truly are in the
light of this world as well as of another? If it was an
illusion in the first Christians to believe in the immediate
coming of Christ, is it not a cause of thankfulness that now
we see clearly? Of truth, as well as of love, it may be
said there is no fear in truth, but perfect truth casteth
out fear. The eye which is strong enough to pierce through
the shadow of death, is not troubled because the golden
mist is dispelled and it looks on the open heaven.
And though prophecy may fail and tongues cease, though
to those who look back upon them when they are with the
past, they are different from what they were to those who
melted under their influence, the pure moral and spiritual
nature of Christianity, the ‘kingdom of God within,’ remains aa at the first, the law of Christian love becoming
more and more, and all in all.
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time. Whereas, in the former Epistle, he had led their
minds exclusively to the heavenly vision, ‘ the saints meeting
in the air with Christ, and the dead whom he would bring
with him.’
Something like a definite object is indicated in the second
chapter of the Epistle. That object seems to have been to
inform the converts, or rather to remind them of what they
already knew, respecting the coming of Christ and the
previous revelation of Antichrist, and ‘that which let.’ It
might, indeed, be questioned here, as in Rom. ix-xi,
compared with i-viii, whether the first chapter is introductory to the second, or the second supplementary to the
first. But the particularity of the second chapter, and the
nearness of that ‘which already worketh,’ as well as the
earnestness of the Apostle’s language, tend to show that
what is in form subordinate, is really the centre of the
Epistle. As in I Cor. x, the thought which is nearest
the Apostle’s heart is overlaid with what is merely introductory to it.
But whether there is or is not any doubt about the
primary object of the Epistle, the mind and feelings with
which the Apostle wrote are plainly impressed upon it, and
hardly less so the state of the Church to which it was
addressed. The aspect in which the Gospel presented itself
to the Apostle, was not unlike that in which it was described by John the Baptist : ‘ H e shall burn up the chaff
with fire unquenchable.’ Within the Church it might be possible to think only of the elect, whose prayers and hopes
seemed to bring the day of the Lord nearer and nearer, until
the horizon of earth melted away in the clouds of heaven.
But it was impossible to turn away the sight from the
aspect of the world itself, especially that portion of it
which was on the confines of the Church, whether the
Jewish persecutors, who harassed the Apostle in every city,
‘who p l w e d not God, and were contrary to man,’ or the
wild forms of heresy or licentiousness which at one moment
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seemed to set themselves with giant force to arrest his
course; at another time, by seductive influences to steal
away the hearts of his converts. I n the distance, too, were
the heathen world mingling in the vision of sin ; ripe for
the revelation of wrath, no less than for the revelation of
mercy. (Compare Rom. i. 8.)
The whole of the Epistle, like the Epistles of the imprisonment, is written under what may be termed ‘ the feeling of
persecution;’ that is to say, the sense of resignation, on the
one hand, to the present will of God ; on the other hand,
a sure and certain hope that ‘times of refreshment ’ were at
hand. Such was the feeling of the Apostle himself, and he
implies the existence of a similar feeling in the Church to
which he was writing. Sadness and consolation, hope and
fear, the array of glory and of terror, were present with
them or passing before them. They were not living the
common life of other men ; they did not see with the eyes
of other men.
A life thus divided between this world and another was
naturally liable to become a life of excitement and disorder.
Times of persecution needed extraordinary religious supports ;
the withdrawal of those supports, the momentary clouding
of the heaven above, would from time to time lead to reaction.
Those who sat ‘ waiting for the day of the Lord,’ and in this
very expectation perhaps neglecting their employments, had
lost that quietness of mind which is given by daily occupation. The perils of such a state were not unknown to the
Apostle, It might at any time pass into its opposite, the
very good that was in it becoming only material for evil.
Half organized as the Church was then, the only means of
avoiding such dangers was to withdraw from the disorderly,
in the hope that the shunning of their society might have
a moral influence on them. And yet even this gentle
discipline must be exercised with moderation, in the remem
brance that a brother was a brother still. More urgently,
and as a lesson more congenial to himself, does the Apostle
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seek to impress upon them his own spirit, the spirit of
honest industry, the spirit of peace and order, which is at
once his benediction and admonition to them.

GENUINENESS O F T H E SECOND EPISTLE.
THEsecond Epistle to the Thessalonians is not deficient in
external evidence of its genuineness. As in the case of the
former Epistle, the doubts that have been raised respecting
it are based solely on an examination of its language and
contents. They may be summed up under the following
heads, the consideration of which will tend to establish the
genuineness of the Epistle, as well as t o throw light on its
character and object :i. Inconsistency with the First Epistle, in deferring the
coming of Christ.

ii. Doctrine of Antichrist, which is said to be an anachronism, either as indicating a later Montanist origin, or
as betraying an allusion to later historical events.
iii. The absence of situation and circumstance, as well as
of traits of individual character.

iv. The token at the end of the Epistle, which is the sign
in all the Epistles.
v. Likeness to, and difference from, the style of St. Paul.
i. Inconsistency with the First Epistle in deferring the
coming of Christ, I Thess. v. 2, ‘Yourselves know perfectly
that the day of the Lord cometh as a thief in the night ;’
2 Thess. ii. 3, ‘That day shall not come, except there come
a falling away first.’ It may be replied, that no argument
against the genuineness of writings of St. Paul is more
unsafe than that froni supposed inconsistency. No writer
is more apt to present us with opposite views of the same
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subject, even in the same Epistle, or to modify one side of
a precept or of an argument by the other. (Compare the
treatment of the question of meats offered to idols in I Cor.
viii ; or of the Rejection of the Jews in the Epistle to the
Romans.) The coming of Christ is a subject in which such
a difference is most likely to appear, because it is future,
and therefore necessarily indistinct. And the difference
between the two passages is just similar to that which occurs
elsewhere, even in successive Verses of the same chapter and
in the discourses of our Lord Himself.
ii. Doctrine of Antichrist : Supposed to indicate a later
Montanist origin. To this it may be answered that the
doctrine of Antichrist is not Nontanist, but Jewish, and in
its general outline is found in the writings of Philo and the
Rabbis, no less than in those of Paul and John. (Compare,
though later, z Esdras.) Even were there no express proof
of its existence, it might have been safely conjectured, from
the analogy of prophecy, to have followed the belief in
Messiah’s kingdom.

iii. The absence of situation and circumstance, and of
traits of individual character.
One Epistle has not as many historical allusions as another,
or there is a difference of length in different Epistles. But
the shortness of an Epistle, or the absence of historical
allusions, does not prove it to be spurious ; it only lessens
or does away with a single proof of genuineness. I n this

case it may be argued further, that the tone of the Epistle
agrees with what we gather from the Acts respecting the
Spirit and feelings of the earliest believers, living ‘ amid the
things spoken of by the prophet Joel’; and that the early
date of the Epistle offers a general coincidence with its Old
Testament and prophetic character. Some value may be
also attributed to the connexion of the First and Second
Epistles. Arguments which are comparatively slight may
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be fairly set against slight objections. Lastly, considering
the deep feeling which throughout marks the Epistle, it
cannot be said to be devoid of character.
It is the opinion of Ewald (Die Sendschreiberz des Apostels
Paulus), ‘that none of the writings of the New Testament
have so much of the living freshness of the first age of the
Gospel, or present so vivid a picture of the hopes of the first
believers, as the Epistles to the Thessalonians. Their chief
subject is the Apocalyptic vision in its first native power
working on the minds of men, not yet formed into an
artistic whole, as in the Book of‘ Revelation. I n other
respects also a coincidence may be observed between the
contents of the Epistle and the earlier stages of the Apostle’s
life. Circumstances have not yet drawn out the sense of
the opposition between Judaism and the Gospel. He
preaches love and not faith ; the words “righteousness” and
“justification ” never occur. H e is contending with Jews or
heathens ( I Thess. ii. I 4-1 6 ) ; Jewish Christians ( 2 Thess.
iii. z ?, have not yet appeared on the scene’ (pp. 13-18),
iv. The token at the end of the Epistle, which is the sign
in all the Epistles.
It is argued that at this date there mere no forgeries, and
therefore no reason for guarding against forgery, and that
the Apostle had as yet written but one Epistle.
This is the strongest objection urged by Baur against the
genuineness of the Epistle. I n answer it may be remarked :
( I ) that the autograph salutation occurs in I Cor. xvi. 2 1 and
001. iv. 18 ; that it would require minute observation to
have remarked this, and yet the Epistle to which it is
supposed to be transferred, exhibits no imitation either in
words or train of thought of those Epistles. ( 2 ) That it is
most probable that the words of Gal. vi. 11, ‘Ye see in how
large letters I have written to you with my own hand,’ are
similarly a sign of the genuineness of that Epistle. It is
true that to appeal to the allusion in z Thess. ii. z itself, as
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a proof of the existence of forged epistles in St. Paul’s time,
would be [to reason in] a circle. (3) But the consistency of
that allusion with the token of salutation, and the slightness
of it, are presumptions of the Epistle having arisen from
a real occasion. (4) The readiness to practise forgery and
pious fraud in an age when such forgeries were apt to be
thought innocent and laudable, can hardly be estimated.
Compare Rev. xxii. I 8-1 9. Lastly, the incidental character
of the Epistles we have, leads us naturally to suppose that
there were others also, which have not come down to us,
and gives a rational meaning to the words ‘ in every Epistle,’
even though occurring in one of the first of those extant.
v. Likeness to, and difference from, the style and writings
of St. Paul.
The likeness is supposed to be such as betrays an imitator ;
the difference, such as renders it impossible that the epistle
could have been written by St. Paul. But, on the other
hand, it may be retorted that the difference is no greater
than might naturally be expected in the same author writing
at different times ; and the likeness of a kind such as indicates
the hand, not of an imitator, but of St. Paul himself.
(a) The examples of difference of style and language are
very uncertain. The following expressions are quoted in
confirmation of the objection :d x a p i m c f u &#~ciAopui. 3, ii. 13, especially in the first
passage, where it is weakened by KaB& &&du . ? m u .
2. $ncpav[duci $ nluris 6pLQu i. 3 is said to be inconsistent
with tiarapduai rh 6urcppipara ~ i j sniurcwr 6pGu in
I Thess. E. IO.
3. aipc’iuOai, used of election in ii 13.
4. Kai 618 TOGTO, for 618 TOGTO, ii. 11.
I.

6 . Forced construction of iniarcv’0~d papdpiov $pGu 2+’
&Cis i. IO.

’ Baur, Pautus, pp. 489,490.
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6. .rr&cra c6boda dyadwaivqs, iypyov aiarcos i. I I ; h i 4dveia res .?iapovdas ii. 8 ; 6E'XeuBal rhv dydaqv r<s
dhv0clas ii. I O ; @day rijs K ~ + T C W Si. 1 1 ; K C I ~ O P O M ~
iii. 13.

Objections of this kind are, for the most part, matters of
taste or feeling, about which it is useless to dispute. It may
be observed on No. I, that although e6Xapimeiv d+rihopev.
i. 3, ii. 13, does not occur elsewhere in the writings of
St. Paul, it cannot be regarded as unlike his style. The
form of duty is one which all thoughts naturally take in
his mind. He is under obligation, compulsion, kc., to do
many things. Nor can any pleonasm or dilution of Ianguage be regarded as an evidence of the spuriousness of
R writing of St. Paul's age if it be not rather, as far as it
goes, a proof of its genuineness. This latter remark strictly
applies to No. 2, which reminds us of the amplification of
language which occurs at the commencement of his other
Epistles. Neither is the supposed inconsistency in this
last-mentioned passage with I Thess. iii. I O so great as
the difference in tone of I Cor. i. 5-9 and the rest of the
Epistle, the wavering and variation of which are themselves
characteristic of the Apostle,
On No. 3 it may be observed, that although the word
a i p e i d a i nowhere occurs in the New Testament in the
sense of election, it has this sense in Deut. xxvi. 18, whence
it is not unreasonable to suppose that St. Paul, or any other
writer of the New Testament, may have transferred it to
his own use. No. 4. There is no more objection to K U
before 6 d roijro than to any other pleonastic use of Kai,
such, for example, as that in Col. iii. 13. No. 5 . Compare
Rom. iv. 9 for a similar use of &T[. No. 6. Compare Eph.
i. 5 for a pleonastic use of e66ortla : Eph. i. 3, 8 for a similar
use of r&s. Instances do not occur precisely parallel with
the remaining examples ; still, neither the want of clearness
of expression in some of these, nor the pleonastic character
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of others, are at all inconsistent with the style of the
Apostle.
(a) Against such supposed dissimilarities, it is fair to set
also the resemblances in manner and phraseology to the
Apostle's writings. The following are characteristically, if
not exclusively, St. Paul's :The pleonastic and vehement mode of speaking of the
faith and love of his converts, in i. 3, as elsewhere,
at the commencement of his Epistles, yet, as in the
Corinthians, passing into reproof of some at the close
of the Epistle.
The antithetical turn of thought in ver. 6, 7 , and real,
though latent, parallelism with Phil. i. 28, 2 9 .
The mode of connecting du8o[auOijvai with the word dv
6d& in i. IO ; the echo of IAo[auOijvac in hu6o[au8lj,
ver. 1 2 ; the verbal connexion of 27icorev'Oq witth marcdaaaiu in ver. I O ; the reciprocal expression hu SpTv
Kai $ p i s ?u a h 4 in ver. 1 2 .
The lva in i. 1 1 , and the more remote Znws in ver. 1 2 ,
like Rom. vii. 13.
The anacoluthon in ii. 3.
The expression in ii. 3 pd ~ 1 6p&s
s
?[aaxar$ag. like the
warning in Eph. v. 6 pq6els Sp&s haarhrw K W O ~Adyois.
The recurrence to his visit to them, as in Cor., Gal., Phil.,
I Thess.
The following parallelisms : 2 Thess. ii. 7 pdvov d KarlXou,
participle without a verb ; so Rom. xii. 16, 17, 19.
z Thess. ii. I O rois ~ T O A A V ~ ~ U so
O LIS ;COY. i. 18j
z Cor. ii. 15. 2 Thess. ii. 1 2 c66oKiaaurcs [Zu] r5
6 8 i ~ i q; Rom. i. 3 2 C ~ V U ~ V ~ Orois
K Oap&auovu~.
~ ~
The defective antithesis in ii. I 2.
The expressions 2 Thess. ii. 1 3 c$XapturcTu rrdurorc;
compare I Cor. i. 4 c;,yapinroi r+ O e q pov irciurorc.
2 Thess. ii. 1 5 dpa o b , &6ch+oi; so Rom. viii. 1 2 &pa
z Thess. ii. 16
o b , 66cA+oi; Gal. iv. 3 1 &pa, &A+oi.
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rap&Khvuiv..
Kai ; A n h a ; Rom. xv. 4 rfis TapsK ~ ~ ~ Q E r8v
W S ypa4Gv r+v ih.rri6a 8 p p c v .
z Thess.
iii. z I v a &m9Gpcv ; Rom. xv. 31 h a buuB8.
The juxtaposition of napaKahciv and arqpl&cv in ii. I 7 as

in Rom. i. 1 1 , 1 2 .
The echo of sound, rather than of sense, in n h s and
xiurds, in iii. 3, and of r m d s in ntnoleaprv in ver. 3, 4 ;
compare Rom. xii. 13, 14.
The expression in 2 Thess. iii. 6 xapayydhhopcv
Jv
dvdpari TOO K V P ~ O V ; so I Cor. vii. I O napayylhhw O ~ K
2yA &AA7 6 K ~ ~ L O S .
The words 04x &i O&K Zxopw i[ouulav iii. 9, whioh occur
also in I Cor. ix. 4,there as a part of the main argument,
but here incidentally ; also the passage which follows,
and the use of the word Bnipapfiuai just before, in the
same sense as &Pap+ z Cor. xi. 9.
The sudden alternation from the language of severity t o
that of love, in iii. 14, 15 ; compare I Cor. v. and
z Cor. ii. 6 . 2 Thess. iii. 13 ph ~ K K U K ~ ~ UKahonoi~ T E
oziurcs. So Gal. vi. g r8 62 Kahdv roioOvres pjl hKKaK8pcv.
z Thess. iii. 16 6 K6pios d p ~ $ v q s towards
,
the end of
the Epistle. So Rom. xvi. 20 ; 2 Cor. xiii. I I ; Gal,
vi. 16.
The play of words (iii. 11), p $ b ?pya[opdvovs, &hhh
ncp~cpya<opdvous. Compare Rom. i. 20, 28, ii. I , &e.
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tribulations that ye endure: which is a manifest
token of the righteous judgment of God, that ye may
be counted worthy of the kingdom of God, for which
6 ye also suffer: seeing it is a righteous thing with
God to recompense tribulation to them that trouble
7 you ; and to you who are troubled rest with us, when
the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with
8 his mighty angels, in bflame of fire taking vengeance
on them that know not God, and that obey not
9the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ: who shall be
punished with everlasting destruction from the
presence of the Lord, and from the glory of his
~ o p o w e r ;when he shall come to be glorified in his
mints, and to be admired in all them that believe
because our testimony to li you was believed in that
1 1 day.
Wherefore also we pray always for you, that
our God would count you worthy of this calling, and
fulfil all the good pleasure of his goodness, and the
5

b $amtry

art tormented.’ This is the law
of compensation, in God’s dealings with the heathen and the
despisers of the Gospel, in the
day when they shall pass away
for ever from His presence, and
His saints who have believed the
word of the Apostle, shall magnify
Him. For which end the Apostle
prays without ceasing, that God
may make them worthy of their
calling and the name of Christ be
glorified in them.
8. Iv @boy? nvpbs, in ~7aming~7re.]
Compare Exod. iii. a : Dan. vii. 9,
IO : Is. xxix. 6.
The Gospel ‘of the coming of
Christ’ is clothed in language
taken from the Old Testament.
‘The flame of fire’ and the

c

among

‘

punishment of the wicked, from
the presence of God and from the
glory of his might,’ are literally
expressions of Isaiah (ii. IO, 19,
21, and xxix. 6 ; xxx. a7), as
the description of the man of
sin in the next chapter is in
part also borrowed from Ezekiel
and Daniel. The array of His
saints is also an image familiar
to the prophets. (Comp. Jude,
ver. 14.) Almost we may fancy
we hear Elias saying by the
mouth of John the Baptist, LHo
shall thoroughly purge his floor
and burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire.’ And yet that
which most distinguishes the
truth of Christ even from Evangelical prophecy is not wanting.
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work of faith with power : that the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ may be glorified in you, and ye in him,
according to the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus
Christ.
NOW we beseech you, brethren, dconcerning” the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and our gathering

together unto him, that ye be not soon shaken efrom
your mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by
word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of the
3Lord is a t hand. Let no man deceive you by any
means : for except there come the falling away first,
2

‘

bs

e

They who are t o be ‘glorified in
Christ’ in company (@’ $p&)
with the Apostles and prophets,
are not the chosen people, but a
heathen community. That earlier
Gospel of St. Paul which was not
another,’ had a kind of Old Testa.
ment force and simplicity. Its
phraseology was yet unformed ;
it embodied in vision of sense the
‘things that eye hath not seen ;’
the Apostle when he preached it
was ‘drunk into the Spirit’ of
the old prophets of Israel. But
it was a Gospel for the Gentile
as well as the Jew; it spoke of
faith in Christ and salvation
through His name ; it witnessed
to the Apostle’s own call and that
of his converts; it was ‘very
near,’ though it seemed also ‘to
bring down Christ from above.’
2. 1-10 is suggested by the
mention of the judgement in the
previous chapter, and has reference to opinions existing in
the Thessalonian Church. They
had suffered persecution, and
this led the Apostle to the
thought, that the judgement of

in

I &

God would be upon their enemies,
in the day o f the Lord. But a
sort of counter-thought arises in
his mind, that this coming of
the day of the Lord was the
very subject upon which he had
to warn them to be calm, and
not think, day after day, that the
course of the world was to be
interrupted. ‘God is about to
take vengeance on your enemies
and that speedily’ would be the
natural sequence. But the Apostle
goes o n to teach them, that in
fact ( i t would not be speedily,’
for an increase of evil must come
first. And he proceeds to recall
to their minds the lesson which
he had taught while yet with
them, respecting the man of sin
and ‘that which let.’
3. $ drromaaia, the falling uwuy,l
either that of which he had
spoken to them while he was yet
with them, or the falling away
which was the common belief of
Christians or which in his own
mind was inseparable from the
coming of Christ, which was to
follow. For the use of the

1

;

8
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[a. 3

and l g t h e " man of sin be revealed, the son of
perdition ; who opposeth and exalteth himself over a
all that is called God, or that is worshipped ; so that
he i-i' sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself
5 that he is God,-Remember
ye not, that, when I was
6 yet with you, I told you these things? And now ye
know what withholdeth, that he k m a y " be revealed
4

8

that

h

above

article, compare Apoc. xx. 3
dxpl 7 t m e $ 7a x i ~ a~ 7 7 . of
what nature was this falling
away? What vision of apostasy
rose before him as he wrote this ?
Was it within or without? permanent or passing ? perbecution
by the heathen, or the disorganization of the body of Christ
itself? Was it the transition of
the Church from its first love to
a more secular and earthly state,
or the letting loose of a spiritual
world of evil, such as the Apostle
describes i n Eph. vi. r a ? So
ideal a pictnre cannot properly
be limited to any person or institution. That it is an inward,
not an outward evil that is depicted, is implied in the name
apostasy. I t is not the evil of
the heathen world, sunk in grossness and unconsciousness, but
evil rebelling against good, conflicting with good in the spiritual
world itself. And the confiict is
of the same nature, though in a
wider sphere, as the strife of good
and evil in the heart of the individual. I t is that eame strife,
not as represented in the seventh
of Romans, but at a later stage,
when evil is fast becoming good,
and the remembrance of the past

add n~ God

k

might

itself is carrying men away from
the truth.
4. tis T ~ Vvabv TOO k00, in the
temple of God.] Either: ( I ) the
temple at Jerusalem; or (a) the
Christian Church; or (3) more
truly both, the one being the
image of the other, as in our
Lord's words-' Destroy this tern.
ple.' The use of the image may
have been suggested by the
recent attempt of Caligula t o
place his statue in the Temple, as
well as by the common practice
of deifying the Roman emperors.
I n medio mihi Caesar erit, templumque tenebit.' Compare Dan.

ix. a7 hi
79s

T& i f p b ~b 8 6 8 h v y p a
ipqphucwr, quoted by our

Lord in Matt. xxiv. 15. Antichrist, d d v n x t I p v o s , is not without, but within the Church,
usurping the place of God. The
Jewish Temple being regarded
as the symbol of the Christian
Church, or of the world itself,
that other temple of God, the
man of sin is the personified and
concentrated might of evil possessing it by force.
6. That ~b KaTlXov refers to the
hindrance of Antichrist is plain
from d x a r l x w v in the succeeding
verse. As in the case of Anti-
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proper time. For the mystery of iniquity
doth already work: only mthere is he who letteth
8 now," until he be taken out of the way. And then
shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall
slay with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy
g with the brightness of his coming: whose coming is
after the working of Satan with all power and lying
I O signs and wonders," and with a11 deceivableness of
unrighteousness P for them that perish ; because
they received not the love of the truth, that they
1 1 might be saved.
And for this cause God doth send
them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie :
r a that they all might be damned who believed not
the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.
13
BUT we are bound to give thanks always to God for
you, brethren beloved of the Lord, because God chose
i in his

1

omit proper

n cmme

0

m he who now letteth will let
signs and lying wonders
P in

Christ itself, the change of gen- t o curb or restrain forms of
der indicates that the hindrance spiritual evil, although it might
spoken of may be regarded in- seem to stand between the world
differently as a thing or as a and the papacy, or between the
world and the irruption of the
person.
That which letteth ' has been barbarians. Compare Essay on
variously explained t o mean the the Man of Sin.
The subject admits also of
prayers of Christians, or the
being regarded in a more general
ministry of the Apostle himself,
or the Roman empire, about the way. Again and again, in Scripdestruction of which the Apostle ture occurs the idea of an order
expresses himself i n dark and and series of events, not to be
enigmatic terms ; or, more gene- anticipated in the providence of
rally, the purpose of God t o delay God. Thus our Saviour says< I tis not for you to know the
its appearance. That the Roman
empire was a limit to the anarchy times and the seasons which the
Father liath put i n his own
and licentiousness of the world
is a natural view to UB. But we power.' The Gospel itself comes
'in the fulness of time.' There
do not find anywhere else in the
writings of St. Paul any similar is a fitness of times and seasons,
view, nor is it easy to see how preparations and tendencies going
the Roman empire could be said before, and the final event followVOL. I.
Q
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you a firstfruits to salvation through sanctification
the Spirit and belief of the truth: whereunto he
called you by our gospel, to the obtaining of the glory
1 5 of our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, brethren, stand
fast, and hold the lessons which ye have been taught,
16 whether by word, or our epistle. Now our Lord
Jesus Christ himself, and Clod q-'i our Father, which
hath loved us, and hath given us everlasting con17 solation and good hope through grace, comfort and
stablish your hearts 'I in every good *work and word."
8 Finally, brethren, pray for us, that the word of the
Lord may have free course, and be glorified, even as it
a is with you : and that we may be delivered from the
strange and wicked ones :'I for all men have not faith.
14 of

P add even
word amd work

r

comfort vour hearts, and atublish vow
t -unreasonable and wicked men

ing them. As*in the Old Testament, the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet full,' so i n the
New, God is described as waiting
and interposing hindrances that
the order of Providence may not
be inverted.
15. It might seem as if, when
election is spoken of, God had
already done all, and nothing was
left for man to do. The opposite
inference is that of the Apostle.
Unconscious of what we should
term the logical inconsistency,
he immediately adds-' Stand
fast therefore ;' he not shaken i n
mind or troubled, and hold fast
what I taught you, either by word,
or by Epistle. You might be
shaken if you did not know the
purpose of God towards you ; but
knowing it, be therefore at rest.
16-17. The Greek philosopher
spoke of wisdom as a n Iarpria

as we speak of the Gospel
as remedial to the ills of human
nature. St. Paul uses stronger
language; with him the Gospel
is a consolation. Within and
without, the Christian is suffering in this evil world (& T$
n a p t o ~ h aiQvi
m v q p @ ) . The
Gospel makes him sensible of this
state, and at the same time turns
his sorrow into joy. If his suffering abounds, his consolation
much more abounds; and God,
who is spoken of under many
titles as the Author of the Gospel,
has this one especially i n the
writings of St. Paul-that He is
the God of all consolation. (Rom.
xv. 5 : a Cor. i. 3.)
+ux+js,

8, a. Kal rva puUB&(zv, and that
we may be delivered.] The first

thought of the Apostle was for
the success of the Gospel; then
followed the shrinking of the
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3 But “God” is faithful, who shall stablish you, and keep
4 you from evil. And we have confidence in the Lord
5

touching you, that ye both do and will do the things
which we command you 2 x and ye have done.‘ And
the Lord direct your hearts into the love of God, and
into the patient waiting for Christ.
11

the Lord

flesh from the dangers which
awaited him.
The same shrinking of the
flesh is traceable elsewhere, in
Rom. xv. 31 : a Cor. i. 8, 9. It
was not a fear of death, nor was
it merely the wish to be preserved for his master’s service ;
but a natural human feeling,
which, in later life, had passed
away. (Phil. ii. 17: a Tim. iv.
7.) It may be not unreasonably
connected with his bodily presence, which his adversaries said
was weak and his speech con.
temptible. ( a Cor. x. IO.) I n this
passage the adversaries to whom
he refers are not his opponents
at Thessalonica, which he had
left, but a t Corinth, where he
probably was at this time, the
false brethren of the Second
Epistle t o the Corinthians. The
words themselves indicate that
he is speaking of those who are
in a certain sense Christians.
For why should he say oC yap
T ~ V T W V 4 niorrs, of mere heathens
or mere Jews? It would be
like saying, Pray God t o deliver
me from my enemies, for all men
are not Christians ;’ or, ‘Pray
God to deliver me from Jews
or heathens, for they are unconverted ;’-a self-evident remark,
which it would be unmeaning to
Reading d Bcds

omit and ye have clone

attribute to him. We are, therefore, led t o infer that the words
relate t o the false brethren, the
apparent friends, but secret enemies, such as those who came, i n
Gal. ii, to spy out the liberty of
the Gospel, and were not separated
by any marked line from the disciples. Supposing this view to
be the true one, we may paraphrase as follows :-‘ Pray God
that we may be delivered from
evil men; for not all professors
are true Christians.’ Comp. Rom.
xv. 31.
3. Though men are unfaithful,
yet God is faithful. Compare
Rom. iii. 4. Though there are
false brethren who have not the
faith, yet God is faithful, and
will deliver you from the evil.
The connecting-link between this
verse and the preceding is formed
by the two words d u m and H O V I ~
pds. The Apostle, more anxious
for others than for himself,
changes the person, and passes
suddenly from the thought of his
own danger to that of the Thessalonians.
Commentators are not agreed
whether 7 0 ; novflpd is to be taken
as neuter or masculine; and
whether, i n the latter case, it
refers to Satan or the man of sin,
or is a collective name for baq
Beading Kat Iroifpa~rnai
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Now we command you, brethren, in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ, that ye withdraw yourselves from
every brother that walketh disorderly, and not after
7 the y lesson which "yenreceived of us. For yourselves
know how ye ought to follow us: for we behaved not
8 oursolves disordedy among you ; neither did we eat
any man's bread for nought ; but wrought with labour
and travail night and day, that we might not be
9 chargeable to any of you: not because we have not
power, but to make ourselves an ensample unto you
IO to follow us. For a-u when we were with you, this we
commanded you, that if any would not work, neither
I I let him eat. For we hear that there are some which
walk among you disorderly, O busy only with what is
6

Y

tradition
0

'he
a add even
working not at all, but are busybodies

men Pn general. The transition
from the plural in the preceding
verse to the singular is certainly
possible : the form of Antichrist
may be again for (I moment rising
before the Apostle's eyes. But it
is simpler to take 'the words as
a neuter, 'from evil.' (Compare
Matt. v. 39 ; vi. 13.) I t is an evil
common t o himself and them, the
eyil of persecution, and from
which, feeling for them rather
than for himself, he prays that
they may be delivered.
6. From the b aaparyihhopev
of the fourth verse, the Apostle
paases on to particular instructions ; i v d v l p 3 7 ~TOG ~ v p i o v$pBv,
'I solemnly enjoin you.'
T h e remaining paragraph of
this Epistle is important, as bearing on the degree and manner
of authority which the Apostle
exercised over the Churches. I t
seems to have been of a mixed

b

should he

kind, partly official and partly
moral, springing from the sense
of what the Apostle had done
for the Church, in bringing them
to the knowledge of the Lord
Jesus, yet also claimed by him as
a right, I n any voluntary society
like the early Christian Church,
the enforcement of such an
authority must have depended
on feeling and opinion. There
was no other way of enforcement
in the last resort but the separation of the individual offending,
or, rather, the separation of the
society itself from the individual.
Of this we find several traces, not
in the set form of excommunication or exclusion from the Lord's
supper (although such exclusion
was doubtless implied in it) ;
rather it is a counsel or sentence
of the Apostle, more or less formal
in different cases, intended t o
exert a moral, and apparently
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not their own business.” Now them that are such we
command and exhort in the Lord Jesus Christ, that
with quietness they work, and eat their own bread.
13 But ye, brethren, be not weary in well doing. And
14if any man obey not our word by this epistle, note
that man, and have no company with him, that he may
15 be ashamed. Yet count him not as a n enemy, but
16 admonish him as a brother.
“And may the Lord of
peace himself give you peace always everywhere.’/
The Lord be with you all.
17 The salutation of Paul with mine own hand, which
18 is the token in every epistle: so I write. The grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. 2Amen.k-’/
12

d
I

by OUT

e

now

f

by all means

add The second epistle to the Thessalmiaw waa written from Athew

even a physical effect, and not
always given where it appears
to have been deserved. The incestuous person is to be delivered
to Satan, not that he may perish
everlastingly, but for ‘the destruction of the flesh, that the
spirit may be saved in the day of
the Lord.’ So Hymenaeus and
Philetus, (that they may learn not
t o blaspheme.’ In the Galatian
Church, on the other hand, notwithstanding the rebellion against
the Apostle’s authority, nothing
is said of his opponents ceasing
to be the Church. In the Phi1

Reading 6v navri r6np

lippians, he tolerates those who
preach Christ of contention.’
To the Thessalonian Church he
says, that if there are any wild
enthusiasts neglecting their daily
occupation, they are t o hold no
communication with them, as he
wrote t o the Corinthians, ‘ not to
keep company with fornicators.’
But it is remarkable that, in the
Epistle in which this very precept
occurs, he says nothing of the
expulsion of those who maintained that the Resurrection was
passed already. I Cor. xv. IS.

‘

a
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as was held by Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret, or
the outpouring of spiritual gifts as Chrysostom inclined to
think, or Nero as Wetstein, or Vitellius, who was proconsul
of Judea in Caligula’s time, as CXrotius, or Elijah the prophet,
who ‘must first come ’ according to the Jewish belief, or
St. Paul himself as a recent interpreter ;-whether the
temple of God is the Christian Church or the temple at
Jerusalem, or both, or neither, that is to say some temple
hereafter to be built, or the temple of the human soul,
a figure which the Apostle elsewhere employs ;-whether
the coming of Christ be His coming to judge the world
at the last day, or the anticipation of that judgement on the
Jews in the destruction of Jerusalem, or the one the lesser,
the other the greater fulfilment of the same prediction ;are some of the principal questions which in ancient or
modern times have been raised by interpreters respecting
the second chapter of the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians.
Most of these questions may be set aside, as having no
real bearing upon the interpretation of the Epistle. They
are not found but brought there, When it is remembered
that at this period of his life, as the words of the Epistle
imply, St. Paul himself expected ‘ to remain and be alive ’
( I Thess. iv. I ? ) in the day of the Lord, and that he
expressly states that the coming of Christ was to be preceded
by Antichrist, and that the coming of Antichrist was again
restrained by that which let, it is clear that the vision of the
future must be confined within narrow bounds, that is,
within ten, twenty, or thirty years at the utmost, if it be
not that the acts of the drama are contemporary, or certainly
very near, ‘for the mystery of iniquity already worketh.’
It is not, therefore, in the wider sphere of the history of the
world, but in the life of the Apostle, in the cities of Asia or
Judea, perhaps at Rome in the days of Caligula or Nero,
that we must look for the events, or shadow of events, which
form the basis of the prophecy.
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It is necessary to warn the reader, that we are not about
to add another to the multitude of guesses which exist
already. Our inquiry will relate rather to the style and
structure of the prophecy, than to the opinions of interpreters respecting the facts which may be regarded as its
fulfilment. The real facts may not have been recorded ;
they may have been too minute to be observed by us ; they
may also have been transfigured before the spiritual eye,
until they are no longer recognizable as historical events.
What we are attempting is not the solution of a riddle,
or the reading of a hieroglyphic, but the comparison of one
part of Scripture with another ; and the comprehension of
it, if possible, not in the letter but in the spirit.
And although it is true that there may be a disadvantage
in excluding from our consideration all those topics from
which the study of this remarkable passage has hitherto
derived its interest and zest, let us pause to remember also
how many dangers are avoided. W e shall run no risk of
attributing an exaggerated importance to the history of our
own time. We shall be under no temptation to point the
words of St. Paul against an ancient enemy. W e shall
have no inclination to adapt the proportions of lesser events
to the main event or figure which we make the centre of
our system. We may hope to escape the charge which has
been brought against writers on these subjects, that they
explain history by prophecy.’ There will be no fear of our
forging weapons of persecution for one body or party of
Christians to use against another. W e shall be in no
danger of losing the simplicity of the Gospel in Apocalyptic
fancies. Our own opinions, perhaps even changes of opinion,
will not be imposed on others as an interpretation of
Scripture, with a degree of authority which is only the veil
of their extreme uncertainty. All these reproaches, however
unconsciously and innocently they may be incurred by good
and learned men, are injuries to the truth and dishonours to
the word of God.
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‘The man of sin’ is not a mere detached prophecy. It
formed a leading subject of the Apostle’s teaching. H e
introduces it with express reference to the fact, that on his
visit to the Thessalonians he had warned them of i t ; and
this not only in general terms, but with special mention of
the times of his appearing, and the influences by which his
revelation was withheld. ‘Remember ye not, that when I
was yet with you I told you these things ? ’ What he had
told them is contained in the description which precedes,
and which is definite and precise ; that man of sin, ‘the son
of perdition ; who opposeth and exalteth himself above all
that is called God, or that is worshipped ; so that he as God
sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is
God.’ All this was not new to the Thessalonian converts ;
they even knew of that which withheld, that he might be
revealed in his own time. The Apostle adds a few other
traits in the verses which follow; ‘whose coming is after
the working of Satan, with all power and lying signs and
wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in
them that perish.’
The sources of our information are so limited, that we are
able to pronounce at once that we know of no person or
power existing in the lifetime of the Apostle, to which most
of the above features will apply. We cannot say that ‘ the
man of sin ’ was Caligula, whose reign had terminated about
twelve years before this; or Nero, who had just mounted
the imperial throne, or Simon the son of Gioras, the leader
of the fanatics at Jerusalem, who had hardly come forth
into public view ; still less Vitellius, Vespasian, or Titus.
Such guesses are only more probable than the wider ones,
because they relate to persons who were actually or almost
within the horizon of the Apostle’s eye ; but they are inconsistent with the general character of the prophecy, and offer
no remarkable coincidences with its details. I n any succession of historical events, it is possible to find war and peace,
order and anarchy, a king and an usurper, a lawless force and
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a restraining power. General resemblances of this kind
prove nothing; the good and evil of every age find an
expression in the language of prophecy. I n times of crisis
or revolution men naturally apply the words of the Apostle
to themselves. Even the quiet tenor of ordinary life has
been ‘set on fire’ by the torch of enthusiasm. But we
must not confuse the original meaning of the prophecy with
t,he application of it which is on the lips of the preacher
after 1800 years. The vision of evil which the Apostle
saw was around and very near him ; it hung like a cloud
over the first age of the Church ; if cannot be dispersed
in generalities ; we look in vain for it in the distant future.
If, confessing that no known person or event agrees with
the description of the prophecy, we try another method, and
interpret the second chapter of the Second Epistle to the
Thessalonians entirely from itself, we shall probably infer
that by the terms ‘man of sin,’ ‘ son of perdition,’ St. Paul
has in view a real person, and that by his ‘sitting in the
temple of God ’ is meant literally his enthronement in the
temple at Jerusalem. The grossness of the delusion which
is attributed to his followers falls in with such an interpretation. The word ‘ apostasy ’ is a further indication that
the new God or teacher stands in some relation either to
Judaism or Christianity. He is not a mere ordinary individual coming forth from the crowd and practising an imposture, any more than he is a statue of wood or stone, but
the author or symbol of some new form of spiritual evil ;a false Christ or false prophet, a Simon Magus, an Elcasai,
or a Barcochab. The way has been preparing for him,
underground in the hearts of men ; he is waiting for his
appointed hour, The founder of a false religion, claiming
divine honours, announcing himself as the new God of the
Jewish Temple, influencing the minds of men by every sort
of magic art and spiritual deception, would most adequately
correspond to the description of the Apostle. Such a one,
he would seem to say, was to exist for a short time, and
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then vanish away, not before the superior power of truth,
but before the actual force of Christ and His angels, in flaming
fire taking vengeance.
Natural as such an interpretation may appear, it would
probably be erroneous, and for this reason, that, like many
other interpretations of prophecy, it would rest too much on
the words themselves, without considering the style of
the language or the parallelisms in St. Paul’s own writings.
The first question respecting all prophecies is, whether the
language of them is figurative or literal, or how far figurative
and how far literal. Figurative language will commonly
detect itself, as in the trumpets, vials, numbers, of the
Book of Revelation. The very symmetry of it will indicate
its true nature. Events in history are not carried on by
sevens, or by twelves; nor are they exactly limited by
periods of time. Nor are the powers of nature or the
kingdoms of this world divisible into four or ten, Accordingly, in such instances, we readily separate the framework
and compartments of tho picture from the life and motion
of the figures. But there are other passages in which the
form and the thought are more closely united, in which the
garment clings to the person, and cannot be put off without
destroying the life of the prophecy. Interpretation of
prophecy will, in these cases, be an imperfect analysis of
what it is really impossible to analyse. Especially will this
be so where the figures are traditional, and have acquired
from use and familiarity a sort of permanent and apparently
historical character. The vision of events themselves is
then circumscribed by the circle of prophetic symbols.
Taking in this important element, we find in Ezekiel and
Daniel, in the discourses of our Lord respecting the end
of the world, in the Epistles to the Thessalonians and to
Timothy, as well as in the Epistles of St. Peter and St.
Jude and in the Book of Revelation, a series of images
of the evil which was to come upon the world in the latter
days, all together furnishing a sort of chain of prophecy
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between the Old Testament and the New, which gradually
extends and seems to pass from the realms of history into
the spiritual and unseen world. One of the first links
in this chain is Ezekiel’s description of Gog and Magog, the
symbol of the tribes of the North, whom God will bring
against the land of Israel, that He may be glorified in their
destruction (xxxviii. 16, I?). This prophecy, which is the
beginning of many others, itself implies that it was not
uttered by Ezekiel for the first time: ‘Art thou he of
whom I have spoken in old time by my servants the
prophets of Israel, which prophesied in those days many
years that I would bring thee against them?’ (Compare
Jer. ii-iv.)
The minds of the Jewish prophets in Babylon
had been led to dwell on the powers of the North, since
the Scythian tribes had spread themselves over Asia.
Where could they find a more striking image of the power
of God than in this mighty people, ‘covering’ the world
‘ like a cloud,’ and suddenly, like a cloud, passing awaywhich had probably in Josiah’s reign overspread Palestine
itself? They had almost been seen by Ezekiel in the days
of his youth, and the remembrance of them had stamped
themselves for ages on the Eastern world. His prophecy
of them is little more than history, inspired only by the
consciousness that there is One that ruleth among the
children of men. There is no indication that Clog is other
than a person, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal.
Nor is there apparently any form of spiritual evil that is
symbolized in him; he is but the great enemy of Israel,
who comes up with all his hosts against the people of God.
Later in the series are the prophecies of Daniel, respecting
the little horn and the kings of the North and South (vii and
xi), which, &ough retaining a certain degree of resemblance
to the prophecy of Ezekiel, present also a striking difference.
It is a difference in spirit as well as in style and subject.
W e seem to have advanced another step in the revelation
of God to man; with the vision of the kingdoms of this
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world mingles also the vision of the final judgement. Every
one admits and loves to trace the connexion between the
evangelical prophecies, as they are often termed, and the
Gospel itself. But perhaps it has not been equally observed
that the Apocalyptic prophecies are also a link of connexion
between the Old Testament and the New. As the former
anticipate the moral and spiritual nature of the kingdom
of Christ, so do the latter anticipate the universality of the
Gospel. No two books of the Old Testament itself bear
a closer resemblance to each other, than the book of Daniel,
the Apocalypse of the Old Testament, and the book of
Revelation, which may be termed by its Greek name the
Apocalypse of the New. Were the one placed at the end
of the Old Testament, and the other at the beginning of
the New, they would seem, more than any of the canonical
writings, to bridge the chasm which separates, or appears
to separate, the two parts of the Sacred Volume. Both
alike differ from the older prophecies, in extending the
purposes of God to all time and to all mankind. The
earlier history of the Jews was itself a kind of prophecy,
the earlier prophecies were a kind of history of the Jews
and their neighbours. There was a time when other
nations seemed to be out of the way, and only occasionally
to share in the mercies and judgements of God. But now
the prophet lifted up his eyes east and west, north and
south, to all countries of the ewth, and saw in the history
of the world the prelude to the final judgement.
This is the kind of difference which separates the two
prophecies of Daniel from that of Ezekiel respecting Gog
and Magog. The one is a part of the history of the Jews ;
the other is a prophecy of the latter days, an anticipation
of the judgement to come. That of Ezekiel i?l the germ
of the other, and stands in the same relation to it, as the
vision of the dry bones, in the same prophet, to the
description of the general resurrection in the seventh and
twelfth chapters of Daniel, or the vision of the Temple
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and the portions of the tribes, to the new Jerusalem and
the 144,000, in the Book of Revelation. I n Ezekiel we
have not yet burst the bonds of the temporal dispensation j
in Daniel we already pass within the veil into another
world. They occupy different places in Jewish history,
the very dispersion of the Jews in Asia and Egypt
tending to break down the force of local feelings, and
leading them to include all nations within the circle of
Cod’s providence.
Parallel with this enlargement of the symbols of prophecy
is the new and nobler meaning which is given to the
worship of the tabernacle and to the Jewish history, in
the Epistle to the Hebrews. A light is shed on both,
derived, perhaps, from a wider experience of mankind, yet
not the less coming down ‘from the author and father of
lights.’ First the prophets, then the law, become instinct
with the life of the Gospel. The only difference is that
in prophecy the new takes the place of the old, in a more
gradual and less perceptible manner. The law is done
away in Christ ; the temple made with hands is destroyed,
that another temple, not made with hands, may be raised
u p ; and the discourses of Christ respecting the end of
the world, gather together in one all the threads of Old
Testament prophecy.
Thus, through the whole of the books of Scripture, from
the earliest to the latest, the spirit of prophecy might be
said to be changing with the increasing purpose of God
to man. But though the spirit changed, the imagery
remained the same. The two prophecies which have been
referred to, present more than one minute similarity with
the second chapter of the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians ; w, for example, the insolence and impiety of the
king ‘ who shall exalt and magnify himself above every god,’
xi. 36, which may be compared with 2 Thess. ii. 4, ‘ Who
opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called
God or worshipped,’ and ‘the pollution of the sanctuary
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of strength, and the abomination of desolation standing
in the holy place,’ xi. 31, quoted by our Lord, which
recalls the man of sin sitting in the temple of God ;’ also
the words ‘ have intelligence with them which forsake the
holy covenant,’ which are a periphrasis for ‘ the apostasy.’
It is not quite certain, nor is it important for our object
to know, what was the original meaning of the passages
of Daniel; but whether they allude to the kings of Syria
and Egypt, or in part also to the Romans, to relate to some
unknown course of events, their original meaning in the
Book of Daniel has no necessary connexion with their use
and application by the Apostle. We might say, in the
language of Bossuet, that St. Paul spoke by the spirit of
Daniel, as St. Peter spoke by the mouth of Joel on the
day of Pentecost, or as St. John himself spoke by the spirit
of Ezekiel in Rev. xx. 8, where the names Gog and Magog
are retained, though the meaning is generalized. Many
other instances may be found in which the general subject
is changed, though the ornaments remain. The same
symbols which once referred to the Temple or to the tribes
of Israel, are again employed, without any precise meaning,
of the Church and the world at large.
It does not, therefore, follow, because the words of the
prophecy of Daniel, or of our Lord, refer to the Romans,
‘that they necessarily received this explanation from St.
Paul, any more than in the Book of Revelation, because
mention is made of the hundred and forty and four thousand
of the tribes of Israel, it follows that salvation was first
to be given to the house of Israel. The forms of good and
evil are idealized in the language of prophecy. The same
images are handed down from one generation of prophets to
another; but the state of the world, which is symbolized
by them, may change and become different. As in the
interpretation of prophecy, many successions of events have,
in different ages of the world, been thought to correspond
with the words of Daniel, or of the Apocalypse; so with
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the prophets themselves, there is a growth and adaptation
of the same prophecy to various stages of human history.
Not only are there many mirrors of the meaning of prophecy
in the history of the world, but more than this-the last
prophecy is itself, as it were, the glass through which the
prophet looks forward into the future.
Hence the imagery of a prophecy in the New Testament
will not be the clue to its true nature. Nay, it may be very
far removed from it, sometimes even absolutely opposed
to it. For it may refer to what is literal and historical, but
the thing signified in the New Testament may be spiritual
and ideal. Ordinary quotations from the Old Testament
are to be explained by their context in the New Testament,
not by their place in the Old. The same rule is applicable
to the prophecies of the Old Testament when transferred
to the New. I n both, the spirit has commonly taken the
place of the letter, the evangelical truth has lighted up
the prophetic symboL So that the true key to the interpretation of a prophecy of St. Paul, is not the meaning
of the same imagery in the Old Testament, but the character
of his own writings, ‘ Non, nisi ex ipso Paulo, Paulum potes
interpretari.’ The special sense is to be gathered from those
points which he has distinct from the Old Testament, rather
than those which he has in common with it. We do not
feel certain that the man of sin, sitting in the temple of
God, is more than a personification of the abomination of
desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet ; suggested,
perhaps, by the worship of the Emperor which St. Paul
had seen in the d i e s to which he had travelled, or by
the attempt of Caligula, a few years previously, to place his
statue in the temple at Jerusalem. But he that ‘letteth,
and will let, until he be taken out of the way,’ and the lying
signs and wonders, with which the man of sin was to be
acconipanied, are traits which are peculiar to the Apostle,
some of which are found elsewhere in his Epistles. Here,
then, whether we are able to discern it or not, is something
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which we may naturally look for, not in the clouds of
heaven, but in the history of the Apostolic age.
I n many other places of the New Testament, and even
of the writings of St. Paul himself, mention occurs of
strange forms of evil. It is observable that all of them are
spiritual. There are differences in the description of them,
not unlike the difference which we may suppose to have
existed between the author of the Epistles in which they
are spoken of, St. Paul, and St. John ; but they nowhere
convey the impression that they represent political changes
or revolutions in the kingdoms of men. The one Apostle
is, as it were, hastening, amid many impediments, to the
coming of the day of the Lord ; the other is calmly waiting
for the events that must shortly come to pass. Both seem
to feel the evil of the world as a sign of ‘ the last time ;’
the one, near and present, as if involved in the conflict;
the other, far off, separated from it rather than warring
with it, Already there are many Antichrists, says St. John,
and ‘ Antichrist is he that denieth the Father and the Son.’
So in the first Epistle to Timothy, iv. 1-3, it is said, ‘that
in the latter times some shall depart from the faith,
giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils
speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their conscience seared
with a hot iron, forbidding to marry, and commanding to
abstain from meats, which God hath created to be received
with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the
truth.’ Compare 2 Tim. iii. I. The Apostle appears to
apprehend t,he same danger in Col. ii. 8, 16. And in the
Second Epistle of Peter, ii. I ; iii. 3, there is the same
pervading idea of the latter days, in which ‘false prophets
shall rise up, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies,
denying the Lord that bought them.’ The evil of which
the New Testament prophecies speak, is not the idolatry of
the heathen, nor the conquests of great empires, but the
apostasy of sometime believers, or the fanaticism of the
Jews. Of something of this kind, not of Roman governors,
YOL. I.
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or Jewish high priests, the Apostle is speaking when he
says : ‘ We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in
heavenly places.’ The temporal Antichrist, like the temporal Israel, has passed into a spiritual one.
Such passages are a much safer guide to the interpretation
of the one we are considering, than the meaning of similar
passages in the Old Testament. For they indicate to us
the habitual thought of the Apostle’s mind ; ‘a falling away
first,’ suggested, probably, by the wavering which he saw
around him among his own converts, the grievous wolves
that were entering into the Church of Ephesus, Acts xx.
2 9 ; the turning away of all them of Asia, in z Tim. i. 15.
When we consider that his own converts, and his Jewish
opponents, or half converts, were all the world to him, that
through them, as it were in a glass, he appeared to himself
to see the workings of human nature generally, we understand how this double image of good and evil should have
presented itself to him, and the kind of necessity which he
felt that Christ and Antichrist should alternate with each
other. It was not that he foresaw some great conflict,
decisive of the destinies of mankind. What he anticipated
far more nearly resembled the spiritual combat in the
seventh chapter of the Romans. It, was the same struggle,
written in large letters, as Plato might have said, not on
the tables of the heart, but on the scene around; the
world turned inside out, as it might be described; evil
sa it is in the sight of God, and as it realizes itself to the
oonscience, putting on an external shape, transforming itself
into a person.
Separating the prophecy, then, into two parts, its external
form and internal meaning, the one part is to be explained
from the Old Testament ; that is to say, it is the repetition
of the images of Ezekiel and Daniel, which naturally receive
a more precise oharacter from the associations of the time
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in which St. Paul lived ; while the other part, or inward
meaning, is to be illustrated by other passages in St. Paul’s
own writings, in which he speaks of the perilous times of
the latter days ; of false prophets transforming themselves
into Apostles of Christ ; of Satan transfigured into an angel
of light ; of religious licentiousness ; of all them of Asia
falling away from him. Of all these opponents of the
Gospel the man of sin is the concentrated image; they
are already working, but are at present underground, not
yet bursting forth to envelop mankind. Gnosticism, or
Orientalism, or Judaism, the evil of the world as it awoke
to the consciousness of higher truths, the swarming heresy
of an age of religious excitement, and the persecution of the
followers of Christ and His Apostles, all probably, as in the
Book of Revelation, mingled in the vision ‘of the things
that should shortly come to pass.’
Thus there are altogether four elements which enter into
the conception of the man of sin:-(^) the traditional
imagery of the elder prophets; ( 2 ) the style of the Apostle
and his age ; (3) the impression of recent historical eventswhich supply the form ; (4) the state of the world and the
Church, and the consciousness that, where good is, evil must
ever be in aggravated proportions, which supply the matter
of the prophecy.
Still we have not made a nearer approach to the true
interpretation of ‘him that letteth,’ an expression on which
no light is thrown, either by the writings of St. Paul, or by
the symbolical language of the Old Testament. We cannot
err in supposing that it intimates St. Paul’s belief that the
coming of Antichrist was not yet. Though already working,
it was restrained by a superior power. The Thessalonians
were exhorted not to be troubled in mind, as though the day
of the Lord was at hand, for it was to be preceded by the
manifestation of the man of sin. But it was still further
delayed by the interposition of ‘him that letteth.’ So far all
is consistent. Christ, Antichrist, the restrainer of Antichrist,
a a
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are the triple links of the chain by which the world is held
together. I n what person or thing to find the last of the
three is the point of difficulty.
No stress can be laid on the use of the masculine, ‘him
that letteth,’ because it is immediately followed by that of
the neuter, ‘that which letteth,’ and may be accounted for
by parallelism with the man of sin in a preceding verse,
More truly might it be argued that the use of the neuter
excludes the idea of a person. Nero might have been
6 Kadxwv,, but could not have been rb tcardxov. The double
use of the masculine and the neuter in some degree favours
the interpretation of the prophecy which identifies the
Roman empire with the restraining power. For some
interpretation seems to be required which is applicable to
a thing as well as to a person, as, for example, in the case of
the Roman empire, rb Karixov and d Kardxwu may contain
an allusion to the empire and to the emperor. A more
important circumstance than this strikes us in the examination of the passage: it is the apparent secrecy which the
Apostle observes in speaking of the restraining power. It
is an enigma which he will not reveal, which he had
explained while he was yet with them, and dare not now
write ‘with pen and ink.’ It reminds us of the number of
the beast in the Book of Revelation. It recalls the words
of Daniel, xii. I O : ‘None of the wicked shall understand,
but the wise shall understand.’ It quickens our curiosity
to know what that power could have been, which was
contemporary with the Apostle, and which he would not
openly mention to his converts.
T w o answers suggest themselves ; conjectures, it is true,
bemuse it is impossible to do more than form conjectures
which may be consistent or not inconsistent with the spirit
of the prophecy ; but they are not, however, to be rejected
on that ground, if nothing better can be offered. The
first is the Roman empire; the second, the Jewish law,
According to the view which separates the traditional form
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from the substance of the prophecy, it would be no fatal
objection to the first of these two interpretations, that the
figure of Antichrist himself is taken from the image of the
Roman emperors sitting in the temples as gods, while he
that letteth is again the Roman emperor regarded from
a new point of view. More real is the difficulty of
supposing that St. Paul could have expected that, within
a few years, the solid frame of the Roman empire was to
break up and pass away. It is unlikely that he should
have even taken the kingdoms of this world into the
horizon of his spiritual vision. To say that the heresies
of the Ebionites or Nicolaitanes were restrained by the
continuance of the Roman government, would be farfetched : the two are not ‘ in. pari materid.’ It might
remove this difficulty if we could suppose the revelation of
the man of sin to represent the rebellion of the Jews, but
would leave the original one, how to account for the
mystery which the Apostle observes about him which
letteth. More natural is it to explain ‘that which letteth’
as the Jewish law, the check on spiritual licentiousness
which for a little while was holding in its chains the
swarms of Jewish heretics, who were soon to be let loose
and sweep over the earth. Whatever other objections may
be entertained to the last of the two interpretations, it has,
at any rate, the advantage of consistency. It does not
confuse the spiritual and historical, or take us away from
the world of the human heart of which the Scripture speaks,
to the world of objects and events.
Good and evil seem often to lie together flat upon the
world’s surface. At other times they start up, like armed
men, and prepare for the last struggle. There is a state in
the individual soul, in which it has entered into rest, and
has its conversation in heaven, and is a partaker of the
kingdom of God. There is a state also in which it is
divided between two, not unconscious of good, but overpowered by evil, living in what St. Paul terms the body
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of death. There is a third state in which it is neither
conscious of good nor overpowered by evil, but in which it
‘leads the life of all men’ acting under the influence of
habit, law, opinion. All these three states have their
parallels in the history of the world. I n all of them,
whether in the individual or in the world, whether arising
out o f the purpose of God or the nature of man, there sometimes seems to be a kind of necessity which will not suffer
them to be other than they are. The first is that state for
which the believer looks when the kingdoms of this world
shall become thq kingdoms of God and Christ. The second
is that state of the world, seen also to him, but unseen to
men in general, in which, in the language of prophecy, ‘the
wicked is revealed,’ in which the elements of good and evil
separate and decompose themselves, in anticipation of the
final judgement. The third is that fixed order of the world
in which we live, which surrounds us on every side with its
restraints, social, legal, moral, which, if it be not very good,
is not very evil ; which ‘letteth and will let ’ as long as
human nature lasts. Such ‘ a let ’ to the evil of men was
the Roman empire ; such ‘a let,’ even when it had lost its
inspired character, was the law of the Jews. Whether
either of these, or both of them combined in the same way
that in the Book of Revelation Rome and Jerusalem combine
to form the image of the last enemy, suggested to the Apostle
the thought of ‘ that which let ;’ whether the political order
of the world, which was typified by them, seemed to him
for a time to interpose itself against the manifestation of the
man of sin, is uncertain. Such is a natural adaptation for
us to make of the words of the prophecy; it is also
a consistent interpretation of‘ them when translated out of
the symbolism of Ezekiel and Daniel into more general
language. To suppose that there is to be some greater
deluge of evil than any that has already poured over the
world, at the fall of the Roman Empire, or in the tenth
century, some louder shriek of the human race in its agony
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than at the destruction of Jerusalem, to be heard again at
the expiration of two thousand years, adds nothing to the
credibility of the Apostle. Least of all can we imagine him
to refer to a ‘gigantic’ development of the human intellect,
which is at present believed to be held with a chain by the
governments of mankind. Such opinions draw us away
from the healthy atmosphere of history and experience into
the unseen future ; they project to an unimaginable distance,
what to the Apostle was near and present. No test can be
applied to them ; their truth or falsehood, when we are in
our graves, we shall never know. They gain no additional
witness from the willingness of their authors to stake the
inspiration of Scripture on the historic certainty of the
event. So long as we delight to trace coincidences, or to
make pictures in religion; so long as the human mind
continues to prefer the extraordinary to the common, such
interpretations of prophecy, in forms more or less idealized
or refined, adapted to different age or capacities, will never
fail. But the Spirit of prophecy in every age lives not in
signs and wonders, but in the divine sense of good and evil
in our own hearts, and in the world around us.
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Thess. iii. 17.

THESE three words, dropping out by the way, open a field
for reflection to those who maintain the genuineness of the
Epistle in which they occur, because they imply, or at least
make it probable, that St. Paul wrote other EpistIes, which
were never reckoned among the Canonical books, and of
which all trace must therefore have disappeared in ecclesiastical history, even in that early age in which the Canon
was beginning to be fixed.
Other expressions in the writings of the Apostle lead to
the same inference. I n the second chapter of the Epistle
from which they are taken, which it is important to observe
is almost the earliest of those extant, and the words of
which cannot therefore refer to the Epistles which are
familiar to us,-he twice speaks of ‘a letter as from us,’as
a common and possible occurrence (ver. 2, 15). I n the
Second Epistle to the Corinthians, x. IO, the Apostle
supposes his adversaries to say ‘that his letters are weighty
and powerful ;’ to which he replies in the next verse, ‘ Such
as we are in word by letters when absent, such will we also
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be in deed when we are present.’ Is it likely that the
Apostle is here referring to the First Epistle only? The
words of I Cor. v. 9, ‘ I wrote unto you in the epistle,’
probably allude, notwithstanding the tense, to the letter
which he was writing at the time, and have, therefore,
nothing to do with our present inquiry. But the general
character of both Epistles to the Corinthians leads to the
conviction that he was in habits of correspondence with the
teachers of the Church of Corinth. I t appears also from
I Cor. xvi. 3 that he was intending (although the intention
in this instance was not fulfilled) to send messengers with
letters of introduction, as we term them, to the Church at
Jerusalem ;-letters of Christian courtesy, of which one
only-the short Epistle to Philemon-has been preserved
to after-ages. Similar occasions must often have occurred
in the course of a long life and ministry ; St. Paul did not
cease to be St. Paul in his feelings towards others, because
what he wrote in the privacy of the closet was not destined
to be read afterwards by the whole Christian world. Once
more, in the Epistle to the Colossians, iv. 16, the Apostle
enjoins the Churches of Colossae and Laodicea to interchange
the letters which they had received from him. It is only
a conjecture, and one which is not favoured by the similarity of the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians, that
the Epistle here referred to as the Epistle to the Laodiceans
is the extant Epistle to the Ephesians. Here then are signs
of another lost Epistle. The allusion in the Second Epistle
of St. Peter, iii. 15, 16, ‘Even as our beloved brother Paul
also, according unto the wisdom given unto him, hath
written unto you ; as also in all his epistles, speaking in
them of these things; in which are some things hard to
be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable
wrest, as they do also the other scriptures, unto their own
destruction,’ may be mentioned also, though it has only
R general bearing on our present subject.
(ii) The character of the Apostle is a further presumption
s -
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on the same side of the question. He who lives in himself
the life of all the Churches, who is praying for his converts
night and day, and who allows no other concerns to occupy
his mind-of such an one is it reasonable to suppose that,
during his whole ministry, to all his followers in many
lands, he would write no other Epistles but those which
have come down to us? One might have thought that
every year, almost every month, he would have found some
exhortation to give to them ; that he would have received
news of them from some quarter or other touching divisions
which required healing, or persecution under which his
children needed comfort, or advances of the truth which
called for his counsel and sympathy. One might have
thought that his affection for them, and his extreme (may
we call it?) sensitiveness to their feelings towards himself,
would have led him to make use of every opportunity for
writing to them or hearing from them. H e who had no
rest in his soul until he had sent Timothy to know their
state, could not have borne to have passed a great portion
of his life without knowledge of them or intercourse with
them. But if so, the Canonical Epistles or Letters cannot
be the only ones of which the Apostle was the author. For,
' including the Pastoral Epistles, their number is but thirteen,
not one in two years for the entire active portion of the
Apostle's life, and these very unequally spread over different
periods. Of the first ten or fifteen years no Epistle is extant ;
then two short ones begin the series ; after an interval of
some years succeeded by another short one : then in a single
year follow the three larger Epistles together, more than
half the whole: lastly, in the years of his imprisonment,
we have not much more than a short Epistle for every year.
Is it likely that there were no others ?-or are we suffering
ourselves to be imposed upon by the fear of disturbing
a natural but superficial impression?
(iii) The Epistles which are extant, with the exception of
the Epistle to the Romans, are unlike the compositions of
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one who in his whole life wrote only ten letters. They are
too lively and draw too near to the hearts of men. Those
especially to the Thessalonians, Corinthians, Galatians, and
Colossians (compare Philemon} imply habits of familiar
intercourse between the Apostle and the distant Churches.
Messengers are passing from him to them, and he is
minutely informed of their circumstances. There is no
trace of ignorance on the Apostle’s part of what is going
on among them. There is none of that natural formality
which grows up in letters between unknown persons.
Would the Apostle have written to a Church which he only
addressed once in his life in a style which is more like
talking than writing ?-and without the least allusion anywhere to the singularity of the circumstance of his writing
to them ?
But if, as the allusions which have been mentioned and
the reason of the thing, and the style of the extant Epistles
themselves, lead us to suppose, St. Paul wrote other Epistles,
which have not been handed down to us, then many r e
flections arise in our minds, some of which have an important
bearing on the interpretation of Scripture.
I . It has been observed that within a single year of his
life the Apostle wrote the Epistle to the Romans and the
two Epistles to the Corinthians, which are in quantity equal
to more than half the whole of his Epistles, and not much
short of a seventh portion of the entire New Testament.
Nor is it certain that these were the only Epistles written
by him in the same year : the reverse is more likely. NOW
suppose we take this aa the criterion of the probable amount
of his lost writings, and that during each year of his ministry,
which extended over a period of at least twenty-five years,
he wrote an equal quantity-though it would not be true
to say that ‘the world itself would not contain the books
that would have been written,’ yet the result would have
been a volume three times the size of the New Testament.
There is nothing extravagant in this speculation, although
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there is no proof of it ; the allusions to lost Epistles make
the idea extremely probable. Nor would any one think it
extravagant if the Apostle had not been one of the Canonical
writers, whose writings we are accustomed to regard as
supernaturally preserved to us.
2. Suppose, further, that in a distant part of the world,
in some Syriac, or Armenian, or Aethiopic transcript, or
even in its original language, buried in the unexcavated
portions of Herculaneum or Pompeii, one of these lost
Epistles were suddenly brought to light : with what feelings
would it be received by the astonished world ! The return
of the Apostle himself to earth would hardly be a more
surprising event. There are minds to whom such a discovery would seem to involve more danger than the loss of
an Epistle which we already have. It is not impossible
that it might be suppressed or ever it found its way to the
Christian public. Suppose it to escape this fate ; it is printed
and translated: with what anxiety do men turn over its
pages, to find in them something which has a bearing on
this or that controverted point ! If touching upon disputed
matters, is it too much to conceive that it would not find
equal acceptance with disputants on both sides-supposing
that it favoured one of them rather than the other ? Time
would elapse before the new Epistle would find its way into
the language of theology. There would be no Fathers or
Commentators to overlay it with traditional interpretations,
It is strange but also true that it could never receive the
deference and respect which has attached to those more
legitimate Epistles in the possession of which the Christian
Church has gloried for above eighteen centuries. And some
one standing aloof might ask whether any article of faith
which such an accident might disturb could be necessary to
mlvation.
3. Another supposition may be raised of the discovery
not of one but of many lost Epistles of St. Paul, which
suggests a new question. Would the balance of Christian
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truth be thereby altered ? Not so. A moment’s reflection
will remind us that the servant is not above his Lord, nor
the disciple above his Master. If we have failed to gather
from the words of Christ the spirit of the Gospel, a new
Epistle of St. Paul would hardly enlighten us ; if we are
partakers of that spirit we have more religious knowledge
than it is possible to exhaust on earth. The alarm is no
sooner raised than dispelled. The chief use of bringing the
supposition before our minds is to remind us of the simplicity
of the faith of Christ. It may help to indicate also to the
theological student the nature of the problem which he has
to consider in the interpretation of Scripture, at once harder
and easier than he at first supposed-easier because simpler,
harder because beset with artificial difficulties. Were the
Epistles bearing the name of St. Paul not ten but thirty in
number, a great change would take place in our mode of
studying them. Is it not their shortness which provokes
microscopic criticism ?-the scantiness of materials giving
rise to conjectures, the fragmentary thought itself provoking
system ? Words and phrases such as ‘justification by faith
without the works of the law’ could not have had such
a powerful and exclusive influence on the theology of aftertimes had they been found in two only out of thirty Epistles.
Theories and constructions soon come to an end when
materials are abundant; ingenuity ceases to make an
attempt to fill up the blanks of knowledge when the mind
is distinctly conscious that it is dealing not with the whole
but with a part only.
4. No difference is made by the supposition which has
been raised respecting the extant Epistles considered as
a rule of life and practice. Almost any one of them is
a complete witness to the Author and Finisher of our faith ;
a complete text-book of the truths of the Gospel. But it is
obvious that the supposition, or rather the simple fact, that
Epistles have been lost which were written by St. Paul, is
inconsistent with the theory of a plan which is sometimes
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attributed to the extant ones, which are regarded as a temple
having many parts, even as there are many members in one
body, and all members have not the same office. A mistaken
idea of design is one of the most attractive errors in the
interpretation of Scripture no less than of nature. No such
plan or unity can be really conceived as existing in the
Apostle's own mind ; for he could never have distinguished
between the Epistles destined to be lost and those which
have been allowed to survive. And to attribute such a plan
to an overruling Providence would be an arbitrary fancy,
involving not inspiration, but the supernatural selection and
preservation of particular Epistles, and destructive to all
natural ideas of the Gospel. It is a striking illustration of
what may be termed the incidental character of Christianity,
that (not without a Providence in this as in all other earthly
things) some of the Epistles of St. Paul, in the course of
nature, as if by chance, are for ever lost to us ; while others,
as if by chance, are handed down to be the treasures of the
Christian world throughout all ages.
5. There is no reason to suppose that those Epistles of
St. Paul which have been preserved were more sacred or
inspired than those which were lost, or either more so than
his discourses in the synagogue at Thessalonica during
'three Sabbath days,' at Athens, at Corinth, at Rome, or
the other places in which he preached the Gospel. The
supposition of the lost Epistles indefinitely extends itsel€
when we think of lost words, Of these it might be truly
said, 'that if they were written every one, even the world
itself would not contain the books that should be written."
The writings of the Apostle, like the words of our Saviour,
are but a fragment of his life. And they must be restored
to theiicontext before they can be truly understood. They
do not acquire any real sacredness by isolation from the
,rest. It would be a loss, not a gain, to deprive the New
Testament of its natural human character-instead
of
receiving a higher and diviner meaning, it would only be
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reduced to a level with the sacred writings of the Asiatic
religions. ‘So Christ and his Apostles went about speaking
day after day,’ is a truer and more instructive thought than
‘these things were formally set down for our instruction.’
Nor does it really diminish the power of Scripture to describe
it, as it appears to the eye of the critical student, as a collection of fragmentary and occasional pieces. For these
fragments are living plants ; the germ of eternal life is in
them all; the least of all seeds, when compared in bulk
with human literature, they have grown up into a tree, the
shade of which covers the earth.
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THE EPISTLE
TO THE

GALATIANS
INTRODUCTION
Two questions, closely connected with each other, arise
in the mind of every reader of the Epistles of St. Paul
who is desirous of forming an idea of the state of the
Churches to which they were addressed: first, whether
the Church was founded by the Apostle himself; secondly,
whether it was composed of Jewish or of Gentile Christians.
For the answer to these questions, in the case of the
Galatians, our chief attention must be directed to the intimations of the Epistle itself; to which a gleam of uncertain
information may be added from other writings of the
Apostle, and the analogy of other Churches mentioned in
them. The Acts of the Apostles supply one or two facts
of doubtful import. The latter of the two questions unavoidably runs up into a more general inquiry respecting
the original relations of Jew and Gentile before they came
together in the Christian Church, which will be more fully
discussed in another place.
The indications of the Epistle may he summed up in
a few words. On the one hand, the tone of authority
which the Apostle adopts, as well as particular expressions,
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such as iii. 2, ‘ This only would I learn of you, Received ye
the Spirit by the works of the law, or by the hearing of
faith?’; or iv. 9-19 in which the Apostle speaks of their
having been converted, not to bondage, but to freedom,
and of himself as again becoming their spiritual father
(comp. I Cor, iv. 15 ; also Acts xvi. 6; ; as well as the
manner in which he mentions the Apostles at Jerusalem
in chap. ii would certainly lead us to suppose that the
Galatians must have been converted by himself or by his
followers. And that they were orjginally Gentiles, is
implied in chap. iv. ver. 8-‘When
ye knew not God,
ye did service unto them which by nature are no gods.’
But if they were converts of the Apostle, and also Gentiles,
how are we to account for their ready reception of Judaism,
to the repulsive rites of which they seem to have been
drawn almost by instinct? That would lead rather to the
opposite supposition, that they were not Gentiles, but Jews.
Naturally, it might be urged, when the Apostle’s personal
influence was withdrawn from them, Judaism overlaid
Christianity, the law prevailed over the Gospel. And this
latter opinion is confirmed by the fact, that the Apostle
argues with them out of the law and the prophets, and
that in none of his Epistles has the cast of the reasoning
a more Jewish character.
Thus on a first view we seem to arrive at opposite
conclusions, an appearance of inconsistency which will
present itself again to our notice in the Epistle to the
Romans. One set of presumptions leads to the inference,
that the Galatians were Gentiles ; or rather the text quoted
above (iv. 8) expressly says so. Another set of presumptions
(from which we cannot exclude the almost equally explicit
statement that they were Jews, chap. iv. 9, and desirous to
return to ‘ the beggarly elements ’ around which their hearta
still lingered) leads to the opposite inference. Out of this
dilemma how are we to make our escape? ( I ) Can we
suppose St. Paul himself to have been a teacher of the
VOL. I.
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law (compare Introductory Essays on the Epistles to the
Thessalonians and Romans), and to have once taught what
he now denounced? Admitting that at no period of his
life he wholly ceased to be a Jew (Acts xviii. 18 ; xxi. 2 6 ;
xxiii. 6 ) ; that there were threads in his doctrine, which
entangled him with the false teachers (Gal. v. I I ) ; that
there was a time in which he spoke of himself as ‘having
known Christ according to the flesh,’ and that constant
reference to the authority of the Old Testament is difficult
to reconcile with his renunciation of the law; still the
extreme antagonism in which he places himself to the
Judaizers renders it impossible that he could ever have
been one of them. The Galatians ‘ had begun in the Spirit’;
it is another Gospel to which they are ‘removed’; they
had originally received with enthusiasm the same lesson
which St. Paul is seeking to revive. (2) But if we cannot
suppose St, Paul himself to have been a teacher of the law,
whence did, the infection of Judaism arise in the Churches
of Galatia ? It might be suggested that the Galatians were
first converted by teachers of the circumcision, and afterwards reconverted by St. Paul. Yet, in Gal. iii. 2 ; iv. 19,
the Apostle implies that they were converted by himself,
and, as he expresses it in the passage just quoted, ‘ began in
the spirit.’ Or, ( 3 ) shall we conceive him to be describing,
first, the Gentiles, then the Jews in successive verses?
Granting that the Galatian Church, like most other Christian
communities, may have contained Jewish as well as Gentile
Christians, still the context shows that those who ‘served
them which by nature are no gods,’ and those who were
ready to relapse into the weak and beggarly elements of
the law, were the same persons, iv. 8-10. Nor is there any
trace in the Epistle that he distinguished the case of the
Jew from that of the ffentile in reference to the obligation
of circumcision ; to all he says alike, ‘if ye be circumcised
Christ shall profit you nothing.’ Would this have been his
language had the Church been divided between Jews and
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Gentiles? Yet, (4) once more it might be argued, that
Judaism and heathenism were regarded by St. Paul as
a single prior dispensation, the two parts of which he is
not careful to distinguish, which he seems alike to include
elsewhere in the expression ‘ elements of the world,’ Col. ii.
8, 20. But no such common point of view under which he
may have regarded the former estate of Jew and Gentile,
would have justified him in saying of the Jew : ‘Howbeit
then, when ye knew not God, ye did service unto them
which by nature are no gods.’
The most probable mode of escaping these difficulties is
the following :-The Galatians we may suppose to have
been a Gentile Church, which was first converted to
Christianity by St. Paul, but previous to its conversion
had gone through a phase of Judaism. There were three
states out of which Gentile converts passed, or might have
passed, into the acceptance of the Gospel as preached by
St. Paul : first, heathenism ; secondly, a more or less strict
proselytism ; thirdly, Jewish Christianity. The second of
these was probably the state of the Galatian converts.
Strange as it may seem, it is an undoubted fact that,
before the appearance of Christianity the religion of the
Jews exercised a great and mysterious influence over the
Roman world. It had already bridged the chasm which
separated the faith of Jehovah from the wisdom of the
Greek philosopher. It was ‘a schoolmaster,’ bringing men
to Christ, not in idea only but in fact. The natural and
politioal force of Judaism, even in its most abject state,
its simple faith in the unity of God, the proselytising spirit
of the Jews themselves (Matt. xxiii. 15), their dispersion
throughout the world, the diffusion of the Greek translation
of the Old Testament Scriptures, the absorbing power of
the Jewish Alexandrian philosophy, are sufficient to account
for the hold which it acquired on the minds of men, standing,
as it seemed, erect in the decline of the classical religions
and the chaos of Eastern superstitions. The Roman poets
I 2
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in the age of Augustus were perfectly well acquainted with
the belief and practices of the Jews, which extended to
others as well as to their regular proselytes ; a knowledge
which is the more remarkable, when contrasted with the
slender information about the Christians, which is displayed
by every heathen writer, for the first century and a half
after the Christian era'.
Admitting the general fact of the diffusion of Judaism,
no people were more likely to have fallen under its power
than the inhabitants of Galatia. A half-civilized race of
Western origin, in an Eastern land, were peculiarly liable
to be influenced by the contagion of the Jewish settlers
who dwelt among them ( I Pet. i. I). Their national religion
was already mingled with the gods of the nations among
whom they settled. They did not altogether cease to be
heathen by becoming Jews, any more than they wholly left
their ancient Gallic rites for Greek and Phrygian customs.
Nor can we tell how many elements of Christianity, as, for
example, the doctrine of a Messiah, may have been included
in their Judaizing tenets (compare Heb. vi. I : 2 Cor. ii. 5 ,
16 : John iv. 25). Marked as such distinctions appear in
language, there could not have always been a definite line
which separated heathenism from proselytism or proselytism
from Jewish Christianity, any more than the Gospel of the
circumcision from that of the uncircumcision. The more
lax of either class must have insensibly faded into the other ;
and Judaism itself may have taken new forms when coming
into contact with semi-barbarous races. Much that we look
upon as a corruption of Christianity was, in fact, prior to
Christianity, inherent in the magical or philosophical tendencies of the age, and clustering around the name of Christ
as a new source of life and power. There was a spiritualized
Judaism, as well as a Judaized heathenism. I n the case
of the Galatians, we can only infer from the language of the
See Introduction to Epistle t o the Romans.
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Epistle that they could not have been so completely Christians
as to set aside St. Paul’s claim to have converted them ; nor
so completely Jews as to have lost all remembrance of that
former state in which they did service ‘to them that are
no gods.’
Supposing then the Galatians to have passed thmugh the
gate of Judaism to Christianity, there is no difficulty in
explaining their relapse into Judaism. The Jewish teachers
were there before St. Paul, and they remained there after
his departure : and the language of the Old Testament itself,
sanctioned by the authority of St. Paul, though read in
a spirit unlike his, would seem to tell of the continued
obligation of the law and of the necessity of circumcision.
He himself, they insidiously said, had at one time preached
that very circumcision which he now denounced (v. 1 1 ) .
By such arguments a half-wavering multitude, who had
been once ready to die for the Apostle, now that he was
absent, were shaken in their allegiance to his authority.
The slenderness of our materials will not allow us to
complete the picture of the Galatian Church. There is not
a single figure to fill up the vacant space. It is only
a probability that, in ch. v. IO, the Apostle is alluding to
an individual opponent. (‘He that troubleth you shall bear
his judgement, whosoever he be.’) We see the levity and
inconsistency of the converts ; their confusion of the Gospel
with the Law ; the manner in which dislike of the doctrine
of the Apostle degenerated into hatred of his person. Fainter
traces are also discernible of Judaism mingling with heathenism in oh. iv. 9, as in Col. ii. 18 ; and perhaps in Rom. xiv.
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GALATIA.

A ETOTICEof the inhabitants of Galatia will throw a remote
light on the Epistle to the Galatians. Some have thought
to identify them with the barbarous people of Lycaonia
who first worshipped the Apostles and afterwards stoned
them. But whatever similarity may be traced in the
character of the people, Derbe and Lystra were not within
the district termed Galatia (comp. Acts xiv. I , 6), which
lay to the north, separated by Paphlagonia and Bithynia
from the Euxine Sea. It was bounded on the south by
Phrygia and Cappadocia, on the east by Pontus and Cappadocia, on the west by Phrygia and Bithynia, and included
in its domain several of the Phrygian cities most celebrated
for the worship of the mother of the gods.
The inhabitants of this district were the Gauls of Asia.
They were the remnant of the great Celtic and Germanic
migrations, which overspread Greece and Asia Minor at the
commencement of the third century before the Christian
era, Like the Biscayans or Hungarians in Europe, they
remained the isolated monument of the deluge which had
passed away. At one time they had been the terror of the
Greek cities of Asia Minor, and alternately the adversaries
or the mercenaries of Alexander’s successors. They were
reduced by the Roman Consul, C. Nanlius Vulso, in the
year 189, but retained their separate kings by favour of the
Romans, until about eighty years before this time, A.C. 2 6 ,
when Amyntas, their last king and the favourite successively
of Augustus and Antony, was murdered, and the country
finally placed under a Roman governor.
I n character they are described as a free impetuous race,
ever ready to bear arms for themselves or others. For
a long time after their settlement in Asia, they retained
their national and religious customs, the latter even
including that of human sacrifices. St. Jerome (Gal. i. 2)
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describes them, even in his own day, as having a peculiar
dialect, which he compares to the German spoken about
Trbves. Their government in early times was a military
aristocracy divided into twelve tetrarchies, the respective
chiefs of which were not hereditary, but elected. The Gauls
themselves were apportioned in three tribes, and two subject
peoples existed side by side with them, the Greeks and
Phrygians, to whom they stood in the same relation as the
Spartans to the Laconians and Messenians. Gradually the
language and religion of the conquered made an impression
on the conquerors. That they must have understood Greek
is proved by the Epistle itself; and their supreme Council
of three hundred corresponding to the tetrarchies of which
Strabo (xii. 567) speaks, was probably of Greek origin.
And long before this time they had adopted or added to
their own religion the rites of Cybele, and participated in
the worship on Mount Dindymus and the gainful occupation
of selling the oracles of the goddess to the rest of Asia.
From the use of the plural ( d o C ? K K A ~ U ~ U we
L S ) may
gather that the Churches were scattered throughout the
district, in more than one village or town. It is impossible
to say what the names of these Churches were, or whether
the Epistle is addressed to converts who were Gauls,
Phrygians, or Greeks by origin. Only the tone of the
Apostle and the fickleness of those who received him ‘ as an
angel of God, even as Christ Jesus ’ (comp. Acts xiv. 16-19 ;
xxviii. 6), ‘ and afterwards became his enemies,’ may lead
us to conjecture that he is addressing a people subject to
violent religious impulses, a people such as might have
been celebrated for their ancient Phrygian and Bacchic rites,
amongst whom in heathen days extravagant superstition
most readily found a home; andwho, when converted to
Christianity, gave birth to Phrygian heretics and to the
Montanism of the second century
[For more recent information on this subject see Mr. W. 1.
Ramsay’e
writings, especially the Article Phrygia ’ in Encyc. Brit. ed. ix.]
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SUBJECT OF THE EPISTLE.

ITis to bhe second Epistle to the Corinthians that the
Epistle to the Galatians offers the greatest resemblance. I n
both there is the same sensitiveness in the Apostle to the
behaviour of his converts to himself, the same earnestness
about the points of difference, the same remembrance of his
own ‘infirmity’ while he w&s yet with them, the same
consciousness of the precarious basis on which his own
authority rested in the existing state of the two Churches.
Abruptness of style is characteristic of both ; the excitement
of feeling seems to clog the current of ideas. Both Epistles
display a greater emotion than is to be found in any other
portion of his writings, a deeper contrast of inward exaltation and outward suffering, more of personal entreaty,
a greater readiness to assert himself; all together seeming
to tell us what he told the people of Derbe and Lystra, that
he ‘was a man of like passions with ourselves,’ and working
thrclugh the instrumentality of those passions, yet not the
less approved of God in his high calling. I n such passages
as ‘Henceforth let no man trouble me, for I bear in my
body the marks of the Lord Jesus,’ at the end of the
Galatians, or in the similar feeling of the verse of the
Corinthians, ‘I think that God hath set forth us the Apostles
last appointed unto death,’ we seem to trace a momentary
reaction in the mind of him on whom came ‘the care of all
the Churches.’
GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.
No one has doubted the genuineness of the Epistle to the
Galatians ; it is not, therefore, necessary to recapitulate at
length the evidence in its favour. That evidence consists
of the testimonies of Patristic as well m of heretical writers,
from the time of Irenaaus downwards, going back, that is,
to within a century of the date of its composition. But
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here a doubt may be raised respecting the value of the
testimonies themselves ; for it may be truly urged, that
evidence as ancient, and as nearly contemporary, can be
quoted in favour of the Gospel of St. James, the Shepherd
of Hermas, the Revelation of Peter, and other spurious
writings. Why is it, then, that a short epistle like that to
the Galatians has been universally acknowledged, even by
critics of the most extreme school, as a genuine writing of
St. Paul ?
The reason of this universal agreement is the internal
evidence of its genuineness. Considering the number of
forgeries, which we know to have existed in the second
century, and the absence either of the spirit or of the faculty
of criticism in the early Church, we cannot set a high value
on the testimony of the Fathers, except to events which
were contemporary with themselves. What they really
testify respecting the books of the New Testament is to
their use and authority in their own day as the writings of
the authors whose names they bear. But if the external
testimony to the books of Scripture seems to be in this way
weakened, the internal evidence of the genuineness of many
of them may be regarded as greatly enhanced. What
criticism has restored, though incapable of being put in
a definite and tangible form, abundantly compensates for
what it has destroyed. If it will not allow us to take our
stand upon tradition, it supplies us with many new kinds
of proof. It enables us to affirm that a particular writing,
from the richness of its style, the mannerisms of thought
and language, the minuteness of the detail, the consistency,
and, sometimes, the very singularity of the events recorded
in it, must be an original, and not a mere imitation. It
analyses the character which is proper to an individual
writer, and can be in no two writers the same. And it
fortunately happens, that the age least capable of affording
reliable external testimony, is the age also least capable of
feigning the marks of a genuine writing.
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CEAPTERS I, 11.
THE main object of the first portion of the Epistle is to
assert the independent authority of the Apostle against the
attacks of the Judaizers. The words, ‘Paul, an Apostle,
not of man, neither by man, but by Jesus Christ,’ are the
text of the two first chapters; and the narrartive which
follows is the commentary. H e begins by denouncing the
treason of the Galatians against himself. After the burst
of his indignation has subsided, the Apostle proceeds to
state facts illustrative of his Divine mission, and his relation
to the Twelve. First, his independence was marked by the
manner of his conversion ; he did not receive the Gospel
through any human instrument, but by immediate revelation.
His previous education, and the well-known circumstance
that he had been a persecutor of the Church, were a bad
preparation far such a call. No one could have expected
that the Pharisee or zealot for the law would have become
the servant of Christ. Nevertheless, it pleased God to work
this change in him. The independence of his mission was
further marked by the fact that, after his conversion, he did
not go up to Jerusalem to throw himself into the arms
of the Apostles, but away from it, and only after long
intervals went there at all, and then saw but, one or two
of them, and only for a few days; so entirely were his
teaching and office his own, for so little was he indebted to
them. He had never preached to the Jewish Churches ; he
was unknown to them by face, and only a report had
reached them, which they received with joy and thankfulnem, that the persecutor of the Gospel had now become
its preacher.
I n the second chapter, with a like object, he describes the
freedom of his conduct at what is termed the Council of
Jerusalem. H e refused to yield (or, according to another
interpretation, declares himself to have yielded only from
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motives of expediency and fear'of treachery} the circumcision of Titus to the demands of the false brethren. He
was not overawed by the greatness of the other Apostles,
whom he met as their equal ; and it was owing to himself
rather than to them that a successful resistance was made
to the Judaizing Christians. Yet they parted in love and
fellowship ; the heads of the Church at Jerusalem reminding
him of the wants of their poor members, a labour of love in
which he ww very willing to join. They saw that he
himself was among the Gentiles what Peter was to the
circumcision, and they agreed to divide the field of labour.
Afterwards Peter followed him to Antioch, where, if he
did not violate the letter, he at any rate forgot the spirit, of
their agreement. On this occasion he openly resisted him,
and boldly reasoned with him, as ' building up the things
which he had pulled down.' These are the proofs that he
was an Apostle, not of men, nor by man, and had an
authority at least equal to the other Apostles, to whom the
Judaizers made their appeal.

CHAPTERS 111, IV.
THEApostle has concluded his narrative, and the argument
to which it gave birth. His thoughts return to the Galatians,
whom he once more addresses with the same vehement emotion as at i. 6-10. He schools them like children ; he appeals
to their experience; he bids them remember the hour of
their conversion. Did they mean to invert the order of
grace ?-beginning with what was inward, to end with what
was outward ; in the spirit once, and now in the flesh ?
Those influences of which they had been the subject ; those
great effects which they had witnessed-did they spring
from works of the law, or from the hearing of faith? As
elsewhere, the word ' faith ' awakens a new strain of argument in the Apostle's mind, which, dropping his previous
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emotion, he pursues to the end of the chapter. This argument is based on the words of Genesis: ‘Abraham had
faith in God, and it was counted to him for righteousness.’
Like the parallel discourse on the same theme in the Epistle
to the Romans (ch. iv), it may be divided into two parts :
in the first of which ( I ) Abraham, the father of the faithful,
is identified with his children, and the faith of both contrasted with the works of the law, as blessing is to cursing
in the language of the law itself-from which curse of the
law, Christ, by becoming a curse (as the law also taught’,
has made a way of escape, that the blessing of Abraham
might reach the Gentiles ; (2) the second division of the
argument (which commences with verse I 5 ) , taking occasion
from the words ‘unto thy seed,’which the Apostle, in passing,
refers to Christ, and dwelling specially on the time at which
the promise waB made (430 years before the law), thereby
showing the mediate, subordinate, intercalary character of
the latter.
The feeling which marked the opening of the Epistle, and
the address to the Galatians, reappears again at the ninth
verse of the fourth chapter. The bearing of the previous
passage had been to show that the state of those under the
law was a kind of pupilage or slavery, from which Christ
had redeemed us by being Himself ‘born under the law,’
as, in a nearly similar way of speaking, it was said at verse I 3
of the previous chapter, that He had ‘ redeemed us from the
curse of the law by being made a curse for us.’ Of this
truth of redemption from the law, the Apostle proceeds to
make a practical application to the Galatians themselves,
contrasting their half heathen, half Jewish superstitions
with the liberty of the sons of God. Then, for an instant,
he pauses bo speak of his personal relation to them. He
was touched by the thought of their ancient love for him,
especially when he remembered his own infirmities, which,
instead of being an object of disgust to them, seemed almost
to transfigure him into the likeness of Christ Jesus. But
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how had this passed away ! He will not accuse them of
a wrong to himself (though he can find no other reason for
their change of feeling, but his own plain speaking); he
will only beg of them to be at one with him again. H e
then briefly glances at the false teachers, their reception of
whom he seems to attribute to a sort of ignorance of the
world, and as if words out of the law must be better rhetoric
to them than any that he could employ, once more harping
on the instance of Abraham, he repeats the story of Isaac
and Ishmael, the child of promise, and the child born after
the flesh, and arguing in a manner more convincing and
intelligible to his own age than to ours, as above from the
letter of the text, so here from the connexion between
Hagar and the land in which the law was given, he concludes, as he began, the chapter by associating the idea of
bondage with the law.

CHAPTERS V, VI.

INthe Third Section of the Epistle the Apostle proceeds
to the application of the argument which has gone before :
‘ Y e are not the children of the bondwoman, but of the
free ; with that freedom Christ has made you free ; stand,
therefore, and be not again entangled in the yoke of bondage
to the law.’ This is enforced by a personal appeal, in which
the Apostle sets forth with great earnestness the contrariety
of the law and Christ. H e who receives the seal of the law
is involved in all its obligations. He is not half Jew and
half believer in Christ, but wholly a Jew and no longer a
believer. The law and Christ (like the law and thepromise)
are exclusive of each other. For the life of the Spipirit, which
is in Christ, has nothing to do with circumcision or uncircumcision ; it is different in kind from either (1-6).
The latter portion of nearly all the Epistles of St. Paul
is remarkable for abruptness of style. The Apostle passes
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from one subject to another, dropping the intervening links
by which they are associated in his own mind. New thoughts
are suddenly introduced ; old ones unexpectedly came back
again. His manner is that of a person speaking rather than
writing ; he is full of animation, saying what occurs to him
without always expressing the point which he intends. I n
the verses that follow (7-13), contrary emotions draw him
different ways ; and he seems almost to lose the power of
arranging his words. There was a time, he would say,
when you promised well ; who has persuaded you to rebel?
This persuasion is not of God ; it is a delusion of the enemy.
The error of a few leavens the mass. Looking forward in
faith, I perceive that ye will hereafter be of one mind, and
that the troublers of the Church shall themselves be the
sufferers. And yet, brethren, when I think of their strange
and inconsistent charges against myself, I cannot but feel
indignant. Is it likely that they would persecute me if
I still preached circumcision ? And then, with a momentary
feeling of disgust at the whole subject, he adds in irony:
Would that they would make themselves eunuchs who
trouble you1 That would indeed cut off the matter in
dispute. *
For the Divine call which you received is very different
from the call which they teach. It was a calling unto
liberty ; I do not mean licentiousness, but that liberty which
is a service of love to one another. For love is the single
word which fulfils the law. How unlike are ye to the
servants of that law! the end of whose bickerings and
jealousies is mutual destruction (13-1 5).
All my precepts may be summed up in one : ‘Walk in
the Spirit and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh.’ For
there are two ways ; the way of the flesh, and the way of
the Spirit : and these are contrary the one to the other, and
their fruits are like them (16-24). We who are spiritual
should walk in the Spirit, humbling our hearte in consideration of others, forgiving their slips snd bearing their burdens,
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It is mere self-deception to think ourselves above this.
Every man who tries himself will find he has a burden of
his own. A particular instance of this duty of mutual
support is the duty of supporting teachers, in which, as in
all other Christian duties, we must be single and indefatigable, ready to do good to all men, and especially to
members of the Church (v. 24-vi. IO).
Look, says the Apostle, at the large and misshapen Ietters
which I am tracing with mine own hand. A word more,
and I have done. Those who would have you circumcised,
act only on motives of expediency ; their object is to keep
well with the Jewish Christians ; their own inconsistency
in the observance of the law is a sufficient proof that they
desire only to glory in you as their disciples. But God
forbid that I should glory in you, or in anything but that
which is at the same time the symbol of humiliation, the
cross of Christ. The question of circumcision or uncircumcision I count as nothing in comparison with a change of
heart. This is my rule. Peace be upon them who walk by
it, and are ‘ Israelites indeed.’
Reverence me henceforth ; for I bear the person of Christ,
and fill up the measure of His sufferings. Th’e grace of
Christ be with your spirit.

THE EPISTLE
TO THE

GALATIANS
1 PAUL,an apostle, (not of men, neither by man, but

by Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who raised him
a from the dead ;) and all the brethren which are with
3 me, unto the churches of Galatia; grace be to you
and peace from God the Father, and from our Lord
4 Jesus Christ, who gave himself for our sins, that he
1. The Epistle to the Galatians
is the only one among St. Paul’s
Epistles, in which he omits all
words of compliment or friendship in the opening verses. I n
other Epistles he begins with
commendation, and passes on to
reproof when he has gained a
hold on the affections of those
whom he is addressing. Thus,
in the case of the Corinthian
Church, though they had grave
faults, and ought rather t o have
mourned for the sin of the i n cestuous person, and their many
divisions and profaneness in celebration of the Lord‘s Supper, he
introduces himself to them with
words of conciliation : ‘I thank
my God always on your behalf
for the grace of God which is

given you by Jesus Christ, that
in every thing ye are enriched by
him in all utterance and in all
knowledge ;’ and so passes on to
his censure. But in the Epistle
to the Galatians he adopts a different course, either because it
waa more natural to his own
feelings, or the actual state of the
Church was wome or more likely
t o be roused by the severity of
his tone.
4. 5nwr 4[CAqrac fi@s
i x 70;
al6vos 70; ivror6ros aov?p&, that
he m y take tu out of this euiE world
prssent.] These words contain an
allusion t o the Jewish distinction of ai& ivtorhs, or al&v o h o o ,
and the alhv pihhwv, the times
before and after the inauguration
of Messiah’s kingdom. But their
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might deliver us from this present evil world, according
to the will of God and our Father: to whom be glory
for ever and ever. Amen.
6
I marvel that ye are so soon &transferred” from
the grace of Christ unto
Him that called you
5

a

removed

b

meaning may be said t o vary
as the thing signified by them
assumes to the believer a more
inward or outward nature, is
more past or present. The al&v
Ivturis is the world around him,
from which the Christian withdraws into communion with God,
from which he shall be delivered
finally in the world of glory. It
is called evil, in the same spirit
i n which the Apostle says i n the
Epistle to the Romans, that the
whole creation groaneth and travaileth together until now ;’ also
as it is the scene of the believer’s
trials and persecutions, in which
he is waiting, too, for the redemption of the body.
To this present world of evil
is opposed the future world, of
which Christ is the Lord. The
one is the creation made subject
to bondage, ‘ full of principalities and powers, and spiritual
wickedness in heavenly places ;’
the other is the glorious liberty
of the children of God. A trace
of the same thought occurs in the
word ivcarGua i n I Cor. vii a6
aid r+
ivcus2aav d v d y ~ ~ p‘on
,
account of this present necessity.’ The mind of the Apostle
is overpowered by the contrast
of faith and sight ; the bondage
and constraint of the world,
which might well make a man
go out of the world, and the hope
of salvation,’ which is nearer
VOL. L

into

than when we believed.’ There
is a tone of suffering and sadness
expressed i n this verse ; it is the
feeling of the close of the Epistle :
‘ I bear in my body the marks of
the Lord Jesus.’
The word ai&, passes through
the same change of meaning i n
the New Testament as the Latin
word saeculum.’ First it is used
for continuance of time-‘Thou
shalt not wash my feet cis T ~ V
aEBva,’ for ever ; or with more
emphasis, as i n John vi. 51
Cfiufsal d s rbv a&a, ‘shall live
for ever ; ’ or still more strongly
i n the plural, of the eternal existence of God, or the everlasting
happiness of the blessed, as i n
the Book of Revelation. I n the
writers of the New Testament,
as i n the Jewish writers, d alhv
oi7ros Rom. xii. a, Ivcarius as i n
this place, d vSv as in I Tim.
vi. 17, are opposed to 6 aiZv
iKf?vos Luke xx. 34, d &L&WV
Matt. xii. 3a, ipxdptvos Luke
xviii. 30, as present and future,
as evil and good.
The idea of d alhv O ~ T O S is
further illustrated by Eph. ii. a :
‘And you (hath he quickened),
being dead in trespasses and sins,
wherein i n time past ye walked
according t o the course of this
world, according t o the prince of
the power of the air, the spirit
that now worketh i n the children
of disobedience’-whicth not only

‘
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7 another gospel : which iR not another ; but there be
some that trouble you, and would pervert the gospel
8 of Christ. But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that which
we have preached unto you, let him be accursed.
g As we said before, so say I now again, If any man
preach any other gospel nnto you than ye have
I O received, let him be accursed. For do I now persuade
men, or God? or do I seek to please men?
if I yet
pleased men, I,should not be the servant of Christ.
II
But I certify you, brethren, that the gospel which
11 was preached of me is not after man.
For I neither
0

adafor

gives the associations implied in
d ai& TOO x60pov r o d ~ o v , but
sssists in explaining the change
of meaning by which a& comes
to signify the world without the
idea of time; as in Heb. xi. 3,
‘The worlds are framed by the
word of God ;’ or in I Cor. i. ao,
‘The disputer of this world.’
Compare also our uses of the
world,’ for the heavens and earth
and all things in them; for this
present state, as opposed to the
life t o come ; also, in a bad sense,
for the world, whether within or
wihhout man, as opposed t o the
kingdom of God ; and in a neutral
one, irrespective of good or evil,
to signify the mass of mankind,
or the public opinion of mankind.
7. 8 o h &JTLV bhho, which i s not
ahother.] Either, (I) which turn.
ing aside is nothing else but
certain troublers seeking t o pervert the Gospel of Christ ; or, (a)
which Gospel is not another
Gospel (for there cannot be
two aospels), but only certain

‘

troublera who pervert i t ; hhho
being unemphatic i n the first
way of taking the words, emphatic in the second. The last
is the more probable explanation.
10. E1 CTl c i V 6 4 T O l S $PfUKOV,

if1

yet pleased men.] The Apostle does

not mean that before his conver.
sion, or at any other time in his
life, ‘ h e had been a pleaser of
men.’ The expression, which is
not free from difficulty, is most
probably to be taken in a general
sense ; If at this time, after all
that has happened t o me, I am,
or were still, a pleaser of men, I
could not be the servant of God.’
Comp. Matt. vi. a 4 : ‘No man
can serve two masters;’ and for
the use of In,v. 11.
Ia. Revelation is distinguished
from ordinary moral and spiritual
influences by its suddenness. It
is an anticipation of moral truth
and of the course of experience.
No reason can be given why amid
Canaanitish and Egyptian idolatries, a belief in the unity of God

‘
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received it of man, neither was I taught it, but by
of Jesus Christ. For ye have heard
of my conversation in time past in the Jews’ religion,
how that beyond measure I persecuted the church of
14 God, and wasted it : and profited in the Jews’ religion
above many my equals in mine own nation, being
more exceedingly zealous of the traditions of my
15fathers. But when i t pleased God, mho from my
mother’s womb separated me, and called me by his

1 3 the revelation

should have sunk into the hearts
of men. No reabon can be given
why truth and justice should have
been Divine attributes ages before
philosophy became conscious of
a moral principle. No reason can
be given why our Saviour, Himself living amid the rites of the
Temple worship, should yet have
taught a religion purely spiritual,
which was a contradiction of the
maxims of the Scribes and Pharisees, and an inversion of the
common religious notions of mankind t o the end of time.
It is this anticipation of truth,
this communication of truth to
particular persons, or a t particular times out of the course of
nature, i n ways unlike the methods of human knowledge, that
is termed in the language of
theology ‘revelation.’ It is i n
this sense that we speak of
Christianity as a revelation ; of
a Mosaic revelation ; of revelation
as opposed to reason or natural
religion. The use of the word
in the New Testament is more
varied and less conventional. It
might be explained i n the language of the Book of Revelation
as a ‘being i n the spirit at the
day of the Lord ;’ it may be con-

trasted with prophecy as universal, and not national only ; it
is relative to the ‘times of that
ignorance which God winked at.’
He who was the subject of it
might, like St. Paul, ‘be caught
up into the third heaven;’ he
might hear a voice whispering to
him, ‘My grace is sufflcient for
thee ;’ he might receive lively
oracles’ respecting his own conduct or the government of the
Church ; he might have intimations respecting his ‘ going in
and coming out.’ We must not
suppose that such intimations
were mere illusions, because they
no longer occur within the range
of our own experience. Some
faint approximation to them may
be found still in the intuitions of
the mind respecting matters of
conduct, or in the suddenness of
thought itself.
15. dqopluar, who separated] has
a double meaning : first, a literal
and physical one ; secondly, that
of which this is the figure-a
spiritual one: Who took me
out of my mother’s womb, and
separated me ; or whose separation of me a t my birth was
the image of my separation
unto himself.‘ 1~ refers t o time.
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16grace, to reveal his Son in me, that I might preach
him among the heathen ; immediately I conferred not
1 7 with flesh and blood : neither went1 I d-11 to Jerusalem
to them which were apostles before me ; but I went into
18 Arabia, and returned again unto Damascus. Then after
three years I went up to Jerusalem to see eCephas,“and
ig abode with him fifteen days. But other of the apostles
d

add up

Compare Jer. i. 5 : ‘Before I
formed thee in the belly I knew
thee; and before thou camest
forth out of the womb I sanctified thee, and I ordained thee a
prophet unto the nations ;’ and
Is. xliv. a ; also note on Rom. i. I.
19. The arguments in favour
of the position that James the
brother of our Lord is the same
with James the son of Alpheus
the Apostle (not including the
words of I Cor. xv. 7 : ‘ He was
seen of James, then of all the
Apostles,’ which are equally
ambiguous with the present passage) may be summed up as
follows :(I) The name of ‘James the
less ’ implying that there were
only two and not three of that
name.
(a) The result of the comparison of the three following
passages :Mark xv. 4 0 : ‘There were
also women looking on afar off;
among whom was MaryMagdalene,
and Mary the mother of James
the less and of Joses, and Salome.’
John xix. a5 : There stood by
the cross of Jesus his mother,
and his mother’s sister, Mary
the wife of Cleophas, and Mary
Magdalene.’

‘

* Peter
Mark vi, 3 : ‘ I s not this the
carpenter, the son of Mary, the
brother of James, and Joses, and
of Juda, and Simon? and are
not his sisters here with us?’
Comp. Matt. xiii. 55 [where,
inbtead of Joses, Lachmann and
Tischendorf read Joseph, which
occurs also as a variation in the
text of Matt.].
Here, Mary the mother of
James and Joses is identified
with Mary the wife of Cleophas ;
and this identification of the two
Marys is confirmed by the third
passage, which speaks of her sons
as the brethren of Jesus.
Lastly, the name Alpheus is
the same as Cleophas ; being i n
the Aramaic d n , and the two
forms arising only out of the dif.
ferent pronunciations of the n.
A simpler explanation is also
possible. Mary the mother of
James the less, and Joses, and
Salome, may be the same with
Mary the wife of Cleophas; and
yet James ‘the brother of the
Lord’ not the same with James
the less, who was her son, but
the son of the Virgin Mary and
of Joseph. I n favour of this supposition may be urged :(I) The words of Mark vi. 3,
which expressly refer to ‘the
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saw I none, save James the Lord's brother. Now the
things which I write unto you, behold, before God, I lie
21 not. Afterwards I came into the regions of Syria and
2 2 Cilicia ; and was unknown by face unto the churches
23 of Judaea which were in Christ : but they had heard
only, That he which persecuted us in times past now
2 4 preacheth the faith which once he destroyed.
And
they glorified God in me.
20

carpenter' and Mary the mother
of Christ, and can hardly allude
to the sons of another Mary in
the same verse.
(a) The emphatic use of the
term 'brother of the Lord,'
which would not have been applied i n the sense of a special
relation to one who was not a
brother. There were many cousins
of Christ, but only one who was
called His brother. Nor could
the designation cousin or kinsman of Christ, even if it were a
natural explanation of the word
d6th$I6s, have been any claim to
extraordinary respect i n the early
Church.
(3) The obvious meaning of
Matt. i. 25: 'And knew her
not until she had brought forth
her firstborn son,' which has
been smothered by the feelings
of a later age.
(4) The distinction which is
drawn in Acts i. 13, 14, between
the twelve Apostles, who are all
mentioned by name, and the
brethren of the Lord, who are
spoken of separately i n the following verse ' .cvith the women,
and Mary the mother of Jesus.'
( 5 ) The testimony of antiquity.
Even if the term d6th$6s is
sometimes used in a vaguer sense
when it is the translation of

a Hebrew word (as in Gen. xxxi.
232, there can be no doubt of
the meaning in which it was
understood by Josephus (Ant. xx.
9. I), or by Hegesippus (quoted
by Eusebius ii. 23; iii. 32; iv.
za), who expressly mentions
James the just as the brother of
our Lord ' together with the
Apostles,' and Simeon, his successor i n the episcopate, as the
son of Cleophas, his uncle, and
the coiiain of Christ (dvt$t&).
The comparison of Mark vi. 3
with xv. 40 suggests the improbability of Mary the mother
of Christ and Mary the wife of
Cleophas each having two sons
the same i n name, James and
Joses, the latter being specially
designated by the names of her
sons. The force of this objection is, i n a great measure, done
away by the reading of Lachmann and Tischendorf ('I&~wSos,
'Iwmj$I), i n the parallel passage
of Matt. xiii. 55 (comp. Matt.
xxvii. 56), and the variation of
reading ('Iarvfj, 'Iwoijsos, 'IwoQq)
even in the text of Mark vi. It
might be replied, further, that
we are otherwise involved in the
greater difficulty of supposing
that two persons of the same
name were sisters. Such hypotheses or counter-hypotheses are
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I went up again to Jerusalem
awith Barnabas, and took Titus with me also. And
I went up b y revelation, and communicated unto them
that gospel which I preach among the Gentiles, but
privately to them which w0re of reputation, lest by
3any means I should run, or had run, in vain. But

2 Then fourteen years after

-

not worth drawing out. The
natural use of language and the
express testimony of the oldest
writers are safer grounds of
argument than the probability
that Mary the wife of Cleophas
or Alpheus was sister of Mary
the mother of Christ.
a. a. 70;s 8OKoCUrV, to them of
reputation,] is used absolutely, as
sometimes in classical Greek, ‘to
the men of influence, reputation.’
There is a degree of irony i n the
application of the term to the
Apostles, who, as St. Paul is about
to describe, added nothing to what
he had told them. The irony is
heightened by the altered form
of expression i n ver. 6 ol 60KoOvrrr f t a f ~ ibut
, is lost again i n
t h e new turn given to it at ver. 9,
ol 8OKOCYTfS U T ~ A O I &ai, the last
words marking that he truly
recognized the dignity of the
other Apostles as heads of the
Church a t Jerusalem. Compare,
a8 illustrative of the feeling,
a Cor. xi. 5 ; xii. 1 1 ot h r p h i a v
dndu~ohor.

3-5. As it is certain that copies
existed i n the second and third
centuries i n which the negation
i n ver. 5 was omitted, the question of the reading cannot be
absolutely determined by the
weight of MS.authority which is
i n favour of their insertion. On
the one hand, it may be urged

that the omission has arisen from
the desire to improve the structure of the sentence, which is
thus rendered more regular ; perhaps, also, the example of Timothy
may have led to the inference that
the Apostle would have done in
one case as he did in the other,
and that Titus was circumcised
a8 Timothy was circumcised; a
meaning which is more easily
obtained if the words 07s 0686 are
omitted. On the other hand, it
is not unreasonable to maintain
the opposite thesis, that the
[erroneous omission] of the words
is improbable, because it runs
counter to the spirit of the
passage.
The feeling which
makes us unwilling to believe
that St. Paul yielded a question
of principle at a critical moment,
would have prevented Fathers
and early transcribers from altering the text in such a manner as
to render this interpretation of
the Apostle’s acts possible. And,
therefore, it may be argued that
the reading which raises the suspicion is probably not the altered
but the genuine one. So the
canon ‘ difficilioris lectionis ’ may
be arrayed on either side. Nor
will any other argument place
either reading beyond doubt.
Was Titus circumcised or not 4
That is an inquiry the answer to
which is not wholly dependent
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neither Titus, who was with me! being a Greek, was
to be circumcised : but because of the
false brethren unawares brought in, who came in
privily to spy out our liberty which we have in Christ

4 compelled

1

and that

on the variety of the text. For,
supposing the negative i n ver. 5
to be retained, still, by laying the
emphasis on compelled,the sentence
may be read i n such a manner as
to admit the fact that Titus was
circumcised : ‘ Titus, who was
with me, was circumcised, though
not of compulsion ; but I and the
other Apostles thought it better
that this should be done to prevent the false brethren from going
about and saying that we had
men uncircumcised among us, not
that we gave way to them for an
instant i n the submission that
we showed or that they claimed ’
(T? h ~ a y f j ) . The fact was as the
opponents of St. Paul stated, but
nothing was thereby decided respecting the necessity of circumcision, the question a t issue i n
the Galatian Church.
Such is a possible train of
thought in the Apostle’s mind,
whichever reading we adopt.
And the form of the sentence,
i n which Titus is the principal
subject, is i n favour of this mode
of interpretation : ‘ Titus was
circumcised, though not of compulsion,’ is a more natural explanation of the words 0686 T f r o s
fivayxkuOq ncpirp$~vac, than‘ Titus
was not circumcised, though they
sought to compel him.’ That the
Apostle was charged with preaching circumcision (v. I I ) is implied
by himself; nor is it impossible

that the example of Titus may
have been brought forward by
teachers of the circumcision; i n
which case the words “ E A A ~ VCiv
may have formed a part of their
statement. It is the profession
of the Apostle himself, that ‘ t o
the Jews he became a Jew;’ an
expression which accords with
his conduct in taking upon himself a Nazarite’s vow on the occasion of his last visit to Jerusalem. Again, the circumcision of
Timothy is nearly, if not quite,
parallel with that of Titus; for
Timothy was the son of a Greek
father, and had not been circumcised i n infancy ; nor was it intended by St. Paul that he should
work i n any special field of labour
among Jewish Christians. Of him,
too, it might have been said with
equal truth, ‘neither Timotheus
being a Greek was compelled,’ &e.
And the reason given i n the
Acts of the Apostles for the circumcision of Timothy is equally
applicable to the case of Titus:
‘Because of the Jews that were
i n those parts.’ The time is also
observable :-soon after the meeting of the Apostles, which renders
the circumcision of Timothy aa
remarkable a circumstance as the
circumcision of Titus at the meeting itself. Lastly, t h e obscurity
of the passage may be thought to
arise out of the diflculty that the
Apoatle felt in defending himself
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us into bondage:-to
whom we gave place by subjection, no, not for an
hour; that the truth of the gospel might continue

5 Jesus, that they might bring

*

’

against the true charge that he
had waived the question of circumcision in the case of Titus.
The point, however unessential
in itself, is of interest as bearing
on the character of the Apostle.
The reasons already given, though
strong, are not conclmive, as they
have to be weighed against other
reasons, the chief of which is
the context of the passage. I s
language such as that of ver. 4
and 5 reconcilable with the supposition of an act which is really
a contradiction of it? that is
the question : ‘We gave way to
the false brethren, no, not for an
hour, except in reference to that
which was the chief matter in
dispute.’ The Apostle was not
in the temper of accommodation
at the meeting at Jerusalem ; it
was not the time to be all things
t o all men, nor the time to tell
the Galatians if he had been so.
For his whole object is t o show
how little he yielded to the Jewish Christians, and how independently of the Twelve he maintained his cause. I t is only a
conjecture, that he has mentioned
the case of Titus because the false
teachers had brought it forward
against him ; and, otherwise,
there would be no reason for his
naming it himself. Why should
he of his own accord introduce
the mention of a concession which
would make him seem inconsis.
tent with himself? How ill these
two statements agree together,
‘I admit that I yielded in the

case of Titus,’ and ‘Behold,
I, Paul, say unto you that if ye
be circumcised Christ shall profit
you nothing.’ There is also a degree of weakness in the words,
“Ehhqv & and fva 3 dhjesta 700
r8ayyshiov Gta,udvg rrpdr bp&, upon
the supposition that Titus was
circumcised. I t is good sense to
say : ‘For Titus being a Greek
was not circumcised, &c., that the
truth of the Gospel might remain
unto you Qentiles ;’ but the point
is lost if we turn the sentence :
‘For Titus being a Greek was not
circumcised by compulsion ; but
merely as a matter of prudence,
that the truth of the Gospel to
the Gentiles might continue.’
So many points may be pleaded
on either side of the question in
dispute, it is not necessary, or
indeed possible, to arrive at any
certain conclusion. The drift of
the argument appeared to Tertullian to involve the circumcision
of Titus ; to us the opposite iqference seems, on the whole, most
likely to be the truth.
Altogether, three ideas seem to
be struggling for expression in
these ambiguous clauses :-(I)
Titus was not circumcised ; (a)
though an attempt was made by
the false brethren to compel him ;
(3) which as a matter of principle
we thought it so much the more
our duty to resist. The ambiguity
has arisen from the double connexion in which the clause Gtd
706s napiratimovs !btvtiaGiA$ous
stands, ( I ) to 3vayxbuBq which
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you. But of those who seemed to be somewhat,(whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to me:
God. accepteth g not ‘ I man’s person :) for they who
seemed to be somewhat in conference added nothing
7 to m e : but contrariwise, when they saw that the
Gospel of the uncircumcision was committed unto me,
8 as the gospel of the circumcision was unto Peter, (for
he that wrought eflectually in Peter to the apostleship
of the circumcision, the same wrought effectually
g in me toward the Gentiles :) and when James, Cephas,
6 with

8

no

h

precedes, and (a) to ois 0662 npds
Cpav cilaprv which follow.
6. d n o X norc +v.]
Some degree of feeling is indicated in
these words, as i n the similar
expression, v. IO GUTCS Bv 8, and
a Cor, xi. 5 ol haphiav dadorohoc.
The Apostle is afraid lest the expression ot 6 o x o O v m may be interpreted to mean that he gave way
to their authority ; he therefore
hastens to add, that they were as
he was in the sight of God; he
will not speak of them slightingly,
but he wishes i t to be remembered
that God is no respecter of persons
(comp. Rom. ii. 11: I Cor. iv. 3),
and that as a fact. whatever
their dignity and authority might
be, those great men left him to
himself.
9. h a . , , ncpcropjv, that. . circumcision.] How is this division
of labour to be understood ? Not,
if we may judge from the Acts,
as though it were intended that
Paul should confine himself to
the Gentiles, and Peter to the
circumcision ; for in every place
Paul first preached to the Jews,
and in nearly every place the

.

was mighty

Judaizers followed in his track.
It may mean either that St. Paul
was not ‘to intrude on other
men’s labours ;’ or that one Gospel was to be preached to the
Gentiles, leaving open the question of circumcision, and another
t o the Jews, enforcingor encouraging the practice. The sense in
which the agreement was made
may have been determined, either
by the character of the Church,
whether composed chiefly of Jewish or heathen Christians ; or by
its situation, whether i n Palestine
or elsewhere, or by the Gospel
having been preached at a particular place by St. Paul, or by one
of the Twelve. That, independently of his own labours, St. Paul
found the faith of Christ growing
up around him, and the preaching
of others coming into contact with
his own, is implied in Rom. xv.
ao : a Cor. x. 13. W e can hardly
suppose that, in the fluctuating
state of the Church, the agreement
eould have been strictly acted
upon, especially in Churches like
Antioch and Corinth, in which
both parties must have met.
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and John, who seemed t o be pillars, perceived the
grace that was given unto me, they gave to me and
Barnabas the right hands of fellowship; tha t we
should go unto the heathen, and they unto the
IO circumcision.
Only they would that we should
remember the poor; the same which I also was
11 forward to do.
But when Cephas” was come to
Antioch, I withstood him to the face, because he was
I a k condemned.!
For before that certain came from
1

Peter

IO. I t is a presumption of the
still unbroken unityof the Church,
that the Jewish Christians were
willing to receive, or the Gentiles
t o give alms. This presumption
is further strengthened by the
manner in which the obligation
to contribute is viewed, both in
the Epistles t o the Romans and
the Corinthians, Rom. xv. a 7 :
‘They thought it good, and their
debtors they are j for if the Gentiles have participated with them
in their spiritual things, they
ought also to participate with
them in temporal things.’ Compare I Cor. xvi. I ; ix. I.
Two collections for the Church
at Jerusalem are mentioned ; the
first (Acts xi. ag), that which
was carriedup on St. Paul’s second
journeyfromhtioch; the second,
the collection in Macedonia and
Achaia, which he brought with
him on his last visit to Jerusalem,
in the contributions to which the
Qalatians had themselves a share
(I Cor. xvi. I).
ra. The obvious meaning of this
verse is, that Peter acted under
the influence of certain that came
from James. I n most controversies the followers are leas scrupu-

k

to be blamed.

lous than the leaders; in this
case it is impossible for us to
determine what was the degree
of these persons’ connexion with
the brother of the Lord, or how
far they were responsible for the
conduct of the Galatian teachers,
The words, however, imply that
they were actually sent by James.
I t must be remembered that in
Acts xxi. 18 James advises Paul to
propitiate ‘ the multitude zealous
for the law,’ by performing a vow
in the tomple. His conduct on
the present occasion, whether reconcilable or not with what is
related of him in Acts xv, is
perfectly in accordance with the
narrative just alluded to, as well
as with the ecclesiastical tradition
respecting him.
The attempts of Origen, Jerome,
Chrysostom, and Theophylact, t o
show that the dispute between
Peter and Paul was either a preconcerted controversy for the edification of believers, or that Cephas
here mentioned was some obscure
disciple, and not the Apostle, are
not without interest, as illustrating the history of the interpretation of Scripture.
Besides the antagonism i n
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James, he did eat with the Gentiles: but when they
were come he withdrew and separated himself, fearing
1 3 them which were of the circumcision. And the
other Jews dissembled likewise with him ; insomuch
that Barnabas also was carried away with their
14 dissimulation. But when I saw that they walked
not uprightly according to the truth of the Gospel,
I said unto Peter before them all, If thou being
a Jew, livest after the manner of Gentiles, and not
as do the Jews, how '1 compellest thou the Gentiles
to live as do the Jews '1
15
We who are Jews by nature, and not sinners of
16 the Gentiles, knowing that a man is not justified b y
the works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus
Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ, that
we might be justified by the faith of Christ, and not
by the works of the law: for by the works of the
17 law shall no flesh be justified. But if, while we seek
1

which this passage represents the
two great Apostles, it throws an
important light on the history
of the Apostolic Church in the
following respects :-(I) As exhibiting Peter's relation to James,
and his fear of those who were of
the oircumcision, whose leader
we should have naturally supposed him t o have been. (a) Also,
as portraying the state of indecision in which all, except St. Paul,
even including Barnabas, were in
reference to the observance of the
Jewish law.
15-21. These words are the substance of a conversation between
the two Apostles, of which one
side only is narrated, and which
soon passes off into the general

why

subject of the Epistle. Verse 14
is the answer of St. Paul to Peter;
what follows is more like the
Apostle musing or arguing with
himself, with an indirect reference to the Galatians. Compare
John iii, where the discourses
of Christ with Nicodemus, and of
John the Baptist, appear in the
same way to mingle imperceptibly
with the thoughts of the Evangelist ; also Rom. iii. 1-8 : I Cor.
xi. as.
17-20. But if seeking to be
justified in Christ, we, too, are
found sinners as well as the Gentiles ; that is, in other words, if
we too fall back under the power
of the law, Christ becomes the
cause of this we make Him the
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to be justified in Christ, we ourselves also are found
sinners, then is Christ the minister of sin. God forbid.
18 For if I build again the things which I destroyed,
19 I make myself a transgressor. For I through the
minister of that law which is the
strength of sin,’ which ‘ reviving,
we die.’ Not so, it were absurd
to think it. I t is we, not he, who
are the ministers of sin ; we make
ourselves transgressors by imposing upon ourselves a law which
makes us transgress. We build
up what we pulled down. The
law was but the negation of
itself, the means to its own extinction, and the creation of a
new life in us. But now the law
that was dead is made alive
again.
Had the thought of the law
being death been placed first,
there would have been no difficulty in understanding the Apostle’s meaning, which clears up as
we proceed. He is speaking from
his own point of view, not from
ours, or from that of his opponents. He cannot imagine any
justified by works, without falling
under the power of sin. ‘Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin,’ as
he says i n the Romans. And
when men are in this sinful condition, was it Christ that brought
them to it P Not Christ, but what
they have added to Christ ; for
where there is no law, there is
no transgression.
First let us consider the words
Btd vhpou d a i h v o v , ‘I through the
law was dead that I may live.’
The law had wrought in me the
i n h i t s consciousness of sin, and
the wnw that, do what I would,
the fulfilment of its requirements

was impossible. I t was a state
of death, but of death unto life.
Now, the Apostle adds t o this
thought, through the law I died
unto the law, that I may live
unto God.’ (Compare the parallelism in Rom. iv. IO, ‘ i n that
he died he died unto sin once,
but in that he liveth he liveth
unto God.’) In this second relation dnCBavov is used in a different
sense. For as before it denoted
the highest state of discord, the
‘paralysis of our moral nature,’
here in reference to v6pcy it rather
denotes insensibility to the law
which has no more power over
a dead man.
It has been objected to the
above explanation that too much
use is made in it of the Epistle to
the Romans, and especially that
it supposes the doctrine of the
seventh chapter of the Romans
to have been everywhere and at
all times present to the mind of
the Apostle. That it was present
inwriting this passage, is, I think,
shown by the expression, ‘I
through the law was dead to the
law,’ which is more abrupt and
epigrammatical than the language
of the Epistle to the Romans, yet,
i n substance, the same. When
the Apostle says, ‘the law came
and sin revived, and I died,’ and
goes o n to trace the course of this
death, paralysing the soul, which
at last, in its agony, casts aside
the burden too heavy to be borne,
is not this an expansion, or dra-
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law am dead to the law, that I might live unto God.
I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet
not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which
I now live in the flesh, I live by the faith of the
Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for
a x me. I do not frustrate the grace of God ; for if
righteousness come by the law, then Christ is dead
in vain.
8
0 foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, m-''
before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently set
2 forth crucified among you 1
' : This only would I learn of
you, Received ye the Spirit by the works of the law,
3 or by the hearing of faith! Are ye so f o o h h ? having

20

add that ye should not obey the truth
matic illustration, of the words
just quoted ?
The truth of an interpretation
is sometimes tested by a comparison with other interpretations.
What other interpretations of this
passage are possible ? First, here
as in Rom. vi the Apostle may
be answering antinomian objections, and with this the general
tone of the passage agrees, the
fatal flaw being the want of connexion with Peter's speech; or,
secondly, verse 17 may be paraphrased as follows :-< If we believers in Christ maintain obedience to the law, and at the same
time transgress it, is Christ the
cause of this? No, not Christ,
but ourselves.' But here, though
the sense of the words, cbpleqpev
~ a ratrot
'
d p ~ p r ~ h obe
i , easier, the
connexion with ver. 19, 20 again
breaks down.
20. The words which follow
afford a good example of the manner in which the language of
identity, or communion with

Christ, passes into that of substitution. First, we are said to
die or live with Christ. Then the
phrase receives a further development;-not only we live or die
with Christ, but Christ lives or
dies i n us.-First, we are one
with Christ, and then Christ is
put in our place. So far we are
using the same language with
the Apostle. At the next stage
a difference appears. We begin
with figures of speech-sacrifice,
ransom, lamb of God; and go
on with logical determinationsfinite, infinite, satisfaction, necessity in the nature of things.
St. Paul also begins with figures
of' speech-life, death, the flesh ;
but passes on to the inward experience of the life of faith, and
the consciousness of Christ dwelling in us.
3. 3. &vapfdpcvor rrvcv'pari, having
begun, 4c.l Taking up the words of
the two previous verses, dv6qro1,
avt+a,
as his manner is, the
Apostle adds : < Having begun in
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begun in the spirit are ye now made perfect by the
have ye suffered so many things in vain ? if
5 indeed it be i n vain. HE therefore that “gave to
you the Spirit, and P wrought miracles in you, did he
it by the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith1
6 Even as Abraham qhad faith i n ” God, and it waa
7 accounted to him for righteousness. Know ye therefore that they which are of faith, the same are the
8 children of Abraham. And the Scripture, foreseeing
4 flesh?

n

it be yet

0

P worketh miracles among you, doeth

the Spirit, are ye now ending in
the flesh ? ’ The opposition is not
between holinessand uncleanness,
or good and evil generally; but
between the Gospel and the law.
OS& is used in a figure as the
symbol of what is outward and
visible; also as the seat of the
desires which the law stirs into
sinful action (Rom. vii. 7, 8). I t
is applied to the Mosaic dispensation : ( I ) i n the general sense of
‘external;’ (a1 as propagated by
fleahly descent ; (3) as sealed by
the mark of circumcision in the
flesh.
4. roaaOta lnLOsre e h l j ;] ( I )
‘Did ye suffer all those persecutions i n vain ? ’ or (a) Had you
all those experiences in vain?’
The latter is more agreeable to
the context and t o the general
spirit of St. Paul’s teaching, as
well as to the few facts which we
know about the Galatian Church,
in which probably as yet no
persecution had occurred. Even
were this otherwise, it is unlike
the noble style of the Apostle to
say: ‘Have you thrown away
the fruits of all those pereecu.

‘

ministereth
9

believed

tions?’ The Apostle adds a
qualification : e l ye mi &i),
‘Have you had all these experiences in vain? if, indeed, which
I cannot bear to think, it be in
vain ;’ not ‘if it be only and not
worse than in vain,’ which gives
a good sense, but is not expressed
in the words.
8. The words of the quotation,
as they occur in the LXX (Gen.
xii. 3), are tbhoy$$uovrar Zv oat
&sat af $uha1 r l j s y$s,--a&vta r d
iOv? being introduced from the
repetition of the same promise in
Gen. xviii. 18. The promise to
Abraham is interpreted by the
Apostle as a declaration of the
Gospel of‘ the Gentiles. lv uoi
means
thee;’-that
is, ‘in
thee as their type,’ or ‘ i n thy
faith.’ I n the original passage
it has the sense, ‘by thee;’that is, the form of their blessing
shall be, by thy name. ‘The
Lord bless thee, as he blessed
Abraham and his descendants.’
iOvr) has also received a change of
meaning, referring in Genesis to
the nations of the world in
general ; but here (compare ver.

8. 13 1
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that God would justify the heathen through faith,
preached before the Gospel unto Abraham, saying, In
g thee shall all nations be blessed. So then they which
be of faith are blessed with the’ faithful Abraham.
roFor as many as are of the works of the law are
under the curse: for it is written, “hat every one
is cursed who continueth not in all things which are
X I written in the book of the law to do them. But that
no man is justitied by the law in the sight of God,
I a it is evident : for, The just shall live b y faith.
But
the law is not of faith : but he“ that doeth them shall
13 live in them. Christ hath redeemed us from the curse
r omit

the

8

Cursed ie E W T one
~
that

14) confined by St. Paul to the
heathen, who are to be saved by
faith. The general meaning is as
follows :-‘It
was not a mere
accident that it was said, I n thee
shall all the Gentiles be blessed ;
but because Abraham was justified
by faith, as the Gentiles were to
be justified by faith,’
13. xpiuds $pas i&y6pamv.] A
further proof that we cannot be
justified by the law is, that the
curse of the law is what Christ
redeemed us from. We were like
captives, and Christ paid the
penalty for us.
When the Apostle speaks of
‘us,’ is he referring to the Jew
only, or also to the Gentile ? Primarily, to the Jew; i n a degree
also to the Gentile. By the same
act the burden is taken off the
Jew, and a way is laid open to the
Gentile. But the same figure is
not equally applicable to both.
The Gentile too has a rule of
nature, and a conscience accusing
or excusing himself; but he can
hardly be described as subject to

t

And

1

the m m

ordinances, or tempted by the law

to sin. He has no lively sense of
responsibility ;he is not distracted
by any spiritual conflict. The
general conception of his previous state is rather expressed
by the words : ‘Ye were carried
away by dumb idols, even as ye
were led.’ Whether there was
any degree of truth i n these
idolatries-whether
in any respects they were akin to tho
Jewish ceremonial law-was a
question which would never have
occurred t o the thoughts of the
Apostle. To him it was a ‘ mystery
kept secret from the foundation
of the world’ that the Gentile
was to have the Gospel revealed
to him. The law is the only
schoolmaster to bring men to
Christ,’ and the Jew alone is
subject to it. Of a single prior
dispensation of Judaism and heathenism, such a5 philosophical
writers in modern times have
sometimes imagined, there is no
trace i n the Epistles.
It is true, however, that the
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of the law, being made a curse for us ; forasmuch as’’
it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on
14a tree: that the blessing of Abraham might come
on the Gentiles through Jesus Christ ; that we might
receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.
= for
Apostle often places Jew and
Gentile aide by side, and easily
passes from one to the other.
From his ideal point of view the
distinction seems to vanish. The
figurative language in which he
describes one is readily transferred
to the other. As in Rom. i, ii,
the same eye of the soul is turned
upon both. As in Rom. iii. 19,
he places the Gentile within the
sphere of the law, that he may
condemn him by the words of
the law. As in Rom. iv the
distinction of Jew and Gentile is
lost in the common designation
of children of the faith of Abraham. Hence, though in ver. 13
he uses the words ‘redeemed us
from the curse of the law,’ which
are only applicable to Jews, he
passes on i n the latter clause of
ver. 14 to include in one both
Jew and Gentile. The Jew was
a captive, and Christ called him
into the liberty of the sons of
God. The Gentile is a partaker
of the same heritage.
But how, it may be asked, was
this effected by ‘Christ being a
curse for u s ? ’ To answer this
question we must distinguish between the spirit and the letter,
the inward meaning and the
figure of the Jewish law.
(I) The inward meaning is
that Christ’s teaching and life
and death drew men to Him, until

they were taken out of themselves, and in all their thoughts
and actions became one with Him.
(a) That His life seemed naturally to bring upon Him the
penalty of the Jewish law : ‘We
have a law, and by our law he
ought t o die.’
(3) That at the same time that
His death was a fulfilment of the
law, it was also the end of the
law. He endured the law and
did away with the law at once.
(4) Mankind, contrasting the
image of His life, and the requirement of the law, feel that they
are placed above the law, and so
escape with Him from its burden.
To the figure must be assigned
the notion of a ransom or sacrifice, by which, as by the victim
on the altar, God is satisfied or
pleased.
imardparos,
cursed.]
The
Apostle again confirms his view
by a passage from the Old Testament, which is cited from the
LXX with a slight verbal difference, St. Paul reading inrmr6paror a%, instead of ttcicarqpapCvos
ha6 BcoO &is Deut. xxi. a3. I n
its original connexion it refers
to the body of the criminal,
which was not to be left hanging
after the evening, lest the earth
should be polluted by the corse.
This St. Paul transfers to Christ.
The abhorred death of the cross,
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Brethren, I speak after the manner of men; Though
it be but a man’s covenant, yet if it be confirmed,

r6no man disannulleth, or addeth thereto. Now to
Abraham and his seed were the promises made. H e
saith not, and to seeds, as of m a n y ; but as of one,
which the Romans inflicted on But here the thought arises in
their slaves, recalled to his mind the Apostle’s mind-‘ There has
the curse of the Jewish law.
been a long interval; the law
15. ’A8ch+of1 Brethren.] The came between.’ To answer this
Apostle continues to soften his objeotion, as at the commencetone.
ment of the seventh chapter of
mad dvOpcvnov h&p, I speak
the Romans, he brings forward
after the manner of men.] The
an illustration : ‘Human coveexpression is used with various nants are binding for ever ; you
shades of meaning ; sometimes, as cannot alter them, or add to
i n Rom. iii. 5, as a sort of apology them. How much more the cofor some supposition about Divine venant of Him with whom a
things; sometimes, in the sense thousand years are as one day,
of ‘It is I who say, and not the and one day as a thousand
Lord ;’ sometimes simply I speak years?’ But the Jew would
after the manner of men,’ or reply, the covenant was but the
6 I use a human figure.’ To which
beginning of the law, as we
may be added, in this passage,
might say in a figure, the angel
the notion of what we should who talked with Abraham was
term an b fortiori argument from lost in the brightness of Mount
human t o Divine things : I speak Sinai. It is this point of view
that the Apostle seeks to invert.
as a man; if this is true i n
human things, how much more According t o him the covenant
in Divine ? ’
was t o remain, the law t o pass
A general view of the passage away, I n the very words in
that follows will assist in the ex- which the covenant was given,
‘not unto seeds, as of many, but
planation of the several verses.
As i n the Romans, the Apostle a8 of one,’ was contained an intimation that it referred to Christ.
has quoted the case of Abraham,
who was justified by faith, and re- I t was in force 430 years. Can
ceived also the universal promise we suppose that it was superseded
that ‘in him all nations of the by the law ? Rather the law and
earth should be blessed.’ This the promise are opposed t o each
is a figure of the Gospel dispen- other, as the law and faith, and
sation, or rather it is the very it was through the promise that
Gospel which Paul preached God gave the gift to Abraham.
among the Gentiles. Two thou- Then what shall we say of the
sand years have passed away, and law? I t was an accident, an
the meaning of the promise to interpolation, an addition, designed not to do men good, but to
Abraham is just coming to light.
VOL. I.
L

‘

‘
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and to thy seed, which is Christ. And this I say;
y-l'the covenant that was confirmed before of God
the law which was four hundred and thirty years
after cannot disannul, that it should make the promise
add that

make them conscious of evil, and
in everything showing its transitory and inferior nature. I s it
then opposed to the .promises?
Not so. I t had right, if it had
had might; it had the idea of
righteousness, if it had had the
power to give life. But it was
a law of condemnation only, the
import of which to us is that it
made us capable of the promise.
While it lasted we were shut up,
a9 it wem, in prison, waiting for
the coming revelation. ' So that
the law was our schoolmaster to
bring us to Christ;' and was
itself done away when Christ
came.
11. p r d rtrpoxdora Mac' rpi(iKov7a
&rq, four hundred and thirty years
after.] The law, which was given
so long after, could not do away
with the promise.
There is a well-known chronological difficulty in these words,
connected with a similar chronological difficulty in the Old Testament, respecting the sojourn of
the Israelites in Egypt. In the
books of Genesis and Exodus the
period of 430 years (Ex. xii. 40),
or in round numbers, 400 years
(@n. xv. 13, quoted in the Acts,
vii. 6), is assigned, not to the
interval between the promise to
Abraham, and the giving of the
law; but to the actual sojourn
of the children of Israel in Egypt.
[Exod. xii. 40 : 'Now the sojourning of the children of Israel who

add in mriat

dwelt in Egypt was four hundred
and thirty years.' Gen. xv. 13 :
'And he said, Know of a surety
that thy seed shall be a stranger
i n a land that is not theirs,
and shall serve them, and they
shall afflict them four hundred
years: and also that nation,
whom they shall serve, will I
judge ; and afterward shall they
come out with great substance.']
It is found on examination of
the genealogies, however, that in
some lines, as, for example that
of Moses himself, the whole time
of 400 years comprises only three
generations ; and hence it has
been argued, that the call of
Abraham is the true limit of the
period in question ; and laborious
calculations have been entered
into to show that, in the course
of two centuries, the children of
Israel might possibly have increased from Jacob and his sons
to several hundred thousands.
If these and similar difficulties
could be removed, we should only
have escaped an inaccuracy i n
the New Testament, by introducing a contradiction into the Old.
That St. Paul is not quoting
from any independent tradition
is plain from his giving the exact
number of Exod. xii. 40. It is
also clear, that in the narrative
of Exodus this number refers to
the actual time of servitude, and
not t o the interval between the
promise and the law. But the
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none effect. For if the inheritance be of the law,
it is no more of promise: but God gave it to Abraham
19by promise. Wherefore then serveth the law? It
18 of

Apostle has so applied it. He
takes 430, the years of servitude
mentioned in the Old Testament,
for a period longer than 430
years-that
is, for the whole
time from Abraham to Moses.
19. The first impression on
reading this verse is, that the
Apostle meant to say that the
law was added to restrain men
from transgressions, in the interval of time between the promise
and the coming of Christ. According to this view, the law
would be regarded as the principle
of order i n the world, designed to
keep men from utterly corrupting themselves, and giving them
a moral preparation for the revelation which was to follow. Such
a view may be thought to derive
confirmation from ver. a4 : ‘ The
law was our schoolmaster to bring
u s to Christ ;’ it agrees with our
own ideas of the purposes of law
i n general, and of the relation
of the Mosaic law to the Gospel
(comp. Heb. vii. 19)i n particular.
Yet the words themselves are indefinite, and the comparison of
other passages i n the Epistles,
such as Rom. vii. 7-a5 ; iii. ao ;
iv. 15 ; v. 20 : I Cor. xv. 56, would
lead us to expect a different tone
of thought respecting the law.
On this, above all other subjects,
it is necessary to remember the
axiom, ‘non nisi ex ipso Paul0
Paulum potes interpretari.’ And
the characteristic mode of thought
and speech in the passages just
referred to would incline us to
suppose that the Apostle’s mean.
L

ing probably was, not that the
law was added to restrain transgressions ; but that tho law was
added to produce transgressions,
or at least to give men that consciousness of sin which makes sin
to be what it is, ‘for where there
is no law there is no transgression,’ and ‘ the strength of sin is
the law.’ The law, it must be
remembered, is not with St. Paul
an element or principle of good ;
but an abstract good. It is not the
law of the land which punifihes
crime ; but an ideal law, the very
characteristic of which is, that it
cannot be realized in action. It
would attribute too much power
t o the law t o suppose that it could
restrain men from sin. Then it
would not be far from ‘ a law
that might give life.’ ‘By the
deeds of the law,’ as the Apostle
says in the Epistle to the Romans,
‘ shall no flesh be justified, for by
the law is the knowledge of sin.’
I n other words justification is the
very opposite of that knowledge
of sin which is by the law. I n
the language of the Epistle to
the Romans (v. 2 0 ) ) it might be
said that the law was added to
the covenant that transgression
might abound ; ’ the other side
of this doctrine being given in
the latter part of the same
verse, that grace might yet more
abound.’
One further point of view we
must not lose sight of i n the consideration of this question ; that
is, the near connexion of the
final cause with the fact in the
2

‘

‘
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was added because of transgressions, till the seed
should come to whom the promise was made; and
Apostle’s mind, in this, as in
other instances. The whole doctrine of righteousness by faith
may be said to be based i n a certain sense on fact, on two great
facts especially ;-the conversion
of the Apostle himself, and the
conversion of the Gentiles. So
i n this case, what St. Paul saw t o
be the result, he also considered
as the purpose of God. Known
unto God are all his works from
the beginning.’ I t was the fact
that the law had increased sin,
and therefore he regarded it as
given for this purpose rBv rapa8ducwv xdprv. I t is hardlyprobable
that an interpretation of Scripture
will be generally awepted which
runs counter t o the superficial
meaning of the words. Like the
canon, Potior lectio difflcilior,’
potior difficilior interpretatio may
also have a truth. I n this instance the interpretation given is
based solely en the comparison
of the Epistle to the Romans,
which is the only Epistle from
which we are able to gather at
all fully St. Paul’s view of the
nature of the law, and which has
a very close connexion with the
Epistle to the Galatians.
61asaycr‘s81’ dyyihwv, ordained by
angels.] There is no mention in
the Old Testament of the law
being given by angels, with the
exception of a remote allusion in
Deut. xxxiii. 2, The Lord o w e
from Sinai; he came with tan
thousand of his saints.’ I t wm
slowly and gradually, and as
many have thought, not until the
Babylonish captivity, that the

‘

‘

‘

angel of His presence i n the Pentateuch, the angel of the Lord in
the Books of Kings and Chronicles, and the covering cherubim
of the prophets expanded into
a multitude of the heavenly host,
with distinct names and personalities. The word 6raraytis here,
as the word Siaray4 in Acts vii.
53, ‘Who have received the law
by the disposition of angels, and
have not kept it,’-refers rather
to the administration than to the
giving of the law. As in Heb. ii.
2, the Law being in the disposition
of angels, is contrasted with the
Gospel, which is a rgvelation of
a higher kind.
fitairou, ofa mediator.] I.e. Moses
or the high priest, or in general
the priest or prophet who stood
between God and the people.
Before entering on the discussion of this passage, which has
received 430 interpretations, it
will be well for us to ascertain
the drift of the verse before and
after, which give almost the sole
key we possess to the meaning of
the disputed words. To supply
the connecting-link will be an
easier task than to explain the
ambiguous text from itself.
We will first begin by considering an opposite view of the connexion to that implied in the
preceding note. The object, it
may be urged, of the words &araycis 61’ dyyihwv i v Xfqd ptoirou
is, pot to depraciate the law in
aomparison of the Gospel, but
rather to express its Divine character as a subordinate and intermediate dispensation. ‘The law
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it was ordained by angels in the hand of & mediator.
SONOW
a mediator is not a mediator of one, but God
was given because of transgres.
sions,’-i. e. as now explained,
t o remove transgressions ; and
it was kept in the administration
of angels, and one was appointed
to stand between God and the
people. The figure of angels, it
might be said, belongs rather to
the pomp and array of the law,
and could not naturally be urged
as an argument of depreciation.
This is true ; and may be further
confirmed by Acts vii. 53, and
yet is sufficiently answered by
the context and the parallel of
Heb. ii. a.
If we go backwards from ver.
aI, ‘Is the law then against the
promises of God ? God forbid :’
it is plain from these words, that
something has been said which
implies a depreciation of the law.
I t would be neither good sense
nor agreeable to the manner of
St. Paul to say, Whereunto s e w
eth the law? I t was added because of transgressions, and was
firmly established and appointed
by angels, and in the hands of
a mediator, and a mediator we
may explain to be, &c. Is the
law then against the promises of
God P There has been nothing in
the previous verse which indicated, or could be imagined to
indicate that it was. There would
be a want of point in such a way
of writing, It would be guarding
against an inference that could
not possibly arise. The view
here taken, that there must have
been a previous depreciation, is
still further strengthened by
a comparison of a parallel pas-

sage in Rom. vii. 5 , 7, where the
Apostle suddenly bursts out with
the words, ‘What shall we say
then, is the law sin? God forbid,’ as if to counteract and
anticipate the effect of what he
had said just before : The motions of sins which were by the
law, did work in our members.’
Thus far we are led to suppose
that the enigmatical verse 20
must form an antithesis t o verse
21. Such an interpretation we
shall be able to put upon it, if we
paraphrase ver. 19 as follows :‘ The law was added not so much
for the removal of sin, as to call
it into existence, and it was in
the appointment of angels, not
of God himself, and did not admit of an immediate approach to
him.’ I t has been said that such
an interpretation does not agree
with the words StaTaytir& ’ d ? . y i A ~ ,
which could not, as was observed
above, be intended to depreciate
the law, but rather to magnify its
pomp and circumstance. Admitting this, which may or may not
be so, there is no difficulty i n
supposing that St. Paul might, in
one point of view, intend to depreciate the law, while, in another, he may have glorified it ;
at any rate so far as to use respecting it an expression familiar
t o the minds of the Jews; as in
a Cor. iii. 6 he recognizes the
law as the ministration of death,
and yet acknowledges its glory.
It is characteristic of St. Paul,
even where he is making towards
a point, to insert clauses which
are beside his point.
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is one. Is the law then against the promises of God!
God forbid ; for if there had been a law given which
could have given life, verily righteousness should
a 2 have been
by the law. But the scripture hath a shut
up 1 all under sin, that the promise by faith of Jesus
21

* concluded
We have now to seek for a suitable interpretation of verse ao, of
which two principal conditions
may be laid down :-(I) that it
shouldsgree with the connexion;
and (a) that it should admit of
the word tfs being taken i n the
same sense in both members of
the sentence. The following oombines both these conditions; if
it seem obscure, it must be remembered that, in a writer at
once so subtle afid abrupt as
St. Paul, obscurity is not a strong
ground of objection :The Apostle is contrasting the
law which had a mediator, with
the Gospel or the promise of faith
(for i n this passage they are not
distinguished) which has no mediator, but an open access t o God.
Part of the perplexity of the passage has arisen from the circumstance that the Apostle’s mode of
speaking is i n direct opposition
to the ordinary language of later
theology, and even of some passages in the New Testament itself. It sounds like a paradox to
modern ears, to place the superiority of the Gospel over the
law i n the fact that the law had
a mediator and the Gospel had
not. Yet such is the Apostle’s
reasoning. The law, he says,
was in the hands of a mediator.
Hereby, as we gather from tFe

context, he seems to mark some
imperfection or infirmity in the
law. How is this? He proceeds
to enlarge his thought in the aoth
verse. Now a mediator, he adds,
is not a mediator of one, but
God is one. That is, a mediator
implies two persons-duality,
mediation ;-or the principle of
a mediator is not unity, but
mediation;-but
i n God is no
mediation-He
is one :-‘ Hear,
0 Israel,’ as the law said, ‘ the
Lord your God is one God.’ He
who is interposed between God
and man intercepts instead of
revealing God ; one is better than
two; the dispensation of mediation is inferior to the open
vision.
ar. The powerlessness of the
law was the actual fact ; in
modern language, it had become
effete ; it belonged to a different
state of the world; nothing human or spiritual remained of it.
The Apostle, who carried back
justification by faith to Abraham,
went on to compare also the notion of the law which he gathered
from his own age, with its first
idea and origin. It was a sort of
riddle to him, in the meshes of
which he seems to struggle, how
the law could be powerless; the
law could be the occasion, the
strength, and almost the cause

Reading i~
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Christ might be given to them that believe. But
before faith came, we were kept b i n ward" under the
law, shut u p unto the faith which should afterwards
24 be revealed.
So that the law wae our schoolmaster
unto Christ, that we might be justified by faith.
a5 But after that faith is come, we are no longer under
26a schoolmaster. For ye are all the children of God
27 by faith in Christ Jesus.
For as many of you as
have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ.
z s There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond
a3

b

omit in ward

c

Wherefore

of sin, and yet bear the stamp of
Divine authority. I n some sense
he is assured that it is holy, just,
and good ; its very perfection
involving its imperfection or negative nature; the conviction of
sin which it wrought being the
way to a new life.
a3. The condition of the Jew
and Gentile i n reference t o the
Gospel, may be figured by the
image of men within and without
a prison ; the first with the shining of a candle to give them light,
the second wandering in darkness
over the whole earth. The sun
arises upon both; to the latter
disclosing a n endless prospect,
while the former, with their candle grown dim before the coming
day, are still within the ourtains
of their tabernacle. No longer
shut up under the law, they are
afraid to come out and look upon
the light of heaven. The world
is all before them, if they did hut
know it, and every part full of
the Divine presence.
17. The figure of putting on
Christ has a reforence, first, to
the robe in which the newly.

d add

to bring us

baptized person was arrayed on
coming up out of the water, and
recalls also an idiomatic expression in later Greek, of iputting
on another' to signify close and
intimate friendship with him.
See on Rom. xiii. 14. I n this
latter passage, St. Paul exhorts
believers to put on Christ ;'
here he implies that they have
already attained in baptism the
stRte which is thus described.
I n one sense the believer is regenerate: in another, not. His
whole life is anticipated i n the
beginning, and still he may be
exhorted to begin. Compare
Col. iii. 9, IO : Putting off the
old man with his actions ; and
putting on the new man which
is renewedunto knowledge in the
image of him that created him.'
28. It has been often asked
whether Christianity has altered
the condition of women and
slaves; and the answer sometimes given is, that no positive
precepts are found in the New
Testament forbidding that sub.
jection of either, which seemed
natural to the ancient world.
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nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are
And if ye be Christ’s, then

$9 all one i n Christ Jesus.

are ye Abraham’s seed, k B heim according to the
promise.
4 Now I say, That the heir, as long as he is a child,
differeth nothing from a servant, though he be lord of
a all ; but is under tutors and governors until the time
3 appointed of the father. Even so we, when we were
children, were in bondage under the elements of the
e

add and

Some have even thought that
the spirit of the Gospel tended
rather t o slavery than to freedom,
in enjoining the forgiveness of
injury and discouraging the desire to be free, I t i s true that
no class or sex is encouraged by
Christianity to claim its rights ;
yet not the less surely in the
lapse of centuries did the Gospel
mould the institutions of mankind. It was a leaven which was
hid in three measures of meal,
until the whole was leavened.
Of the world and the Roman
empire, and the institutions of
ancient times, no less than of the
Jewish religion, the words of
Christ hold good : Destroy this
temple, and in three days I will
raise it up again.’ And with
reference to the present verse, it
could not but be a consequence
of regarding men and women,
bond and free, as one and alike
i n the presence of God, that their
spiritual freedom became also an
external and actual one.
4.3. The expression, ‘ principles
of the world,’ is ideal, and it is
impossible to say precisely what
the Apostle meant by it, any more
than what he meant by ‘rulers of

‘

the darkness of Chis world.’ As
to ourselves, so to St. Paul, the
world means that portion of evil,
or of mankind, with which we
come most nearly into contact,
and which is most directly op‘
posed to us, aa well as all the
world which is unknown to us,
and which we comprise in the
imaginary limit of an abstract
term. The heathen world was to
him its first and most natural
meaning, but the evil of the
heathen world was also the figure
of the Jewish, just a8 the Jewish
law was a figure of the law written in the heart of the Gentile.
Hence the transition was easy
from the Gentile to the Jew. By
a similar transposition of Ianguage, we speak of ( t h e world’
in modern times finding a place
in the hearts of religious men, or
of Christianity being infected
with a worldly spirit, the force of
which consists in using against
the professing Christian the term
which he uses against others;
just as St. Paul, here writing to
professing Jews, applies to Judaism the language which was ever
in the Jew’s mouth against the
rest of mankind.
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world: but when the fulness of the time was come,
God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made under
5the law, t o redeem them that were under the law,
6 that we might receive the adoption of sons. And
because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit
of his Son into fourfl hearts, crying, Abba, father.
7 Wherefore thou art no more a servant, but a son;
and if a son, then a n heir gthrough G0d.f
8 Howbeit then, when ye knew not God, ye did
g service unto them which by nature are no gods. But
now, after that ye have known God, or rather are
known of God, how turn ye again to the weak and
beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire to begin 'I
I O again to be in bondage?
Ye observe days, and
4

f

your

4. arc a2

g

of Bod thrmgh Christ

7 b a ~ f i p w p a700

xp6vov, but when the fulness p f time
was come.] Shall we say that

great events arise from antecedents, or without them; in the
fullness of time, or out of due
time? by sudden crises, or with
long purpose and preparation ?
I t is impossible for us to view the
great changes of the world under
any of these aspects exclusively.
The spread of the Roman empire,
the fall of the Jewish nation, the
decline of the heathen religionsJewish prophecy, Greek philosophy, these are the natural links
which connect the Gospel with
the actual state of mankind, the
causes, humanly speaking, of its
propagation, and the soil in which
it grew. But there is something
besides of which no account can
be given. The external circum.
stances or conditions of events
do not explain history any more
than life. Why the Gospel came

h omit t o begin

into the world in a particular
form, or at a particular time, is
a question which is not reached
by any analysis of this sort.
This Providential time is what
the Apostle calls 'the fulness of
time,' not because in the modern
way of reflection the causes and
antecedents of the Gospel were
already in being, but because it
was the time appointed of God,
the mysterious hour when the
great revelation was to be made.
It is when contemplated from
within, not from without, that
it appears to him to be the fullness of time; standing in the
same relation t o the world at
large, that the moment of conversion does t o the individual
soul.
IO. Ye observe sabbath days,
and new moons, and times for
feasts, and sabbatical years. That
is t o say, ye observe all the requirements of the Jewish law.
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months, and times, and years. I am afraid of you,
lest I have bestowed upon you labour in vain.
1 2 Brethren, I beseech you, be as I am ; for I am as ye
1 3 are. Ye have not injured me at all. Ye know how
‘amid“ infirmity of the flesh I preached the Gospel
14unto you a t the first, and your’ temptation which
was in my flesh’. Ye despised not, nor rejected
‘ m e ” ; but received me as a n angel of God, even as
15 Christ Jesus. Where is then the blessedness ye spake
of? for I bear you record, that, if it had been possible,
ye would have plucked out your own eyes and have
II

1

through

Compare Col. ii. 16: ‘Let no
man judge you in meat or in
drink, or in respect of an holy.
day, or of the new moon, or of
the sabbath days.’
Our Lord and St. Paul, everywhere, speak against the superstitious observance of the Sabb a t h ; they nowhere enforce the
consecration of one day in seven,
however right and free from
superstition such an institution
may be in itself, on Christians.
The Christian Sunday rests on
another foundation : ancient use,
the reason of the thing, the practice of the Christian Churchthese grounds are sufficient to
make thoughtful men careful of
its observance for themselves,
and fearful of giving offence to
others, in violating the custom of
their own or other countries.
la. The Apostle changes his
tone. His old affeotion for the
Galatians revives, and he implores them to consider that he
is not speaking of any personal

my

1

omit me

wrongs of his o w n . He is touched
by the memory of their attachment t o him while he was yet
with them. < Iknow how weak
and feeble I was, how much
reason there was for you t o despise m e ; but you did the opposite, you received me as an angel
of God. Your affection for me
was indeed extravagant ; there
was nothing which you would
not have done for me.’
13. Gr’duOLuElavifis uaprcdr,through
weakness of theflesh.] I n explaining
these words, we have to choose
between Greek usage and the
sense required by the context.
Adhering to the ordinary meaning of 616 with the accusative, we
should translate, ‘ Ye know that
it was on account of an illness
that I preached to you at first.’
There would be no want of courtesy in this, if we only lay the
stress on the latter part of the
sentence. ‘You saw that it was
a mere accident that made me
preach to you, yet you showed

Punctuating after tv rjj aapd pov.
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given them to me. Am I therefore become your enemy,
I tell you the truth? They zealously mentreat'1
you, but not well ; yea, they would exclude you, that
18 ye might affect them. But it is good to be zealously
nentreated" always in a good thing, and not only
19 when I am present with you. My O-'' children, of
whom I travail in birth again until Christ be formed
ao in you, I desire to be present with you now, and to
change my voice ; for I stand in doubt of you.
a1
Tell me, ye that desire to be under the law, do ye
16

17 because

m

affect

affected

no want of care or tenderness
t o me.' Yet it seems hardly
likely that the Apostle would
have spoken of mere illness,
in the succeeding verse, as ' your
temptation in my flesh.' 111ness would create sympathy, not,
as he seems to imply in the
words Cfav&v+sarc and i[trriaare,
ridicule and disgust. There is
no intimation in the Acts of the
Apostles of any peculiar occasion
leading him to preach the Gospel
in Qalatia; nor i n an illness,
which hindered his journey,
a likely or natural one.
It is more probable that the
Apostle is alluding t o the thorn
in the flesh, t o that depression of
spirit and feebleness of bodily
presence which he refers to else.
where in 3 Corinthians (i. 9 ; ii.
13; E. IO), and which may have
been a form of the same disorder.
(Compare The messenger of Satan
to buffet me,'which seemsto denote
a half mental, half bodily affliction.) He is speaking of the state
in which he preached to them, not
of some accidental cauee of his
mission. Compare again a Cor.

0

add little

IO, ' bodily presence weak, and
speech contemptible ;' and the
words of I Cor. ii. 3, which are
still nearer, ' I was with you in
weakness, and in fear, and in
much trembling.' All these passages give the same idea of the
Apostle's personal appearance.
Of such an one it might be truly
said, 'Ye did not show contempt
or dislike.'
15. paKaprapLds,] not 'blessedness ;' but, as i n Rom. iv. 9, the attribution of blessedness. So here
the declaration of how blessed
you were - the state debcribed
also in Gal. iii. a.
ar ff. Whether this is an argument or an illustration, is a question that naturally occurs t o the
mind of the reader. To an Alexandrian writer of the first century
(may we say, therefore, to St.
Paul himself ?) the question itself
could hardly have been made intelligible. That very modern
distinction between argument and
illustration was precisely what
his mind wanted, to place it on
a level with the modes of thought
of our own age. We must, there-

x.
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not hear the l a w ? For it is written, that Abraham
had two sons, the one by a bondmaid, the other by
a 3 a free woman. But he who was of the bondwoman
was born after the flesh; but he of the freewoman
a4 waa by promise. Which things are an allegory : for
these are the two covenants ; the one from the mount
Sinai, which gendereth to bondage, which is Agar
a5 (IPfor this mount Sinai is in Arabia", and answereth
to Jerusalem which now is (qfor she i s " in bondage
a6with her children). But Jerusalem which is above
.a7 is free, which is the mother of us all. For it is
written, Rejoice, thou barren that bearest not ; break

aa

P

for this Agar fe Houount Simt bn Arabia

fore, 5nd some other way of
characterizing the passage. It is
neither an argument nor an illustration, but an interpretation of
the Old Testament Scripture after
the manner of the age in which
St. Paul lived ; that is, after the
manner of the Jewish and Christian Alexandrian writers. Whatever difference there is between
him and them, or between Philo
and the Christian fathers as interpreters of Scripture, is not one
of kind, but of degree. A truer
difference ie made by the noble
spirit of the Apostle shining
through the elements of the law
in which he clothes Lis meaning.
The form of allegory, or of mysticism, doee not straiten the freedom of the Gospel. Strange as it
may at first appear, that his mode
of interpreting the Old Testament
Scriptures should not conform to
our laws of logic or language, it
would be far stranger if it had
not conformed with the natural

q

and is

modes of thought and association
in his own day.
95. i d ydp Piv6 6por &rib Iv rij
'ApaSiq, for Sinai i s a moulttain ia
Arabia.] The MS. authority and
later editors are nearly divided
about the admission of the word
'Ayap in this verse.
The insertion, however, does little towards supplying the connexion of
the 25th and aqth verws ; as the
old explanations, that Hagar is
the Arabic word for a rock, or
the Arabic name of mount Sinai
(whether we suppose it probable
or otherwise, that St. Paul would
have quoted Arabic words i n
writing t o the Galatians), are
destitute of foundation. On bet.
ter authority it is stated that
there was a town Hagar close t o
the mountain, the name of which
may have been given to Sinai
itself; of this latter fact, however,
no proof is adduced.
A sufficient sen88 is obtained
by laying the stress on Iv 79 'Apa-
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forth and cry, thou that travailest not: for the
desolate hath many more children than she which
But ye," brethren, as Isaac was,
a8 hath an husband.
ag are the children of promise. But as then he that was
born after the flesh persecuted him that was born
30after the Spirit, even so it is now. Nevertheless
what aaith the Scripture? Cast out the bondwoman
and her son: for the son of the bondwoman shall not
Wherefore,"
31 be heir with the son of the freewoman.
brethren, we are not children of the bondwoman, but
of the free.
8 So then
= Now we
Bip. 'For mount Sinai is in
Arabia, the land of the children
of Hagar ;' or For this Hagar
is mount Sinai in the land of the
children of Hagar.' (Comp. Ps.
Ixxxiii. 7.) 1.0.Hagar typifies
the law given on mount Sinai,
because mount Sinai is in the
country of the descendants of
Hagar.
31. So in language old yet new,
' i n the oldness of the letter itself,' the Apostle tells of the free.
dom of the Gospel. The child
of promise is the figure of the
kingdom of heaven which is persecuted on earth, yet in the
highest sense free, and the mother
of all mankind. The persecutor
is the fleshly heir, the image of
the covenant of mount Sinai, who
is now cast out and not suffered
to inherit with the child of promise. The law and the Gospel
cannot dwell together ; the Gospel
must drive out the law.
Such a tale in that age and
country, finding its way to the

minds of men, gave them a type
or symbol, a form of truth and
knowledge in which they received
a principle not otherwise easy
for them to grasp; it might be
compared t o an earthen vessel, in
which the water of life was raised
t o the lips. Such adaptations or
illustrations have ever been the
mode in which the past has been
interpreted by the present; broken
t o pieces and put together again ;
a new temple built out of the old
stones-a new life given t o the
dry bones. Great as has been
the influence of the wisdom of
former ages, that influence has
arisen much more from the idea
which posterity have attributed
t o it, or extracted from it, than
from what the critic of modern
days now perceives to have been
the original meaning of the poet
orphilosopher. And it is singular,
yet true, and a sort of economy i n
the education of the human race,
that these new applications of the
sayings of those of old time have
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Stand

fast therefore,( and be not entangled again with the
yoke of bondage.
z
Behold, I Paul say unto you, that if ye be circurn3 cised, Christ shall profit you nothing.
And I testify
again to every man that is circumcised, that he is
4 a debtor to do the whole law. Christ is become of no
effect unto you, whosoever of you are justified by the
5 law; ye are fallen from grace. For we through the
Spirit wait fQr the hope of righteousness by faith.
6 For in Jesus Christ neither circumcision availeth any
thing, nor uncircumcision ; but faith which worketh
by love.
t

Stand fast thmefore in the liberty wherewith Chrkt hath made uefree
II For

derived a part of their authority
by an illusion, from the names
of those whose meaning they no
ionger convey.
6. 3. In other passages, the
Apostle exhorts men to overlook
lesser points of difference, such as
the eating of meat or herbs, the
observance of days, the eating of
meats offered to idols ; Rom. xiv :
I Cor. riii. I n such cases, the
double rule of faith and charity
should operate; it is quite consistent to be free from scruples
ourselves, and yet t o be tender to
those of others. But there are
cases i n which it is equally important to yield nothing, because
the very least concession implies
everything. The principle expressed in the words, ‘ I will eat
no meat as long as the world
standeth, lest I make my brother
to offend,’ has to be balanced and
modified by the other principle,
‘ I testify again to every man that
is circumcised, that he is a debtor

t o keep the whole law.‘ And the
Spirit of both must be at last
regulated by the words which
follow :-d Neither circumcision
availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but faith which worketh
by love.’
6. 61’ dydnqs, by love.] There
is no trace in the writings of
St. Paul of the opposition of
faith and love which is found i n
Luther. Such an opposition did
not exist in the language of Christ
and His Apostles. It came from
the schools ; Luther was driven
to adopt it by the exigencies of
controversy. At some point or
other it was necessary to draw
a line between the Catholic and
Reformed doctrine of justification.. Was it to inalude works
as well as faith ? but, if not, was
love to be a coefflcient in the
work of justification ? Luther
felt this difflculty, and tried to
preserve the doctrine from the
alloy of self righteousness and

-
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Ye did run well; who did hinder you that ye
should not obey the t r u t h ? This persuasion cometh
9 not of him that calleth you. A little leaven leaveneth
I O the whole lump.
I have confidence in you
through the Lord, that ye will be none otherwise
minded: but he that troubleth you shall bear his
But ‘I, brethren, if I
I I judgment, whosoever he be.
yet preach circumcision, why do I yet suffer persecution2 then Jhasii the offencu of the cross ceased.
1 3 I would a that they would even make themselves
eunuchs ‘1 which trouble you.
7

8

o m i t Howbeit

Y

is

external acts by the formula of
faith only.’
The necessity has passed away,
and Christian feeling and the
common sense of mankind find
a truer reflection in the indefinite
language of Scripture itself. Whether we say that we are justified
by faith, or by love, o r by faith
working by love or by grace, or
by the indwelling of Christ, or
of the Spirit of Christ-the difference is one of words, and not
of things, For although these
distinctions admit of being defined by logic, and have been
made the basis of opposing systems of theology, the point of
view in which the writers of
Scripture regard them is not that
of difference, but of sameness.
The words of St. Paul are equally
far removed from a protest against
Protestant doctrine and against
Catholic doctrine ; they belong to
another world.
11. Similar covert answers to
other charges occur i n the Epistles to the Corinthians. (I Cor.

‘

2

they were even cut off

ix. I, 7 : 1 Cor. x. 7.) At Corinth,
too, he seems t o have been accused, amid many other calumnies, of not being of Christ ’ in
that special sense in which his
opponents claimed to be so. Had
we that other Epistle which the
Church at Corinth addressed to
the Apostle, it would furnish a
remarkable commentary on the
two Epistles to the Corinthians.
Had we the other side of the
controversy with the Galatians,
the obscurity which rests on
several passages of the Epistle
would probably be removed.
then has the ofence of the cross
ceased,] may be read without difference of meaning, either with
or without a question. In either
case it is most agreeable to the
connexion to take the words
ironically : ‘Then you have nothing more to say against me,
I am t o infer ; or, Am I to infer
that the offence of the cross has
ceased?’ It is observable that,
not Christ Himself, but the cross
of Christ, is spoken of as the
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For, brethren, ye have been called unto liberty;
only use not Byour’/ liberty for an occasion to the
14 flesh, but by love serve one another. For all the law
is fulfilled in one word, even in this ; Thou shalt love
15 thy neighbour as thyself. But if ye bite and devour
one another, take heed that ye be not consumed one
of another.
16
b N o ~ ’I /say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
17 not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For the flesh lusteth
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh;
=for these are contrary the one to the other : din
order that ye may not il do the things that ye would.
18 But if ye be led of the Spirit, ye are not under the
19 law. Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which
fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness,
are these ;
90 idolatry, witchcraft,
hatred, variance, emulation,“
a 1 wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, I murders,

13

a

mityonr
e

b

Thia

add adulteyl

peculiar object of Jewish hatred.
The reason seems t o be, that it
was the symbol of that Gospel
which was most opposed to the
belief in a Jewish Messiah ; that
Gospel which was preached by
St. Paul among the Gentiles.
Even in St. John there are not
many allusions to the cross or t o
the death of Christ, in comparison
with the allusions to His birth
and life. The Word becoming
flesh is the great theme ; not the
doctrine of the cross, which is
spoken of as a sign rather of the
exaltation of Christ than of His
‘As Moses lifted
humiliation.
up the serpent ;’ and ‘I, if I be
lifted up from the earth, shall
draw all men after me.’ I t is

0

and
f

d BO that ye cannot
emulatima

otherwise with St. Paul ; that
which. expresses his innermost
feeling respecting the truth,
which most perfectly describes
the contrast of the Gospel with
the world, which is the most
complete condemnation of the
law, which seems also to be the
figure or rather the reality of his
own suffering state, is-the cross
of Christ.
18. The key to this verse is
again given by Rom. Vii. The
state which the Apostle has been
describing is that which he there
explains as the state of thoseunder
the law. From doing the things
they would not men are delivered
by the guidance of the Spirit‘the law of the Spirit of life
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drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which
I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past,
that they which do such things shall not inherit the
z z kingdom of God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love,
joy, peace, ‘longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
23 meekness, temperance: against such there is no law.
24 And they that are Christ’s have crucified the flesh
If we live in the Spirit,
2 6 with the affections and lusts.
26 let us also walk in the Spirit. Let us not be desirous
of vain glory, provoking one another, envying one
another.
6 Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which
are.spiritua1, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness ; considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted.
makes them free from the law of
sin and death.’ The law, sin,
death, the struggle of the Spirit
against the flesh-all express different aspects of the same condition of human nature, the la8t
extremity of misery and variance
with self. From this old man he
who is in the Spirit is already free.
aa. xapb, joy.] Cp. Rom. xii. 1.5
xdpw p e d XarpdvTcuv. Joy or
light-heartedness is, in itself, a
Christian duty; it may be regarded as a higher degree of peace,
not unconnected with that ‘ glorying in tho Lord’ of which the
Apostle elsewhere speaks. Gal.
vi. 14 : a Cor. xii, xiii, &e.
fip4v7, peace] opposed to iXBpar,
tprr, {Gijhos, and therefore primarily
signifying peace with man, from
which, however, peace towards
God is inseparable.
xp?u+dr~o,gentleness] is used i n
the New Testament for goodness,
in the sense of kindness or mercy,
whether of God or man.
VOL. I.
M

dyaBmadv~,goodness] may be distinguished from X P ~ U T ~ T ~as
S ,
goodness in the sense of probity,
from goodness i n the sense given
in the previous note.
do~is,fafaith.]As in I Cor. xii. g :
2 Tim. ii. 2a, faith is here used,
not for the door of all virtues, but
for a particular virtue.

6 . I. Cy&

oi

TVCU~TLKO~,]

who are spiritual,’ opposed to
aap~cxoi. Ye who know the truths
of the Gospel, and are freed from
the law, and live in communion
with God and Christ. Spirituality
may be described as the unity of
moral virtues in God and Christ ;
it implies a nature in harmony
with other men; i n harmony
with self; judging all men, and
judged of no m a n ; above, and
also on a level with them. It
is not absolutely without parts;
like moral virtue i n Aristotelian
ethics, it admits an idea at least
of separation into the several
Christian graces, each of which
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Bear ye one another’s burdens, and so gshall ye
the law of Christ. For if a man think himself
t o be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth
4 himself. But let every man prove his own work, and
then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and not
5 in another. For every man shall bear his own burden.
6 hBut//let him that is taught i n the word communicate
7 unto him that teacheth in all good things. Be not
deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man
8 soweth, that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to
his flesh shall bf the flesh reap corruption ; but he that
soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everg lasting. * But /’ let us not be weary in well doing :
I O for in due season we shall reap, if we faint not.
As
we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto
all men, especially unto them who are of the household
of faith.
II
k See in what large letters ’I I have written unto you
2

3 fulfil

fulfil
k

h omit But
Ye see how large a letter

implies the whole, as in this passage it is particularized as ‘the
spirit of meekness.’
6. The obscurity of the precept
seems to arise from the delicacy
with which the Apostle has stated
it. The =me thought is in his
mind as in the Epistles to the
Romans and Corinthians ; but in
writing to a hostile or alienated
communion he does not express
himself with equal clearness.
Compare I Cor. xvi. 3: a Cor.
viii. 4 ; also Phil. iv. 17 ; and for an
instance of obscurity arising from
a similar cause, I Thess. iv. 4, 5.
That the duty of making the contribution was urged by him about
this time on the Galatian Church,

1

And

we know from I Cor. xvi. I : LAs
I have given order t o the churches
of Galatia so do ye.’
11. This curious verse has received several interpretations :that of the English translation,
‘ Yo see how large a letter I have
written t o you with my own
hand ;’ to which it is truly objected that the Greek requires
+ha +ppaia
&ypaqa; it may
be fiirther added, though the
objection is of less weight, that
the word ypcippam is not elsewhere used by St. Paul in the
sense of a letter.
Chrysostom
and other Fathers refer the
expression to the ill-formed
characters which St. Paul had
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with mine own hand. As many as desire to make
a fair shew in the flesh, they constrain you to be
circumcised ; only lest they should suffer persecution
1 3 for the cross of Christ. For neither they themselves
who are circumcised keep the law ; but desire to have
you circumcised, that they may glory in your flesh.
14 But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross
of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is
15 crucified unto me, and I unto the world.
For in
Christ Jesus neither circumcision is any thing, nor
16uncircumcision, but a new creature. And as many as
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1

availeth

written with his own hand, to
attest the genuineness of the Epistle, Such an explanation appears
not improbable, although that of
Jerome is yet more likely, who
takes the aorist for a present.
See you with what large letters
I write with my own hand.' This
explanation is put in its most
probable point of view, if we
suppose the remainder of the
Epiutle, which stands in no immediate connexion with what has
preceded, but is a recapitulation
of the whole, to be also written
with the Apostle's own hand. He
has taken up the pen, and subjoins in a few emphatic sentences
the substance of what he had
previously dictated. That it was
not his usual custom to write
himself may be inferred from
Rom. xvi. aa, and from the words
of a Thess. iii. 17 : 'The salu.
tation of me, Paul, with my own
hand, which is the sign in every
Epistle ; so I write.'
13. The precise point of the

accusation we do not know ; its
general truth is witnessed to by
the Church in all ages. Inconsistency rather than consistency
is natural to man. He is apt to
look with one eye upon this life,
even when the other is turned
towards God. He finds it hard
to be true to himself when the
influences of party or interest
draw him in different directions.
Never, perhaps, since the Gospel
came into the world has there
been any controversy in which
zeal has not at times shaken
hands with expediency, or in
which some degree of fanaticism
has not mingled with some degree
of insanity or imposture.
14. ~dupos, world.] Cp. above
aroixtia TOG cdupov. The reciprocity of the expression is charaoteristic of the Apostle (comp.
I Cor. xiii. ra) ; it implies the
completeness of the separation, as
we might say, He is nothing to
me, and I am nothing to him.'
What is meant by being cruci-
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shall walk according to this rule, peace be on them,
and mercy, and upon tho Israel of Cod. From henceforth let no man trouble m e ; for I bear in my body
the marks of
Jesus.
I S Brethren, the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be
with your spirit. Amen. O - 1
17

m omit shall

11

add the Lord

0

fied to the world ? Not certainly
being despised by the world, still
less despising the world i n return,
nor yet a mere figure of speech ;
but whatever is meant by being
dead or buried with Christ, or by
the life hidden with Christ in
Qod. Language fails t o express
the contrasted paradoxical notion
of the Christian state, which has
a truth of feeling even to those
who are living i n the world.
1 7 . rd uriypam, the marks.]
The feeling of this verse is anger
passing into sorrow. The Apostle
rightly thinks that the sufferings
which he had endured should
give him a kind of sacredness in
their eyes. The expression, ‘ I
bear i n my body the marks of
Jesus,’ is of the same kind as

Unto the Galatians written from Rome.

‘

I am crucified with Christ,’ Rom.
vi. 6 : Gal. ii. ao ; or ‘ I fill up
what is behind of the sufferings
of Christ’ in my flesh,’ Col. i. 24.
Having recently suffered persecution, he felt that this was a new
link which bound him to his
Lord. The marks which he saw
i n his fiesh, reminded him of the
wounds of Christ, perhaps suggesting also the thought that he
was His branded slave. There
have been those in later ages of
the Church, who have by a selfimposed penance borne the marks
of the Lord Jesus. In the wellknown story of St. Francis of
Assisi there is a trace of the infiuence of those words.
Comp. St. Paul’s own record of
his suEerings, P Cor. xi. 23-33,
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from them, then once again at an interval of twelve or
fourteen years, is not sufficient to enable us to judge of their
whole character. We may distinguish Peter from John, or
James from either ; but we cannot set them up as a study
to be compared with each other.
More features appear of the character of St. Paul, yet not
sufficient to give a perfect picture. We should lose the
individuality which we have, by seeking to idealize and
generalize from some more common type of Christian life.
It has not been unusual to describe St. Paul as a man of
resolute will, of untiring energy, of logical mind, of classic
taste. H e has been contrasted with the twelve as the
educated with the uneducated, the student of Hebrew and
Greek learning, brought up in Jerusalem at the feet of
Gamaliel, with the fishermen of Galilee ‘mending their
nets ’ by the lake. Powers of government have been attributed to him such as were required, and in some instances
possessed, by the great leaders of the Church in later ages.
H e is imagined to have spoken with an accuracy hardly to
be found in the systems of philosophers. Not of such an
one would the Apostle himself ‘ have gloried ;’ he would
not have understood the praises of his commentators. It
was not the wisdom of this world which he spoke, but ‘ the
hidden wisdom of Clod in a mystery.’ All his life long he
felt himself to be one ‘whose strength was perfected in
weakness ;’ he was aware of the impression of feebleness
which his own appearance and discourse made upon his
converts; who was sometimes in weakness and fear and
trembling before them, ‘having the sentence of death in
himself,’ and at other times ‘in power and the Holy Ghost
and in much assurance;’ and so far from having one
unchanging purpose or insight, that though determined to
know one thing only, ‘Jesus Christ and Him crucified,’ yet
in his manner of teaching he wavers between opposite views
or precepts in successive verses. H e is ever feeling, if
haply he may find them, after the hearts of men. H e is
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carried away by sympathy, at times even for his opponents.
He is struggling to describe what is in process of revelation
to him. ' Rude in speech but not in knowledge,' as he himself says. The life of the Greek language had passed away,
and it must have been ~t matter of effort for him to write in
a foreign tongue, perhaps even to write at all ; yet he puts
together words in his own characteristic way which are full
of meaning, though often scattered in confusion over the
page. He occasionally lights also on the happiest expressions, stamping old phrases in a new mould, and bringing
forth the new out of the treasury of the old. Such are some
of the individual traits which he has left in his Epistles ;
they are traits far more interesting and more like himself
than any general image of heroism, or knowledge, or power,
or goodness. Whatever other impression he might have
made upon us, could we have seen him face to face, there
can be little doubt that he would have left the impression
of what was remarkable and uncommon.
There are questions which it is interesting to suggest,
even when they can never receive a perfect and satisfactory
answer. One of these questions may be asked respecting
St. Paul : ' What was the relation in which his former life
stood to the great fact of his conversion ?' He himself, in
looking back upon the times in which he persecuted the
Church of God, thought of them chiefly as an increasing
evidence of the mercy of God, which was afterwards extended to him. It seemed so strange to have been what he
had been, and to be what he was. Nor does our own
conception of him, in relation to his former self, commonly
reach beyond this contrast of the old and new man; the
persecutor and the preacher of the Gospel ; the young man
at whose feet the witnesses against Stephen laid down their
clothes, and the same Paul disputing against the Grecians,
full of visions and revelations of the Lord, on whom in later
life came daily the care of all the Churches.
Yet we cannot but admit also the possibility, or rather
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the probable truth of another point of view. It is not
unlikely that the struggle which he describes in the seventh
chapter of the Romans is the picture of his own heart in
the days when he ‘verily thought that he ought to do many
things contrary to Jesus of Nazareth ;’ the impression of
that earlier state, perhaps the image of the martyr Stephen
(Acts xxii. 20)) may have remained with him in after-years.
For men seem to carry about with them the elements of
their former lives ; the character or nature which they once
were, the circumstance which became a part of them, is not
wholly abolished or done away ; it remains, ‘even in the
regenerate,’ .as ~t sort of insoluble mass or incumbrance
which prevents their freedom of action; in very few, or
rather in none, can the old habit have perfect flexure to its
new use. Everywhere, in the case of our acquaintance, who
may have passed through great changes of opinion or
conduct, we see from time to time the old nature which is
underneath occasionally coming to the surface. Nor is it
irreverent to attribute such remembrances of a former self
even to inspired persons. If there were any among the
contemporaries of St. Paul who had known him in youth
and in age, they would have seen similarities which escape
us in the character of the Apostle at different periods of his
life. The zealot against the Gospel might have seemed to
them transfigured into tho opponent of the law; they would
have found something in common in the Pharisee of the
Pharisees, and the man who had a vow on his last journey
to Jerusalem; they would perhaps have observed arguments, or quotations, or modes of speech in his writings
which had been familiar to them and him in the school of
Gamaliel. And when they heard of his conversion, they
might have remarked that to one of his temperament only
could such an event have happened, and would have noted
many superficial resemblances which showed him to be
the same man, while the great inward change which had
overspread the world was hid from their eyes.
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The gifts of God to man have ever some reference to
natural disposition. H e who becomes the servant of God
does not thereby cease to be himself. Often the transition
is greater in appearance than in reality, from the suddenness of its manifestation, There is a kind of rebellion
against self and nature and God, which, through the mercy
of God to the soul, seems almost necessarily to lead to
reaction. Persons have been worse than their fellow-men
in outward appearance, and yet there was within them the
spirit of a child waiting to return home to their father’s
house. A change passes upon them which we may figure to
ourselws, not only as the new man taking the place of the
old, but as the inner man taking the place of the outer. So
complex is human nature, that the very opposite to what
we are has often an inexpressible power over us. Contrast
is not only a law of association; it is also a principle of
action. Many run from one extreme to another, from
licentiousness to the ecstasy of religious feeling, from religious feeling back to licentiousness, not without a ‘fearful
looking for of judgment.’ If we could trace the hidden
workings of good and evil, they would appear far less
surprising and more natural than as they are seen by the
outward eye. Our spiritual nature is without spring or
chasm, but it has a certain play or freedom which leads
very often to consequences the opposite of what we expect.
I t seems in some instances as if the same religious edw
cation had tended to contrary results; in one case to
a devout life, in another to a reaction against i t ; sometimes to one form of faith, at other times to another. Many
parents have wept to see the early religious training of their
children draw them, by a kind of repulsion, to a communion
or mode of opinion which is the extreme opposite of that in
which they have been brought up. Let them have peace in
the thought that it was not always in their power to fulfil
the duty in which they seem to themselves to have failed.
These latter reflections have but a remote bearing on the
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character of St. Paul ; but they serve to make us think that
all spiritual influences, however antagonistic they may
appear, have more in common with each other than they
have with the temper of the world ; and that it is easier
to pass from one form of faith to another than from leading
the life of all men to either. There is more in common
between those who anathematize each other than between
either and the spirit of toleration which characterizes the
ordinary dealings of man and man, or much more the spirit
of Christ, for whom they are alike contending.
Perhaps we shall not be far wrong in concluding, that
those who have undergone great religious changes have
been of a fervid imaginative cast of mind ; looking for more
in this world than it was capable of yielding; easily touched
by the remembrance of the past, or inspired by some ideal
of the future. When with this has been combined a zeal
for the good of their fellow-men, they have become the
heralds and champions of the religious movements of the
world. The change has begun within, but has overflowed
without them. ' When thou art converted, strengthen thy
brethren,' is the order of nature and of grace. I n secret
they brood over their own state ; weary and profitless their
soul fainteth within them. The religion they profess is
a religion not of life to them, but of death ; they lose their
interest in the world, and are cut off from the communion
of their fellow-creatures, While they are musing, the fire
kindles, and at the last-' they speak with their tongue.'
Then pours forth irrepressibly the pent-up stream-' unto
all and upon all' their fellowmen; the intense flame of
inward enthusiasm warms and lights up the world. First
they are the evidence to others ; then, again, others are the
evidence to them, All religious leaders cannot be reduced
to a single type of character; yet in all, perhaps, two
characteristics may be observed ; the first, great self-reflection ; the second, intense sympathy with other men, They
are not the creatures of habit or of circumstances, leading
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a blind life, unconscious of what they are; their whole
effort is to realize their inward nature, and to make it
palpable and visible to their fellows. Unlike other men
who are confined to the circle of themselves or of their
family, their affections are never straitened ; they embrace
with their love all men who are like-minded with them,
almost all men too who are unlike them, in the hope that
they may become like.
Such men have generally appeared at favourable conjunctures of circumstances, when the old was about to vanish
away, and the new to appear. The world has yearned
towards them, and they towards the world. They have
uttered what all men were feeling ; they have interpreted
the age to itself. But for the concurrence of circumstances,
they might have been stranded on the solitary shore, they
might have died without a follower or convert. But when
the world has needed them, and God has intended them for
the world, they are endued with power from on high ; they
use all other men as their instruments, uniting them to
themselves.
Often such men have been brought up in the faith which
they afterwards oppose, and a part of their power has consisted in their acquaintance with the enemy. They see
other men, like themselves formerly, wandering out of the
way in the idol’s temple, amid a burdensome ceremonial,
with prayers and sacrifices unable to free the soul. They
lead them by the way themselves came to the home of
Christ. Sometimes they represent the new as the truth of
the old ; at other times as contrasted with it, as life and
death, as good and evil, as Christ and anti-Christ. They
relax the force of habit, they melt the pride and fanaticism
of the soul. They suggest to others their own doubts,
they inspire them with their own hopes, they supply their
own motives, they draw men to them with cords of sympathy and bonds of love; they themselves seem a sufficient
stay to support the world. Such was Luther at the
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Reformation ; such, in a higher sense, wag the Apostle
St. Paul.
There have been heroes in the world, and there have
been prophets in the world. The first may be divided into
two classes ; either they have been men of strong will and
character, or of great power and range of intellect ; in a few
instances, combining both. They have been the natural
leaders of mankind, compelling others by their acknowledged
superiority as rulers and generals ; or in the paths of science
and philosophy, drawing the world after them by a yet
more inevitable necessity. The prophet belongs to another
order of beings: he does not master his thoughts; they
carry him away. H e does not see clearly into the laws
of this world or the affairs of this world, but has a light
beyond, which reveals them partially in their relation to
another. Often he seems to be at once both the weakest
and the strongest of men; the first to yield to his own
impulses, the mightiest to arouse them in others. Calmness,
or reason, or philosophy are not the words which describe
the appeals which he makes to the hearts of men. He
sways them to and fro rather than governs or controls them.
He is a poet, and more than a poet, the inspired teacher of
mankind ; but the intellectual gifts which he possesses are
independent of knowledge, or learning, or capacity ; what
they are much more akin to is the fire and subtlety of
genius, He, too, for a time, has ruled kingdoms and even
led armies ; ‘ an Apostle, not of man, nor by men ;’ acting,
not by authority or commission of any prince, but by an
immediate inspiration from on high, communicating itself
to the hearts of men.
Saul of Tarsus is called an Apostle rather than a prophet,
because Hebrew prophecy belongs to an age of the world
before Christianity. Now that in the Gospel that which
is perfect is come, that which is in part is done away. Yet,
in a secondary sense, the Apostle St. Paul is also ‘among
the prophets.’ He, too, has ‘visions and revelations of the
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Lord,’ though he has not written them down ‘for our
instruction,’ in w-hich he would fain glory because they
are not his own. Even to the outward eye he has the
signs of a prophet. There is in him the same emotion,
the same sympathy, the same ‘strength made perfect in
weakness,’ the same absence of human knowledge, the same
subtlety in the use of language, the same singleness in the
delivery of his message. H e speaks more as a man, and
less immediately under the impulse of the Spirit of God ;
more to individuals, and less to the nation at large ; he
is less of a poet, and more of a teacher or preacher. But
these differences do not interfere with the general resemblance. Like Isaiah, he bids us look to ‘the man of
sorrows ;’ like Ezekiel, he arouses men to a truer sense
of the ways of God in his dealings with them ; like Jeremiah,
he mourns over his countrymen ; like all the prophets who
have ever been, he is lifted above this world, and is ‘in the
Spirit at the day of the Lord.’ (Rev. i. IO.)
Reflections of this kind are suggested by the absence of
materials such as throw any light on the early life of
St. Paul. All that we know of him before his conversion
is summed up in two facts, ‘that the witnesses laid down
their clothes with a young man whose name was Saul,’ and
that he was brought up at the feet of Qamaliel, one of the
few Rabbinical teachers of Greek learning in the city of
Jerusalem. W e cannot venture to assign to him either the
‘ choleric ’ or the ‘melancholic ’ temperament. [Tholuck.]
We are unable to determine what were his natural gifts
or capacities ; or how far, as we often observe to be the case,
the gifts which he had were called out by the mission on
which he was sent, or the theatre on which he felt himself
placed ‘ a spectacle to the world, to angels, and to men.’
Far more interesting is it to trace the simple feelings with
which he himself regarded his former life. ‘Last of all
he was seen of me also, who am the least of the Apostles,
that am not worthy to be called an Apostle, because I
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persecuted the Church of God.’ Yet there was a sense also
[in which it is true] that he was excusable, and that this
was the reason why the mercy of God extended itself to
him. ‘Yet I obtained mercy because I did it ignorantly
in unbelief.’ And in one passage he dwells on the fact, not
only that he had been an Israelite, but more, that after the
strictest sect of the Jews’ religion he lived a Pharisee, as
though that were an evidence to himself, and should be so
to others, that no human power could have changed him ;
that he was no half Jew, who had never properly known
what the law was, but one who had both known and strictly
practised it.
W e are apt to judge extraordinary men by our own
standard ; that is to say, we often suppose them to possess.
in an extraordinary degree, those qualities which we are
conscious of in ourselves or others. This is the easiest way
of conceiving their characters, but not the truest, They
differ in kind rather than in degree. Even to understand
them truly seems to require a power analogous to their
own. Their natures are more subtle, and yet more simple,
than we readily imagine. No one can read the ninth
chapter of the First, or the eleventh and twelfth chapters
of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, without feeling
how different the Apostle St. Paul must have been from
good men among ourselves. We marvel how such various
traits of character come together in the same individual.
H e who was ‘full of visions and revelations of the Lord,’
who spake with tongues more than they all, was not ‘ mad,
but uttered the words of truth and soberness.’ He who was
the most enthusiastic of all men, was also the most prudent ;
the Apostle of freedom, and yet the most moderate. H e
who was the strongest and most enlightened of all men,
was also (would he have himself refrained from saying?)
at times the weakest ; on whom there came the care of all
the Churches, yet seeming also to lose the power of acting
in the absence of human sympathy.
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Qualities so like and unlike are hard to reconcile ; perhaps
they have never been united in the same degree in any
other human being. The contradiction in part arises not
only from the Apostle being an extraordinary man, but
from his being a man like ourselves in an extraordinary
state. Creation was not to him that fixed order of things
which it is to us ; rather it was an atmosphere of evil just
broken by the light beyond. To us the repose of the scene
around contrasts with the turmoil of man’s own spirit ; to
the Apostle peace was to be sought only from within, half
hidden even from the inner man, There was a veil upon
the heart itself which had to be removed. He himself
seemed to fall asunder at times into two parts, the flesh
and the spirit; and the world to be divided into two
hemispheres, the one of the rulers of darkness, the other
bright with that inward presence which should one day
be revealed. I n this twilight he lived. What to us is far
off both in time and place, if such an expression may be
allowed, to him was near and present, separated by a thin
film from the world we see, ever ready to break forth and
gather into itself the frame of nature. That sense of the invisible which to most men it is so difficult to impart, was
like a second nature to St. Paul. He walked by faith, and not
by sight; what was strange to him was the life he now
led ; which in his own often repeated language was death
rather than life, the place of shadows and not of realities.
The Greek philosophers spoke of a world of phenomena,
of true being, of knowledge and opinion ; and we know
that what they meant by these distinctions is something
different from the tenets of any philosophical school of
the present day. But not less different is what St. Paul .
meant by the life hidden with Christ and God, the
communion of the Spirit, the possession of the mind of
Christ; only that this was not a mere difference of
speculation, but of practice also. Could any one say now‘the life’ not that I live, but that ‘Christ liveth in me’?
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Such language with St. Paul is no mere phraseology, such
as is repeated from habit in prayers, but the original
consciousness of the Apostle respecting his own state.
Self is banished from him, and has no more place in him,
as he goes on his way to fulfil the work of Christ. No
figure is too strong to express his humiliation in himself, or
his exaltation in Christ.
Could we expect this to be otherwise when we think of
the manner of his conversion ? Could he have looked upon
the world with the same eyes that we do, or heard its many
voices with the Hame ears, who had been caught up into
the third heaven, whether in the body or out of the body
he could not tell? ( 2 Cor. xii. 1-5.) Must not his life have
seemed to him a revelation, an inspiration, an ecstasy?
Once and again he had seen the face of Christ, and heard
Him speak from heaven. All that followed in the Apostle’s
history was the continuation of that first wonder, a stream
of light flowing from it, ‘ planting eyes ’ in his soul, transfiguring him ‘from glory to glory?’ clothing him with the
elect ‘ in the exceeding glory.’
Yet this glory was not that of the princes of this world,
‘ who come to nought ; ’ it is another image which he gives
us of himself ;-not the figure on Mars’ hill, in the cartoons
of Raphael, nor the orator with noble mien and eloquent
gesture before Festus and Agrippa ; but the image of one
lowly and cast down, whose ‘bodily presence was weak, and
speech contemptible ;’ of one who must have appeared to
the rest of mankind like a visionary, pierced by the thorn in
the flesh, ‘waiting for the redemption of the body.’ The
saints of the middle ages are in many respects unlike St.
Paul, and yet many of them bear a far closer resemblance
to him than is to be found in Luther and the Reformers.
The points of resemblance which we seem to see in them,
are the game withdrawal from the things of earth, the same
ecstasy, the same Consciousness of the person of Christ.
W h o would describe Luther by the words ‘crucified with
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Christ ?’ ’ It k in another manner that the Reformer was
called upon to war, with weapons earthly as well as spiritual,
with a strong right hand and a mighty arm.
There have been those who, although deformed by nature,
have worn the expression of a calm and heavenly beauty ;
in whom the flashing eye has attested the presence of
thought in the poor withered and palsied frame. There
have been others again, who have passed the greater part of
their lives in extreme bodily suffering, who have, nevertheless, directed states or led armies, the keenness of whose
intellect has not been dulled nor their natural force of mind
abated. There have been those also on whose faces men
have gazed ‘as upon the face of an angel,’ while they
pierced or stoned them. Of such an one, perhaps, the
Apostle himself might have gloried; not of those whom
men term great or noble. He who felt the whole creation
groaning and travailing together until now was not like the
Greek drinking in the life of nature at every pore. He who
through Christ was ‘crucified to the world, and the world
to him,’ was not in harmony with nature, nor nature with
him. The manly form, the erect step, the fullness of life
and beauty, could not have gone along with such a consciousness as this, any more than the taste for literature
and art could have consisted with the thought, ‘ not many
wise, not many learned, not many mighty.’ Instead of
these we have the visage marred more than the sons of
men, ‘the cross of Christ which was to the Greeks
foolishness,’ the thorn in the flesh, the marks in the body
of the Lord Jesus.
Often the Apostle St. Paul has been described as a person
the furthest removed from enthusiasm ; incapable of spiritual
illusion ; by his natural temperament averse to credulity or
superstition. By such considerations as these a celebrated
author confesses himself to have been converted to the
belief in Christianity. And yet, if it is intended to reduce
St. Paul to the type of what is termed ‘good sense’ in
VOL. I.
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the present day, it must be admitted that the view which
thus describes him is but partially true. Far nearer the
truth is that other quaint notion of a modern writer, ‘that
St. Paul was the finest gentleman that ever lived ;’ for no
man had nobler forms of courtesy, or a deeper regard for the
feelings of others. But ‘good sense’ is a term not well
adapted to express either the individual or the age and
country in which he lived. He who wrought miracles,
who had handkerchiefs carried to him from the sick, who
spake with tongues more than they all, who lived amid
visions and revelations of the Lord, who did not appeal
to the Gospel as a thing long settled, but himself saw the
process of revelation actually going on before his eyes, and
communicated it to his fellow-men, could never have been
such an one as ourselves. Nor can we pretend to estimate
whether, in the modern sense of the term, he was capable
of weighing evidence, or how far he would have attempted
to sever between the workings of his own mind and the
Spirit which was imparted to him.
What has given rise to this conception of the Apostle’s
character has been the circumstance, that with what the
world terms mysticism and enthusiasm are united a singular
prudence and moderation, and a perfect humanity, searching
the feelings and knowing the hearts of all men. ‘ I became
all things to all men that I might win some ;’ not only, we
may believe, as a sort of accommodation, but as the expression
of the natural compassion and love which he felt for them.
There is no reason to suppose that, the Apostle took any
interest in the daily life of men, in the great events which
were befalling the Roman Empire, or in the temporal
fortunes of the Jewish people. But when they came before
him as sinners, lying in darkness and the shadow of God’s
wrath, ignorant of the mystery that was being revealed
before their eyes, then his love was quickened for them,
then they seemed to him as his kindred and brethren;
there was no sacrifice too great for him to make; he was
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willing to die with Christ, yea, even to be accursed from
Him that he might ‘ save some of them.’
Mysticism, or enthusiasm, or intense benevolence and
philanthropy, seem to us, as they commonly are, at variance
with worldly prudence and moderation. But in the Apostle
these different and contrasted qualities are mingled and
harmonized. The mother watching over the life of her
child, has all her faculties aroused and stimulated; she
knows almost by instinct how to say or do the right thing
at the right time ; she regards his faults with mingled love
and sorrow. So, in the Apostle, we seem to trace a sort
of refinement or nicety of feeling, when ha is dealing with
the souls of men. All his knowledge of mankind shows
itself for their sakes; and yet not that knowledge of
mankind which comes from without, revealing itself by
experience of men and manners, by taking a part in events,
by the insensible course of years making us learn from what
we have seen and suffered. There is another experience
that comes from within, which begins with the knowledge
of self, with the consciousness of our own weakness and
infirmities; which is continued in love to others and in
works of good to them ; which grows by singleness and
simplicity of heart. Love becomes the interpreter of how
men think, and feel, and act; and supplies the place of,
or passes into a worldly prudence wiser than, the prudence
of this world. Such is the worldly prudence of St. Paul.
Once more ; there is in the Apostle, not only prudence
and knowledge of the human heart, but a kind of subtlety
of moderation, which considers every conceivable case, and
balances one with another ; in the last resort giving no rule,
but allowing all to be superseded by a more general principle.
An instance of this subtle moderation is his determination,
or rather omission to determine the question of meats and
drinks, which he first regards as indifferent, secondly, as
depending on men’s own conscience, and this again as
limited by the consciences of others, and lastly resolves
N 2
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all these finer precepts into the general principle, ‘Whatever
ye do, do all to the glory of God,’ The same qualification
of one principle by another recurs again in his rules
respecting marriage. First, ‘ do not marry unbelievers,’
and ‘let not the wife depart from her husband.’ But if
you are married and the unbeliever is willing to remain,
then the spirit of the second precept must prevail over the
first, Only in an extreme case, where both parties are
willing to dissolve the tie, the first principle in turn may
again supersede the second. It may be said in the one
case, ‘your children are holy;’ in the other, ‘What knowest
thou, 0 wife, if thou shalt save thy husband ? ’ I n a similar
spirit he withdraws his censure on the Corinthian offender,
lest such an one, criminal as he was, should be swallowed
up with overmuch sorrow. There is a religious aspect of
either course of conduct, and either may be right under
given circumstances. So the kingdoms of this world admit
of being regarded almost as the kingdom of God, in reference
to our duties towards their rulers ; and yet touching the
going to law before unbelievers, we are to think rather of
that other kingdom in which we shall judge angels.
The Gospel, it has been often remarked, lays down principles rather than rules, The passages in the Epistles of
St. Paul which seem to be exceptions to this statement,
are exceptions in appearance rather than in reality. They
are relative to the circumstances of those whom he is addressing. H e who became ‘all things to all men,’ would
have been the last to insist on temporary regulations for his
converts being made the rule of Christian life in all ages,
His manner of Church government is so unlike a rule or
law, that we can hardly imagine how the Apost,le, if he
could return to earth, would combine the freedom of the
Gospel with the requirements of Christianity as an established institution. H e is not a bishop administering
a regular system, but a person dealing immediately with
other persons out of the fullness of his own mind and
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nature. His writings are like spoken words, temporary,
occasional, adapted to other men’s thoughts and feelings,
yet not without an eternal meaning, I n sending his
instructions to the Churches he is ever with them, and
seems to follow in his mind’s eye their working and effect ;
whither his Epistles go he goes in thought, absent, in his
own language, ‘in the body, but present in spirit.’ What
he says to the Churches, he seems to make them say : what
he directs them to do, they are to do in that common spirit
in which they are united with him ; if they live he lives ;
time and distance never snap the cord of sympathy. His
government of them is a sort of communion with them;
a receiving of their feelings and a pouring forth of his own :
he is the heart or pulse which beats through the Christian
world.
And with this communion of himself and his converts,
this care of daily life, there mingles the vision of ‘the great
family in heaven and earth,’ ‘the Church which is his
body,’ in which the meaner reality is enfolded or wrapt up,
‘sphered in a radiant cloud,’ even in its low estate. The
language of the Epistles often exercises an illusion on our
minds when thinking of the primitive Church ; individuals
perhaps there were who truly partook of that light with
which the Apostle encircled them ; there may have been
those in the Churches of Corinth, or Ephesus, or Galatia,
who were living on earth the life of heaven. But the ideal
which fills the Apostle’s mind has not, necessarily, a corresponding fact in the actual state of his converts. The
beIoved family of the Apostle, the Church of which such
‘glorious things are told,’ is often in tumult and disorder.
His love is constantly a source of pain to him : he watches
over them ‘with a godly jealousy,’ and finds them ‘affecting
others rather than himself.’ They are always liable to be
‘spoiled ’ by some vanity of philosophy, some remembrance
of Judaism, which, like an epidemic, carries off whole
Churches at once, and seems to exercise a fatal power over
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them. He is a father harrowed and agonized in his feelings ;
he loves more and suffers more than other men; he will
not think, he cannot help thinking, of the ingratitude and
insolence of his children; he tries to believe, he is persuaded, that all is well; he denounces, he forgives; he
defends himself, he is ashamed of defending himself ; he is
the herald of his own deeds when others neglect or injure
him ; he is ashamed of this too, and retires into himself, to
be at peace with Christ and God. So we seem to read the
course of the Apostle’s thoughts in more than one passage
of his writings, beginning with the heavenly ideal, and
descending to the painful realities of actual life, especially
at the close of the Second Epistle to the Corinthiansaltogether, perhaps, the most characteristic picture of the
Apostle’s mind; and in the last words to the Galatians,
‘Henceforth let no man trouble me, for I bear in my body
the marks of the Lord Jesus.’
Great men (those, at least, who present to us ihe type of
earthly greatness) are sometimes said to possess the power
of command, but not the power of entering into the feelings
of others. They have no fear of their fellows, they are not
affected by their opinions or prejudices, but neither are they
always capable of immediately impressing them, or of per.
ceiving the impression which their words or actions make
upon them. Often they live in a kind of solitude on which
other men do not venture to intrude ; putting forth their
strength on particular occasions, careless or abstracted about
the daily concerns of life. Such was not the greatness of
the Apostle St. Paul; not only in the sense in which he
says that, ‘he could do all things through Christ,’ but in
a more earthly and human one, was it true, that his strength
was his weakness and his weakness his strength. His dependence on others was also the source of his influence over
them. His natural character wits the type of that communion of the Spirit which he preached ; the meanness of
appearance which he attributes to himself, the image of that
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contrast which the Gospel presents to human greatness,
Glorying and humiliation ; life and death; a vision of
angels strengthening him, the ‘thorn in the flesh ’ rebuking
him ; the greatest tenderness, not without sternness ; sorrows above measure, consolations above measure ; are some
of the contradictions which were reconciled in the same
man. It is not a long life of ministerial success on which
he is looking back a little before his death, where he says,
‘I have fought the good fight, I have finished my course,
I have kept the faith.’ These words are sadly illustrated by
another verse of the same Epistle, ‘ This thou knowest, that
all they which are in Asia be turned away from me.’ ( 2 Tim.
i. 15.) So when the contrast was at its height, he passed
away, rejoicing in persecution also, and ‘filling up that
which was behind of the afflictions of Christ for his body’s
sake.’ Many, if not most, of his followers had forsaken
him, and there is no certain memorial of the manner of his
death.
Let us look once more a little closer at that ‘visage
marred’ in his Master’s service, as it appeared about three
years before on a well-known scene. A poor aged man,
worn by some bodily or mental disorder, who had been
often scourged, and bore on his face the traces of indignity
and sorrow in every form-such an one, led out of prison
between Roman soldiers, probably at times faltering in his
utterance, the creature, as he seemed to spectators, of
nervous sensibility ; yearning, almost with a sort of fondness, to save the souls of those whom he saw around
him1-spoke a few eloquent words in the cause of Christian
truth, at which kings were awed, telling the tale of his
own conversion with such simple pathos, that after-ages
have hardly heard the like.
Such is the image, not which Christian art has delighted
to consecrate, but which the Apostle has left in his own
1 Gal. ii. i o ; iv. 14; vi. 17 : I Cor. xv. 3a : a Cor. i. 9 ; vi. Ia ; X. IO;
xi, a 3 4 7 ; xii. 7-10 : Philem. ver. 9.
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writings of himself; an image of true wisdom, and nobleness, and affection, but of a wisdom unlike the wisdom of
this world ; of a nobleness which must not be transformed
into that of the heroes of the world ; an affection which
seemed to be as strong and as individual t,owards all mankind, as other men are capable of feeling towards a single
person.
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vaded by a thousand meanings, which have been handed
down by tradition : the one of which he is ignorant is that
which we perceive to be the true one. Without more
reason, and almost with equal disregard or neglect of its
natural import, the Jewish Alexandrian and Rabbinical
writers analysed the Old Testament ; in a similar spirit
Gnostics and Neoplatonists cited lines of Homer or Pindar.
Not unlike is the way in which the Fathers cite both the
Old and New Testament; and the manner in which the
writers of the New Testament quote from the Old has
more in common with this last than with modern critical
interpretations of either. That is to say, the quotations are
made almost without reference to the connexion in which
they originally occur, and in a different sense from that
in which the prophet or psalmist intended them. They
are fragments culled out and brought into some new combination ; jewels, and precious stones, and corner-stones
disposed after a new pattern, to be the ornaments of another
temple. It is their place in the new temple, not their
relation to the old, which gives them their effect and
meaning.
Such tessellated work was after the manner of the age:
it was no invention or introduction of the sacred writers.
Closely as it is wrought into the New Testament, it belongs
to its externals rather than to its true life. All religions
which are possessed of sacred books, and many which are
without them, have passed through a like secondary stage,
although the relation of the earlier to the later form of the
same religions may have been quite different from that
in which the Gospel stands to the Old Testament, I n
heathenism, as well as Christianity, language has played
a great part in connecting the old and the new. There
seem to be times in which human nature yearns towards
the pa&, though it has lost the power of interpreting it.
Overlooking the chasm of a thousand years, it seeks to
extract from ancient writings food for daily life, The
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mystery of a former world lies heavy upon it, hardly less
than of the future, and it lightens this burden by attributing
to ‘them of old time’ the thoughts and feelings of contemporaries. It feels the unity of God and man in all
ages, and attempts to prove this unity by reading the same
thoughts in every word which has been uttered from the
beginning. A new spirit takes possession of the words,
and imperceptibly alters them into accordance with itself.
The Gnostic and Alexandrian writings furnish a meetingpoint between the past and future in which the present is
lost sight of, and ideas supersede facts. But something
analogous is observable in the New Testament itself; which
may be described also as the confluence of past and future
on the ground of the present, the person of Christ and ‘the
Church which is his body’ being the centre in which they
meet. Some Divine heat or force welds together the old
and new. The scattered rays of prophecy are collected in
one focus. Language becomes plastic and refashions itself
on a new type. Gradually and naturally, as it were a soul
entering into a body that had been prepared for it, the new
takes the form of the old. The truth and moral power of
the Gospel prevent this new formation from resembling the
fantastic process of Eastern heresy. The writers of the
New Testament use the modes of speech of their contemporaries, but they also ennoble and enlighten them.
That traces of their age should appear in them is the
necessary condition of their speaking to the men of their
age. ‘The water of life’ was not to be strained through
the sieve of grammar and logic ; nor is it conceivable how
a Gospel could have been ‘ preached to the poor ’ which was
founded on a critical interpretation of the Old Testament.
But although the quotations from the Old Testament in
the New conform to the manner of the age, and have
a superficial similarity with the use of Homer or Pindar
in later classical authors, essential differences lie beneath.
First, the connexion is not, m in the case of heathen
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authors, merely accidental ; the Old Testament looks for.
ward to the New, as the New Testament looks backward
on the Old. Reading the psalmists or prophets, we feel
that they were pilgrims and strangers, hoping for more
than was on the earth, whose sadness was not yet turned
into joy. There are passages in which the Old Testament
goes beyond itself, in which it almost seems to renounce
itself; ‘lively oracles’ of which it might be said, either in
Christian or heathen language, ‘that it speaks not of itself ;’
or, that ‘its voice reaches to a thousand years.’ I t is
otherwise with heathen literature. There is no future to
which Homer or Hesiod looked forward ; no moral truth
beyond themselves which they dimly see. The life of the
world was not to awaken in their song. They wese poetry
only, out of which came statues of gods and heroes. The
deeper reverence for the ‘volume of the book’ may be in
part the reason why the half-understood words of the Old
Testament exeraise a greater power over the mind. But
the mere application of them is also a new creation. They
are not dead and withered fragments of the wisdom of
ancient times; the force of the new truth which they
express reanimates and reillumines them. Secondly, if
we admit that the superficial connexion between the Old
and New Testament is arbitrary, or, more properly speaking, after the manner of the age, there is a deeper connexion also which is founded on reason and conscience. The
language of the Psalms and prophets is the natural voice.
of Christian feeling. I n the hour of sorrow, or joy, or
repentance, or triumph, we turn to the Old Testament
quite as readily as to the New. Thirdly, a difference in
kind is observable between the use which is made of
quotations by the Alexandrian writers and in the New
Testament. I n the one they are the form of thought; in
the other the mode of expression. That is to say, while
in the one they exercise an influence on the thought; in
the other they are controlled by it, and are but a sort of
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incrustation on it, or ornament of i t ; in some cases the
illustration or allegory through which it is conveyed. The
writings of St. Paul are not the less one in feeling and
spirit, because the language in which he continually clothes
his thoughts is either avowedly or unconsciously taken
from the Old Testament.
It is remarkable that the Old Testament in many places
is built up out of its own materials, in the same way as the
New out of the Old. Later Psalms repeat the language of
earlier ones; successive prophets use the same words and
images, and deliver the same precepts. For example,
Jeremiah and the later Isaiah both speak of ‘the Lamb
led to the slaughter;’ and Jeremiah and Ezekiel alike
revoke the old ‘proverb in the house of Israel.’ The Book
of Deuteronomy, especially, is full of prophetic elements,
either received from or communicated to the later prophets.
Instead of the repetition being wearisome or unmeaning,
it adds to the depth and power of the words that they
are not used for the first time. No happy combination
of new language could have imparted to them the weight
which they derive from associations of the past. In like
manner the portions of the New Testament in which the
verbal connexion with the Old is most striking, such as
the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the fifteenth chapter of
I Corinthians, are also those which are most awful and
impressive to us. It is a circumstance not always attended
to by commentators on the Apocalypse (at any rate by
English ones), that this wonderful book is a mosaic of
Old Testament thoughts and words, the pieces of which
are put together on a new and glorious pattern. A glance
at the marginal references is sufficient to show in how
subtle a manner they are interlaced. The inspired author
is not merely narrating a new vision which he had seen
and heard, to be added to the former visions of Ezekiel
or Daniel ; but he is collecting and bringing together the
scattered elements of prophecy and sacred imagery in one
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last vision or revelation of the day of the Lord. The
kingdom of God is not at a distance; it already exists;
it has gathered to itself the figures and glories of the Old
Testament. Many of the apocryphal writings exhibit sign8
of the same imitation; they borrow the imagery of the
elder prophets. But none of them are inspired with the
faith or power which conceives the glorious things that
have been said as a living reality.
Perhaps it may be thought paradoxical that the words
of the Old Testament should receive a new meaning in the
Epistles, and also retain their original power and sacredness ;
yet in our own use of quotations a similar inconsistency
may be observed. For, not only in ancient but in modern
times, a certain waywardness is discernible in the application of the words of others. Quotation, with ourselves, is
an ingenious device for expressing our meaning in a pointed
or forcible manner ; it implies also an appeal to an authority.
And its point frequently consists in a slight, or even a great,
deviation from the sense in which the words quoted were
uttered by their author. Its aptness lies in being at once
old and new ; often in bringing into juxtaposition things
so remote, that we should not have imagined they were
connected ; sometimes in a word rather than in a sentence,
or in the substitution of one word for another; nor is its
force diminished if it lead to a logical inference not strictly
warranted. I n like manner the quotations of the New
Testament are at once new and old. They unite a kind
of authority and antiquity with a new interpretation of
the passage quoted. Sometimes the application of them
is a sort of argument from their exact rhetorical or even
grammatical form. Their connexion often hangs upon
a word, and there are passages in which the word on which
the connexion turns is itself inserted. There are citations
too, which are a composition of more than one passage, in
which the spirit is taken from one and the words from
another, There are other citations in which a similarity of
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spirit, rather than of language, is caught up and made use
of by the Apostle. There are passages which are altered to
suit the meaning given to them ; or in which the spirit of
the New Testament is substituted for that of the Old ; or
the spirit of the Old Testament expands into that of the
New. Lastly, there are a few passages which have one
sense in the Old Testament, and have an entirely different
or opposite one in the New. Almost all gradations occur
between exact verbal correspondence with the Greek of the
LXX and discrepancy in which resemblance is all but lost ;
between the greatest similarity and difference, even opposition, of spirit in the original passage and its application.
The first connexion is nearly always lost sight of; only in
Rom. iv. I O it is referred to generally, and in Rom. xi. 4
imperfectly remembered.
The quotations in the writings of St. Paul may be classified
under the following heads :i. Passages in which the meaning or the words of the Old
Testament are altered, or both ; the alterations sometimes
arising from a composition of passages ; in other instances
from an adaptation of the text quoted to its new context.
I n one case a verse of the Old Testament is repeated with
variations in two places. See Rom. xi. 34 : I Cor. ii. 16.
ii. Passages in which the spirit or the language of the
Old Testament is exactly retained, or with no greater
variation of words than may be supposed to arise out of
difference of texts, and no greater diversity of spirit than
necessarily arises from the transfer of any passage in the
Old Testament into another oonnexion in the New. To
which may be addediii. Passages which contain latent or unacknowledged
quotations.
iv. Allegorical passages.
i, ( I ) An instance in which the meaning of the quotation
has been altered, and also in which the new meaning given
to it is derived from another passage, occurs in Rom. ii. 24
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81' +tis phaa$qp&raL 1v rois idvcuiv,
where the Apostle is speaking of the scandal caused by the
violence and hypocrisy of the Jews. The words are taken
from Isa. E.5 81'Spks 8ia.rravrbs ~b Jvopd pov ,fh@qpeirac
;v r o i s lOveoi ; where, however, they refer not to the sins
of the house of Israel, but to their sufferings at the hand of
their enemies. The turn which the Apostle has given the
passage is gathered from Ezek. xxxvi. 21-23 Kai Z$ciadpqv
ahGv Gr& rd Jvopi pov rb &y~ov,
8 #/3r,@$wuav O ~ O 'Sl u p a t h
2v TOTS #dvcutv 06 rlu4hOoaau &E?, K.T.A.
A composition of passages occurs also in Rom. xi. 8, which
appears to be a union of Isa. Vi. 9, IO and xxix. IO. The
twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh verses of the same chapter
also furnish a singular instance of combination. (Isa. Ex.
21 ai uv".rq a h o i s $ nap' IpoC 6iaO$q, to which the
clause, 8rav &$hhwpai rds dpaprlar aCrGv, is added from
Isa. xxvii. 9.) The play upon the word 50vq (nations =
Gentiles) is repeated in Rom. iv. 17 (Gen. xvii 5 ) : Gal. iii. 8
(Gen. xii. 3) : Rom. xv. 1 1 (Ps. cxvi. I).
( 2 ) Another instance in which the general tone of
a quotation is from one passage, and a few words are added
from another, is to be found in Rom. ix. 33 l6ob rl0qpi Zv
B L ~hleov
U 7;poaKdpparos Kal &pav crKavGhXov Kal6 mcrrehv
In' air$ 04 KaraioXvve&wai.
The greater part of this
passage ocours in Isa. xxviii. 16 80;;yC; 1p/3dAhw cls rh
Oepbhia BL&V X 8 o v noAvrch6 ~ K ~ E K TdKpoywvia?ov,
~ V
&ripov
clr rh BrpbAia a 6 4 r Kai d marcv'ov 04 p$ KaraiaXvvd$.
But the words hldov rpomdpparos are introduced from
Isa. viii. 14. And the remainder of the passage (Kal
KarutuXvvdrjocrai) is really inconsistent with these words,
though both parts are harmonized in Him who is in one
sense a stumblingstone and rock of offence; in another a
foundation-stone and chief corner-stone.
(3) A slighter example of alteration occurs I Cor. iii. 19,
where the Apostle quotes from Ps. xciv. 1 1 K ~ P L O S~ L V ~ U K C L

rd yhp o'vopa TOG &oG
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rohs 8iahoyiopo;s TGV ao+Gv bri rtal pdraioi. Here the
words r d v UOI#& are substituted for rGv dvepdnov in t'he
LXX, which in this passslge agrees with the Hebrew. They
are required to connect the quotation in the Epistle with
the previous verses. A similar instance of the introduction
of a word (7%)on which the point of an argument turns,
occurs in Rom. x. 1 1 hhyri ydp 4 ypa$d, 6 s d a~orcdovIn'
ad@ 06 K a r a i o p d & r t r a i , where the addition is the more
remarkable, as the Apostle had quoted the verse without 76s
in the preceding passage (ix- 33). The insertion seems to
be suggested by the words of Joel which follow.
(4) Another instance of addition and adaptation is
furnished by I Cor. xiv. 2 1 hv r$ vdpy yiypanrai bri Iv
irrpoyhduuoir Kal Iv xrUeoiv 1rdpov hahljao r4 ha$ rodry,
Kai 066' o i h s EtuaKoduovrai pov, hdyci Kdpios. This quotation, which is said to be ' written in the law' (comp. John
x, 34 ; xii. 34 ; xv. 2 5 ) ) is from Isa. xxviii. 11, 1 2 , where
the words in the LXX are, 818 +avhiupbv Xrihdov, 81h
yhdouqs irhpas, o"ri hahtfoovui TO: ha$ r o d q , and in the
English translation, ' with stammering lips and another
tongue will he speak unto this people.' But the last words,
066' ov"ros CiuaKoduovrai, are taken from the following verse,
where a clause nearly similar occurs in a different connexion : hhyovres a6roCs, rosro rB dvdnavpa T$ neivGvri Kal
ro6ro rb dvrpippa, Kal O ~ K?jO&guav ~ K O ~ Q Lv.
V 12.
The
whole is referred by the Apostle to the gift of tongues, which
he infers from this passage ' to be a sign to unbelievers.'
( 5 ) An adaptation, which has led to an alteration of words,
occurs in Rom. x. 6-9 $ 6 ) IK ~ h r c o s6iKaioudvg o&o
hdyei' pij drys Zv r$ ~ a p s l quou' T ~ Sdvap<arrai rls d v
o6paudv ; TOWh i Xpiardv KarayaycCv ; 4 rls Karapducrai
rls rijv 8.pvuaov; TOOT' turi xpcurbv I K V C K ~ G Irvayaytb.
V
dhhh ri hiyri ; lyyds aov rb {Gpd h i v , I v r4 ardpad uov
Ka1 Iv rfi Kapsiq uov- TOOT' tori rd jijpa rijs T ~ U T E O S ,8
K ~ ~ ~ U U O&I~ W
i d v dpohoyrjqs Zv r4 ordpari uov K ~ P L O V
VOL. I.
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'ITJUOOV, gal nruredu~~sIv rfj ~ap8lq uov 5rt 6 ecbs ahbv
I K U C K ~ B VowtJ$up
,
The introductory formula in
this passage, p;l e h p s Iv r$ Kapsip uov, is taken from
Deut. viii. 17 ; the substance of the remainder is abridged
from Deut. xxx. 11-14 8 n 4 4vroA;l aihq Qv iyh JvrdAAopai
U O ~U $ / . L E ~ O V O ~ XS T ~ ~ O Iartv,
~ K ~ 01%;
S paKphv dnd a04 & n w *
O ~ K
Iv r $ o6pavct;duo hi,
hdywv, ris dvap?juerai$piv cis ~ b v
$yeiptv

oGpavdv, Kai A$$erai $piv a6r;lv Kai drtov'uavres a6r;lv
.rroi$uopev; 0682 dpa v r f s dahdouqs id, Adywv, ris
Btampdoct 4pLv cls rb dpav res OaAdacrqs, Kal Ad& { p i v
a h + , Kai &KOUO+J 3piv aotljop airrIjv, Kal ?ron$uopev; 2yY;s
mod Juri rb bepa u+dSpa, Iv r(r"a d p a d uov Kai i v rij KapUg
uov Kal Iv r a k x c p d uov noreiv a6rd. To these verses the

Apostle has added what may be termed a running commentary, applying them to Christ. To make the words
ndpav r f s eahdaqs thus applicable, the Apostle has altered
them to cls r;lv d/3vuoov, a change which we should hesitate
t o attribute to him, but for the other examples which have
been already quoted of similar changes. (Compare also
Rom. xi. 8 ; xii. 19 : Eph. iv. 8, quoted from Ps. lxvii. 1 8 :
Eph. v. 14. The latter passage, in which as here the name
of Christ is introduced, is probably an adaptation of Isa. lx. I . )
H e has also omitted hv raCs xcpui, which was not suited to
his purpose. Considering the frequency of such changes, it
would be contrary to the rules of sound criticism to attribute
the introduction of the words to a difference of text in the
Old Testament.
(6) An example of a new turn given to a passage from
the Old Testament occurs in Rom. xi. 2, 3, where the
Apostle has put together in one connexion two verses
which are dkconnected in the original. I n the Book of
Kings ( I Kings ix. 15-18), the words, 'I have left to myself
seven thousand men who have not bowed the knee to Baal,'
are a continuation of the instruction to anoint Jehu and
Hazael. But, in the application which the Apostle makes
of them, they are quoted as the answer of God to the
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complaint of Elijah. The misplacement seems to have
arisen from the words, ' I am left alone,' and the allusion
to the worshippers of Baal. Compare Jus. Dial. c. 39, n. 2 , 3 ;
46, n. 18.
(7) The words of I Cor. xv. 45 o8rws Kai yhypaarar.
'EyEIv~ro6 .rrp&os Eiv0pwxos 'A6hp CIS \G.vx$u (Gaau, 6 Z q a r o s
'A6& cis ave6p.a &oaoiov^v, afford a remarkable instance of
discrepancy, both in expression and meaning, from Gen. ii. 7
ivc$u'u~utv61s rdl .rrpduw.rrov airrov^ .rrvo$v (wijs Kal h y i u ~ r od
lEv0pwnos cls \G.vy& [Guau ; to the two clauses of which the
Apostle appears to have applied a distinction analogous to
that which Philo draws (De Legum Alleg. i. I 2 ; De Great.
Mun. 2 4 . 46) between the earthly and the heavenly man
(Gen. ii. 7 and i. 2 7). The words are apparently inconsistent
with the twenty-second verse of the same chapter : ' As in
Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive;'
which, in the sense sometimes given them, are also inconsistent with the forty-seventh verse : 'The first man is of
the earth, earthy ; the second man is the Lord from heaven.'
An instructive parallel to both inconsistencies is offered by
the application of the expression of Genesis, 'the image
of God,' not only to the regenerate man and to Christ
(Col. iii. I O : z Cor. iv. 4), but also to the natural man, or
to man in general, without any such allusion, as in I Cor.
xi. 7. Compare Jas. iii. 9.
(8) A curious instance of a subtle and at the same time
strained application of a passage occurs in Gal. iii. I 6-19, to
which ( T + mhppari) attention has been drawn in the notes.
Compare Heb. vii. I : I Tim. ii. 13, 14.
( 9 ) Cases occur in which the words of the Old Testament
are quoted in contrast to the Gospel ; as, for example, the
words of Lev. xviii. 5 8 ToiTjuas a h t i &u0pw.rros, (4ucrai
Civ ahois, repeated in Rom. x. 5 : Gal. iii. 1 2 : so Deut.
xxvii. 26: in Gal. iii. IO. The first of the two examples
affords an instance of a minor peculiarity, viz. disorder
introduced into the grammatical construction by quotations.
0 2
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ii. A good example of the second class of quotations is the
passage from Hab. ii. 4 quoted in Rom. i. 1 7 6 61 &aios JK
hews &uerai; which occurs also in two other places,
Heb. x. 38 : Gal. iii. I I , which the LXX read, 6 62 ~ ~ K U L O S
JK d u r & pow [+ucrui, and the English version translates
from the Hebrew, ‘but the just shall live by his faith.’ It
is remarkable, that in Rom. i. 17 : Gal. iii. 1 1 , the verse
should be quoted in the same manner, and that slightly
different, either from the LXX or the Hebrew; in Heb. x. 38
it agrees precisely with the LXX. Like the other great
text of the Apostle, ‘Abraham believed God, and it was
counted to him for righteousness,’ which is also repeated
three times in the New Testament (Rom. iv. 3 : Gal. iii. 6 :
Jas. ii. z 3 ) , it offers an example of the way in which the
language of the Old Testament is enlarged and universalized
in the New; the particular faith of Abraham or of the
Israelite becoming the type of faith as opposed to the law.
The wider sphere of Messianic prophecy, which extends the
promise of the root of Jesse to the Gentiles (Isa. xi. IO), is
also appropriated as of right by St. Paul. Here too the
meaning is enlarged, as in the application of the words of
Isaiah : ‘I was found of them that sought me not ’ (lxv. I ) ,
Rom. x. so. It is less characteristic of the Apostle, that the
predestinarian language of the Old Testament is in some
instances transferred by him to the New, as in Rom. ix. 1 3
after Mal. i. 2 , 3 (‘Jacob have I loved ; Esau have I hated’),
and in Rom. k. 20 after Isa. xxix. 16. Some of the
passages which speak of the vanity of human wisdom are
taken from the Old Testament ( I Cor. i. 19, 2 0 after
Is&xxix. 16 ; xlv. 9).
Other examples of the second class of quotations are such
places as the following : ‘ Blessed is the man whose iniquity
is forgiven, and whose sin is pardoned ; blessed is the man
to whom the Lord doth not impute sin ;’ Rom. iv. 7, from
Pa Xxxii. I , a. ‘The reproaches of them that reproached
thee fell on me;’ Rom. xv. 3, from Ps. lxix. 9. ‘Who
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hath believed our report?’ Rom. x. 16, from Isa. liii. I.
‘For thy sake we are killed all the day long, we are
accounted as sheep for the slaughter,’ Ps. xliii. 2 2 , quoted in
Rom. viii. 36 ; in which the instinct of the Apostle has
caught the common feeling or spirit of the Old and New
Testament, though the texts quoted contain no word which
is a symbol of his doctrine.
Passages which might be placed under either head are
Rom. x. 1 3 : ‘Jacob have I loved, and Esau have I hated,’
the words of which exactly agree with the LXX, although
their original meaning in Nal. i. 2, 3, whence they are
taken, has to do, not with the individuals Jacob and Esau,
but with the natives of Edom and Israel: the cento of
quotations in Rom. iii. descriptive of the wickedness of the
Psalmist’s enemies, or of those who were the subjects of the
prophetical denunciations, which are transferred by the
Apostle to the world in general (compare Justin, Dial. e. 27,
n. 6, where several of the quotations occur in the same
order) ; Rom. xii. 2 0 : Therefore if thine enemy hunger,
feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink ; for in so doing thou
shalt heap coals of fire on his head,’ the words of which are
exactly quoted from the LXX (Prov. xxv. 2 1 , zz), though
the meaning given to them is ironical ; for which reason the
succeeding clause, ‘ But the Lord shall reward thee,’ which
would have destroyed the irony, is omitted.
iii. What may be termed latent or unacknowledged
quotations vary in extent from whole verses down to single
words ; there are instances in which mere resemblances of
form may be traced, with no word the same. A remarkable
example of an entire verse which is thus quoted is furnished
by the application of Prov. xxv. 2 1 , 2 2 (Rom. xii. 2 0 ,
‘Therefore if thine enemy,’ &c.), already referred to. A few
words are traceable in Eph. v. 30, also affording a good
instance of what may be termed the spiritualization of the
natural or physical language of the Old Testament. Gen.
ii 2 3 ; mix. 14 TOGTO vGv daroGu 2ti rDv dariwv pov, rtai
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ahpf I K res aaprtds pov; so of Christians, pdAq Zupcu 700
odparos airoc, CZK res aaprtbs air05 Kat 2~ rQv durbwv airoii
So I Cor. x. 20, after Deut. xxxii. 17 : Eph. i. 22 (compare
I Cor. xv. 27, 28), taken from Ps.viii. 6 ; and without any
change of meaning, Eph. iv. 26, from Ps. iv. 4. I n like
manner, Eph. ii I 3-1 7 contains a remembrance of Isa. lvii. I 9;
Eph. vi. 14, 17 of Isa. lix. 17. A single word, 6 8$is 4adrqub
pc Gen. iii. 1 3 (which is also quoted 2 Cor. xi. 3), has
probably left a trace of itself in the personification of sin,
Rom. Vii. 1 1 4 apapda 2(qadrqub pe , Kai hadKrciue.
The verses 2 Cor. vi. 9, 1 1 contain two examples of verbal
allusion. The slightest thread is enough to form a connexion. I n 2 Cor. xiii. I hat urdparos 660 papru’pwv Kat rpiBv
araO$uc.rai &v
{?pa, the association which leads the
Apostle’s mind to the quotation (from Deut. xix. I 5 : compare
Matt. xviii. 1 6 : John viii. 17) seems to be only the word
rpck, arising out of the circumstance that he has mentioned
just before that he is coming to them for the third time.
I Cor. v. 1 3 offers another example of the use of the
language of the LXX (Deut. xxii. 24), in which the Apostle
clothes a command to the Church. The verse I Cor. xv. 32,
‘ Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die,’ is taken word
for word from Isa. xxii. 13 ; and in the same chapter the
words, ‘ 0 death, where is thy sting ? 0 grave, where is thy
victory? ’ (vers. 55, 56j, with almost verbal exaotness, from
Hos. xiii. 14.
iv. Once more. I n a few passages the Apostle, after the
manner of his time, has recourse to allegory. These are :( I ) the allegory of the woman who had lost her husband,
in Rom. vii. (compare Gal. iv. 1-3, which is supported by
Isa. liv. I) ; (2) Of the children of Israel in the wilderness,
in I Cor. x ; (3) Of Hagar and Sarah, in Gal. iii; (4) Of
the veil on the face of Moses, in 2 Cor. iii; (5) Abraham
himself, who is a kind of centre of allegory, the actions of
whose life, as well as the promises of God to him, are
symbols of the coming dispensation ; (6) The history of the
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patriarchs, and cutting short of the house of Israel, in Rom.
ix, x. Of these examples, the first, third, and fourth are
what we should term illustrations ; while the second, fifth,
and sixth have not merely an analogous or metaphorical
meaning, but a real inward connexion with the life and
state of the first believers.
A few general results of an examination of the quotations
from the Old Testament in St. Paul's Epistles may be
summed as follows:I . The number of direct quotations in which reference is
made to the original is about eightyseven, of which about
fifty-three are found in the Epistle to the Romans, fifteen
in I Corinthians, six in 2 Corinthians, ten in Galatians, two
in Ephesians, one in I Timothy. Of these nearly half show
a precise verbal agreement with the LXX; while, of the
remaining passages, at least two thirds exhibit a degree
of verbal similarity which can only be accounted for by
an acquaintance with the LXX. Minuter traces of the
Old Testament language are far more numerous.
2. None of these passages offer any certain proof that the
Apostle was acquainted with the Hebrew text ', That he
must have been so a n hardly be doubted; yet it seems
improbable that he could have had a familiar knowledge
of the original without straying into parallelisms with the
Hebrew, in those passages in which it varies from the
LXX. His acquaintance with the Hebrew was probably
of such P kind as we might acquire of a version o f the
Scriptures not in the vernacular. No Englishman incidentally quoting the English version from memory would
adapt it to the Greek, though he might very probably adapt
the Greek to the English. The inference is, that the Greek
and not the Hebrew text must have been to the Apostle
what the English version is to ourselves.
1 Compare Rom. ix. 7 ; x. 15 : I COY.ii. 9, as the best instances on
the other side; they do not, however, disprove the truth of the
remark.
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3. While many of these quotations are introduced, as we
have already seen, without any acknowledgement in the
New Testament, a few others, as for example, Rom. xii. 19 :
I Cor. xv. 45, are hardly, if at all, discernible in the text of
the Old. The familiarity with the Old Testament which
has led to the first of these two phenomena is probably also
the cause of the second. As the words suggest themselves
unconsciously, so the spirit without the words occasionally
comes into the Apostle’s mind ; or the language and spirit
of different passages blend in one.
4. There is no evidence that the Apostle remembered the
verbal connexion in which any of the passages quoted by
him originally occurred. He isolates them wholly from
their context ; he reasons from them as he might from
statements of his own, ‘going off upon a word,’ as it has
been called, in one instance almost upon a letter (Gal. iii. I 6 ) ,
drawing inferences which in strict logic can hardly be
allowed, often extending the meaning of words beyond their
first and natural sense. There is nothing to distinguish his
use of quotations from that of his age, except greater power
and life; he clings more than his contemporaries to the
spirit and less ta the letter, his inaccuracy about the latter
arising in some instances from his feeling for the spirit.
5. There is no reason to think that the Apostle ever
quotes from apocryphal writings, nor could it be gathered
from the language of his Epistles that he was acquainted
with the works of classical authors. Similarities are found
with apocryphal writings ; but they are all explainable on
the supposition of a common source. Three or four verses
from Greek poets also occur in the Acts and Epistles;
these, however, are common and proverbial expressions,
which the Apostle might very well have known without
having been read in the works of Aratus, Epimenides,
Euripides, or Menander.
6. Vestiges of Old Testament language are so numerous,
as to admit of an argument from their occurrence to the
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genuineness of the Epistles. If the same interpenetration
of new and old phraseology occurs in the Epistle to the
Ephesians that we find in the Epistles to the Romans,
Corinthians, and the Galatians, here is considerable reason
for supposing that they are writings of the same author,
or at any rate of the same date. A new argument from
coincidence arises, for no one would imagine that it could
have occurred to a forger of a later age to imitate the
manner in which St. Paul used the language of the LXX.
The argument is only suggested ; it requires careful consideration to enable an estimate to be formed of its exact
value. It certainly applies, however, with some force, to
the Epistle to the Ephesians, in which there are very few
traces of direct citation, but many of verbal resemblances.
7. The study of the quotations from the Old Testament
draws attention to the knowledge which the Apostle must
have had of the Greek Scriptures. It is hardly possible
to exaggerate the minuteness of this acquaintance. I n the
greater number of quotations he is verbally accurate. Hence,
we may also infer that it is not from want of memory that
he disregards the connexion. His writings teem with the
phraseology of the Psalms and the Prophets. They suggest
his thoughts, they are his weapons of controversy, they
supply him with words and expressions as well as with
a ‘form of truth.’ The Greek Old Testament Scriptures
are not only sacred books to him, they are also his language
and literature. What are often termed the Hebraisms of
the Apostle are, for the most part, if not always, Hellenisms;
that is to say, Hebraisms contracted through the influence
of the LXX.
Lastly, It may be asked whether St. Paul regarded these
texts of Scripture as prophecies or accommodations, as
illustrations or arguments, as types or figures of speech,
as designed or undesigned coincidences ? The answer is,
that such distinctions had no place in his mind; to attribute
them to him ia a logical anachronism. He did not say to
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himself: This was designed, that undesigned ; this is an
illustration, that an argument. He adopted what appeared
to his own mind a natural form of expression, what he
conceived would convey his meaning to others. His own
language and that of the psalmists and prophets are bound
together by him in various ways :
( I ) Often (as we have already seen) whole verses of the
Old Testament are latent in the Epistle, without note or
sign.
(2)
I n other passages they are preceded by KaOBs
ytypamai: rl Adyct
ypa+$; hdyci 3 ypa@rj: KaOchep
Mouijs Adyri. David, Isaiah, Elijah, Hosea, are also cited
by name.
(3) A stronger formula is found in Gal. iii. 8 rrpoi'6oCua
62 4 ypatprj, and one more emphatic still in I Cor. x. 1 1
raiha
.rriura r v a t ~ G suvud/3atvou ~ K B I V O ~ SG, y p d $ ~ 66
~ apbo
uovecalav +Gu, 62s 06s rh rChv ri;v aliuwu Karrjurqrcc.
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immediately concerned. Our first question is a critical and
historical one: What was the Roman Church, and in what
relation did it stand to the Apostle? The difficulty in
answering this question partly arises from the very universality of the subject of the Epistle. The great argument
takes us out of the accidents of time and place. We cannot
distinctly recognize what we but remotely see, the particular
and individual features of which are lost in the width of the
prospect. Could the Apostle himself have had, and therefore is it to be expected that he could communicate to us,
the m e vivid personal conception of the Church at Rome
as of Churches whose members were individually known to
him, whom, in his own language, he had himself begotten
in the Gospel? I n an Epistle written from a distance to
converts unknown to him by face, it is not to be supposed
that there will be found even the materials for conjecture
which are supplied by the Epistles to the Galatians and
Corinthians. Naturally the personality of the writer, and
still more of those whom he is addressing, falls into the
background. H e writes upon general topics which are
equally applicable to almost all Churches, which fail, therefore, to throw any light on the particular Church to which
the Epistle is addressed. Nor can this dimness of the
critical eye receive any assistance from external sources.
With the exception of the well-known command of Claudius
to the Jews to depart from Rome about fifteen years previously, to which we may add the faint traces of a Christian
Church which was apparently distinct from the Jews, in
Acts xxviii. 15, and the separate mention of Christians in
Tacitus and Suetonius, nothing has come down to us which
throws any light, however uncertain, on the beginnings of
the Roman Church.
The old belief was, that the Roman Church consisted
partly of Jews and partly of Gentiles, and that the Epistle
was written with the intention of adjusting the disputes
that had arisen between them. The latter part of this
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statement finds no support from the Epistle itself, and
appears to be nothing more than an arbitrary assumption
suggested by the analogy of the Corinthims and the Galatians. The former part need not be wholly denied: for
in every Christian Church there were probably some Jews
and some Gentiles. Yet it does not follow from this that
the community was divided between them, or that both
were numerous enough to form separate parties. The
Epistle affords no intimation of such parties existing side
by side, whether peaceably or otherwise, in the Roman
communion.
St. Paul never speaks of Jew and Gentile
as in actual contact, disputing about circumcision, or purification, or meats and drinks, or sabbath days. The relation
which he supposes between them is wholly ideal ; that is,
in the purposes of God, not in their assemblies or daily life.
They divide the world and time; they have nothing to do
with each other as individuals, Nor does the theory that
the Roman Church was a half Jewish, half Gentile community agree with either of the facts stated above-the fact
that the name Gentiles is applied to all, while the tone and
style of the Epistle are wholly Jewish.
It is more reasonable, as well as far more in accordance
with the indications of the Epistles, to regard the Churches
planted by the Apostle, not as divided into two sections of
Jew and Gentile, circumcision and uncircumcision, but aa
always in a state of transition between the two, dropping
gradually their Jewish customs, and opening the door wider
and wider to their Gentile brethren, slowly, but at length
entirely, convinced that it was not ' at this time the kingdom
was to be restored to Israel.' Such must, at any rate, have
been the case with the Churches not founded by St. Paul.
It was long ere the curtains of the tabernacle were drawn
aside, or the veil rent in twain, or the earthly and visible
temple exchanged for that building in the heavens, the house
not made with hands. Disputes about the outward rite of
circumcision would be succeeded by another stage of contro.
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versy respecting the inward obligation of the Law on the
conscience, and the authority of St. Paul and the Twelve.
There were cases, also, in which an idealized or Alexandrianized Judaism had been the soil in which the Gospel was
originally planted. Here the transition would be more
rapid ; the faith of the earliest believers would linger less
around the weak and beggarly elements ; they would more
easily harmonize the old and new ; they would more readily
comprehend the length and breadth of the purposes of God.
The change required of them would be in their ways of
thought rather than in their habits of life ; and the latitude
which such converts allowed themselves would react on the
stricter Jewish communities.
Changes like these may be supposed to have been passing
over the Roman Church. At the time St. Paul wrote to
them, there was no question of circumcision ; that, if it had
ever been, was now left behind. But in a more general
way the same difficulty still pressed upon them. What was
the obligation of the Law ? And, as they looked upon the
passing scene, and saw the chosen race becoming a spectacle
to the world, to angels, and to men, they could not but ask
also, ‘What God intended respecting it ?’ Whether were
they to melt away among the Gentiles, or to preserve their
name and heritage? While men were pondering such
thoughts in their hearts, of the Law and its sabbaths, and
ceremonies, and sacrifices, of the consolation of Israel, and
the restoration of the kingdom, we may conceive the Apostle
to have written this Epistle with a view of meeting their
doubts, and adjusting their thoughts, and vindicating the
ways of Clod to man, and revealing the way of salvation,
He gave them the full truth for the half-truth, the day for
the twilight, and established their faith in Christ, not by
drawing back, but by going further than they had imagined,
and resting the Gospel on an immutable moral foundation
(Rom. ii I I ; iii 29).
Such we conceive to have been the state of feeling in the
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Roman Church, because such is the state of feeling to which
the words of the Apostle are appropriate. Neither the
earlier one, in which men said, ‘except ye be circumcised
ye cannot be saved,’ and an Apostle himself withdrew and
refused to eat with the Gentiles ; nor the later one, in which
it was clearly understood that all such differences were done
away in Christ, are suitable to the argument of the Epistle
to the Romans. The Apostle was still seeking to teach
a Jewish Church the great lesson of the admission of the
Gentiles more perfectly. So far the hypothesis of Baur
affords a good key to the interpretation of the Epistle. But
still the expression in the fifth verse of the first chapter
has not been disposed of. I n what sense could they be Raid
to be Gentiles ? For supposing the Roman Church to have
consisted of Jews gradually passing into the state of Gentiles, we have an explanation of the frequent dwelling on
the Law, and the relation of Jew and Gentile, but none of
the term (other Gentiles,’ under which the Apostle comprehends them. No gradual change in their opinions and
circumstances could have justified him in calling those
Gentiles who were originally Jews. Nor, however much
he might ‘magnify his office,’ would he have included the
chosen people under the common name, which he everywhere opposed to them. The very meaning of the Apostle
of the Gentiles would have been lost had the term ‘ nations’
extended itself to them.
The attempt to solve this difficulty runs up into the
general question of the state and circumstances of the early
Church: our inquiry respecting which must, however, be
restricted to the single point which bears upon the present
subject ; viz. how far the Gentile Churches were originally
in feeling Jewish-whether to the Gentiles also the gate
of the New Testament was through the Old? For if it
could be shown that Jewish and Gentile Christianity were
not so much opposed as successive-that the Gospel of the
Jewish Apostles was the first, and that of St. Paul the sub-
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sequent, stage in the history of the Apostolic Churchthen the difficulty of itself disappears, and the double aspect
of the Epistle to the Romans is what we should expect.
Our conception of the Apostolical age is necessarily based
on the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles of St.Pau1.
It is in vain to search ecclesiastical writings for further
information ; the pages of Justin and Irenaeus supply only
the evidence of their own deficiency. Confining ourselves,
then, to the original sources, we cannot but be struck by
the fact, that of the first eighteen years after the day of
Pentecost, hardly any account is preserved to us in the
Acts, and that to this scanty record no addition can be made
from the Epistles of St. Paul. Isolated facts are narrated,
but not events in their order and sequence: there is no
general prospect of the Christian world. Churches are
growing up everywhere: some the result of missions from
Jerusalem, others of unknown origin; yet none of them
standing in any definite relation to the Apostles of the
circumcision. It seems as if we had already reached the
second stage in the history of the Apostolic Church, without
any precise knowledge of the first. That second period, if
we terminate it with the supposed date of the Apostle’s
death, extends over about fourteen or fifteen years-years
full of life, and growth, and vicissitude. Could the preceding period have been less so, or does it only appear
to be so from the silence of history? Is it according to
the analogy of human things, or of the workings of Divine
power in the soul of man, that during the first part of its
existence, Christianity should have slumbered, and after
fifteen years of inaction have suddenly gone forth to conquer
the world ? Or, are we falling under that common historical
illusion, that little happened in a time of which we know
little ?
And yet how are we to supply this lost history out of
the single verse of the Acts (xi. rg), ‘They which were
scattered abroad upon the persecution that arose about
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Stephen travelled as far as Phenice and Cyprus and Antioch,
preaching the word to none but unto the Jews only.’ What
reply is to be made to the inquiry respecting the origin of
the Christian Church in the two cities which in after-ages
were to exercise the greatest influence on its history, Alexandria and Rome ? We cannot tell. Our slender materials
only admit of being eked out by some general facts which
do not fill up the void of details, but are of the greatest
importance in illustrating the spirit and character of the
earliest Christian communities. Foremost among these
facts is the dispersion of the Jews. The remark has been
often made that the universality of the Roman Empire
was itself a preparation for the universality of the Gospel,
its very organization throughout the world being the image,
as it may have been the model, of the external form of the
Christian Church. But not less striking as an image of
the external state of the earliest Christian communion is the
dispersion of the ten tribes throughout the world, and not
less worthy of observation as it was an inward preparation
for Christianity is the universal diffusion of that religion,
the spirit of which seemed at the time to be most narrow and contracted within itself, and at first sight most
hostile to the whole human race. Of all religions in the
world it was probably the only one capable of making
proselytes-which had the force, as it had the will, to
draw men within its circle. Literally, and not only in
idea, ‘the Law was a schoolmaster to bring men to Christ.’
The compassing sea and land ‘ to make one proselyte ’ was
not without its results. Seneca, who did not know, or at
least has not told anything of the Christians, says of the
Jews, ‘Victoribus victi leges dederunt.’ The Roman satirists
were aware of their festivals, and speak of them in a way
which implies not only converts to Judaism, but a degree
of regard for their opinions. They had passed into a proverb
in Horace’s time for their zeal in bringing men over to their
opinions. ( I Sat. iv. 143.) Philo mentions the suburb
VOL. I.
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beyond the Tiber in which they were domiciled by Augustus,
the greater number of the inhabitants of which are said to
have been freedmen. (Leg.ad Cuium, 23.) Tacitus’s account
of their origin is perhaps an unique attempt in a Roman
writer to investigate the religious antiquities of an Eastern
people, implying of itself, what it also explicitly states,
the tendency towards them. No other religion had been
sustained for centuries by contributions from the most
remote parts of the empire to a common centre; contributions the very magnitude of which is ascribed to the
zeal of numerous converts. (Tacitus, Hist. v. 5 ; Cicero
pro Flacco, c. 28.) According to Josephus, whole tribes
in the neighbourhood of Judea had submitted to the rite
of circumcision. (Bat. xiii. 9, I ; 1 1 , 3 ; 15, 4.) The
women of Damascus in particular are mentioned as not
trusted by their husbands in a massacre of the Jews,
because they were ‘ favourable to the Jews’ religion.’ The
Jews in Alexandria occupied two of the five quarters into
which the city was divided: and the whole Jewish population of Egypt was rated by Philo at a million. Facts like
these speak volumes for the importance and influence of
the Jews.
I n one sense it is true that the Jewish religion seemed
already about to expire. To us, looking back from the
vantage ground of the Gospel, nothing is clearer than that
it contained within itself the seeds of its own destruction.
‘ The Law and the Prophets were until John, and now the
kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take
it by force.’ Before Christ-after Christ-this is the great
landmark that divides Judaism from Christianity, while
for a few years longer the devoted nation, already within
the coils of its own destiny, lingers about its ancient seat.
It was otherwise to its contemporaries. To them the Jewish
people were not declining, but growing. There seemed to
be no end to its wealth and influence. The least of all
peoples in itself, it was a nation within a nation in every city,
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I n the wreck of the heathen religions, Judaism alone
remained unchanged. Nor is there anything strange in its
retaining undiminished this power over the human mind,
when its own national glory had already departed. Its
objects of faith were not lessened, but magnified by distance.
It contained in itself that inward life which other religions
were seeking for, and for the want of which they expired.
It could not but communicate to others the belief in the
unity of God, which had sunk for ages into the heart of the
race;-to the educated Greek ‘one guess among many,’t o the Israelite a necessary truth. It formed a sort of
meeting-point of East and West, which in the movement
of either towards the other naturally exercised a singular
influence. Many elements of Greek cultivation had insensibly passed into the mind of the Jewish people, as of other
Asiatic nations, before the reaction of the Maccabean wars ;
cities with Greek names covered the land : even after that
time the rugged Hebrew feeling was confined within narrow
limits. The Gospel as it passed from the lips of our Lord
and the Twelve had not far to go in Palestine itself before
it came in contact with the Greek world. I n other countries
the diffusion of the Greek Version of the Old Testament is
a proof that a Hellenized Judaism was growing up everywhere. The Alexandrian philosophy offered a link with
heathen literature and mythology. Judaism was no longer
isolated but wandering far and wide. Clinging to its belief
in Jehovah and abating nothing of its national pride, it was
nevertheless capable of assuming to itself new phases without losing its essential character, of dropping its more
repulsive features and entering into and penetrating the
better heathen mind both of East and West.
The heads of many subjects of inquiry are summed up
in these reflections, which lead us round to the question
from which we started, ‘Whether to the Gentiles also the
gate of the New Testament was through the Old?’ And
they suggest the answer to the question, that ‘EO it was,’
P 2
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not because the minds of the first teachers were unable to
rise above the ‘rudiments of the Law,’ but because the soil
for Christianity among the Gentiles was itself prepared in
Judaism. It was the natural growth of the Gospel in the
world as it then was. The better life of the Jewish people
passed into the earliest Christian Church ; the meaning of
prophecy was lost to the Jew and found to the believer in
Christ. And the facts recorded in the Acts of the Apostles
represent the outward side of this inward tendency : it was
the Jewish proselyte who commonly became the Christian
convert. Such were Cornelius and the Ethiopian eunuch,
and the deputy Sergius Paulus, who ‘of his own accord
desired to hear the word of God.’ The teachers themselves
wore the habit of Jews, and they came appealing to the
authority of the Old Testament. That garb and form and
manner which we insensibly drop in thinking of the early
teachers of Christianity, could not have failed to impress its
Jewish character on their first hearers. It would be their
first conception of the Gospel, that it was a kind of Judaism
to which they were predisposed by the same kind of feelings
which led them towards Judaism itself.
Now if the history of Judaism in the Augustan age, no
less than the indications of the New Testament itself, leads
to the inference that the first disciples, even in Gentile cities,
were commonly Jewish converts, or, at any rate, such as
were acquainted with the Law and the Prophets, and were
disposed to receive with reverence Jewish teachers, the
difficulty in the Epistle to the Romans is solved, at the
same time that the fact of its solution is an additional confirmation of the view which has been just taken. The
Roman Church appeared to be at once Jewish and Gentile ;
Jewish in feeling, Gentile in origin. Jewish, because the
Apostle everywhere argues with them as Jews; Gentile,
because he expressly addresses them by name as such. I n
this double fact there is now seen to be nothing strange
or anomalous : it typifies the general condition of Christian
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Churches, whether Jewish or Gentile ; whether founded by
St. Paul, or by the Apostles of the circumcision. It was
not only in idea that the Old Testament prepared the way
for the New, by holding up the truth of the unity of God ;
but the spread of that truth among the Gentiles, and the
influence of the Jewish Scriptures, were themselves actual
preparatives for the Gospel.
To those who were Gentiles by birth, but had received
the Gospel originally from Jewish teachers, the subject of
the Epistle to the Romans would have a peculiar interest.
It expressed the truth on the verge of which they stood,
which seemed to be peculiarly required by their own
circumstances, which explained their position to themselves.
It purged the film from their eyes, which prevented them
from seeing the way of God perfectly. Hitherto they had
acquiesced in the position which public opinion among the
heathen assigned to them, that they were a Jelvish sect :
and they had implicitly followed the lives as well as the
lessons of their first instructors in Christ. But a nobler
truth was now to break upon them. God was not the God
of the Jews only, but of the Gentiles also. And this wider
range of vision involved a new principle, not the Law, but
faith, I f nations of every language and tongue were to be
included in the Gospel dispensation-barbarian, Scythian,
bond and free-the principle that was to unite them must
be superior to the differences that separated them. I n
other words, it could not be an institution or a Church, but
an inward principle, which might belong alike to all
mankind. This principle was faith, the view of which in
St. Paul’s mind is never separated from the redemption of
mankind at large.
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SUBJECT O F THE EPISTLE.

THEGentile origin and Jewish character of the Roman
Church are a sufficient explanation of the style and subject
of the Epistle to the Romans. The condemnation of the
Jew first, and afterwards of the Gentile-the justification
of the Jew first, and afterwards of the Gentile-the actual
fact of the rejection of the Jews, and the hope of their
restoration-are all of them topics appropriate to what we
may conceive to have been the feeling of the Roman converts,
in whom a Jewish education had not obliterated a Gentile
origin, and whom a Gentile origin did not deprive of the
hope of Jewish promises. The Apostle no longer appears
to be speaking to the winds of heaven, what, after being
borne to and fro upon the earth, might return to the profit
of the Church after many days, but what had an immediate
interest for it, and arose naturally out of its actual state.
Assuming the results of the preceding essay, we may
consider the structure of the Epistle, with the view of
tracing the relation of the parts to each other and to the
whole. What was primary, what secondary, in the Apostle’s
thoughts? Is the order of the composition the same as the
order of ideas? Do we proceed from without inwardsthat is, from the admission of the Gentiles to the justification of the individual believer ? or from within outwardsthat is, from the individual believer to the world at large ?
Is the episode of the restoration of the Jews subordinate
or principal-a correction of the first part of the Epistle,
or, as Baur supposes, the kernel of the whole? These are
subtle and delicate inquiries, respecting which it is not
possible to attain absolute certainty, and in the prosecution
of which we are always in danger of attributing to the
Apostle more of method and plan than he really had. Such
inquiries can only be made by a comparison of other writings
of the Apostle, and an accurate examination of the Epistle
itself.
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We may begin by asking, ‘Whether there is any subject
which the Epistle to the Romans ,has in common with the
other Epistles, which is specially identified with the life
and working of the Apostle?’ There is. While the
doctrine of righteousness by faith without the deeds of the
Law is but slightly referred to in the other Epistles of
St. Paul, and is but once mentioned in the Acts of the
Apostles, there is another truth, which is everywhere and
at all times insisted upon by him, and everywhere connected
with his name, which recurs in almost every one of his
Epistles, and is everywhere dwelt upon in the Acts as the
result of his Apostleship-the admission of the Gentiles.
H e speaks of himself, and is always spoken of, as the
Apostle of the Gentiles ; his conversion itself is bound up
with this labour of universal love ; in ‘the beginning of the
Gospel ’ he stands up for their rights, among ‘ the Apostles
that were before him ;’ all through his life he is proclaiming
in a more or less spiritual manner, ‘ God hath made of one
blood all nations of the earth.’ (Acts xvii. 2 6 . ) ‘ Is he the
God of the Jews only, is he not also of the Gentiles?’
(Rom. iii. 29.) All are one in Christ, in whom ‘neither
circumcision nor uncircumcision avail anything, but a new
creature’ (Gal. iii. 28 ; vi. 15) ; or, according to another
form of expression, ‘in whose circumcision the Gentiles also
are circumcised.’ (Col. ii. I I . ) Compare I Cor. xii. 13 :
Eph. i. I O ; iii. 3-6.
Such repeated reference to the same subject justifies our
regarding it a9. the leading thought of the Apostle’s mind,
the great truth which the power of God had inspired him
to teach. Yet, itself had a twofold aspect, for the differences of Jew and Gentile were done away with, not on the
ground of any abstract equality of the human race in the
sight of God, but as they became one in Christ. It is a union
with Christ which breaks through all other ties of race and
language, and knits men together into a new body which is
His Church. So while looking at the external world we
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seem almost at once to pass inward, and to blend the assertion of the general principle with the experience of the
individual soul. The cord of love which encircles all men
has its beginning too in the believer’s heart. ‘There is
neither barbarian nor Scythian, bond nor free,’ not on any
speculative grounds of morality, but because his own
spiritual instinct tells him that all these differences are done
away in Christ.
But with this outward aspect of Christianity is connected
also another thought, which follows it as the shadow does
the light, ‘the times of that ignorance which God winked
at,’ ‘the passing by of past sins’ (Rom. iii. 25), ‘which was
kept secret since the world began ’ (Rom. xvi. 2 5 ) , ‘which
in other ages was not made known ,
that the Gentile&
should be fellow-heirs, and of the same body’ (Eph. iii. 6 ) .
It was strange to look at the world around, and see the
Gentiles also pressing into the Kingdom of Heaven. But
it was not less, but perhaps even more strange, to think
of the Gentiles in past times who seemed to have so little
relation to the God who made them; in the world of
darkness and silence, on which the eye could rest, but
which it could not pierce. Nor was the same thought
inapplicable to those who were under the Law. They
too, though with many ‘advantages,’ were still subject
to ordinances, shut up in prison until the time appointed.
The prior states of Jew and Gentile were not wholly
dissimilar: the Law was the glass which might be held
up to both to convict them of sin ; in which, world within
world, mirror within mirror, the Jew was first seen, afterwards the Gentile. Jew and Gentile, the times before and
the times after, are the outlines or divisions of the book in
the volume of which are contained the purposes of God.
Such is the external aspect of the Apostle’s teaching so
far as it can be separated from the inward life, which
penetrates the individual and the Church alike. But there
is a world within M well as a world without, nor can we
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view one except through the medium of the other. The
knowledge which the Apostle himself has of the works of
God, is transferred to the heathen ; the consciousness which
he feels of his own union with Christ is the living proof
of the acceptance of all mankind ; the remembrance of his
struggle under the Law, is the image of the state of those
under the Law. Though the thought comes upon him
daily of his mission to the Gentiles everywhere, he does
not look upon them as they appear in the pages of ancient
authors, or on their modes of worship, as they present
themselves to the student of mythology. He is not writing
a philosophy of history, but a religion of history. He does
not, in modern phraseology, put himself in the position of
the heathen, or even of the Jew, but retains his own. Nor
must we, in our interpretation of the Epistle, endeavour to
force his words, from this simple and natural point of view,
into one more in accordance with our tastes and feelings.
An illustration from heathen philosophy may serve to
indicate the peculiar nature of this transition from the
individual mind to the world at large. All modern commentators on Plato admit that in the Republic the individual
and the state pass into one another. The virtues, duties,
distinctions of one are also those of the other; the consideration of the one seems to lead the philosopher on to
the deeper and more enlarged consideration of the other.
Not altogether unlike this is the manner in which the
individual conscience in the Epistles of St. Paul is the
reflection not only of itself, but of the world at large;
and in which the thought of the world at large, and the
Church, of which he is a member, re-acts upon the inmost
feelings of the believer. The kingdom of God is not yet
separated into outward and visible, and inward and spiritual ;
nor election into that of nations and individuals.
As the Apostle looks upon the face of the world, he sees
all men, by the light of revelation in himself, returning,
through Christ, into union with the God who made them.
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There is no distinction of Jew or Gentile, circumcision or
uncircumcision. Soon he passes over into another point
of view, ‘setting the world in their hearts.’ Two dispensations are in the bosom of every man who comes to
the knowledge of the truth; these are symbolized by two
words, the Law and Faith. The one is slavery, the other
freedom ; the one death, the other life ; the one strife, the
other peace; the one alienation from God, the other reconciliation with Him. Not at once does the one dispensation
take the place of the other. There is a period of natural
life first; the Law enters and plants the seeds of mortal
disease. Will and knowledge, the common sources of
human action, begin to decompose, the will to evil struggling
with the knowledge of good. The creature is made powerless to act by his consciousness of sin; the Law only
terrifies-he dies at the very sight of it ; it is a dry ‘ eye
turning every way upon his miseiy. The soul, hanging
between good and evil, is in a state of paralysis, doing
what it would not, and hating itself for what it does,
But, again, the soul is persuaded by many arguments that
‘ the Law is dead ;’ it throws away the ‘ worser ’ half, and
clings to its risen Lord. Faith is the hand by which it
is united to Him-the instrument whereby it is accepted,
renewed, sanctified-the sense through which it looks up
to God, revealing Himself in man, and around on creation.
These two, the Law and Faith, are so inseparable, that
they seem each to derive their meaning from the other.
Faith is not the Law ; the Law is not Faith. Whatever is
not Faith is the Law ; whatever is not tahe Law is Faith.
The Law, no less than Faith, is an inward feeling-a tablet
of stone, yet written also on fleshly tables of the heart, Yet
the Apostle’s manner of speaking of both is such as, at first
sight, prevents our perception of this. Through a great
portion of the Epistle he drops their subjective character,
and represents them to us as powers, almcst as persons-the
symbols of the past and present-of the followers of Moses
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and Christ, arrayed against each other in the battlefield of
the world and the human heart ; blended in the example
of Abraham ; typified in the first and second Adam ; the
figures of two kinds of death, in sin and to sin.
I n the course of the Epistle we pass more and more inward
to the dividing asunder of the flesh and spirit, until darkness
takes the place of light, and death of life. More than once
the shadow of peace rests upon us in passing, but we must
first enter into the depths of human nature, and take part
in the struggle, ere we can attain finally to that rest which
is in Christ Jesus. At length the body of death slips from
us : the law of the spirit of life prevails over the law of sin.
And yet the fleshly body, though dead to sin, still cleaves
to us : it has ceased to strive against the spirit, but is not
yet adopted into the fellowship of Christ. But, though
groaning within ourselves, we have the inward witness of
the Spirit ; we know that all things are working together
for good : we ask in triumph, ‘ If God be for us, who can be
against us ?’
Thus far we have proceeded from without inwards-that
is to say, from the relation of the Gospel to Jew and
Gentile, and its place in the history of the world, to its
influence on the heart and conscience. At this point the
former aspect of the Epistle reappears. The question of
salvation is no longer personal, but national. All mankind
have been included under sin ; all mankind, even as Abraham,
are righteous by faith: ‘As in Adam all die, even so in
Christ’ shall all be made alive.’ Thence the Apostle
digressed to guard against practical inferences ; to describe
the inward need of pardon as before the outward. But
still there was one exception to the offer of universal
salvation. All the world was included ; but the favoured
nation seemed by its own act to exclude itself from the
gracious circle. As a nation the Jews had rejected the
Gospel; and to them the Apostle returns, first, to justify
their rejection, secondly, to prophesy their restoration.
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The remainder of the Epistle is a practical exhortation to
Christian graces and moral virtues ; commencing with a
general invitation to a holy life, or, as the Apostle expresses
it in language borrowed from the Law, to present the body
a living sacrifice. The ground of this invitation is the
mercy of God, as set forth in the scheme of Providence :‘ So then God concluded all under sin that he might have
mercy upon all ;’ ‘ I beseech you, therefore.’ Thence the
Apostle passes onwards, as towards the conclusion of several
Epistles, to a series of practical precepts, some of which
have a peculiar reference to the state and circumstances of
the early Church. Here the connexion with the main
subject of the Epistle appears to drop, and the very want of
connexion leads us to remark that the separate duties are
not regarded by the Apostle as absorbed in the single truth
of righteousness by faith, but are stated by him independently of it. Throughout the twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth chapters there is scarcely the least reference
to the preceding portions of the Epistle. Thence the
Apostle digresses still further to a personal narrative, in
which, as towards the conclusion of the Epistle to the
Galatians, in a few pregnant verses, the main subject of the
Epistle is again introduced ; whence he returns once more
to himself and his intended visit, and his mission to
Jerusalem, and concludes with salutations of the brethren,

TIME AND PLACE.
THEtime and place of writing the Epistle to the Romans
w e distinctly marked in the fifteenth chapter. The Apostle
is on his way to Jerusalem, ‘ministering to the saints,’
xv. 2 5 , in accordance with his half-expressed intention in
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I Cor. xvi. 4.
He is carrying up the contributions of
Macedonia and Achaia, for the poor at Jerusalem, ver. 2 6 .
Having completed his labours in Asia Minor and Greece,
xv. 2 3 (compare 2 Cor. x. 13), when his mission to Jerusalem is accomplished, ver. 2 8 , he hopes to visit the Roman
converts on his way to Spain, ver. 2 2 ; a purpose which
he has often entertained, xv. 2 2 , but never fulfilled, i. 12.
(Compare Acts xix. 2 1 . ) The mention of Cenchrea, the
port of Corinth, in xvi. I , agrees with the other circumstances, in indicating his second visit to Corinth as the time
and place of writing the Epistle. I n reference to these
allusions it may be remarked :-(I) That the Apostle,
though on his way to Rome, has no intention of making
Rome the resting-place from his labours. He is the
Apostle of the whole world, hastening onward, ere his sun
sets, ‘ to the extreme west ’ of Clement. His preference of
Spain above other countries might be suggested by the
circumstance that the Gospel had not yet spread there, and
that he went to plant it. Or, more probably, considering
the definite manner in which he speaks of his intention, he
was led to choose Spain rather than Africa or Italy, from
some acquaintance with, or invitation from, Jews or
Christians already settled there. As there is no reason
to suppose that the journey was ever accomplished, it is
useless to speculate further on the motive of it. ( 2 ) It is
observable also that he wrote the Epistle to the Romans
from Corinth, or its neighbourhood, and therefore after the
second Epistle to the Corinthians, which already indicates
that a reaction had taken place in the Corinthian Church in
favour of the Apostle; a change of feeling which might
probably be confirmed by the Apostle’s visit. Supposing
this to have been the case, the Apostle, though in the midst
of that city of factions, ww writing the Epistle to the
Romans at a time when their violence was abated. This
agrees with the conciliatory tone of the Epistle, as pointed
out in the two preceding essays, which also harmonizes
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with the immediate occasion of his journey to Jerusalem.
For (3) at the very time of writing, the Gentile Apostle
was engaged in carrying up alms to the Jewish Church at
Jerusalem, much after the manner that other Jewish pilgrims brought gifts from distant parts of the Empire for
the service of the Temple. He waa fearful of the violence
of his countrymen in Judea, and not without apprehension
of the feeling with which the Church might regard him,
xv. 31. Yet ‘his heart’s desire towards Israel’ was not
dead within him, notwithstanding his fears and sufferings.
He had been for a long time previously gathering the alms
in Asia, I Cor. xvi. I ? as well as in Greece, according to an
agreement which he had entered into with the Apostles at
Jerusalem on a previous visit, Gal. ii. IO. Speaking after
the manner of men, may we not say that no one could be
long employed in such mission of charity, without feeling
his soul melt towards those who were its objects? What
had never been personal hostility to the Church at Jerusalem, must soon have given way, in a mind so sensitive as
St. Paul’s, to the liveliest sympathy with them. I n his own
words to the Corinthians it might be said :--‘His heart is
enlarged towards them ; they are not straitened in him, but
in themselves. ’ Nor could this insensible change have
occurred, without drawing his thoughts t o their place in
the scheme of Providence. The feelings of his own mind
would inevitably cast a distant light and shade on the
Jewish and Gentile world.
The Epistle to the Romans is naturally compared with
the Epistle to the Galatians ; the subjects are the same, or
nearly so, the illustrations often similar, and minute resemblances of language surprisingly numerous. Yet the
Epistle to the Galatians would Lave been in great measure
unintelligible to us, but for the larger growth and fuller
development of the same truths in the Epistle to the
Romans. The first mentioned Epistle is personal and
occasional; it has much of passion and sadness; it bears
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the impress everywhere of the struggle which agitated the
Galatian converts, and could only have been written to
a Church mhich was known by face to the Apostle. On
the other band, the Epistle to the Romans, except in one
or two passages, has a tone of calmness and deliberation:
it is spiritual and ideal ; the distance at which the Apostle
places himself from the strifes of the Church, enabling him
to take a more extended survey of the purposes of God.
The difference between the two Epistles is further analogous
to the difference between proselytes of the gate, and the
so-called proselytes of righteousness. The question in
the one case is ‘circumcision,’ the outward symbol of the
Jewish law, which affected the minds of the converts much,
we may suppose, as that of caste would occupy the minds
of the Hindoos at the present day, or as some ritual or legal
question might prevail over the better religious feeling
among ourselves. The other Epistle never touches on the
subject of circumcision, as an obligation to be enforced, or
not enforced ; but only as the seal of God’s mercy to all mankind, in the instance of the Father of the faithful, Rom. iv.
The mind of the writer is absorbed in the contemplation of
the world as divided into Jew and Gentile, past and present,
the Law and Faith. The beginnings of this contemplation
are discernible in the Epistle to the Galatians ; but more as
a feeling or spiritual instinct, less as a system or scheme of
Providence, ‘I n Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth
anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature.’ But
there is a height not yet attained to, at which every obstacle
disappears, and the ways of God are justified finally, the
circumcision accepted through faith, and the uncircumcision ;
the circumcision again returning to God in Christ, and the
length and breadth of Divine love made manifest. This is
only reached in the Epistle to the Romans.
No certain inference respecting the length of time by
which the Epistle to the Romans is separated from the
Epistle to the Galatians can be drawn from these con-
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siderations. I t is of more importance to remark, that in
reading the Epistle to the Romans, we have already advanced
in the series of Epistles a step onward towards the Epistles
of the Imprisonment.

CHAPTER 11.

THEsecond chapter of the Romans has often been regarded
as containing the exclusive condemnation of the Jew for
hypocrisy, as the first chapter coiitains the condemnation
of the Gentile for sins below nature. This statement, however, is not quite exact. That the Apostle intended to include
both Jew and Gentile under sin, may be inferred from
chap. iii. 9 ; the two heads of the proof do not, however,
precisely correspond to the divisions of the chapters, The
course of his thought may be traced as follows:-He has
been speaking of the inhuman and unnatural vices of the
Gentiles, and now passes on to another class of sins-hypocrisy and deceit-in which he loses sight of the Gentiles,
and addresses man in the abstract. Assuming that all mankind are guilty before God, the judgement of others is a
condemnation of self. But whence is this assumption ? Not
strictly deducible from the preceding chapter, in which the
Apostle has been speaking only, or chiefly, of the Gentiles,
yet in spirit agreeing with it ; for the judgement of others is
a higher degree of that knowledge of God which ' hinders
the truth in unrighteousness.' Still there is a link wanting.
We must allow the Apostle to make a silent transition from
the Gentile to mankind in general, just as in chap. iii. 19
he has included the Gentile under the condemnation of the
Jew, Full of the general idea of the universal sinfulness of
man, he follows his own thought without looking back at
the oonnexion. There would have been no difficulty had
he spoken first of the sinfulness of the Gentile and then of
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the sinfulness of the Jew; and, thirdly, of the additional
guilt incurred by either in hypocrisy and judgement of others.
But the sinfulness of the Jew being greatly increased by
or mainly consisting in this last, he has sunk the mention
of other sins, leaving them to be inferred or suggested
from the general description that preceded.
With the first verse of the second chapter the style changes ;
the contemplation of the heathen world is ended, and the
Apostle proceeds to reason with an imaginary opponent,
whom he draws within the circle of human evil and will
not allow him to escape, under the pretence of judging
others, which does but aggravate his guilt. Such a one is
trying to deceive God, but only deceives himself. Gradually
we approach the Jew. I n the third verse there is a glimpse
of the notion that God would judge the heathen but spare
the sons of Abraham ; in the fourth and fifth verses is presented to us a picture, like those in the Old Testament, of
the rebellious spirit of the Jew, and the long-suffering of
God towards him ; in the tenth and eleventh verses occurs
a declaration of God’s equal justice to all; in the twelfth
and thirteenth the spirit of the law is opposed to the letter,
and the believing Gentile to the unbelieving Jew ; until at
last, in ver. 17, the Apostle turns to make the direct attack
on the Jew, for which, in the previous verses, he has been
indirectly preparing: ‘But if thou art called a Jew, and
rested in the law and gloriest in God.’
Throughout thL paragraph, as elsewhere, the connexion
is in a great measure formed by the repetition of words in
the successive verses and clauses. Thus Tpduuovrar and
Kp&a connect verses I and 2 ; roLs r h ToiaGra Tpduuovras
is taken up from ver. z in ver. 3 ; in the latter part of ver. 4
7 8 ~ p r p r h v TOG 6koG is a repetition of TOG ~hov’rovrjjs
XpqurdrqTos in the former part of the verse ; 8s ~ T O ~ ~ U
K.T.A., in ver. 6 is an expansion of the word GwaioKpdas
in ver. 5 ; G@a 8; Kai r ~ p jin
, the tenth verse, is a resumption
of the same words in the seventh.
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CHAPTER 111.

THEforce of the Apostle’s argument in the first verses of
the following chapter, may be illustrated by a parallel
which comes home to ourselves. We may suppose a person
enlarging, in a sermon or in conversation, on the comparative state of the heathen and Christian world, dwelling first
of all on the enormities and unnatural vices of India or
China, and then on the formalism and hypocrisy and conventionality of Christians throughout the world, until at
last he concludes by saying that many heathen are better
than most Christians, and that at the last day the heathen
may judge us ; and that as God is no respecter of persons,
it matters little whether we are called Christians or not, if
we follow Christ. Christian or heathen, ‘ he can’t be wrong,’
it might be said, ‘whose life is in the right.’ Then would
arise the question, What profit was there in being a Christian
if, BB with the Jews of old, many should come from the East
and the West, and sit down with Christ and His Apostles in
the kingdom of heaven, while those bearing the name of
Christians were cast out ? To which there would be many
answers ; first, that of St. Paul respecting the Jews, ‘ because
that unto us are committed the oracles of God ;’ and above
all, that we have a new truth and a new power imparted to
us. Still difficulties would occur as we passed beyond the
limits of the Christian world. Passages of Scripture would
be quoted, which seemed to place the heathen also within
the circle of God’s mercies ; and again, other passages which
seemed to exclude them. It might be doubted whether in
any proper sense there was a Christian world ; so little did
there seem to be anything resembling the first company of
believers ; so faint was the bond of communion which the
name of Christian made amongst men ; so slender the line
of demarcation which mere Christianity afforded, compared
with civilization and other influences. Suppose, now,
a person, struggling with these and similar difficulties, to
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carry the question a stage further back, and to urge that
Christianity, failing of its end, this is of itself an impeachment of the truth and goodness of God. For if there were
any who did not accept the Gospel, then it could not be said
that an Omnipotent Being who had the power, and an
Omniscient Being who knew the way, had also the will
that all mankind should be saved. Why should the
Unchangeable punish men for sins that could not affect
Himself? Why should He execute a vengeance which H e
was incapable of feeling? And so he would lead us on to
the origin of evil and the eternal decrees, and the everlasting
penalty. Speaking as a philosopher, he might say, that we
must change our notion of a Divine Being, in the face of
such facts. Those who were arguing with him, might be
unable or unwilling to discuss speculative difficulties, and
might prefer to rest their belief on two simple foundations :
first, the truth and justice and holiness of God j and, secondly,
the moral consequences of the doctrine of their opponents.
It makes no difference whether we suppose the argument
carried on between disputants, or whether we suppose
a religious sceptic arguing with himself on the opposite aspects
of those great questions, which in every age, from that of
Job and Ecclesiastes, have been more or less clearly seen in
various forms, Jewish as well as Christian, as problems of
natural or of revealed religion, common alike to the Greeks
and to ourselves, and which have revived again and again
in the course of human thought.
The train of reflection which has been thus briefly sketched,
is not unlike that with which St. Paul opens the third
chapter. The Jew and the Gentile have been reduced to
a level by the requirements of the moral law. The circumcision of the heart and the uncircumcision of the letter take
the place of the circumcision of the letter and uncircumcision
of the heart. Such a revolution naturally leads the Jew to
ask what his own position is in the dispensations of Providence. What profit is there in being sons of Abraham, if
92
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of these stones God was raising up children unto Abraham ?
To which the Apostle replies, first, that they had the Scrip
tures. But it might be said, ‘ they believed not.’ Such an
objection is suggested by the Apostle himself, who draws it
out of the secret soul of the Jew, that he may answer it
more fully. ‘ Shall their unbelief make the promise of God
of none effect.’ Such promises are ‘yea and amen;’ but
they are also conditional, God forbid that they should be
called in question, because man breaks their conditions.
Imagine all men faithless, yet does God remain true.
Still the objector or the objection returns, in the fifth
verse, from another point of view, which is suggested by
the quotation which immediately precedes, ‘that thou mayest
be justified in thy sayings, and mayest overcome when thou
art judged.’ In any case then God is justified ; why doth
H e yet punish? If we do no harm to Him, why does He
do harm to us? W e are speaking as one man does of
another; but is not God unjust? To which the Apostle
replies (according to different explanations of rdu K ~ U ~ O U ) ,
either, ‘shall not the Judge of all the earth do rightly?’ or,
how can you, who are a Jew, suppose that the God whose
attribute it is ‘ to judge among the heathen ’ is one who may
be called unjust? I n this question is contained the answer
to those who say, ‘My unrighteousness commends the
righteousness of God, and therefore God has no right to
take vengeance on me.’ Still the objection is repeated in
a slightly altered form, not now, ‘If my unrighteousness
commends the righteousness of God ; but, ‘ If my falsehood
abounds to the glory of His truth, why am I still judged
as a sinner ? ’ To which St. Paul replies, not by dwelling
further on the truth or justice of God, but by ironically
stating the consequence of the doctrine, ‘ Let us do evil that
good may come, let us sin to the glory of God, let us lie to
prove his truth ;’ and, then dropping the strain of irony,
he adds seriously in his natural style, ‘whose damnation
is just.’
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The chief difference between this argument and the one
which, for the sake of illustration, is prefixed to it, is that
the great questions which are suggested in the first, are here
narrowed to the Jewish point of view. The objector does
not find any general difficulty in justifying the ways of God
to man, but in harmonizing the rejection of the Jews with
the privileges of the chosen race. What seemed to him
injustice, was justice to all mankind. He is animated by
a sort of moral indignation at being reduced to the same
level as the rest of the world.

CHAPTER IV.
AT the end of the second chapter the Apostle had almost
declared that Jew and Gentile were both alike ; of this he
stopped short and spoke in a figure of the spiritual Israelite,
I n the same way in the fourth chapter, he answers the
question which he himself raises, by putting the spiritual
in the place of the fleshly Abraham. ‘What shall we say
that Abraham found, our progenitor according to the flesh ?
or what shall we say, that Abraham our progenitor found
according to the flesh ? ’ The intended answer according to
either way of reading the question is ‘ nothing ; ’ for what
he found was not an advantage of that kind for which the
Israelite hoped ; it was an advantage not according to the
flesh, but according to the spirit. But St. Paul avoids the
harshness of this inference by a digression in which he
points out that the blessedness of Abraham was not of
works, but of faith. I n this digression he takes up a thread
of the argument at the conclusion of the last chapter in
which glorying is excluded. ‘ If Abraham were justified
by works, he would have whereof to glory :’ this, however,
is impossible, and expressly contradicted by the words of
Scripture, which says, < A b r a h mbelieved God, and it was
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counted to him for righteousness.’ This is the indirect
answer to the question, ‘ What shall we say that Abraham
found, our progenitor according to the flesh ? ’
Subordinate to this assertion of the general principle in
the person of Abraham, is the minor question respecting
the time of which the words were spoken ‘not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision,’ in which little fact the Apostle
read their universal import. Circumcision came afterwards ;
it had nothing to do with the faith or with the promise that
had preceded ; it only conveyed through Abraham the privileges of which it was the seal to the faithful everywhere.
(Compare Gal. iii. 17.) The sign of circumcision was but
the accident of that higher relation in which the Patriarch
stood already to God and man. As in the last chapter the
words, ‘ a man is justified by faith without the deeds of the
law ’ (verse 28), were quickly followed by the declaration
(verse 2 9 ) , that ‘God was the God of the Gentiles also;’
so here the statement that Abraham ‘believed God, and it
was counted to him for righteousness,’ leads the Apostle
instantly to think of him as the ‘heir of the world,’ a title
with which the pride of the Israelite delighted to invest him.
Is he the father of the Jews only, is he not also of the #entiles? Yes ; both aspects of the Gospel are seen in him.
And the narrative of the birth of Isaac-the calling of the
living out of the dead-is repeated by the Apostle with
a kind of triumph as a lesson of new and universal interest.

CHAPTER V.

EVERY
pause in the Epistle may be made the occasion for
taking a glance backward, and surveying the whole. I n the
construction of the work we observe that the same threads
again and again reappear, tangling the web of discourse, and
8re never finished and worked off. Thus the commence-
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nient of the fifth chapter is but the anticipation of the
eighth :Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ.
There is therefore now no condemnation to them which
are in Christ Jesus.
Compare again the following :(I) ch. iii. I. What advantage then hath the J e w ?
9. What then are we better than they?
2 7 . Where then is boasting ?
iv. I. What shall we say then that Abraham hath
found, our progenitor according to the flesh ?
(2> oh. vi. I. What shall we say then? are we to continue
in sin that grace may abound ?
15. What then? shall we sin, because we are not
under the law, but under grace ?
vii. 7. What shall we say then ? is the law sin ?
(3) Also the first verse of ch. ix, x, xi.
ix. I. I say the truth in Christ, that I have great
sorrow for Israel.
x. I . Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to God
for Israel is, that they might be saved.
xi. I. I say then, hath God cast aside his people 3
where the Apostle thrice returns to the same point in
his argument, and begins again with the same theme.
Similarities of form and repetitions of thought may also
be noted in successive verses.
Compare :y. 8-10 : ' But Cod commended his love to us in that, while
we were yet sinners, Christ died for the ungodly.
Much more then, being now justified by his
blood, we shall be saved from wrath through
him. For if, when we were enemies, we were
reconciled to God by the death of his Son;
much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved
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by his life.’ These words are followed by the
favourite ‘not only so,’which has already occurred
at the beginning of verse 3.
Compare also verses 15, 17, 18, 19, and i. 24, 2 6 , 28 ;
vii. 15, 19 ; 17, 2 2 ; as instances of a structure in which
the same ideas are repeated rather than developed, and in
some of which the form of the first sentence prescribes the
form of the second.
Many slight inaccuracies appear on the surface when we
look at the Epistle to the Romans through a microscope,
It will be often found that the successive clauses are not
logically connected, or that qualifications are introduced
which are not duly subordinated to the principal thought ;
or the latter end of a sentence may seem to forget the
beginning of it, or for an instant the Apostle may hesitate
between two alternatives. But flaws of this kind disappear
when we remove to a little distance ; the irregularity of the
details is lost in the general effect. It might be said of the
Apostle in his own language, that he is not speaking with
‘the persuasive words of man’s wisdom, but with demonstration of the spirit and with power.’ It does not impair
the force of what he says that he repeats a word, or that he
uses a particle where it is not needed, or that he has so
framed a particular clause that its bearing on the next
clause is doubtful. It does not interfere with the unity of
his writings that they have not the symmetrical character
of a modern composition. We often speak of his style;
according to modern notions he can hardly be said to have
a style. He uses the rhetorical forms of his age because
he cannot help doing so: they are his only way of ex.
pressing himself. H e is not free to mould language with
the hand of a master. Yet, in general, his meaning is
perfectly clear. If, following Locke’s rule, we read the
Epistle through at a single sitting, the broken thoughts
come together, and a new kind of unity begins to arise;
the unity not of a whole with many parts aptly disposed,
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but of a single idea, appearing and reappearing everywhere.
The stream is one, though parting into two branches-the
universality of salvation, and the doctrine of righteousness
by faith. To the end of the eleventh chapter there is
nothing irrelevant, nothing that does not bear on one or
other of these two aspects of the great truth. Imagine the
writer full of these two thoughts, yet incapable of mastering
the language in which he wrote, encumbered with formulas
and modes of speech; eager to declare the whole counsel
of God, yet conscious of the way in which men might wrest
it to their own destruction; seeking ‘to entwine the now
with the old, and to make the old ever new;’ and you would
expect a composition similar in texture to the Epistle to the
Romans.
The Epistle is full of repetitions, yet the repetitions carry
us onward. The revelation of righteousness by faith is first
made in the seventeenth verse of the first chapter. Then,
after the necessity for it has been shown from the selfcondemnation of the world, it is repeated at the twenty-first
verse of the third chapter. Here it might seem as if the
Apostle’s tmk was over. But another link has yet to be
wrought into the chain. Is it the Apostle only who is
saying these things? Saith not the law the same also? Yes ;
the doctrine of justification and forgiveness is contained
in the book of the law. Abraham as well as ourselves was
justified by faith, and not by works. Then the Apostle
states his doctrine once more in the form of a conclusion
to an argument, and proceeds to display it as embodied
in the type and antitype, the first and second Adam. Still
he has to guard against inferences that might be deduced
from it, such aa the antinomianism at which he had before
hinted, ‘ Let us continue in sin that grace may abound, let
us do evil that good may come,’ Then he returns to the
same note which he had struck before, the confirmation
of his doctrine from the book of the law. Lastly, he fights
the battle over again ; not now in the world at large, but
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in the narrower sphere of the individual soul ; he describes
the last state of paralysis and death, until at length the
agony is at its height and the victory is won ; and, having
now turned to view the scheme of redemption in every
aspect -in reference to the former state of the world, divided
between Jew and Gentile, in reference to the patriarchs, in
reference to human nature itself, in reference to possible
consequences as well as the inward experience of the soul,he repeats the conclusion which in chap. v had been already
anticipated, chanting, as it were, the hymn of peace after
victory, ‘ There is, therefore, now no condemnation to them
which are in Christ Jesus,’

CHAPTER VI.

THERE
are some errors in religion which are ever attendant
on the truths connected with them. Not only have men
blessed with the grace of God greater powers and responsibilities than others, but they have also dangers, if not
greater, yet peculiar to them, and seeming from the very
constitution of the human mind itself to be inseparable from
their religious state. There are faults, delusions, prejudices,
tendencies to evil, to which they are liable, and which
religion itself seems to foster in the weakness of human
nature. One of these tendencies is antinomianism, or the
tendency to rest in feeling, without knowledge of action.
I t is a corruption not peculiar to Christianity, but common
to all religions which have had anything of spiritual life or
power ; in the case of individuals often exercising a subtle
influence among those who disavow it in words. It already
existed among the Jews in the time of St. Paul, as we may
gather from the Epistle of St. James, and are informed by
Philo, De Higr. Abrah. (Mangey, i. 450).
Against thi8 corruption the Apostle sets himself in the
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present chapter. There was nothing more natural if grace
abounded, than that men should continue in sin, that it
might yet more abound. Experience sadly proves that
there is a faith without w-orks, hope of forgiveness without
repentance, final assurance without moral goodness. There
are religious states in which the eye of the soul seems to lose
its clear insight into right and truth, and even obscures with
the consolations of the Gospel its sterner sense of the holiness of God. I n the hour of death especially, nature herself
seems to assist in the delusion. I n tthe first ages, as in all
other times of religious excitement, such a delusion was
more than ordinarily likely to prevail. It was a charge
made against the Apostle himself that he said : Let us do
evil that good may come.’
At this point, therefore, in his great argument, when the
abundance of Divine grace has been already developed, the
Apostle pauses to guard against the dangerous inference.
His manner of doing so is characteristic of his view of the
doctrine itself. H e does not seek to test the Christian state
by external acts, but to exalt our inward notion of it. He
does not say, a true faith is that which brings forth good
works, or that which is know-n like a tree by its fruits, To
him, the very idea of Christian life is death to sin, and death
with Christ. I n the previous chapter no language seemed
too strong to express the fullness and freedom of the grace of
God, That might tempt us to continue in sin. But no, we
are dead to sin. The state of grace itself is a state of union
with Christ, in which we follow Him through the various
stages of His life. When we think of it as death, sin dies
within us ; when we think of it as life, we are risen with
Him.
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CHAPTER VII.
ACCORDING
to the similitude which the Apostle here uses,
the relation of the Jew to the law is likened to the case of
a wife who has lost her husband. As a widow the law,
of course, said that she might marry again; her husband
had no claim on her. Even so the law itself was dead, and
the Jew was free to marry again to Christ, who was not
dead, but risen from the dead.
There is, however, a difficulty in the application of the
similitude in verses 4, 5, 6. This arises from the believer
being regarded in two points of view. I n the figure he
is compared to the wife, while in the application he seems
to change places, and become identified with the husband,
who, in a certain sense, as well as the wife, is freed from
the law : for ‘he that is dead, has been freed from sin.’
For this change there seem to be two reasons:-First, I n
working out the figure, the resemblance of the Christian
to the husband as well as to the wife, strikes the Apostle ;
for as the husband is dead, so also is the Christian dead to
the law. Secondly, The change may be regarded as a sort
of euphemism to Jewish ears. The Apostle avoids the
harshness of saying that ‘ the law is dead,’ by substituting
‘ye are dead to the law.’
I n the previous chapter the believer had been described
as dead unto sin, but alive unto righteousness.
Sin,’ said
the Apostle, ‘shall have no more dominion over you; for
ye are not under the law, but under grace.’ This thought
he carries out further in the present passage, illustrating
it by the particular case of the woman and the husband,
which, in the language of the Epistle to the Galatians,
shows, in a figure, ‘ that the law is dead to us, and we to
the law.’ The only difference is that in the last chapter
what the Apostle was speaking of was a ‘ death unto sin ;’
here rather of what in his view is so closely connected as to
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be almost identical with it, ‘a death unto the law.’ It is the
close connexion between them that leads him to guard, in
verse 7, against the possible inference that ‘the law is sin.’
Nothing but the exigencies of controversy would have induced Augustine, against his better mind and the authority
of the earlier Fathers, to refer this passage to the condition
of the regenerate man. He was led to this interpretation,
8s others have been, by the equal, if not greater, difficulty
of referring the description of the Apostle to the unregenerate.
The latter interpretation is plainly repugnant to the spirit
of the passage ; for whom shall we conceive the Apostle to
be describing? or, rather, which is the same thing, whom
do we ourselves mean by the term unregenerate ? Is it the
Jew, or the heathen, or the hypocrite, or the sensualist?
To none of these characters will such a description refer.
They know of no struggle between the things they would
and would not ; they live in no twilight between good and
evil; their state is a lower and less conscious one. Who
would speak of the unregenerate heart of Caesar or of
Achilles? Language itself teaches us the impropriety of
such expressions. And the reason of the impropriety is,
that we feel with the Apostle, though our point of view
may be somewhat different, that the guilt of sin is inseparable from the knowledge of sin. Those who never
heard the name of Christ, who never admit the thought
of Christ, cannot be brought within the circle of Christian
feelings and associations.
There have been few more frequent sources of difficulty
in theology, than the common fallacy of summing up inquiries under two alternatives, neither of which corresponds
to the true nature of the case. W e may admit the logical
proposition that all things are animal or not animal, vege.
table or not vegetable, mineral or not mineral. But we
cannot say that all men are civilized or uncivilized, Christian
or unchristian, regenerate or unregenerate. 8uch a mode
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of division is essentially erroneous. I t exercises a false
influence on the mind, by tending to confuse fixed states
and transitions, differences in degree with differences in
kind, All things may be passing out of one class into
another, and may therefore belong to both or neither. The
very attempt to classify or divide them may itself be the
source of an illusion.
Obvious as such a fallacy is, it is only by the light of
experience that theology can be freed from it. From ‘the
oppositions of knowledge falsely so called,’ we turn to the
human heart itself. Reading this passage by what we
know of ourselves and other men, we no longer ask the
question:-‘Whether the Apostle is speaking of the regenerate or unregenerate man ?’ That is an ‘ after-thought,’
which has nothing to correspond to it in the world, and
nothing to justify it in the language of the Apostle. Mankind are not divided into regenerate and unregenerate, but
are in a state of transition from one to the other, or too
dead and unconscious to be included in either. What we
want to know is the meaning of the Apostle, not in the
terms of a theological problem, but in the simpler manner
in which it presented itself to his own mind.
He is speaking of a conflict in the soul of man, the course
of which, notwithstanding its sudden and fitful character,
is nevertheless marked by a certain progress. It commences
in childish and unconscious ignorance { ‘ I was alive without
the law once ’), which is succeeded by the deep consciousness
of sin, which the law awakens, and so hovering between
death and life, passes on to the h t agony and final d e
liverance. The stages of this contest are not exactly defined.
In the earliest of them is an element of reason and of good ;
in the latest, we seem only to arrive at a more intense
conviction of human misery. The progress i R not a progress
from works to faith, or from the law to grace, but a growing
separation and division, in which the soul is cut in twointo the better and the worse mind, the inner and the outer
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man, the flesh and the Spirit. The law is the dividing
principle, ‘ sharper than any two-edged sword,’ which will
not allow them to unite. On the one side remains the flesh,
as it were, a decomposing body of death ; on the other, the
mind and spcit flutter in lawless aspirations after good
which they have no means or instruments to attain. The
extremity of the conflict is the moment of deliverance;
when completely in the power of sin, we are already at the
gate of heaven.
The use of the first person is not merely rhetorical. It
seems as though the Apostle were speaking partly from
recollections of his former state, partly from the emotions
of sin, which he still perceived in his members, now indeed
pacified and kept under control, yet sufficiently sensible to
give a liveliness to the remembrance, and make him feel his
dependence on Christ. So much of the struggle continued
in him as he himself describes in such passages as 2 Cor. i.
9, IO, or xii. 7. He who says, ‘without were fightings,
within fears’ ( z Cor. v. 7), who had ‘the sentence of death
in himself,’ and ‘a messenger of Satan to buffet him,’ could
not have lived always in an unbroken calm of mind, any
more than we can imagine him to have been constantly
repeating, ‘ 0 wretched man that I am !’ Further, we may
remark, that the combat, as it deepens, becomes more idealthat is, removes further away from the actual consciousness
of mankind; the Apostle is describing tendencies in the
heart of man which go beyond the experience of individuals.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE struggle has passed away, and‘the conqueror and
the conquered are side by side. The two laws mentioned
in the last chapter have changed places, the one becoming
mighty from being powerless, the other powerless from
being mighty. The helplessness of the law has been done
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away in Christ, that its righteous requirement may be
fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh but after the
spirit. The Apostle returns upon his former track that
he may contrast the two elements, not, as in the previous
chapter, in conflict with each other, hopelessly entangled
by ‘occasion of the commandment,’ but in entire separation
and opposition. These two, the flesh and the spirit, stand
over against one another, as life and death, ab peace and
enmity with God. Do what it will, the flesh can never be
subjected to the law of God. And this antagonism is not
an antagonism of ideas only, but of persons also. It is
another mode of expressing the same thought, to say that
they that are in the flesh cannot please God. ‘ But ye,’ the
Apostle adds, ‘are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, which
is the Spirit of God and Christ, and have the*body dead,
and the Spirit that is in you life; and as God raised up
Christ from the dead, he will raise you up, because you
have his Spirit dwelling in you. Are we not debtors then
to live according to the Spirit, which is the only source of
life and immortality, under the guidance of which, too, we
are no longer the servants but the sons of God ? ’

CHAPTERS IX-XI.
THE chapters that have preceded have beefi connected
with each other by a sort of network, some of the threads
of which have never ceased or been intermitted. At this
point we come to a break in the Epistle. What follows
has no connexion with what immediately precedes. The
sublime emotion with which chapter viii concludes is in
another strain from that with which chapter ix opens.
We might almost imagine that the Apostle had here made
a pause, and only after a while resumed his work of dictating
to ‘ Tertius who wrote this Epistle.’ It is on a more extended
survey of the whole that order begins to reappear, and we
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see that the subject now introduced, which was faintly
anticipated at the commencement of the third chapter, has
also an almost necessary place in the Apostle’s scheme.
The three chapters ix-xi have been regarded by an
eminent critic as containing the true germ and first thought
of the Epistle. Such a view may be supported by various
arguments. It may be said that a letter must arise out of
circumstances, and that this portion of the Epistle only has
an appropriate subject; that we can imagine the Apostle,
though unknown by face to the Church which was at Rome,
writing to Jewish Christians on a topic in which they, as
well as he, were so deeply interested as the restoration of
their countrymen ; but that we cannot imagine him sitting
down to compose a treatise on justification by faith ; that to
explain theqealings of God with his people, it was necessary
for him to go back to the first principles of the Gospel of
Christ, and that this mode of overlaying and transposing
what to us would seem the natural order of thought is quite
in accordance with his usual manner. (Compare, e. g. the
structure of I Cor. x.) It may be urged, that in several
passages, as, for example, at the commencement of the third
and fourth chapters, he has already hinted at the maintenance of the privileges of the Jews. All such arguments,
ably as they have been stated by Baur, yet fail to convince
us that what is apparently prominent and on the surface,
and also occupies the greater part of the Epistle, is really
subordinate, and that what is apparently subordinate and
supplementary, held the first place in the Apostle’s thoughts.
(See Introduction.)
The theory of Baur is, however, so far true, as it tends to
bring into prominence, as a main subject of the Epistle, the
admission of the Gentiles. To the Apostle himself and his
contemporaries, this was half, or more than half, the whole
truth, not less striking or absorbing than the other half, of
Lrighteousnessby faith only.’ It is with this aspect of the
doctrine of St. Paul that the portion of the Epistle on which
VOL. I.

a
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we are now entering is to be connected.
Is he the God of
the Jews only ? is he not also of the Gentiles ? Yes, of the
Gentiles also.’ But granting this, innumerable difficulties
and perplexities arose in the mind of the Israelite or of the
reader of the Old Testament. What is the meaning of
a chosen people? What advantage hath the Jew? and
above all, what is to be his final end ? When the circle of
God’s mercy is extended to the whole world, is he to be the
only exception ? Thrice the Apostle essays to answer this
question; thrice he turns aside, rather to justify God’s
present dealings in casting away His chosen, than to hold
out the hope with which he concludes, that all Israel shall
be saved.
We have seen elsewhere (chaps. iii. 1-8 ; Y. 1 2 - 2 1 ; vii.
7-11) that in many passages the Apostle wavers between
the opposite sides of a question, before he arrives at a final
and permanent conclusion. The argument in such passages
may be described as a sort of struggle in his own thoughts,
an alternation of natural feelings, a momentary conflict of
emotions. The stream of discourse flows onward in two
channels, occasionally mingling or contending with each
other, which meet a t the last. There are particular
instances of this peculiarity of style in the chapters which
follow, ix. 19 ; x. 14. But the most striking illustration of
it is the general character of the whole three chapters, in
which the Apostle himself seems for a time in doubt
between contending feelings, in which he first prays for
the restoration of Israel, and then reasons for their
rejection, and then finally shows that in a more extended
view of the purposes of God their salvation is included.
H e hears the echo of many voices in the Old Testament,
by which the Spirit spoke to the Fathers, and in all of them
there is a kind of unity, though but half expressed, which
is not less the unity of his own inmost feelings towards his
kinsmen according to the flesh. He is like one of the old
prophets himself, abating nothing of the rebellions of the
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house of Israel, yet still unable to forget that they are the
people of God. As an Israelite and a believer in Christ,
he is full of sorrow first, of consolation afterwards; two
opposite feelings struggle together in his mind, both finally
giving way to a clearer insight into the purposes of God
towards the chosen nation.
When the first burst of his emotion has subsided, he
proceeds to show that the rejection of Israel was not total,
but partial, and that this partial rejection is in accordance
with the analogy of God’s dealings with their fathers. The
circle of God’s mercy to them had ever been narrowing.
First, the seed of Abraham was chosen ; then Isaac only ;
then Jacob before Esau, and this last quite irrespective of
any good or evil that either of them had done. There was
a preference in each case of the spiritual over the fleshly
heir. Shall we say that here is any ground for imputing
unrighteousness to God ? He Himself had proclaimed this
as His mode of dealing with mankind. The words of the
law are an end of controversy. He does it, therefore it is
just ; H e tells it us, therefore it is true. Who are we that
we should call in question His justice, or challenge His
ways? The clay might as well reason with the potter, as
man argue against God. And, after all, this election of
some to wrath, others to mercy, is but justice in mercy
delayed, or an alternation of mercy and justice. The rejection of the Jews is the admission of the Gentiles. And
to this truth the prophets themselves bear witness. They
speak of ‘ a remnant,’ of ‘another people,’ of ‘ a cutting
short upon the earth,’ of ‘a rock of offence.9 The work that
God has done is nothing unjust or unexpected, but a work
of justice and mercy upon the house of Israel, of which their
own prophets witness; of which they are themselves the
authors, as they sought to establish their own righteousness,
and rejected the righteousness that is of faith.
But the subject of God’s dealings with the Jews is not yet
finished ; it is, indeed, scarcely begun. The first vemes of
R 2
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the ninth chapter gave an intimation that this would not
be the final course of the Apostle’s thought. Israel had
sought to establish their own righteousness, and rejected
the righteousness that was of faith. But this very rejection,
which was their condemnation, was not without excuse, in
that it arose from a mistaken zeal for God. That mistake
consisted in their not perceiving the difference between the
righteousness of the law and the righteousness of faith ; the
one a straight and unbending rule; the other, ‘very nigh, even
in thy mouth and thy heart,’ and extending to all mankind.
‘But,’ we expect the Apostle to say at the end of the
contrast, ‘ notwithstanding this, Israel may yet be saved.’
The time for this is not yet come. I n what follows, to the
end of the chapter, he digresses more and more ; first, as at
vers. 14-19 of the previous one, to state the objections of
the Jew ; secondly, to show that those objections are of no
weight, and are disproved by the words of their own
prophets.
Nowhere does the logical control over language, that is,
the power of aptly disposing sentences so as to exhibit them
in their precise relation to each other, so fail the Apostle
as at the conclusion of the tenth chapter. We see his
meaning, but his emotions prevent him from expressing it.
At the commencement of the eleventh chapter, finding that
he is so far away from his original subject, he makes an
effort to regain it. ‘ Hath God then cast away his people ? ’
The Apostle is himself a living proof that this is not so.
Though Israel ‘hath not obtained it,’the elect, who are part
of Israel, who are the true Israel, have obtained it. The fall
of the rest is but for a time, and is itself an argument for
their final restoration. The rejection of the Jews is the
admission of the Gentiles, and the admission of the Gentiles
comes round in the end to be the restoration of the Jews.
And besides, and beneath all this, amid these alternations
of thought and vicissitudes of human things, there is an
immutable foundation on which we rest in the promises of
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God to Israel. The friend of the patriarchs cannot forget
their children j the Unchangeable cannot desert the work of
His hands.

CHAPTER X.
THEcommencement of this chapter, as well as of the one
which follows, affords a remarkable instance of a sudden
transition of feeling in the mind of the Apostle. At the
end of the previous chapter, he had passed out of the
sorrowful tone in which he began, to prove that very truth
over which he sorrowed-the rejection of Israel. But at
this point he drops the argument, and resumes the strain
which he had laid aside. The character of the passage may
be illustrated by the parallel passage in chap. iii. 1-8. There
he had been arguing that the Gentiles were better than the
Jews, or at least as good ; because they, not having the law,
were a law unto themselves. Then to correct the impression
that might have arisen from what he had been saying, he
goes on to point out that the Jew too had advantages.
Now, a similar contrast is working in his mind. There
wm something that the Jew had, though not the righteousness of faith. He was not a sinner of the Gentiles, he had
a zeal for God, he had the mark of distinction which it has
been said made Jacob to be preferred to Esau; ‘he was
a religious man.’ But almost before the thought of his
heart is fully uttered, the Apostle returns to his former
subject-‘ the righteousness of faith, Christ the end of the
law to every one that believeth ;’ and gathers fresh proof
from the prophecies that the rejection of Israel was but
according to the will of God.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE whole of the three chapters viii ix, x may be
regarded as the passionate struggle of conflicting emotions
in the Apostle’s mind-Pdrc piv Y U V ~&--of his present and
former self. Are Israel saved, or not? They must be,
for I also am one of them. At last, the purpose of God
respecting them clears before his eyes. That they are
rejected is a fact ;but it is only for a time, that the Gentiles
may be received. Hitherto he has been occupied with
laying the broad foundation of a universal Gospel. Is He
the God of the Jews only? is He not also of the Gentiles ?
Yes ; of the Gent,iles also ; and of the Gentiles exclusively
it seemed, but for the remnant who are saved. Such was
the impression to which his own reception would naturally
have led the Apostle, rn he went from city to city, finding
no hearers of the word, but Gentiles only. Of the two
divisions of mankind, he seemed to lose one, and gain the
other. The meditation of this fact had revealed to him
a new page in God’s dealings with mankind. But now
a further insight into the purposes of God breaks upon him.
I n the order of Providence came the Jew first, and afterwards the Gentile; and the Jew lmt returning to the
inheritance of his fathers. The erring branch that has
twined with the briars of the wilderness, is brought back to
its own olive, and the tree covers the whole earth.

CHAPTERS XII-XVI.
THElast five chapters may be considered as a third section
of the Epistle to the Romans, in which, as in the latter
portion of the Galatians, Colossians,Ephesians, Thewlonians,
exhortation takes the place of doctrinal statement, and the
imperative mood becomes the prevailing form of sentence.
There is less of plan than in what has preceded, and more
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that throws light on the state of the Church. At first sight,
it seems as if the Apostle were dictating to an amanuensis
unconnected precepts, which his experience, not of the Roman
converts, to whom he was unknown by face, but of the
Church and the world in general, led him to think useful
or necessary.
Yet these fragments, including in them chaps. xii. I-xv. 7,
at which point the Apostle returns briefly to his main theme,
and concludes with a personal narrative, are not wholly
deficient in order, especially that recurring order which was
remarked in the introduction to the fifth chapter, and which
consists in the repetition, at certain intervals, of a particular
subject, The great argument is now ended ; what follows
is its practical application : ‘For God concluded all under
sin, that he might have mercy upon all ;’ the inference from
which is not ‘Let us continue in sin that grace may abound,’
but rather, ‘How shall we, who are dead to sin, live any
longer therein?’ which the Apostle expresses once more in
language borrowed from the law : ‘Ibeseech you, therefore,
brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies
a living sacrifice.’ Leaving this thought, he passes on at
ver. 3 to another, which can hardly be said to be connected
with it in any other than that general way in which all the
different portions of Christian truth or practice are connected
with each other, or in which the part may be always regarded
as related to the whole. This new thought is Christian
unity, which is introduced here much in the same manner
as love of the brethren in the Epistle to the Thessalonians.
The ground of this unity is humility, each one retiring into
his own duties, that the whole may be harmonious, reniembering that he is a member of the body of Christ, in which
there are diversities of gifts, which the members of that
body are severally to use. Thence the Apostle goes on to
the mention of Christian graces, apparently unconnected
with each other, among which, at ver. 16, the first thought
of humility, which is the true source of sympathy, reappears,
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with which peace and forgiveness of injuries meet in one.
At the commencement of chap. xii what may be termed the
keynote of this portion of the Epistle returns-the order of
the Church, not now considered in reference to the members
of the same body, but to those that are without the Churchthe heathen rulers with whom they came into contact, whom
they were to obey as to the Lord and not to men. The
remainder of this chapter stands in the same relation to
the former part as the latter portion of chap. xii to the
commencement ; that is to say, it consists of precepts which
arise out of the principal subject ; here honesty in general,
out of the duty of paying tribute, which leads, by a play of
words, to the endless debt of love, which is the fulfilment
of the law; all which is enforced by the near approach of
the day of the Lord, corresponding to the argument of the
preacher from the shortness of life among ourselves.
The remaining section of the Epistle, from chap. xiv to
xv. 6, is taken up with a single subject-the treatment of
weak brethren, who doubt about meats and drinks and the
observance of days. This subject is distinct from what has
preceded, and forms a whole by itself; yet, in the mode
of handling it, vestiges of former topics reappear. It is
a counsel of peace, to show consideration to the doubters ;
and for the doubters themselves, it is a proper humility not
to judge others, chap. ii. I : and in our conduct towards the
weak brethren, it must be remembered how awful a thing
is the conscience of sin, which is inseparable from doubt,
‘for whatever is not of faith, is sin.’ And here we come
back once more to our original text, ‘ Be of the same mind
one with another.’
At this point, the Apostle returns from his digression to
the main subject of the Epistle, which he briefly sums up
under the figure of Jesus Christ a minister of the circumcision to the Gentiles, and once more clothes in the language
of the prophets. Yet a certain degree of difference is
discernible between his treatment of it in this and in the
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earlier portions of the Epistle. It is less abstract and more
personal. He seems to think of the truths which he taught
more in connexion with his own labours as Apostle of the
Gentiles. A similar image to that of Christ the minister
of the circumcision he applies to himself-the minister of
Christ, the offerer up of the sacrifice of the Gentiles. Still,
Apostle of the Gentiles as he is, he is careful not to intrude
on another man’s labours. He has fulfilled his mission
where he is, and does but follow the dictates of natural
feeling in going first to Jerusalem, and then to the Christians
of the West ; for the success of which new mission he desires
their prayers, that it may be acceptable to his friends and
without danger from enemies, and may end in his coming
to them with joy.
The last chapter consists almost entirely of salutations.
Among these are interspersed a few of the former topics,
some of which occur also at the end of other Epistles, such
as peace and joy at the success of the Gospel. There are
names of servants of God, among whom are Aquila and
Priscilla, and others of whom no record has been elsewhere
preserved. One expression raises without satisfying our
curiosity, ‘ distinguished among those who were Apostles
before me.’ The Epistle, as it began with a summary of
the Gospel, concludes with a thanksgiving-in
which the
subject of the Epistle is once more interwoven-to God the
author of the Gospel, which was once hidden, but now
revealed that the Gentiles also might be obedient to the
faith.
CHAPTER XIII.
IN the previous chapter the Apostle had spoken of the
unity of the Church, and of the offices of its members. H e
had gone on to scatter admonitions, following each other
in order sometimes of sound, sometimes of meaning, which,
like the precepts of the sermon on the Mount, went beyond
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the maxims of heathen virtue, or the sayings of ‘them of old
time.’ Men were to think humbly of themselves, to return
good for evil, to feed their enemies, to live peaceably with
all. Continuing in the same spirit, he adds, ‘they are to
be obedient to the powers that be.’ This is a part of the
Christian’s duty, which he will more easily fulfil if he
regards the magistrate as he truly is, as ‘the minister of
God for good.’
The earnestness with which St. Paul dwells upon his
theme, as well as the allusions to the same subject in other
passages of the New Testament (Titus iii I : I Pet. ii. 13-1 S),
are proofs that he is guarding against a tendency to which
he knew the first believers to be subject. H e is speaking to
the Christians at Rome, as a bishop of the fourth or fifth
century might have addiessed the multitudes of Alexandria;
preaching counsels of moderation to ‘the fifth monarchy
men’ of that day. They were more in the eye of the
Christian world than believers elsewhere, more likely to
come into conflict with the imperial power, perhaps in
greater danger of being led away with the dream of another
kingdom. The spirit of rebellion, against which the Apostle
is warning them, was not a mere misconception of the
teaching of the Gospel ; it lay deep in the circumstances of
the age and in the temper of the Jewish people. It is
impossible to forget, however slight may be their historical
groundwork, the well-known words of Suetonius, Claud. c. z 5 ,
‘Judaeos impulsore Chresto aasidub tumultuantes RomL
expulit.’ (Acts xviii. 2.) The narrative of Scripture itself
affords indications of similar agitations, so far as they can be
expected to cross the peaceful path of our Saviour and His
disciples. The words of the prophecy, as it is termed, of
Caiaphas respecting our Lord, however unfounded, imply
a political fear more than 8 religious enmity. The question
of the Pharisees, ‘Is it lawful to give tribute to Caesar?’
and the argument with which the Jews wrought on the
fears of Pilate, are also not without significance. The
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account of Judas the Gaulonite, in Josephus, ‘who rose up
about the time of the taxing,’ and whom Josephus terms
‘ the founder of the fourth philosophy of the Jews ’ ( A d .
xviii. c. I , $9 I , 6 ) , is a more explicit evidence of the spirit
of insubordination, That ‘ philosophy ’ consisted in an
inviolable attachment to liberty, and ‘in calling no man
Lord ’ but God Himself (5 6), a principle which was maintained by its adherents with indescribable constancy. The
author of the movement was no ordinary man, and the
movement itself so far from being a transient one, that it
continued through above half a century, and is regarded by
Josephus, as ‘ laying the foundation of the miseries ’ of the
Jewish war (xvii. c. I, $ I).
The account of Josephus himself, unwilling as he is to do
them justice, shows that in their first commencement the
Zealots were animated by noble thoughts, their testimony
to which they were ready to seal by tortures and death.
Many of these ‘Galileans’ (for in this country they wem
chiefly found) were probably among the first converts.
Like the Essenes, they stood in some relation that we are
unable to trace to the followers of John the Baptist and
of Christ. We cannot suppose that in all cases the temper
of the Zealot had died away in the bosom of the Christian.
A very slight misunderstanding of the manner in which
‘the kingdom was to be restored to Israel ’ might suffice to
rekindle the flame. If our Lord Himself had said, Peace
I leave with you, He had also said, I come not to bring
peace on earth, but a sword ; if He had commanded Peter
to put up his sword into the sheath, He had also commanded
them each to sell his garment and buy one ; if He had paid
tribute, He had also declared that the children of the
kingdom were free from the tribute. We could hardly
wonder if those who heard His words sometimes mistook
the result for the object, or confuqed the Jewish belief of
the kingdom of heaven upon earth with the kingdom of
God that is within. The after-history of the Church teaches
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how near such a confusion lay to the truth itself. Not once
only, nor during our Lord’s lifetime only, there have been
those who have ‘ taken him by force to make him a king.’
The words ‘ the powers that be are ordained of God ’ have
been made the foundation of many doctrines of passive
obedience and non-resistance. Out of the Apostle’s ‘ counsels
of moderation ’ have developed themselves the Divine right
of government, however exercised and under all circumstances, and even of particular forms of government. The
party feelings of an age have been clothed in the language
of Scripture, and established on the ground of antiquity.
If the first Christians were to obey the heathen emperors,
how can we ever be justified in shaking off the yoke of
a Christian sovereign? If St. Paul said this under Nero,
how much more is it true of the subjects of King Charles I ?
Such arguments are two-edged? for as many passages
may be quoted from Scripture which indirectly tend to the
subversion, as can be adduced for the maintenance, of order
or of property. The words of the psalmist, ‘to bind their
kings in chains, their nobles in fetters of iron,’ are in the
mouth of one class ; ‘shall I lift up my hand to slay the
Lord’s anointed ? ’ of another ; and in peace and prosperity
men turn to the one, in the hour of revolution to the other.
Many are the texts which we either silently drop or insensibly modify, with which the spirit of modern society seems
almost unavoidably to be a t variance. The blessing on the
poor, and the ‘ hard sayings ’ respecting rich men, are not
absolutely in accordance even with the better mind of the
present age. We cannot follow the simple precept, ‘ Swear
not at all,’ without making an exception for the custom of
our courta of law. W e dare not quote the words, ‘ Go sell
all thou hast and give to the poor,’ without adding the
caution, ‘Beware, lest in making the copy thou break the
pattern.’ We are not so often exhorted ‘to obey God rather
than man,’ as warned ‘against the misapplication of the
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These instances are sufficient to teach us how moderate
we should be in reasoning from particular precepts, even
where they agree with our preconceived opinions. The
truth seems to be that the Scripture lays down no rule
applicable to individual cases, or separable from the circumstances under which it is given. Still less does it furnish
a political or philosophical system-‘ My kingdom is not of
this world,’ which it scarcely seems to touch. No one can
infer from the passage that we are considering that St. Paul
believed it wrong to rise against wicked rulers in any case,
because they were the appointment of God, any more than
from his speaking of wrestling against principalities and
powers we can conclude that he supposed, with some of the
Ebionitish sects, that all power was of the devil. It never
occurred to him that the hidden life which he thought of
only as t o be absorbed in the glory of the sons of God, was
one day to be the governing principle of the civilized world.
Though ‘he has written this in an epistle,’ he would not
have us use it ‘ altogether ’ without regard to the state of
this world, Only in reference to the time at which he is
writing, looking at the infant community in relation to the
heathen world, he exhorts them to suffer rather than oppose ;
and if ever the thought rises in their minds that those whom
they obey are the oppressors of God and His Church, to
remember that without His appointment they could not
have been, and that, after all, it is for their own faults they
themselves are most likely to endure evil even at the hands
of Gentile magistrates.

CHAPTER XIV.
IThas been already stated, that we hardly know anything
of the Roman Church. Hence the illustrations of the present
chapter must rather consist in references to the floating
opinions of the time than to precise facts. Even in regard
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to what we may seem to gather from the Epist)le itself, it
is not quite certain whether St. Paul is speaking from
a knowledge of the circumstances of a Church which he
had never visited, or from what he knew of the state of
other Churches and of general tendencies in the mind of
the first believers, or in the age generally. H e may have
had among his numerous acquaintances (xvi) some who,
like the household of Chloe at Corinth, brought him news
of what passed among the Christians at Rome. On the
other hand, it may be remarked that a mention of similar
observances to those here spoken of, recurs in the Epistle
to the Colossians; and that a like scrupulosity of temper
appears to have existed among the converts at Corinth.
‘The practices about which the first believers had scruples
and on which the Apostle here touches, were-the use of
animal food, and the observance of special days. The most
probable guess at the nature of these scruples is that they
were of half-Jewish, half-Oriental origin ; similar practices
existed among Jewish Essenes or Gentile Pythagoreans.
Abstinence from animal food may be regarded as one among
many indications of the ever-increasing influence of the East
upon the West; unnatural as it seems to us, like circumcision it had become a second nature to a great portion of
mankind. Fancy represented the eating of flesh as a species
of cannibalism, and the Ebionites declared the practice to
be an invention of evil demons (Clem. Horn. viii. 10-16).
And with those who were far from superstitions of this
kind, the fear of eating things offered to idols, or forbidden
by the Mosaic law, operated so as to make them abstain
where there was a danger of contact with Gentiles. Instances of such scruples occur in the book of Daniel and
the Apocrypha, It waa the glory of Daniel and the three
holy children that they would not defile themselves with
the portion of the king’s food ;’ Dan. i. 8. So Tobit ‘ kept
himself from eating the bread of the Gentiles ;’ i. IO, 1 1 .
Judas Maccabeus and nine others, living ‘in the mountains
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after the manner of beasts, fed on herbs continually, lest
they should become partakers of the pollution ;’ z Mace. v. 2 7 .
Such examples show what the Jews had learned to practise
or admire in the centuries immediately preceding the
Christian era. So John the Baptist, in the narrative of
the Gospels, ‘ fed on locusts and wild honey.’ A later age
delighted to attribute a similar abstinence to James the
brother of the Lord (Heges. apud Euseb. H. E. ii. 23) ; and
to Matthew (Clem. Alex. Paed. ii. I, p. I 74) : heretical writers
added Peter to the list of these encratites (Epiph. Her. xxx.
z ; Clem. Horn. xii. 6). The Apostolical canons (li, liii)
admit an ascetic abstinence, but denounce those who abstain
from any sense of the impurity of matter. See passages
quoted in Fritsche, vol. iii. pp. 151, 152.
Jewish, as well as Alexandrian and Oriental influences,
combined to maintain the practice of abstinence from animal
food in the first centuries. Long after it had ceased to be
a Jewish scruple, it remained as a counsel of perfection.
I n earlier ages, it was the former more than the latter.
Those for whom the Apostle is urging consideration are the
weak, rather than the strong ; not the ascetic, delighting to
make physical purity the outward sign of holiness of lifeagainst him it might have been necessary to contend for the
freedom of the Gospel-but ‘the babe in Christ,’ feeble in
heart and confused in head, who could not disengage himself from opinions or practices which he saw around him ;
for whom, nevertheless, Christ died.
Respecting the second point of the observance of days, we
know no more than may be gathered from Gal. iv. 9, IO, I 7,
‘How turn ye again to the weak and beggarly elements
whereunto ye again desire to be in bondage? ye observe
days, and months, and times, and years ;’ where the Apostle
is writing to a Church entangled in Judaism, which he
therefore thinks it necessary to denounce: and Col. ii. 16,
‘ Let no man therefore judge you in respect of an holyday
or a new moon, or of the sabbath days :’ where the Apostle
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also reproves the same spirit as inconsistent with the close
connexion or rather identity of the believer with his Lord.
Whether in the Epistle to the Romans he is alluding to the
Jewish observance of the Sabbath is uncertain; his main
point is that the matter, whatever it wm, should be left
indifferent, and not determined by any decision of the
Church. Superstitions of another kind may have also found
their way among the Roman as well as the Colossian and
Galatian converts. Astrology was practised both by Jew and
Gentile ; nor is it improbable that something of a heathen
mingled with what was mainly of a Jewish character ; the
context of the two passages just quoted (Col. ii. 18, 2 0 :
Gal. iv. g), would lead us to think so. It is true that the
words, 8 s
~ p l u a$pipav rap’ $p*Elpau,8 s 62 K ~ ~ U EdLi u a v
$&au (ver. 5), probably mean only that one man fasts on
alternate days, another fasts every day.’ But the expression
6 +povGv T;/U {pdpau, in ver. 6, implies also the observance
of particular days.
It has been already intimated, that this chapter furnishes
no sure criterion that the Roman converts were either Jews
or Gentiles. If it be admitted that it has any bearing at
all on the state of the Roman converts, it tends to show
that they were, not simply Gentiles converted from the
ancient religion of Rome to Judaism or Christianity, but
persons into whose minds Oriental notions had previously
insinuated themselves, who with or before Christianity had
received distinctions of days, and of meats and drinks, which
in St. Paul’s view were the very opposite of it. If, on the
other hand, we suppose St. Paul to have written without
any precise knowledge of the state of the Roman Church,
we may regard this chapter, and part of that which follows,
as characteristic of the general feeling in the Churches to
which the Apostle preached.
The subject recurs in the eighth and tenth chapters of
the First Epistle to the Corinthians. Here, as there, the
Apostle knows but one way of treating these scruples and
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distinctions which were so alien to his own mind. It may
be shortly described as absorbing the letter in the Spirit.
When you see the weak brother doubting about his paltry
observances, remember that the strength of God is sufficient
for him ; when you feel disposed to judge him, consider
that he is another’s servant, and that God will judge both
him and you; when you rejoice in your own liberty, do
not forget that this liberty may be to him ‘an occasion of
stumbling.’ Place yourself above his weaknesses by placing
yourself below them, remembering that your very strength
gives him a claim on you for support.

VOL. I.
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1 PAUL,a servant of Jesus Christ, called
a n apostle,
aseparated unto the gospel of God, which he had
promised afore by his prophets in the Holy Scriptures,
j concerning his Son, who came ‘I of the seed of David
4 according to the flesh; cappointed/’to be the Son of
God with power, according to the spirit of holiness,
by dresurrection of” the dead, eJesus Christ our Lord’/;
5 by whom we f--il received grace and apostleship, for
obedience t o the faith among all the Gentiles for his
tiname: among whom are ye also the called of Jesus
7 Christ : to all that be in Rome, beloved of God, called
g-8 saints: Grace to you and peace from God our
Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ.
First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for you
8
IJ Jesus Christ our Lord, which was made
C and declared
e omit Jesus Christ our Lord
the resurrection from
I add have
g add to be

add t o be
d

1. 4. We may paraphrase the
passage thus :-I Concerning Christ
who belonged t o two worlds, a
former and a latter one : the first,
earthly, human, Jewish ;theother,
spiritual and invisible : the Son
of David appointed t o be the Son
of God, as He was holy, and had
t h e Spirit of God dwelling in

Him.’ All this is not fully or
definitely expressed in this passage; but is yet so closely connected with it, that the attempt
to explain the several words becomes almost unmeaning without
such a prolongation of them.
8, 9. It is characteristic of the
Apostle, that all his Epistles, with
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all, that your faith is apoken of bin all the world.
For God is my witness, whom I serve with my spirit
in the gospel of his Son; how without ceasing I make
I O mention of you, always in my prayers making request,
g

h throughout

the exception of the Galatians,
begin with language of conciliation. As in ordinary life we first
addressone another with courteous
salutation, so does the Apostle
introduce himself to his readers,
with the words of Christian
charity. He lingers for an instant
around that pleasant impression
of a Church without spot, such as
it never will be in this world,
before he passes onward to reprove
and exhort those whom he is addressing. It is an ideal Church
that he contemplates, elect,
spiritual, heavenly, going on t o
perfection, the image of which
seems ever to blend with, and to
overshadow those who bear its
glorious titles.
I n the introductions to the
Epistles the language of common
life is idealized and spiritualized.
The manner is Eastern, a circumstance which, from our familiarity
with the New Testament, we often
fail to recognize ; it is also that of
the Apostle and his time. Were
we to translate verses 8-10 into
common words, they might be
expressed as follows :-‘ I rejoice
to hear of your faith everywhere,
for I solemnly declare that I never
forget you; it is one of my first
prayers t o come to you.’ But,
partly from the intensity of his
feelings, partly from the style of
the age and country in which
he wrote, most of all from the
circumstance that the ordinary

the whole
events of life come t o him with
a Divine power, and seem, as it
were, to be occurring in a spiritual
world,hiswords fall into adifferent
mould. He employs language,
according to our sober colours of
expression, too strong for the
occasion; as where he says that
their faith is spoken of throughout
the whole world; or where he
calls God to witness of his desire
t o come to them, though there
was no reason for them to doubt
this. So again in I Thess. i. 8 :
‘For from you sounded out the
word of the Lord, not only in
Macedonia and Achaia, but also
i n every place your faith to Godward is spread abroad ; so that we
need not speak any thing.’ Yet,
a t the time of writing these
words, the Apostle could hardly
have travelled beyond the limit8
of Macedonia and Achaia.
Comp. Phil. i. 8, aii an instance
of the same affection towards
those unknown to him by face ;’
and, as an example of the same
intensity of language, Gal. i. no,
where he calls God to witness that
‘he lies not’ about the details of
his visits t o Jerusalem.
ijn 3 duns tp&, that your faith.]
No commentary could throw half
as much light on the Epivtle a8
a knowledge of the state of those
whose faith is thus described.
Had the Roman Church long ago
or recently been converted to the
Gospel ? May we suppose that the

‘
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[ 1. 10

if by any means now a t length I may have a prosperous
by the will of God to come unto you. For
I long to see you, that I may impart unto you some
1 2 spiritual gift, to the end ye may be established; that
is, that I may be together comforted in you by the
13 mutual faith both of you and me.
Now I would not
have you ignorant, brethren, that oftentimes I purposed
to come unto you, kandf was let hitherto, that I might
have some fruit among you also, even as among other
14 Gentiles. I am,debtor both to the Greeks, and to the
Barbarians; both to the wise, and to the unwise.
X I journey

‘

1

comforted together with

news of it was carried thither by
the ‘strangers of Rome’ who
about twenty-five years pi-eviously had been present a t the day
of Pentecost ? Is it possible that
the name of Christ Himself had
reached the metropolis of the
world during His lifetime P Had
Priscilla and Aquila any acquaintance with the Gospel before they met with St. Paul at
Corinth? Who were those brethren whom the prisoner Paul
found at Puteoli, or who came to
meet him at Appii forum? No
answer can be given to these
questions, yet the statement of
them is not without interest.
There were many in the Roman
Church whose ntLmes were known
to the Apostle; some whom he
describes as of note among the
Apostles who were before him.
Clomp. Acts xxviii. 15-31: Rom.
XVi.

IS,

The meaning of the word

uaparrahc?v,asof na&rrhqros, wavers

between consolation and exhortation, or includes both. I n the
LXX the former mnm ie the

k

but

prevailing one; here both are
combined. What the progress
of language and the analysis of
Christian feelings have separated
into two, was, in the age of the
Apostles, one idea and one word,
with a scarcely perceptible diversity of meaning. The idea of
‘consolation’ implied i n it does
not, however, refer to comfort or
sympathy in any particular sorrow, but rather to the conscious
communion of Christians in this
present evil world. Nor is there
implied in the notion of exhortation the bringing forward of statements or precepts respecting the
Christian faith, but the imparting
of a new spirit or temper of mind.
If, allowing for the great difference
between our own and the Apostolic times, we could imagine
a person who had listened to a
preacher, or received the counsel
of a friend, who exactly touched
the chords of his soul, such a one
might express himself i n one word
as comforted and instructed ; that
word would be napabahtiuOai. For
a similar connexion of napaxah&
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So, as much as in me is, I am ready t o preach the
you that are a t Rome also. For I am not
ashamed of the gospel1-! ; for it is the power of God

16 gospel to

unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the
also to the Greek; for therein is the
righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith: as
it is written, But the just shall live by faith.
18
For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men,

17 Jew first, and

J/

1

add of Ohrist

and arqpi(crv, compare I Thess.
iii. a : a Thess. ii. 17.
17. Passing onward to the
height of his great argument, the
Apostle involves reason within
reason, four times in three successive verses. Such is the overlogical form of Hellenistic Greek.
‘ I preach the Gospe1,for I glory
in i t ; for i t is not weak but
strong, a power to save t o him
that has faith, for it is a revelation of the righteousness of God
through faith; for the times of
that ignorance God no longer
winks at,’ &c. The repetition of
ydp does but represent the different stages and aspects of the
Apostle’s thought,
The point of view in which
the Apostle regards the heathen,
is partly inward and partly outward; that is to say, based on
the contemplation of the actual
facts of human evil which he saw
around, but at the same time
blending with this, the sense
and consciousness of sin which
he felt within him. The Apostle
himself had been awakened suddenly to the perception of his
own state: in the language of
this chapter, ‘the wrath of God

m omit

Bnt

from heaven’ had been revealed
in h i m ; ‘the righteousness of
God, which is by faith’ i n Jesus
Christ, had been also revealed
in him. Alive without the law
once, he had become conscious
of sin and finally sensible of deliverance. And now transferring
the thoughts of his own heart
t o an evil world, he tries it in
like manner by the law of God
and nature : it seems to him to
be in the first stage of the great
change, to have knowledge and t o
be self-condemned. The knowledge of God it always had latent
in the works of creation; and
now it has fallen below itself
and is convicted by itself. It is
true that the Apostle, like all
other teachers, supplies from
within what did not consciously
exist in the mind of man. What
he sees before him, might have
seemed t o another as nothing
more than a dead inert mass of
heathenism and licentiousness.
But there are two lights by
which he regards i t : first, the
light of his own experience, which
seems to stir and quicken it into
life ; secondly, the light of God‘s
law, by which, when brought
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19 who hinder the truth in ixnrighteousness ; because
ao

that which nis” known of God is manifest in them;
for God manifeds it unto them. For the invisible

n maybe
near to it, it is condemned, and
thus enters, as i t were, on a new
epoch, condemned and forgiven
at once.
19.Theheathen knewtlie truth,
and did not know it. They had
the elements of knowledge, but
not knowledge itself. As the
laws of nature, though unknown
to man, existed from the first ; so
did the God of nature, though unknown to man, exist before the
worlds. Yet how can that be
termed knowledge which was
ignorance ?
The Apoatle is speaking, not
from within the circle of the
heathen world, but from without. He is describing what he
felt respecting them, not what
the heathen felt respecting themselves. Yet the strain which he
adopts, might have received confirmation from the writings of
‘their own prophets,’ and have
found an echo in the better mind
of the age itself. He brings them
into the presence of nature, ‘the
heavens declaring his glory, and
the firmament shewing his handiwork,’ and condemns them before it. There was a witness i n
the world, that might have taught
them, and seemed intended to
teach them,which contrasted with
the human idols of Graece, and
with the winged and creeping
things of Egypt and the East. It
does not follow, that individuals
among them could separate themselves from the ties of habit and
education, and read the lesson

0 hath shewed
spread before them. Yet even
thus, i t was a condemnation of
the existing polytheism.
20. The sanse in which they
knew and did not know, admits
of another illustration from the
workings of conscience, which
may further remind the student
of Aristotle’s Ethics, of the discussion which is entered upon
by the great master, of another
form of the Socratic opinion.
There are moral as well as spiritual truths, which we know
and we do not know; know a t
one moment and forget the next ;
know and do not know at the
same instant; for our ignorance
of which we cannot help blaming ourselves, even though i t
were impossible that we should
know them; and which, when
presented to us. work conviction
and sorrow for the past. And
so if St. Paul he judging the
heathen from his own point of
view rather than theirs, he is
also holding up before them a
picture, the truth of which, as
they became Christians, they
would themselves recognize.
It is natural to ask of whom
St. Paul is speaking in this description ? What class among the
heathen had he i n his thoughts
when he said, they knew God,
and worshipped Him not as God ?
He is not speaking of the vulgar
certainly, nor yet of the educated
i n the highest sense ; that is, not
of the true wisdom of heathen
antiquity, but of the sophist, the
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things of him from the creation of the world are
clearly seen, being understood by the things that
are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so
a r that they are without excuse: because that, when they
mystic, the Athenian ever desirous to hear some newthing; the
Greek in the cities of Asia; the
Alexandrian Jew mingling all
opinions, human and divine, in
his system of knowledge, falsely
so called ; the half-educated, on
whom the speculations of Stoics
or Epicureans exercised a kind
of secondary influence ; the traditional lore of Egypt, enhanced,
doubtless by the fame of its
new learning, which seemed so
strangely to contrast with the
meanness and grotesqueness of
its superstition. These were the
forms of heathen life and philosophy with which the Apostle
must generally have come in
contact, which it is, therefore,
reasonable to buppose that he had
in view i n this description.
It is a further question, how
far St. Paul was acquainted with
those masterpieces of heathen
learning which have exerted so
great power on the thoughts of
men. Had he read Plato, or
Aristotle, or the writings of the
Stoics? Can we suppose him to
have heard of Seneca, with
whom his name is connected by
an ancient and widely received
forgery? Is it of these that he
says : affirming they were wise,
they became fools ? ’ There is no
reason to suppose that St. Paul
was skilled in any Greek learning
but the Alexandrian philosophy,
and that rather as a current mode
of thought of his time than as

a system which he had especially
cultivated. But as little reason
is there to suppose that unless he
had ceased to be himself, he would
have viewed these great classical
works i n any other way than he
regarded heathen literature i n
general, or have received them
in the spirit of the later Fathers,
as semi-inspired works. or have
recognized in them the simplicity
or grand moral lesson which has
preserved them to our time. Sacred and profane literature fly
from the touch of each other;
they belong to two different
worlds. Nor is i t likely that
the first teachers of Christianity
would have sought to connect
them, nor conceivable t o us how
the Gospel could have converted
mankind, if, in its infancy, i t
had to come into collision with
the dialectics of Plato, or the
severe self-control of the Stoic. It
must gain a form and substance
of its own, ere it could leaven
the world. Afterwards i t might
gather into itself the elements
of good i n all things. Nor is
there reason to think that it
could have drawn to itself the
nobler spirits of heathen antiquity, any more than i t could
have taken from them. Had
Tacitus known ever so much
of that exitiabilis superstitio,’
is it natural, humanly speaking,
to suppose that he would have
bowed at the foot of the cross ?
ar. Thesenselessness of tho hea-

‘
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knew God; they glorified him not as God, neither
were thankful ; but became vain in their imaginations,
a a and their foolish heart was darkened. Professing p-fl
a 3 to be wise, they became fools, and changed the glory
of the uncorruptible God into a n image made like t o
corruptible man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts,
a4 and creeping things. Wherefore God q-" gave them
up to uncleanness in li the lusts of their own hearts,
to dishonour their own bodies between themselves :
a 5 who changed bhe truth of God into a lie, and worshipped
and served the creature srather" than the Creator,
a6 who is blessed for ever. Amen. For this cause God
gave them up unto vile affections : for t-ii their women
did change the natural use into that which is against
2 7 nature : and likewise also the men, leaving the natural
use of the woman, burned in their lust one toward
another; men with men working that which is
unseemly and receiving in themselves that recompence
P add themselves

9

add also

then religions and their worship.
pers, was an aspect of them far
more striking t o contemporary
Jews or Christians than to ourselves. We gaze upon the fragments of Phidias and Praxiteles,
and fancy human nature almost
ennobled by the 'form divine.'
Our first notions of patriotism
are derived from Marathon and
Thermopylae. The very antiquity
of heathenism gives it a kind of
sacredness to us. The charms of
classical literature add a grace.
It was otherwise with the Jews
and first believers. They saw only
' cities wholly given to idolatry,'
whose gods were but stocks and
stones, deacribed in the 8arcasm
of the prophet, 'The workman
maketh a graven image.'

r

through

11

more

add even

them up.] Origen and several of the Fathers
soften the meaning of the word,
napL8wctv, by interpreting riaow,
permitted to be given over, rather
than delivered over. Such explanations are not interpretations
of Scripture, but only adaptations
of it t o an altered state of feeling
and opinion. They are 'afterthoughts of theology,' as much
as the discussions and definitions
alluded t o above, designed, when
the question has begun to occupy
the mind of man, t o guard against
the faintest supposition of a connexion between God and evil.
So in modern times we say God
is not the cause of evil: He only
allows it; it is a part of His
moral government, incidental to
a4.
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of theii error which was meet. And u - l as they
did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God
gave them over to a reprobate mind, to do those
a9 things which are not convenient ; being filled with
all unrighteousness,
9 evil, wickedness, villany,
covetousness 1 ; full of envy, murder, debate, deceit,
30 malignity ; whisperere, backbiters, hated of God,
despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of evil things,
3 1 disobedient to parents, without understanding, covenant-breakers, without natural
unmerciful :
3 2 who knowing the judgment of God. that they which
commit such things are worthy of death, not only do
the same, but have pleasure in them that do them.
28

7

11 addeven
I add fornication
wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness E haters
add implamble

His general laws. Without considering the intimate union of
good and evil in the heart of man,
or the manner in which moral
evil itself connects with physical,
we seek only to remove it, as far
as possible, in our language and
modes of conception, from the Author of good. The Gospel knows
nothing of these modern philosophical distinctions, though revolting, as impious, from the notion
that God can tempt man. The
mode of thought of the Apostle
is still the same as that implied
in the aphorism : Quem Deus
vult perdere, prius dementat.’ To
preserve this is essential, or we
shall confuse what the Epistles do
say, and what we suppose that
they ought to have said; the
words used to express the operation of the Divine Being, and the
general impression of Divine goodness which we gather from Scrip.
ture as a whole.

While we reject the distinction
of God causing and permitting
evil as unsuited to Scripture,
a great difference must, nevertheless, be admitted between sin
as the penalty of‘ sin, or, as we
should say, the natural consequence of sin, and sin i n its
first origin. I n the latter sense
the authorship of evil is nowhere
attributed to God ; in the former,
it is. God makes man to sin, in
the language of Scripture, only
when he has alreadysinned, when,
to the eye of man, he is hopelessly
hardened. I n this point of view,
the metaphysical difficulty, which
is not here entered upon, still
remains ; but the practical one is
in a great degree removed.
3a. It has been already remarked, that the form of St. Paul’s
writinga is often more artificial
and rhetorical than the thought.
Nay not this be the explanation
of the passage which we are con-
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Therefore thou art inexcusable, 0 man, whosoever
thou art that judgest: for wherein thou judgest
another, thou condemnest thyself; for thou that
But we are sure that
2 judgest doest the same things.
the judgment of God is according to truth against
3 them which commit such things. And thinkest thou
this, 0 man, that judgest them which do such things,

2

sidering ?
The opposition is
really one of particles, not of
ideas. The Apostle does not
mean to say ‘ who do them, and,
more than that, have pleasure i n
those that do them,’ but simply
<who do them, and assent to
those who do them.’ (Compare
a Cor. viii. IO o i ~ i v e s 00 pdvov
78 noijuai, dhhd Kai T A Biheiv
nporvfip[aaBc dnd d p u c r i , which is

probably to be explained in the
same way, and where the commentators have recoiii-se to similar
forced interpretations,) He is
aggravating the picture by
another, but not necessarily a
deeper shade of guilt.
a. 3. Hypocrisy is almost always
unconscious; it draws the veil
over its own evil deeds, while i t
condemns its neighbours ; it deceives others, but begins by deceiving the hypocrite himself.
It is popularly described as ‘pretending t o be one thing, and doing, thinking, or feeling another ;’
i n fact, it is very different. Nobody really leads this sort of unnatural and divided existence. A
man does wrong, but he forgets
it again ; he sees the same fault in
another, and condemns it ; but no
arrow of conscience reaches him,
no law of association suggests t o
him that he has sinned too. Human character is weak and plastic,

and soon reforms itself into a deceitful whole. Indignationmay be
honestlyfelt at others by menwho
do the same things themselves ;
they may often be said to relieve
their own conscience, perhaps,
even to strengthen the moral
sentiments of mankind by their
expression of it. The worst hypocrites are bad as we can imagine,
but they are not such as we
imagine. The Scribes and Pharisees, ‘ hypocrites,’ were unlike
what they seem to us ; much more
would they have regarded their
own lives in another light from
that i n which our Lord has pictured them. Their hypocrisy, too,
might be described as weakness
and self-deception, only heightened and made more intense by
the time and country i n which
they lived. I t was the hypocrisy
of a n age and of a state of society blinder, perhaps, and more
fatal for this very reason, but
less culpable i n the individuals
who were guilty of it. Those
who said, we have a law, and by
our law he ought t o die,’ were not
without a zeal for God,’ though
seeking to take away Him i n
whQm only the law was fulfilled.
But although experience of ourselves and others seems t o show
that hypocrisy is almost always
unconscious, such is not the idea

‘
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end doest the same, that thou shalt escape the judgment of God? Or despisest thou the riches of his
goodness and forbearance and longsuffering ; not
knowing that the goodness of God leadeth thee to
5 repentance 1 But after thy hardness and impenitent
heart treasurest up unto thyself wrath in the day of
wrath and revelation of the righteous judgment
6 of God; who will render to every man according to
7 his deeds : to those who patiently endure in a good

4

b

to them who by patient continuance in well doing seek for glory and
honour and immortality, eternal life

that we ordinarily attach to
the word ‘ hypocrite.’ This singular psychological phenomenon is
worth our observing. The reason
is, first, that the strong contrast
we observe between the seeming
and the reality, between the acts
and words of the hypocrite. leads
us to speak as though the aontrast waspresent and conscious to
himself, We cannot follow the
subtle mazes through which he
leads himself; we see only the
palpable outward effect. Secondly,
the notion that hypocrisy is selfdeception or weakness, is inadequate to express our abhorrence
of it. Thirdly, our use of language is adapted t o the ccmmon
opinions of mankind, and often
fails of expressing the finer shades
of human nature.
5. C
I has been asked, what does
the Apostle mean by saying that
we shall be judged by our works,
when the whole tenor of the
Epirtle goes to prove that we are
t o be justifled by faith P
Many answers may be given
to this question : First, the
Apostle has not yet taught the
doctrine of righteousness by faith,

and therefore cannot properly
adopt what in modern times
might be termed the language of
Pauline theology. He is speaking exoterically, it might be said,
in words borrowed from the Old
Testament, on the level of Jews,
or heathens, not of Christians,
from the same point of view as
in 9, IO. Secondly, the words ~ (
Epya in this passage are not opposed to faith, but to pretensions,
self-deceptions, and may be paraphrased in the expression that
follows 6nopoui)u +you dya8oC. But
thirdly, the Apostle needs these
excuses to make him consistent,
not with himself, but with some
of his interpreters. He says,
indeed : ‘We are justified by
faith without the deeds of the
law.’ But he uses other language
also : Now abideth faith, hope,
love ; and the greatest of these is
love.’ Nor does the expression
‘ righteousness by faith ’ occur a t
all in several of hi8 Epistles. We
may not ’straiten’ the Apostle
where he is not ‘ straitened ’ in
his own writings. There are occasions on which we can conceive
himusing the language of St.

1
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work, seeking for eternal life, glory and honour and
immortality : but unto them that are contentious,
and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness,
9 indignation, and wrath.
Tribulation and anguish,
upon every soul of man that doeth evil, of the J e w
I O first, and also of the Gentile ; but glory, honour, and
peace, t o every man that worketh good, to the J e w
first, and also to the Gentile.
I*
For there is no respect of persons with God. For
8

’

I2

James as a corrective to the abuse
of his own. A subject so vast
and various as the salvation of
man, cannot be bound within the
withs of logic. As with our Lord,
so with His Apostles the message is, firat, ‘Believe, and thou
mayest be saved ;’ but secondly,
‘ The hour is coming, and nom is,
when they that are in the graves
shall hear his voice.’
It is the strongest presumption
that the difficulty is not a real
one, that the Apostle himself is
wholly unconscious of it : we
cannot imagine him discussing
whether faith in Christ, or the
love of Christ, or the inward life
of Christ are the sources of justification. Is it irreverent t o say,
that disputes of this kind would
hardly have been intelligible to
him ? No more can we conceive
him regarding the case of the
heathen, after, as well as before,
Christianity, in any other spirit
than ‘God is no respecter of
persons.’
8. dnrieoGai 6dh~thfp.] By the
truth is meant the law of right,
and the will of God generally.
The ideas of truth and right are
not separated in Scripture, as they
are in our way of speaking, or in

the forms of thought of the Greek
Philosophy. There is no ‘division of the soul,’ in Aristotle’s
language, into moral and intellectual. Hence, knowledge in
Scripture is often spoken of as
a moral quality, and with the
word truth ’ are associated expressions denoting acts and states
of the mill rather than of the intellect. See chap. i. so.
11. It was one of the first ideas
that the Israelite had of God, that
He was no respecter of persons ;
Deut. x. 1 7 : a Chron. xix. 7:
Job xxxiv. 19. But this disregard of persons was onlyin His
dealings with individuals of the
chosen people. St. Paul used the
expression in tho wider sense of
not making a difference of persons between Jew and Gentile,
circumcision or uncircumcision,
bond or free, just as he adapted
the words there is one God ’ to
the meaning of God one and the
same to all mankind, in iii. 30
and elsewhere. Nothing could be
less like the spirit of his country.
men than this sense of the universal justice of God. Still it
might be asked of the Apostle
himself, how the fact of their ever
having been a privileged people,

‘
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as many as c--li sinned without law shall also perish
without law: and as many as d--li sinned in the law
rashall be judged by the l a w ; for not the hearers
of the law are just before God: but the doers of the
14 law shall be ,justi$ed ; for when the Gentiles, which
have not the law, do by nature the things contained
in the law, these, having not the law, are a law unto
15 themselves : which shew the work of the law written
in their hearts, their conscience also bearing witness,
and ethoughts accusing or else excusing them one
16 with another 1 ; in the day when God shall judge the
secrets of men by Jesus Christ according to my gospel.
e

d add have
c add have
their thoughts the meanwhile accusing or else exonsing one another

was consistent with the belief of
this equal justice t o all mankind.
Like many other difficulties, we
can answer this by parallel difficulties among ourselves. Though
living in the full light of the Gospel, there are many things which
to us also ‘ God hath put in his
own power,’ and which we believe
rather than know t o be reconcilable with His justice. What to
us the heathen are still, standing
apparently on the outskirts of
God‘s moral government, that t o
St. Paul and the believers of the
first age were the times of that
ignorance that God winked at.’
Are we not brought by time to a
later stage of the same difficulty ?
15. The 14th and 15th verses
contain an analysis of the natural
feeling of right and wrong, i n
First,
three states or stages.
the unconscious stage, in which
the Gentiles not having the law,
show its real though latent existence i n their own hearts; of

which, secondly, they have a
faint though instinctive percep
tion in the witness of conscience ;
which, thirdly, grows by reflection into distinct approval or
disapproval of their own acts and
those of others.
16. A difficulty occurs i n the
construction of this verse, the
future $ ~ p t v being
~i
joined with
the present iv8tbvuvrar, or as
some interpreters think with
uarqyopodvrwv and &vnoAoyov~~vwv.
The English version has enclosed
vers. 13-15 i n a parenthesis, to 8scape the difficulty ; an expedient
which it has frequently adopted,
as at oh. v. 13-18 : Eph. iv. 9,IO,
but which is peculiarly unsuited
to the unravelling of the tangle
of discourse, in such a writer
as St. Paul. The thread of any
broken construction may in this
way be resumed; yet unless the
parenthesis really had a place i n
the author’s mind, our supposed
explanation will be a mere gram-
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12. '7

r7'But i f n thou art called a Jew, and restest in the
18 law, and gloried in God, and knowest his will, and
approvest the things that are more excellent, being
19instructed out of the law ; and art confident that thou
thyself art a guide of the blind, n light of them which
ao are in darkness, a n instructor of the foolish, a teacher
of babes, which hast the form of knowledge and of
f

add Behold

matical figment like the ' word
understood,' in explanation of
a difficult construction. A real
parenthesis is the insertion of a
clause, or of a thought, between
two points of a sentence, the
meaning of which should be
clearly broken off at its beginning, and clearly resumed at its
conclusion. The parenthetical
thought, as it is hurried over in
discourse, should be really an
afterthought, yet necessary to the
comprehension of the sentence.
The present passage does not
come within this rule, and therefore a parenthesis has no place
here. I t is far more probable
that, as elsewhere, St. Paul wrote
without perfect sequence, than
that he suspended his meaning
through several verses, and resumed it unimpaired.
We will take the words, therefore, in their plain but ungrammatical oonstruction with iv8cluvuvrai, 'which shew the work of
the law
. in the day which is
to come.' The day which is t o
coma is not only future, but present; anticipated in the heart
and conscience of every man, as
well as in the history of the
world. I t is 'the day that is
coming and now is,' John v. as,
the presence (vapouaia) of Christ.

..

And the Apostle passes from one
tense to the other, unconscious of
the solecism.
For a parallel union of dissimilar times compare above 89aaupi(tis

afaur?
a Cor.

dpy+

i.

6v

$p+q

x a e i s ual
lniyvmrr Ifpi% L i d pkpous, 6s'
uadxqpa 6pGv i o p b xaecivrp ~ a l
6peis Ifpbv i v 73 3pcpqr roc Kvpiou
'IqaoG. Eph. i. 3 EiAoyqrbs d
8rZs K a l aari)p TOO ~ v p i o v Ifp&
'Iqao; x p i a r o ~ , 6 sfihoyfiaas ljp&
;V d # g clhoyiq. nvcupasiK$ i v T O ~ S
iaovpaviois i v x p o r @ .
17-ag. From this point to the
end of the chapter, the Apostle
exerts all the force of his eloquence t o unmask the Jew. All
the imaginations with which he
flatters himself, all the titles that
he delights to heap upon himself,
are suggestive of the contrast between what he is and what he
seems, which is further heightened by the previous mention of
the Gentile who knew not the
law and did by nature the things
contained in the law, and pointed
at the conclusion by a verse from
the Old Testament. At ver. a6
the Gentile reappears and the
order is finally inverted, uncircumcision which fulfils the law
taking the place of circumcision
which transgresses the law, and
6p-+.
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the truth in the law-thou therefore which teachest
another, teachest thou not thyself? thou that preached
a a a man should not steal, dost thou steal? thou that
sayest a man should not commit adultery, dost thou
commit adultery ? thou that abhorrest idols, dost
2 3 thou grob temples’’? thou that makest thy boast of
the law, through breaking the law dishonourest thou
24God? For the name of God is blasphemed among
2 5 the Gentiles through
you, as i t is written. For
circumcision verily profiteth, if thou keep the law : but
if thou be a breaker of the law, thy circumcision is
21

g

commit sacrilege

the idea of the Jew in spirit forming a middle term between Jew
and Gentile.
ar. At length the Apostle turns
to strike : the thought for which
throughout the chapter he had
been preparing, is now uttered
with its full force. He cuts
short the apodosis with a question, which is also an inference :
Is the result of all this that
thou who judgest doest the same
thing? ‘Dost thou,’ we might
repeat in the language of the
Gospels, ‘who art paying tithe of
mint, of rue, and of cumin, devour
widows’ houses ? Art thou, who
castest stones at others, free from
the sin of adultery thyself? ’
22. 5 B8tAvffa&wor, thou who abhomest.] The most literal mode of
taking the words is also the freest
from objections : Dost thou who
abhorrest idols, rob the idol’s temple?’ Such a n offence might be
very possibly committed by a
Jew, whom no religio loci ’ would
restrain; and it would occur t o
St. Paul, as an inhabitant of a
Gentile city, to mention it. This

‘

‘

explanation ie confirmed by the
use of the word irpoudAour i n Acts
xix. 37, curiously translated in
the English Version ‘robbers of
churches ’ (compare 2 Macc. iv. 42,
whore it is similarly translated,
though referring to the Jewish
temple), and by the remarkable
interpretation of Exod. xxii. 28,
in Josephus, Ant. iv. 8, 5 IO :Let
no one blaspheme those gods
whom other cities esteem such,
nor any one steal what belongs to
strange temples ; nor take away
the gifts that are dedicated to any
God.’
25. acpirop) pav ydp h+chc?, for
circumcision groJteth.] This is one
of that class of questions which, in
ancient as well as modern times,
is seldom brought to the distinct
issue of the Apostle. The Rabbi
would have hesitated to say that
a wicked Jew had a part in Mes
siah‘s kingdom, or that the virtuous heathen was necessarily
excluded from it. The Christian,
in modern times a t least, would
shrink from affirming that an
unbaptized infant is ‘ a child of
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uncircumcision. Therefore if the uncircumcision
keep the hjudgments” of the law, shall not his
a ? uncircumcision be counted for circumcision ’? And
shall not uncircumcision which is by nature, if it
fulfil the law, judge thee, who with the letter and
a8 circumcision dost transgress the law? For he ie
not a Jew, which is one outwardly; neither is that
ag circumcision, which is outward in the flesh : but he
is a Jew, which is one inwardly ; and ciroumciaion is
that of the heart, i n the spirit, and not in the letter ;
whose praise is not of men, but of God.
3 What advantage then hath the J e w ? or what profit
9 is there of circumcision? Much every way: chiefly,
because k they were ,entrusted with the oracles of God.
3 For what if some did not believe? whether 1 shall
26 made

h

righteousness

1

by,

k

that unto them were committed

omit whether

wrath,’ or that the baptized could
hardly, if in any case, fail of salvation at the last. But many
even among Christians would
gladly, if possible, turn away
from the inquiry: they would
wish to be allowed to hold premises without pushing them to
their conclusions ; to take issue
upon a word, and not to determine the point of morality or
justice.
This is what the Apostle has
not done. With him circumcision becomes uncircumcision, if
it transgress the law. Uncircumcision becomes circumcision,
if it keep the law.
It is true that the spiritual
meaning of circumcision was implied in the law itself, and occasionally taught by the doctors of
the law. (Deut. x. 16: Philo, ii.
058.) But the habitual feeling of

the Jew was the other way. To
him circumcision was the seal of
the covenant ; the charm which
protected him from the wrath of
Clod; the sign which had once
been characteristic of the nation,
and was still appropriated to the
individuals who composed it. Like
the old prophets in spirit, though
in form logical and antithetical,
the Apostle answers him by asserting the superiority of the moral to
the ceremonial law ; he repeats
the universal lesson which the
whole current of Jewish history
tended to obliterate, the same
which was once heard in other
words from the Saviour’s lips,
‘Think not to say with yourselves we have Abraham t o our
Father.‘
3. 3. 7i)Y V b T W T O G 6f00,thefaith
ofGod,] like &~cuoudvq BcoG above.
The play of words is hardly
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their unbelief make the faith of God without effect?
God forbid : yea, let God be true, but every man a liar ;
as i t is written, That thou mightest be justified in t h y
sayings, and mightest overcome when thou art judged.
5 But if our unrighteousness commend the righteousness
of God, what shall we s a y ? Is God unrighteous who
6 taketh vengeance? (I speak as a man) God forbid, for
7 then how shall God judge the world?
For if the
truth of God hath more abounded through my lie unto
his glory ;why m notwithstanding am I still it judged
8 as a sinner 'I and not rather, (as we be slanderously
reported, and as some affirm that we say,) Let u8 do
evil, that good may come ? whose damnation is just.
9 What then? are we better than they? No, in no

4

n also

m yet

'

whole former world ; and revealing the new world in which God
manifests forth His righteousness
in Christ Jesus. I n the previous
chapter, he had not distinctly
denied the privileges of the Jew ;
or had, at least, veiled the purely
moral principle for which he was
contending, under the figure of
' the Jew inwardly,' and ' circum.
cision of the heart.' At the commencement of the third chapter,
he brought forward the other
side of the argument, from which
he is driven by the extravagance
of the Jew. At length, dropping
his imperfect enumeration of the
advantages of the Jew, he boldly
affirms the result, that the Jew is
no- better than the Gentile, and
that all need the salvation, which
all may have.
9. are we better than they?] The
Apostle had previously spoken

translatable in English.
Shall
their want of faith make of none
effect the good faith of God.'
From the Bense of 'the faith'
which men have in God, d u m
passes into the meaning of the
faith which God exercises towards
men. (Compare d 7 i q et&.)
Thus we leave the first stage of
the objection. May not the un.
belief of man mar the faithfulness of God? The second being
- But if their unbelief established the righteousness of God,
ver. 5 . The third - But if their
untruth reflected the glory of
God.
9-27. At this point the Apostle
leaves the digression into which
he had been drawn, and returns
t o the main subject; describing,
in the language of the Old Testa.
ment. the evil of those who are
under the law, that is, of the
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wise: for we have before proved both Jews and
Gentiles, that they are all under sin ; as it is written,
I I There is none righteous, no, not one: there is none
that understandeth, there is none that seeketh after
They are all gone out of the way, they are
l a God.
together become unprofitable; there is none that
13doeth good, no, not one. Their throat is a n open
sepulchre ; with their tongues they have used deceit ;
14 the poison of asps is under their lips: whose mouth
15 is full of ciirsing and bitterness. Their feet are
16 swift to shed blood, Oaffliction" and misery are in
1 7 their ways, and the way of peace have they not
IS known. There is no fear of God before their eyes.
IO

0

destruction

of the Jews in the third person.
Now he is about to utter an unpalatable truth. I s it an overrefinement to suppose that he
changes the person to soften the
expression by identifying himself
with them ? Compare I Cor. iv. 6
' These things I have transferred
in a figure to myself and Apollos,
for your sakes.'
18. From the LXX of Psalm
xxxvi. I. What does the Apostle
intend to prove by these quotations? That at various times
mankind have gone astray, and
done evil ; that in particular
cases the prophets and psalmists
energetically denounced the wickedness of the Jews, or of their
enemies. This ia all that can be
strictly gathered from them, and
yet not enough to support what
is termed the Apostle's argument.
From the fact that the enemies of
David were perfidious and deceitful, that the children of Israel, in
the time of the prophet Isaiah,

were swift t o shed blood, we can
draw no conclusions respecting
mankind in general. Because
Englishmen were cruel in the
times of the civil wars, or because
Charles the First had bitter and
crafty enemies, we could not
argue that the present generation,
not to say the whole world, fell
under the charge of the same sin.
Not wholly unlike this, however,
is the adaptation which the Apostle makes of the texts which he
has quoted from the Old Testament. He brings them together
from various places t o express
the thought which is passing
through his mind ; and he quotes
them with a kind of authority, as
we might use better language
than our own t o enforce our
meaning. I n modern phraseology, they are not arguments, but
illustrations. The use of them is
exactly similar to our own use of
Scripture in sermons, where the
universal is often inferred from
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19 Now we know that what things soever the law saith, it

saith to them who are under the law : that every mouth
may be stopped, and all the world come into judgment
20 before God.
P Because by the deeds of the law there
shall no flesh be justified in his sight; for by the law
21 is the knowledge of sin.
But now the righteousness
of God without the law has been li manifested, being
2 2 witnessed by the law and the prophets ; even the
righteousness of God which is by faith of r--y Christ

’

P

Therefore

qis

the particular, and precepts or
events divested of the particular
circumstances which accompany
them, or the occasions on which
they arose, are made to teach
a general lesson. It was after
the manner of the Apostle’s age,
and hardly less after the manner
of our own.
19. oDaprv 82 871, but we Imaw.1
Either ( I ) we may suppose that
the Apostle, having already concluded the Gentiles under sin in
the first chapter, is using these
texts against the Jews, to complete the proof against men in
general, 6 We know that whomsoever these words out of the law
touch, they must touch the Jew,
who is under the law, so that he
forms no exception, and the whole
world, including the Jew, come
under the judgment of God.’ Or,
( 2 ) The Jew is regarded by him
as the type of the Gentile; and
having convicted the one, he assumes, &fortiori, the conviction of
the other. The Apostle has found
words in the law which describe
the sinfulness of man, who, from
this very circumstance, may be
haid to be under or in the law.
T

r

add Jesus

He does not mean to say that the
law speaks to those who are under
the law, but that those t o whom
the law speaks are under the law.
All those who are thus described
are drawn within the law, and
belong to the prior dispensation.
Or, more simply: The law in saying these things speaks to persons
over whom it has authority (comp.
vii. I d v6pos w p t r d c l 70; dv8pdm u ) ; it is not a mere abstraction.
20. The object of Arminian and
Romanist divines has ever been
to confine the works of the law ’
to the ceremonial law, thereby
gaining a supposed immunity for
the doctrine of justification by
works in another senae. Calvinists and Lutherans, with a truer
perception of the Apostle’s purpose, have affirmed that the moral
law could, as little as the ceremonial, be made the groundwork
of acceptance with God. They
have truly urged, that there is
no indication in the writings of
St. Paul of the existence of such
a distinction. The law is t o him
one law, the whole law, the figure,
indeed, of many things, but never
separated into the portion that
2

‘
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unto all 0 - j them that believe: for there is no
2 3 difference: for all have sinned, and come short of the
24glory of God; being justified freely by his grace
2 5 through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus : whom
Cod hath set forth to be a propitiation through faith,
8

add and upon all

relates t o ceremonies, and the
portion that relates t o moral precepts.
It may be further, maintained,
not only that there is no such
distinction i n the mind of the
Apostle, but that, consistently
with the modes of thought of his
age, there could not have been
such. I t is what has been termed
before an afterthought of theology, which would naturally arise
when the ceremonial law had
died away-a sort of separation
of body and soul when life is
extinct. Not that to St. Paul, or
the Jews who were his conteniporaries, all the precepts of the law
aeemed of equal importance. The
prophets had constantly opposed
the blood of bulls and goats to
the doing justice, and loving
mercy, and walking humbly with
God.’ But it does not follow
from this, that the moral and
ceremonial law were separated
from each other in such a sense,
that the Scribes and Pharisees
placed some precepts under the
one head and others under the
other. Rather, they were blended
together in one, like Ethics and
Politics in the early Greek philosophy. When a Jew spoke of the
law, it never occurred to him to
ask whether he meant the moral
or ceremonial law; or when he
spoke of sin, to distinguish whe-

‘

ther he intended moral evil or
ceremonial impurity.
25. fhaur?jprov]has three senses
given it by commentators on this
passage: First, as in Heb. ix. 5,
‘mercy-seat,’ a meaning of the
word supposed to have arisen
from a misconception of the LXX
respecting the Hebrew nlBiJ,the
covering of the ark, which they
wrongly connected with 747, to
expiate or cover sin. This interpretation is too obscure and peculiar for the present passage : ( I )
it would require the article ; (a)
it is inappropriate, becauae St.
Paul is not here speaking of the
mercy, but of the righteousness
of God; (3) the image, if used,
should be assisted by the surrounding phraseology. T w o other
explanations offer themselves :
either ( I ) iXaunjpiov may be a
masculine adjective in apposition
with bv, ‘whom God set forth
as propitiatory,’ or better, ( a ) a
neuter adjective, which haa passed
God
into a substantive-whom
has set forth as a ‘ propitiation;
like uwrfiptov Exod. xx. a 4 ; of.
xxix. a&
through faith, by his blood.] No
such expression occurs in Scrip.
ture a~ faith in the blood, or
even in the death of Christ. Nor
is *furis followed by i v in the
New Testament, though faith, like
all other Christian states, is often
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by '/ his blood, to declare his righteousness " because
of the letting g o { of sins that are past through the
~6forbearance of God, "for the declaration of his
righteousness at this time": that he might be just,
and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus.
a7
Where is boasting then 4' It 7 has been excluded.
By what l a w ? of works? N a y : but by the law of
For we conclude that a man is justified by
28 faith.
zgfaith without the deeds of the law. Is he the God
of the Jews only? is he not also of the Gentiles?
30 Yes, of the Gentiles also : seeing it is one God,* which
t in
n for the remission
to declare, I say, at this time his righteousness
Y is

spoken of as existing in Christ.
(Gal. iii. a6.) The two clauses
should therefore be separated,
(through faith-by his blood.'

Therefore

manifestation, I say, of his righteousness a t this time.' The words
npds T$V ivsctfrv rijs Grxarocrivqs are
in juxtaposition with I v rfj dvoxfj
6td T))V nciptatv 7i;rv npoyfyovdrarv
TOG BcoO, and closely connected
dpapTqpireuv, because of the ktti%g with 6td r $ v nciptotv, as i v 74 v6v
go of sins that are past.] The na#alp@ corresponds t o npayryovdrwv
tural translation of the words
hpaprqpcirwv. It was partly owing
i s : 'Because of the letting go to the long suffering of God, that
or omission of past sins.' That
H e (winked a t ' past sins ; but
is the reason why God manifests
there was likewise a further ob.
forth His righteousness, because ject, that He should set forth His
formerly H e had hidden Himself,
righteousness at the time ap.
and aeemed not t o observe sin. pointed. H e hid Himself that
' The times of that ignorance God He might be revealed. The maniwinked at, but now commands festation of His righteousness was
all men everywhere t o repent.'
the counterpart of His neglect
There was a moral necessity which
and long suffering. When the
made the old dispensation the eYvSct[ts was first mentioned this
cause of the new one. God was point of view was not touched
not willing that men should be for upon; it is now indicated by
ever ignorant of His true nature.
the article. Comp. for a similar
a6. npbs r))v iv6tr[rv TGS Gruatoadv~s mode of connecting the two halves
abroc, for declaration of his righteousof the dispensation, ver. ao (The
ness.] Not, as in the English
law came in that sin might
Version, a mere resumption of
abound, but where sin abounded,
the previous tls c"v&i,4v, 'for the grace did much more abound.'
* rfs 13 Orbs bs B t ~ a t h o t i iii
, go.-Let ua turn arride for & moment to con.
aider how great this thought was in that age and aoantry ; a thought which

’
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shalI justify the circumcision by faith, and uncircumcision through faith. Do we then make void the law
through faith? God forbid : yea, we establish the
law.
4 What shall we then say that Abraham ahath found1,

31

a

our father a4 pertainiw to the flesh huth found

the wisest of men had never before uttered, which at the present hour we
imperfectly realize, which is still leavening the world, and shall do so until
the whole is leavened, and the differenoas of races, of nations, of castes, of
religions, of languages, are finally done away. Nothing could seem a less
natural or obvious lesson in the then state of the world, nothing could be
more at variance wit& experience, or more difficult to carry out into practice.
Even t o us it is hard to imagine that the islander of the South Seas,the
pariah of India, the African in his worst estate, is equally with ourselves
God’s creature. But in the age of St. Paul how great must have been the
difflculty of oonceiving barbarian and Scythian, bond and free, all colours,
forms, races, and languages a l i k e and equal in the presence of God who made
them ! The origin of the human race was veiled in a deeper myaterg t o the
ancient world, and the lines which separated mankind we’re harder and
stronger ; yet the ‘love of Christ constraining’ bound together in its cords,
those most separated by time or distance, those who were the types of the
most extreme differences of which the human form is capable.
T h e idea of this brotherhood of all mankind, the great family on earth,
implies that a l l men have certain ties with us,and certain rights at our
hands. The truest way in which we can regard them is as they appear in
the sight of ffod, from whom they can never suffer wrong; nor from us,
while we think of them as His creatures equally with ourselves. There is
yet a closer bond with them as our brethren in the GospeL No one can
interpose impedimenta of rank or fortune, or colour or religious opinion,
between those who me one in Christ. Beyond and above suoh transitory
differences is the work of Christ, ‘making a l l things kin.’ Moreover, the
remembrance of this brotherhood is a rest to ua when our ‘light is low,’ and
the world and its distinotions are paesing from our sight, and our thoughts
are of the dark valley and the solitary way. For it leads us to trust in God,
not as selecting UB,because He had a favour unto us,but as infinitely just to
all mankind It links our fortunes with those of men in general, and gives
ua the =me support in reference to our eternal destiny, that we receive from
each other in a narrow sphere in the concerns of daily life. To think of
ourselves, or our church, or our country, or our age, as the particular
exceptions which a Divine mercy makes, whether in this life or another, is
not a thought of comfort, but of perplexity. Lastly :-It relieves ua from
anxiety & h u t the oondition of other men, of friends departed, of those
ignorant of the Gospel, of those of a different form of faith from our own ;
knowing that God who has thus far lifted up the veil, ‘will justify the
circumcision through faith, and the unciroumcision by faith;’ the Jew who
fulfils the law, and the Gentile who does by nature the thinga contained in
the law.
1 Reading T i o h tpoijprtv tlpquivac
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our progenitor according to the flesh ? R For if Abraham
were justified b y works, he hath whereof to glory;
3 but not before God. For what saith the scripture?
bBut'' Abraham believed Cod, and it was counted
4unto him for righteousness. Now to him that
worketh is the reward not reckoned of grace, but of
5debt. But to him that worketh not, but believeth
on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted
6 for righteousness, Even as David also describeth the
blessedness of the man, unto whom God imputeth
7 righteousness without works, saying, Blessed are they
whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins are
8 covered; blessed is the man to whom the Lord will
9 not impute sin. 0 This declaration of blessing is it to
the circumcision only that it is spoken, or t o " the
uncircumcision also '1 for we say that faith was
I O reckoned to Abraham for righteousness.
How was
it then reckoned ? when he was in circumcision, or in
uncircumcision? Not in circumcision, but in un1 1 circumcision.
And he received the dmarknof circumz

b

omit But

c Cometh this blessedness then uuon the circumcision
only, or upon
d sign

4. 11, sa. And circumcision
came afterwards, as the effect not
the cause, the seal not the instrument, of the faith which Abraham had had in a previous state.
The object of this was that he
might be the spiritual parent of
all those who like him have faith,
yet being uncircumcised, that the
righteousness that was sealed in
him might be counted to them.
There was a further object, that
he might link together in one
circumcision and uncircumcision,
and be a father of circumcibion
t o those who walk i n the footsteps of the faith, which he had

in his prior state. crrpiov, like
uqpayls, refers to the outward
mark of circumcision, which is
also a sign of the promise. tis
7b c h i
cis ~d hoyiu., not in the
thoughts of Abraham, but in the
purpose of God.
I t is not quite clear whether
the words A A d xa? 70% eroiXoOcriv
refer to believing Jews, or to believers in general, whether Jew
or Gentile. If the first, they are
a limitation on the preceding
clause : ' A father of circumcision
to those who are not only ciroumcised but believing, who, like
Abraham, have the sign in the

.. .
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cision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which
he had in his uncircumcision : that he might be the
father of all them that believe, though they be not
circumcised, that the righteousness might be imputed
I 2 unto them e",
and the father of circumcision not to
them who are of the circumcision only, but to them
also who walk i n the steps of that faith of our father
Abraham, which he had being yet uncircumcised.
13For the promise, that he should be the heir of the
world, was not to Abraham, or to his seed, through
14 the law, but through the righteousness of faith. For
if they which are of the law be heirs, faith is made

'

e

yet being uncircumcised
h

omit the
8 add also
to them who are not of the circumcision only, but who also

flesh, and also walk in the foot.
steps of the faith which he had
when uncircumcised' [cp. ch. ii.
vv. a8, 19:. This mode of taking
the passage has the advantage
of retaining the words TOR OGU
in their natural order. A want
of point, however, is felt in the
clause 'which he had when uncircumcised.' For although the
faith of Abraham might be generally regarded as a source of blessing equally to Jew or Gentile,
'the faith which he had when
uncircumcised' had no peculiar
significance for the Jew. The
T O ~ S before
urot~oSuw is also
against this way of explaining
the clause. And, notwithstanding
the inaccuracy of expression, the
form of the first clause, T O ~ S OGK
I K wcprropfis &w, is so similar as
to lead to the inference that it
must have the uame meaning
with 06 T @ &K TOO v6pov pdvov, in

ver. 16.
It is simpler and better to reto the
fer dMd xal TOG u~or~oi7urv

f

Gentiles. The meaning of the
latter part of vers. 11, ~a will then
be as follows : That he might as
he had faith himself be the father
of those who had faith; and as
he was circumcised himself, be
a father conveying the benefits of
circumcision to those who walk
in the footsteps of the faith which
he had when uncircumcised. Or,
in other words, that he might be
the father of the faithful, whether
Jew cr Gentile, and convey t o
them the privileges of Jews,
13. the heir of the world.] The
Apostle is alluding to Gen. xv. 7
lyzl d Beds d 1fayaybv us t u xbpus
XahBalwv, & m a BoCvai bot r1)v r;lv
Tadrvv xhr]povopfioar. Compare also
Gen. xvii. 5 m r i p a nohh& 6Ovbv
TiOsixci us; and xiii. 1 5 o"rt niiaav
T ~ ) Vr;lv 4v ub dp$r uo? FLuw aGr1)v
Hal

TG

uwlppari uov &us

albvor.

The Rabbis extended this promise to the whole earth. So
Mechilta, upon Excd. xiv. 31,
quoted by Tholuck, <Our father
Abraham possesses the world

4.18
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void, and the promise made of none effect : ‘for ’I the
law worketh wrath: kand where no law is, there
16is no transgression. Therefore it is of faith, that it
might be by grace; to the end the promise might be
sure t o all the seed ; not to that only which is of the
law, but to that also which is of the faith of Abraham;
1 7 who is the father of us all, (as it is written, I have
made thee a father of many nations,) before him whom
he believed, even God, who quickeneth the dead, and
calleth those things which be not as though they were.
r8Who against hope believed in hope, that be might
become the father of many nations, according to that
15

4

because

that now is, and that which is to
come, not by inheritance, but by
faith.’
I n this passage the
Apostle has similarly enlarged
it. The expression may be regarded either : ( I ) as a hyperbole, as Jerusalem is said in the
Psalms t o be the joy of the whole
earth,’ or as darkness is said to
have come over the whole earth ’
at the Crucifixion ; or (a) the
promised land may be taken as
the type of the world. On the
one hand, it must not be forgotten,
in the explanation of this and
similar expressions, that the
world did not present t o the
ancients the same distinct idea
and conception as to ourselves ;
nor, on the other hand, that the
thought of the promised land
was inseparable to the true Israelite from the thought of a
world to come. The words of
the book of Genesis themselves
might seem to the Apostle t o
promise more than had been or
could be fulfilled in this world.

‘

k

for

He was fixing his mind on something higher than the occupation
of the promised land by the Israelites. I t was this which gave
the promise to Abraham a new
meaning.
15. For the law is the very
opposite of grace and faith and
the promise ; it works wrath not
mercy; it takes men away from
God instead of drawing them
to Him ; it makes transgressions
where they were not before.
For a fuller explanation of
these passages, the reader is referred t o the Essay on the
Strength of Sin is the Law. The
real difficulty respecting them
arises from the state without law
being an imaginary one. We
readily admit that, if anywhere
there is no knowledge and no
conscience, as in the case of
a child, a savage, or a madman,
there it is impossible there can
be transgression. Of such we
should say that they were not to
be judged by our standard ; that
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’

And not as
one weak in faith he considered4 his own body now
dead when he was about a n hundred years old, and
zothe deadness of Sarah’s womb: he staggered not a t
the promise of God through unbelief; but was strong
2 1 in faith, giving glory to God ; and being fully persuaded that, what he m h a s ” promised, he = i s u able
2 3 also to perform.
And therefore i t was imputed to
23 him for righteousness.
But it was not written for
a 4 his sake alone, that it was imputed to him ; but for
19 which was spoken, So shall thy seed be.

1

And being not weak in faith he e d d e . r e d nat

what to our moral notions was
an offence was no offence to
them ; that in their case the
laws of civilized countries did
not apply. Our difflculty is to
conceive the same absence of responsibility in rational beings.
The truth is, that there is no
absence of responsibility, except
in that imaginary state of which
the Apostle is speaking; a state
without knowledge and without
law, and, therefore, conceived of,
as without evil and without
crime.
23. not written for his sake a h . ]
Cp. Midrash Bereshit Rabba, chap.
40, adJ% (on Genesis xii.16),‘what
is written of Abraham is written
also of his children.’
a4. A difflculty arises in reference to this verse, from the division of the clausea. There would
be nothing to require explanation
in such a form of expression as
Who died and roee again for our
sins and our justification.’ But
why ‘died for our sins and rose
again for our justification ? ’ May
not our justification equally with
our sinrr be regarded a8 the object
or cause of Chriat’s death ?

‘

m

had

n

was

We might answer that St. Paul
often employs an antithesis of
words, where there is no antithesis of meaning. Compare, for
example, Rom. x. 9, IO ‘ I f thou
shalt confess with thy mouth the
Lord Jesus, and believe in thy
heart that God raised him from
the dead, thou shalt be saved.
For with the heart it is believed
unto righteousness, and with the
mouth confession is made unto
salvation.’ I n this passage, were
we to transpose the words righteousness and salvation, the meaning would be unaltered. There is
no real opposition between them.
Yet there is a certain analogy
on which the Apostle proceeds
in the last-mentioned expression.
The Christian is one with his
Lord, and his life, like that of
Christ, falls asunder into two
divisions, death and life, condemnation and justification. Comp.
Rom. vi. 5, 6 ‘For if we have
been planted in the likeness of
hia death, we shall be also in the
likeness of his resurrection :
knowing this, that our old man
is crucified with him, that the
body of ain might be done away.’
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us also, to whom it shall be imputed, who believe on
him that raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead;
a 5 who was delivered for our offences and was raised
again for our justification.
6 Therefore being justified by faith, Iwe have peace
a with God through our Lord Jesus Christ: by whom
also we have “had the If access by faith into this grace
wherein we stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of
3 God. And not only so, but we Prejoice” in tribulations
0

omit had the

So jn vers. IO, 1 1 ‘For in that he
died, he died unto sin once : but
in that he liveth, he liveth unto
God. Likewise reckon ye also
yourselves to be dead indeed unto
sin, but alive unto God Lhrough
Jesus Christ our Lord.’ A still
nearer parallel is afforded by
viii. IO ‘But if Christ be in you,
the body is dead because of sin ;
but the spirit is life beoause of
righteousness. But if the spirit
of him that raised up Christ from
the dead dwell in you,’ $0. Comp.
also a more subtle trace of the
same thought, in Rom. viii. 34,
where K a r a K p h v is opposed to
+pO&
It would not be in
accordance with St. Paul’s usual
language to invert the order of
these terms, or to say, who died
for our justification and rose again
for our sins.’ Sin and death,
justification and renewal or resurrection, whether in the believer
or Christ, are the parallel or
cognate ideas.
Had the Apostle said, ‘Who
by his death was one with us in
our sins, by his resurrection one
with us in our renewal,’ i n such
a mode of expression there would

p glors
have been nothing contrary t o
his usual language, But, as has
been already remarked, in describing the work of salvation,
forms of thought are fluctuating,
because they are inadequate ;
that which is sometimes the
cause being equally, from another
point of view, the effect, as i n
the present instance, the cause is
not a cause, but a mode of cxpressing a more general connexion between two ideas. (See
note on i. 4.) We should err in
defining exactly that which is in
its iiature inexact ; better to lose
sight of the precise terms i n the
general meaning. It is a slight
transition in the language of St.
Paul from the form ‘who rose
again for our justification,’ t o the
other form, ‘who was one with
us i n his resurrection.’
This
slight change is the source of
our difficulty.
5. 3. I n the life of Christ, as
well as of His followers, is traceable the double character of sorrow
and joy, humiliation and exaltation, not divided from each other
by time, but existing together,
and drawn out alternately by the

Reading ixopcv
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also : knowing that tribulation worketh patience ; and

5 patience, experience ; and experience, hope : and hope

maketh not ashamed ; because the love of God is shed
abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is
6given unto us. For when we were yet without
strength, I s y e t " in due time Christ died for the
7 ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous man will one
q

omit yet

external circumstances of their
lives. Christ Himdelf said, I, if
I be lifted up from the earth,
shall draw all men after me.'
And just before He suffered, The
hour is come that the Son of man
should be glori5ed.' So He told
His disciples, Matt. v. Ia I n
the day of persecution rejoice
and be exceeding glad.'
And
St. Paul, at the commencement of
the second Epistle t o the Corinthians, speaks asif sorrow brought
its own joy and consolation with
it ; you can hardly tell whether he
is sorrowful or joyful, so quickly
is his sorrow turned into joy.
There is the same mixed feeling
of triumph in affliction in the
remarkable words, I Cor. iv. 9
I think that God hath set forth
us the apostles last, as it were
appointed unto death : for we are
made a spectacle to the world, to
angels, and to men.' And even
where external d i c t i o n s are
wanting, the mere consciousness of this 'present evil world,'
' the whole creation groaning
together until now,' the remembrance of having onoe felt the
sentence of death in himself, will
make the believer rejoice with
trembling for what he feels within

or witnesses in others. Compare
the aphorism of Lord Bacon.
Prosperity is the blessing of the
Old Testament, adversity of the
New.'
7. This verse has been taken
in four ways :( I ) Christ died for the ungodly :
this was a great instance of
love ; for hardly for a j m t
man will one d i e ; yet peradventure, for that exalted
character, the good man,
some one may even dare to
die ; or,
(a) Yet, peradventure, for the
beneficent man, some would
even dare to die ; or,
(3) Yet, peradventure, for the
good in the abstract, some
would even dare to die.
The distinotions between Gimios,
good, and dya86s, just, which are
required by the first two modes of
explanation, are really assumed to
avoid the difficulty. It is singular
that the word dya86s used of a
person occurs nowhere else in the
writings of St. Paul. To the third
explanation there are many objections : (I) the Apostle could
hardly have used itxaiou of a
person, and TOG dyaOo6 of a thing ;
(a) it is doubtful whether the

'
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die : yet peradventure for the fl good man some would
8 even dare t o die. But God 8 establishes his love
toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ
for us. Much more then, being now justified by
his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him.
I O For if, when we were enemies, we were reconciled to
God by the death of his Son, much more, being
* oommendeth
I &
g died

neuter rb byaedv would have been
used in the sense of moral good ;
;3) the notion of dying for an
abstract idea is entirely unlike
the language of the New Testament, or of the age in which the
New Testament was written, nor
does it give the opposition which
the Apostle requires.
(4) The remaining explantition
of Gwaiou and TOO dyaOoO makes
them synonymous. The Apoetle
corrects his former expression‘For Christ died, when we had
no power to help ourselves, for
the ungodly.’ But this is unlike
what men do for one another;
for hardly will one die for a righteous man. Admitting that this
statement requires correction
(which the word pdhis already
seenis to imply), say, that for the
good man some one may even
dare to die, still the case is different, for it WAS while we were
yet sinners that Christ died for
us. It is not necesmry t o suppose
any opposition between G ~ K Q ~ O U
and TOO &yaOoO; the clause i r d p
ydp TOO byaOo0 may be regarded,
not as subordinate to the previous
clause, but as parallel with it,
and dependent on the preceding
verse. The use of a different
word, though without a distinction in meaning, may arise either

from a slight sense of the awkwardness of retracting what had
just gone before, or from the wish
to avoid tautology. Compare
John xvi. ax 4 7uv4 8 ~ a vT L K T ~ ,
h h q v r x c i . . h a v 82 y c v v j q rb

.

natSlov o h Bsc pqpovcdci rljsehiqfwE,

for a similar repetition, and for
the thought, Rom. ix.3,where the
Apostle offers himself to be accursed from Christ for his brethren’s sake.
IO. ‘We are reconciled to God ’
(here and a Cor. v. 20>, or (a Cor.
V. 18) ‘God reconciling us to
himself through Jesus Christ,’ or
‘God in Christ reconciling the
world to himself’ (a Cor. v. 191,
are the modes of expression i n
Scripture used to describe the
work of redemption.
God is
unchangeable; it is we who are
reconciled to Him, not He t o us.
(Compare the use of KQ7ahhhUUfUOat, applied t o the woman who
is reconciled to her husband in
I Cor. vii. 11.) But, on theother
hand, the first spring and motive
of redemption comes not from
ourselves but from Him.
Much stress, it is true, cannot
be laid on the precise use of
language; for the Apostle might
have spoken i n a figure of God
being angry with us and of us
as hated by Him. And this may
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reconciled, we shall be saved by his life. And not
only so, but we also joy in God through our Lord
Jesus Christ, by whom we have now received the
reconciliation.”
t

atonement

seem to be implied in the word
l.xOpds in the present passage.
But the comparison of Col. i. a1
~ ~ A A O T ~ ~ W ~ ~K P
Q O
~ 4,yOpoh
V S

6involg , ,

.

T$

mpausjaar, shows

that lXOp6r may have an active,
as well as passive meaning.
ra-aI. Various expedients have
been proposed for completing the
construction : First, The device
of a parenthesis extending from
ver. 13 t o ver. 18 : the last expedient which should be resorted
t o in a writer so irregular i n his
syntax as the Apostle. Secondly,
The missing apodosis has been
sought for in ver. Ia itself, either
in the words 6rd 7 4 s b p p ~ hd
BbvaTos, or in the clause which
follows, either :‘As by one man sin entered
into the world ;’
Death also came by sin : ’ or,
‘As by one man sin entered
into the world, and death by sin ;’
‘Even so death came upon all
men.’
Both these explanations, however, do violence t o the language
in the meaning which they give
to ~ d - ~ n lO ~ S and
,
are also
inconsistent with the general drift
of the passage, which is not to
show that ‘ as sin came into the
world,’ death followed in its
train, but that ‘as in Adam all
died, even 80 in Christ shall all
be made alive.’
If, disregarding the grammar,
-we look only to the sense, the

‘

[&IO

missing apodosis is easily supplied both from what has preceded, and from what follows:
Therefore we receive reconciliation by Jesus Christ, as by
one man sin entered into the
world.’ Comp. 6’’ 03 and 61’ ivds
dvOpirnou, in the 11th and lath
verses. I t is further hinted at
in the words 8s iurr T ~ O STOO
&hXovror at the end of the 14th
verse; it is indirectly supplied
in ver. 15 and involved in the
whole remainder of the chapter.
Admitting the irregularity of
the construction, let us dismiss the
grammar to follow the thought,
The Apostle is about to speak of
Adam, the type of sin, as Christ
is the type of righteousness. The
sin of Adam is he sin of man,
as the righteousness of Christ is
the righteousness of man. But
how is the fact of sin reconcilable with the previous statements
of the Apostle : ‘Where there
is no law there is no transgression’? Such is the doubt which
seems to cross the Apostle’s
mind, which he answers; first,
by eaying, that there ’was sin in
the world before the giving of
the law’ (though he had said be.
fore, ‘where there is no law there
is no transgression’), and then, as
if aware of his apparent inconsistency, he softens his former
‘sin is not
expression into
imputed where there is no law.’
An indirect answer is also sup-

-
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Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the
world, and death by sin ; and so death passed upon

plied by the verse that follows:
- Howbeit death reigned from
Adam to Moses,’ i. e. men died
before thc time of Moses, and
therefore they must have sinned.
The difficulty of this as of some
other passages (Rom. iii. 1 - 8 ;
ix. 19-23) arises out of the conflict of opposite thoughts in the
Apostle’s mind. Suppose him t o
have said, ‘As by one man sin
entered into the world and death
by sin (for this is possible
though there was no law-when
I said, where no Zuw is, there is no
transgression. I meant that sin is
not imputed, but that it exists
is proved by the fact of death
reigning over all before the time
of Moses). But long before we
have arrived at this point the
thread of the main sentence has
been lost. The Apostle makes a n
attempt to recover it in the words
in v. 14 8s Can 7 h o s TOG p i h hovros, and more regularly repeats
the parallel in vers. 15, 17.

‘

12 xai Std rjjs d p p d a s 6 ibivaros,
and death by sin.] That the sin

of Adam was the cause of the
death of Adam was the common
belief of the Jews in St. Paul’s
time. The oldest trace of this
belief is found in the Book of
Wisdom, ii. a4 : ‘ For God created
man without corruption, and
made him after the image of
his own likeness. Nevertheless,
through envy of the devil, came
death into the world, and they
that hold of his side prove it.’
The death of Adam, and of all
mankind in him, is again referred
t o by the Apostle in I Cor. xv. a1 ;

respecting which latter passage
two things are observable : first,
that the Apostle makes no allusion
to the sin of Adam as the cause
of his death-rather this is a consequence of his and of other men’s
earthly nature, I Cor. xv. 4B, 50 ;
and, secondly, that the death
spoken of is plainly, from the
contrast, not spiritual, but physical.
And such it is commonlysup.
posed to be in the present passage,
Such an interpretation is clear
and definite, and one with which
most readers will be satisfied.
Yet it may be doubted whether,
from the mere differencc of modes
of thought in his time and our
own, we do not give it a greater
degree of definiteness than it
possessed to the Apostle himself.
To us sin and death have no
natural connexion. So far as
they are united, we regard them
as united by an act of God. But
the Apostle joins them together
in the same way that we might
join together disease and death,
or life and health. The flesh and
the body are to him the natural
seats both of physicaI and mora1
corruption.
I t must be allowed that in
other passages St. Paul as distinctly speaks of death for spiri.
tual death, as he is here supposed
to do for physical death. Compare vii. 9, IO ‘Sin revived,
and I died ;’ and ver. 13 Was
it then that which was good that
became death unto me P ’ I n other
passages, again, Odvaros has an
equally distinct meaning of spi-
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13all men, for that all have sinned-for until the law
sin was in the world: but sin is not imputed where
rqthere is no law. Nevertheless death reigned from
Adam to Moses, even over them that had not sinned
ritual and physical death at once.
For example, in Rom. vi. ar, the
word appears, a t first sight, to
refer only to spiritual evil ; but the
parallel of eternal life in the next
clause shows that physical death
is not excluded. I n like manner
it may be fairly argued that St.
Paul does not connect sin and
death in this chapter in any other
sense than he connects life and
righteousness. But as he could
not have meant that the continuance of existence after death depended on the righteousness of
Christ, so neither can he mean
that temporal death depended on
Adam’s sin.
Nor can it be left out of sight
that in the 15th chapter of the
I Cor. the Apostle makes no refer.
ence t o a prior state of innocence
from which Adam fell. The first
man is of the earth, earthy : the
second man is the Lord from
heaven. As is the earthy so are
they that are earthy; as is the
heavenly so are they also that
are heavenly.’ Adam and Christ
are here contrasted, not in reference to any act performed by
Adam, but to their own nature.
I t would surely be an error to lay
s t r w on the precise points of
view taken by the Apostle in this
chapter, considering that a differ.
ent view occurs in the parallel
Passage.
These considerations lead us
to doubt how far St. Paul die.
tinatly recognized the interpreta-

‘

tions which later ages have given
to his words. Could the consequences which have been drawn
from them have been present t o
his mind, he might have told us
that ‘these things are an allegory,’ like the bondwoman and
the freewoman, or the baptism of
the Fathers unto Moses in the
cloud and in the sea.
The two clauses that follow are
parallel to the two precedingones,
though the order is inverted :‘As by one man sin entered
into the world, and death by sin,’
‘And in like manner, as all
men sinned, so all men died.’
13. dxpi ydp v d p v , fbr until the
law.] But sin is inseparable from
the law, as has been repeated
above, ‘where there is no law
there is no transgression.’ How
was it, then, that in the interval
between Adam and Moses men
could have sinned? We answer
this dificulty by changing the
form of our expression without
materially altering its meaning ;
not, ‘ where there is no law there
is no transgression,’ but, ‘sin is
not imputsd where there is no
law.’ Sin, in other words, was
not exceeding sinful; it did not
abound or show itself in its true
nature, yet it existed still. Comp.

ver. ao.
14. i d 703s pi) dpapniuavras,
ovw them that had not sinned,] is

commonly interpreted, according
as what may be termed the Augustinian or Pelagian view of the pas-
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after the similitude of Adam's transgression, who is
rsthe Ggure of him that was to come. But not as the
offence, so also is the free gift. For if through the
offence of one many Udied,'' much more the grace of
God, and the gift by grace, which is by one man,
16 Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto many. And not
as it was by one that sinned, so is the gift: for the
judgment was by one t o condemnation, but the free
17 gift is of many offences unto justification. For if by
one
offence death reigned 9 through one : much
more they which receive the abundance of grace
and of the gift of righteousness shall reign in life
1 8 ~ t h r o u g hone,
j
Jesus Christ. Therefore as by bone
offence judgment came upon all men to condemnation; even so by one act of righteousness il the free
19 gift came upon a11 men unto justification of life. For
as by one man's disobedience many were made sinners,
so by the obedience of one shall many be made

'

b

u be dead
1 add man's
Y by
omit the
a by
the offence of one judgement came upon all men to condemnation ; even
so by the righteousneas of one

sage is preferred, either, who did
not commit actual sin like Adam,
but only inherited Adam's imputed sin ; or, who did commit
actual sin, but not like Adam
against a positive law or commandment.
A third way of explaining the
words, though it necessitates what
may be termed the Augustinian
interpretation, is worthy of attention. 2nr' sqj dporhpart may be
connected with 2PaulAovow, as
a further explanation of i d robs
dpapmjaavsas.
'But death
?igned from Adam to Moses
upon those who had not sinned,

because of the likeness of the sin
of Adam'-the
likeness' only,
if, where no law is, there is no
direct imputation of sin. Comp.
oh. vi. 5 ti ydp ov'p$vroi ytydvapsv
sr$ dpoiirpasi 706 Bavdrou abso0,
dhhd xal rijs dvaosbuaws iadpcb'a.

All men are thus identified with
the sin of Adam, as they are to be
identified with the righteousness
of Him that was to come. Better
than any of these subtle modes it
is to take the passage in a more
general sense : But death reigned
from Adam t o Moses even upon
those who had not sinned expressly and consciously, to whom
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ao righteous.

a But the law came in besides,” that the
offence might abound. But where sin abounded, grace
a 1 did much more abound : that as sin dreigned in death,
even so might grace reign through righteousness unto
eternal life by Jesus Christ our Lord.
6 WHAT shall we say then? eAre we t o # continue
a in sin, that grace may abound? God forbid. How
shall we, that are dead t o sin, live any longer therein?
3 Know ye not, that so many of us as were baptized
into *Christ Jesus 1 were baptized into his death?
c

Moreover the law entered
f

d hath reigned unto
Jeuua Ch&

sin therefore could not be imputed in the same sense as it was
to Adam.’ Compare verse 13.
21. The leading thought of the
preceding section has been, LAs
in Adam all die, even so in
Christ shall all be made alive.’
But there is a great difference
between the act of sin and the
act of justification. If many
died through the first, much more
shall they be redeemed by the
second; if there was one offence
to condemn, there are many
offences to be forgiven : where
death and condemnation ar6,much
more there are life and grace j as
one comes t o all men through
one, so likewise the other. The
five verses from 15-19 consist
almost wholly of a repetition of
the same thought, in the form
either of a parallel between the
act of Adam and of Christ, or of
a climax in which the grace of
Christ is contrasted in its effects
with Adam’s sin. The law came
to increase the sum of transgressions, but grace still exceeded.
The law came in with this very

e

ShaZZ we

object, that as sin had triumphed,
grace might triumph also.
6. 3. To be baptized into
Christ is to be baptized so as to
be one with Christ, or to become
a member of Christ by baptism.
Compare I Cor. xii. 13 tls t v u G p
1Panrio0~,uw,between which and
the present passage a connectinglink is formed by Rom. vii. 4
i0avazLBqTc TG vdpp 6id TOO ahpa7 0 s TOO xptu105.
So the Apostle
says: ‘ B y being baptized into
Christ we were baptized into a
common death.’
Philosophy, as Plato says in
the Phaedo, is death; so the
Apostle says that Christian life is
death. I t is a state in which we
are dead to the temptations of the
world, dead t o all those things
which penetrate through the
avenues of sense, dead to the
terrors of the law, withdrawn
from our own nature itself, shrunk
and contracted, as it were, within
a narrow space, hidden with
Christ and God. It is death and
life at once-death in relation to
earth, and life in relation to God.
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Therefore we 8 were” buried with him by baptism
into death : that like as Christ was raised up from the
dead by the glory of the Father, even 80 we also
5 should walk in newness of life. For if we have been
hunited with him b y n the likeness of his death, we
shall be also ‘ b y “ the likeness of his resurrection:
6 knowing this, that our old man is crucified with him,
that the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceyforth we should not serve sin. For he that is dead
8 has been justified j’ from sin. ‘But if we be dead
with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with
9 him : knowing that Christ being raised from the dead
dieth no more; death hath no more dominion over
4

g

are

h

planted together in

4. Themeaning of thisversewill
be more clearly brought out if we
recall the picture of Baptism i n
the apostolic age, when the rite
was performed by immersion, and
Christians might be said to be
buried with Christ; and the
passing of the Israelites through
the cloud and the sea ( I Cor. x.
I, a), and even the Deluge itself
(I Pet. iii. arj, seemed no inappropriate types of its waters.
Imagine not infants, but crowds
of grown-up persons already
changed in heart and feelings ;
their ‘life hidden with Christ
and God,’ losing their personal
consciousness i n the laver of regeneration ; rising again from its
depths into the light of heaven,
i n communion with God and
nature ; met as they rose from
the bath with the white raiment,
which is ‘the righteousness of
the saints,’ and ever after looking
back on that moment a~ the
instant of their new birth, of

I

in

k

is freed

I

Now

the putting off of the oId man,
and the putting on of Christ.
Baptism was to them the figure
of death, burial, and resurrection
all in one, the most apt expression
of the greatest change that can
pass upon man, like the sudden
change into another life when we
leave the body.
7. I t is not quite clear whether
these words refer only to Christ,
or to the believer who is in His
image also. The latter is most
agreeable t o the context. The
nerve of the Apostle’s argument
was : ‘ How shall we who are dead
t o sin live any longer therein?’
Continuing this thought, he says :
‘We are dead and buried with
Christ, and therefore should rise
with him to newness of life. We
have left the old man on the cross
with Him, that the body of sin
may be done away. For death is
the quittance of sin.‘ ‘How then
ehall we any longer live i n i t ? ’
-is still t h e Apostle’s inference ;
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lohim. For in that he died, he died unto sin once:
but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God. Likewise
reckon ye also yourselves m-’’ dead indeed unto sin,
Let not
1 2 but alive unto God through Jesus Christ.
sin therefore reign in your mortal body, that y0
13 should obey O-n the lusts thereof. Neither yield ye
your members as instruments of unrighteousness unto
sin : but yield yourselves unto God, as those that are
alive from the dead, and your members as instruments
14of righteousnws unto God. For sin shall not have
dominion over you: for ye are not under the law, but
under grace.
‘5
What then? Pare we to sin,“ because we are not
IC under the law, but under grace? God forbid. Know
ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to
obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey ; whether
of sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness?
II

In

add to be

n add our Lord

not only ‘how shall we who are
dead to sin,’ but, ‘how shall we
who are justified by death.’
EO. Throughout this passage the
Apostle is identifying Christ and
the believers ; and conceptions,
primarily applicable or more intelligible in reference to the one,
are transferred to the other. We
shall better apprehend his meaning, by beginning in a different
order. ‘ For in that we die, we
die unto sin : in that we live, we
live unto God.’ Our death with
Christ is the renunciation of sin
once for all, and the opening of a
new life unto God. Under this
figure of what the believer feels
i n himself, the Apostle describes
the work of Christ. Death and
life are one but yet two in the

0

add it in

P shall we sin

individual soul-the negative and
positive side of the change which
the Gospel makes in him-so they
are also in Christ.
14. I t might seem, at first sight,
tautology to say, ‘Let not sin reign
over you, for sin shall not reign
over you.’ A slightly different
turn restores the meaning. Do
it, as we might say, for you are
able to d o it. Present yourselves
to God as those who are alive
from the dead; who were dead
once, but now alive; under the
law once, but under grace now.
Instead of the outward and positive rule, you have the inward
union with Christ ; for the
strength of sin, the consciousness
of forgiveness ; for fear, love ; for
bondage, freedom ; for slavery,
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1 7 But God be thanked, that ye were the servants of sin,

but ye have obeyed from the heart that form of
18 doctrine q whereto ye were delivered ; and being

made free from sin, ye became the servants of
~grighteousness. I speak after the manner of men
because of the infirmity of your flesh. For as ye
have yielded your members servants t o uncleanness
and to iniquity unto iniquity; even so now yield
your members servants to righteousness unto sancti20 fication."
For when ye were the servants of sin, ye
21:were free
as touching 'I righteousness. What fruit
had ye then
things whereof ye are now ashamed ;
z a for the end of those things is death. But now being
made free from sin, and become servants to God, ye
have your fruit unto tsanctification,j and the end
For the wages of sin is death ; but
23 everlasting life.
the gift of God is eternal life in Jesus Christ our

Lord.
Know ye not, brethren, (for I speak to them that
know the law,) how that the law hath dominion over
a a man as long as he liveth? For the woman which
hath an husband is bound by the law to her husband

7

9

r holiness
which was delivered you ; being then
t holiness
u through

sonship ; for weakness, power.
Such an enlargement of the words
of the Apostle may be gathered
from other places. The ycip expresses the ground of motive and
encouragement.
23. The evil that we receive a t
the hand of God is deserved, but
the good undeserved. Sin has
its wages, and yet eternal life
is a free gift. How can we maintain this paradox, which is, more1

from

over, a form of expression natural
t o us ?
It is quite true that the good
and evil which we receive at the
hands of God is exactly proportioned by His justice and wisdom
to our deserts. But what we intend to express by such forms
of speech is : ( I ) Our feeling that
He is, i n a special sense, the
Author of our salvation as well
as of all good ; (a) That whatever

Placing the point of interrogation after C?XX(TC7 6 7 6
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' t h a t / liveth; but if the husband be dead, she is
3 l o o ~ e dfrom the law of her husband. So then if,
while her husband liveth, she be married to another
man, she shall be called a n adulteress: but if her
husband be dead, she is free from that law ; so that
she ie no adulteress, though she be married to another
4man. Wherefore, my brethren, ye also are become
dead to the law by the body of Christ ; that ye should
be married to another, to him who is raised from the
5 dead, that we should bring forth fruit unto God. For
when we were in the flesh, the motions of sins, which
were by the law, did work in our members to bring
6 forth fruit unto death. But now, ybeing dead,/' we
are delivered from the law
wherein we were held ;
a and so we I' serve in newness of spirit, and not in the
oldness of the letter.
7 What shall we say then? Is the law sin ? God
x

so long &8 he

Y

omit being dead
0 that we should

may be our deserts in his eye,
they would lose their very nature
if we regarded them as deserts.
7. 4. &arct p s h i 8 a v a & ~ ~ a . ] The
Apostle changes the figure. The
words 48avashOqrr and hnoeavdvrcs
are too strong to allow us to suppose that he is still describing
the death of the believer t o the
law under the image of the wife ;
who is not dead, but only freed
by death. This latter image,
however, reappears in the next
words, t l ~rb y r v l a h t p & hc'ppr.
For a similar change, comp. ch.
vi. 5, 6,7 : I These. v. a, 4.
7. TI o8v &pov^ptv; What shall we
say then?] If the law was the
instrument whereby the motions
of sins worked in our members
(ver. s), if we are freed from sin

add that being dead

by being dead to the law (ver. 6 ) ,
what shall we say 1 I s the law
sin ? ' I t has been nearly identified in what precedes, it is all but
sin in what follows. There is
reason for us to pause before going
further.
d V ~ ~ O Ethe, law.] But what law ?
the Mosaic, or the law written o n
the heart ? We can only gather
from the passage itself, which
leads us rather to think of a terrible consciousness of sin, than of
questions of new moons, and sabbaths. What shall we say then,'
we might paraphrase, 'is oonscience sin ? '
To shift the meaning of vdpor,
or to assign remote and different
significations to the word in successive verses, may seem like

'
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forbid. Nay, I had not known sin, but by the law:
for I had not known lust, except the law had said,
8 Thou shalt not b l u ~ t . i i But sin, taking occasion by
the commandment, wrought in me all manner of Clust.”
g For without the law sin was dead, d a n d I! I was alive
without the law once: but when the commandment
locame, sin revived, and I died. And the commandment, which was to life, I found to be unto death.
TI For sin, taking occasion by the commandment, de1 2 ceived me, and by it slew me.
Wherefore the law is
holy, and the commandment holy, and just, and good;
13 was then that which is good made death unto m e ?
b

covet

c

concupiscence

a trick of the interpreter. Whether it really be so or not, must
depend on the fact of how St. Paul
uses the word, and on the general
use of language in his age. Compare Gal. ii. 16-a3 for three distinct uses of the word oQpu ; also
vii. 21-viii. 4 for several changes
i n the sense of v b p s , and viii.
19-a2 for similar changes in the
sense of d a i s .
8. It may be asked, How can the
law increave the temptation to
sin? It may not make men bett e r ; how does it make them
worse ? Human nature errs from
passion and desire; (I) By sin the
Apostle means the consciousness
of sin, not any mere external act.
(2) The state which he describes
is partly imaginary. It begins
with absolute ignoranoe (I was
alive without the law once) and
ends with the utter disruption of
the soul between will and knowledge.
ra. After balancing the two
sides of this question, the conclusion a t which the Apostle

d

for

arrives is, that the law is ‘holy,
just, and good.’ It was the law
that made sin to be what it was,
and it is true that this comes
very near to the law being itself
sin. But the other side has also
to be put forward. Sin is the
active cause, the law only the
occasion, the deceiver being human nature itself, and the law
forbidding sin at the moment it
seems to create it. So that the
law, i n itself, ia no more polluted
than the sun i n the heavens by
the corruption on which it looks.
The obscurity in this, as in many
other passages, ariRes from the
Apostle, i n the alternation of
thought, dwelling too long on that
side of the argument, which, for
the sake of clearness, should have
been subordinate. I n this instance, he has said so much of the
commandment being found unto
death and the occasion of sin,
that he is obliged to make a violent resumption of the thought
with which he commenced.
13. We can imagine a state of
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God forbid. But sin, that it might appear sin, working
death e to me by that which is good ; that sin by the
14 commandment might become exceeding sinful. For
we know that the law is spiritual: but I am carnal,
* For what I do I know not : for
15 sold under sin.
what I would, that do I not ; but what I hate, that do
161. If then I do that which I would not, I consent

’‘

e

in

f

For that which I do I allow not

mind in an individual, or a condition in society, in which vice
loses ‘half its grossness,’ and
some of its real evil, either by
the veil of refinement beneath
which it is concealed, or by the
very naturalness to the human
mind of vice itself. Suppose the
person or society here spoken of,
to wake up on a sudden to a consciousness of the holiness of God
and the requirements of His law ;
suppose further, they were made
aware of the contrast between
their own life and the Divine
rule, yet werepowerless t o change,
knowing everything, yet able to
accomplish nothing, sensitive to
the pangs of conscience, yet ‘ unequal t o the performance of any
duty ;’ of such it might be said,
in a figure-‘Sin became death
that it might appear sin, working
death to us through that which
is good, that sin might become
exceeding sinful.’
The progress of which St. Paul
is speaking may be arranged in
six stages :( I ) The state of nature : ‘I
was alive without the law once.’
Vor. 9.
(a) The awakening of nature
to the requirements of the law,
and the death of sin. Vers. 9-11.
(3) The growing oonsciousness

of right and severance of the soul
into two parts, as the sense of
right prevails. Vers. 15-23.
(4) Sin, which was originally
a mere perversion, strengthening
into a law which opposes itself
to the law of God. Vers. 23, 24.
( 5 ) Laying aside of the worse
half of the soul, that is, justification. Ver. 25.
(6) Peace and glory. Ch. viii. I .
I t would be unlike the manner
of St. Paul t o draw out these
stages in perfectly regular order.
Here, as elsewhere, he goes to
and fro, and returns upon his
former thought. I n chapter viii,
for example, when the soul has
already entered into its rest, he
again casts his eye upon the
believer’s state from his earthly
side, ‘groaning within himself,
waiting for the redemption of the
body.‘
14. The language of the New
Testament does not conform to
any received views of psychology.
It is the language partly of the
Old Testament, but still more
of the Alexandrian philosophy,
which is defined neither by popular nor by scientific use. I n
modern times we do not divide
the soul into its better and worse
half! but into will, reason, consciousness, and other faculties

7-13]
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it is good : g and now it is no more
do it, but sin that dwelleth in me. For I know
that in me (that is, in my flesh) dwelleth no good
thing: for to will is present with m e ; but how to
19 perform that which is good, h--i’ not. For the good that
I

7 unto the law that

18 I that

I would I do not: but the evil which I would not,
ao that I do. Now if I do that I would not, it is no
a 1 more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me.
I find
then the fl law, that, when I would do good, evil is
zapresent with me. For I delight in the law of God
a3after the inward man: but I see another law in my
members! warring against the law of my mind, and
bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is
g

now then

h

which, for the most part, belong
equally to good and bad. Such
is, however, the fundamental
division of the Apostle. There
is a heavenly and earthly, a
higher and a lower principle ; the
first, wherebywe hold communion
with God Himself, the Spirit ; the
second, the flesh, or corrupt soil
of sin, scarcely distinguishable
from sin itself. These two do not
correspond t o mind and body,
which are only the figures under
which they are expressed,
17. I n this passage, between
vers. 14 and 25, the Apostle may
be said three times t o change his
identity : First of all, he is one
with his worse nature, which, as
having the power to turn the
balance of his actions, claims to
be the whole m a n ; secondly,
with his better nature, which
makes a perceptible though ineffectual struggle against the power
of evil : and, thirdly, he separates
himself from both, and overlooks

add IfEnd

i

a

the strife between them, vers.
z1-a3.
18. Here is a further change
i n the personality of the speaker :
‘ I know that i n me,’ which is
explained to mean ‘ in my flesh,’
there is, as it were standing by
my side, the wish for the good,
but not the accomplishment of
the good. 06x S ~ ~ L U K W , the reading of the Text. Recep. and of A.
G . f. g. v, if genuine, is a continuation of the figure of aap&
K F L T O I ; cp. ver. 21.
23. I n the short space between
the twenty-first and the twentythird verses there occur five modifications of the word v6pos : (I)
The play of words alluded t o
above, the law that evil is
present with him.’ (a) The law
of Cod, that is, the law of Moses
in the Spirit,’ not ‘in the letter;’
or, as we might express it, idealized.‘ (3) The same law presented under a different aspect,
as vdpor TOG YO&, or conscience.

‘

‘
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my members. 0 wretched man that I am! who
shall deliver me from the body of this death? kThanks
be to God” through Jesus Christ our Lord. So then
with the mind I myself serve the law of God ; howbeit
with the flesh the law of sin.
8 There is therefore now no condemnation to them
a which are in Christ Jesus. I-! For the law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made ’me free from

24in
a5

k I thank God

(4)

V ~ ~ iV
O S 70;s

1

add who walk not after tha&h

pihfUrv.

(5) vi.

76s dpopriae. Borrowing the
language of philosophical distinctions, we may arrange them as
follows :pos

Subject.
vdpor rot vols.
vdpos 2v T O % pdhfarv

Object.

vdpos T o t f3to0.
v 6 p s 76s dpaprias.

The agrd wrse describes a further progress in the conflict. At
first the two ‘ laws ’ are opposed
to each other ; but at length the
worse law ’ gets the better, and
the soul passes on to consider evil
as a ~ o r tof internal necessity to
which it is by nature liable. The
Prepor vdpos is only distinguished
from the vdpos 71jr dpapdas, as the
wavering emotion of the will from
the settled inward principle. The
first is the temptation of the natural desires ; the second, the law
of despair.
The Gospel is often opposed to
the law, as the inward to the
outward. Here the law of sin
is equally figured as internal ;
though within, that is, in the

‘

but

the Spirit

flesh and the members, it is still
incapable of harmonizing with
our better life. We might illustrate its relation to the soul, by
the example of those poisons
whose introduction into the body
is said to destroy life because
they never become a part of the
human frame.
8. a. The Gospel has been sometimes represented as a law, sometimes as a spirit; as a rule to
which we must conform, and also
as a power with which we are endowed. Both aspects are united
in the expression, ‘the law of
the Spirit of life,’ which is a
kind of paradox, and may be
compared with the law of faith,’
at the end of the third chapter.
Strictly speaking, in the language
of St. Paul, sin stands on the one
side, and the Spirit of God on
the other ; they answer respectively to the worse and the better
element of human nature ; while,
between the two is placed the
straight and unbending rule of
the law. But the law is used i n
two other senses also, first, for
the rule of sin to which man has
subjected himself, and, secondly,

’RfJadingps
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of sin and death. For what the law could
not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God
sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh,
4and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh: that the
righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who

3 the law

for the growth of the higher life,
the spirit which becomes a law,
the habit which strengthens into
a second and better nature. Lam,
in the first of these two senses, is
but a figure to express the strength
and uniformity of the power of
evil ; in the second, it is the harmony of human things in communion with God and Christ: the
first is the law under which the
first Adam fell : the second, the
law, by the fulfilment of which
the second Adam redeemed mankind.

it is less liable to objection, to
take the law of sin and death i n
the same general sense in which
the law of sin and the body of
death were spoken of i n the preceding chapter. It is the law
of Moses, and what the law of
Moses in its influence on the heart
and conscience has grown up into
and become, the law which is the
strength of sin, which is almost
sin, which was made death.
3. tcarixprvrs$vdpapriav i v ~ f aapj

KL, condemned sin in the pesh.] The
meaning of the clause derives some
light from the words that follow.
v d p v 7 4 s dpapdas Kat TOO Oavcisov,
the law of sin and death.] The I n Scripture Christ is often said
strength of the language would to be i n all points like ourselves ;
not be a positive proof that the and all that we are, and are not,
Apostle is not here speaking of and might have been, is transthe law of Moses, if we may take ferred to Him, either to be done
the expressions in Gal. iii and away with in us, or imparted to
iv. 3, and I Cor. xv. 56, where us. Thus, in the language of St.
he seems to speak of the law as Paul, He died that we might be
synonymous with ‘ elements of saved from death ; He became
the world,’ and even as L t h e a curse t o free us from the curse
strength of sin,’ as a measure of of the law ; He condemned sin in
his words. Such a view of the the flesh that to us there might
words would also agree with the be no condemnation. Also He
following verse, which speaks of condemned sin that we might
the powerlessness of ‘ t h e law condemn it too ; or i n other words
through the flesh,’ an expression that the righteousness of the law
hardly suitable to the ‘law i n might be fulfilled in us, who
the members ’ that preceded, walk not after the flesh, but after
which was not powerless, but the spirit.
4. i’ua rd 8 1 ~ a k u p TOO vdpov.]
simply evil. Nor can we suppose that in the ‘law of sin and ‘ That the righteous requirement
death,’ no allusion is implied to of the law may be fulfilled i n us,
the law of Moses, even if the two who walk not after the flesh but
be not absolutely identical. Still after the spirit.‘ These words
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walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. For

they that are after the flesh do mind the things of the
flesh ; but they that are after the Spirit the things of
6 the Spirit. For the mind of the flesh is death;
7 but "the mind of the Spirit li is life and peace. Because
the O mind of the flesh 'I is enmity against God : for it
is not subject t o the law of God, neither indeed can
8 be; IJ and they that are in the flesh cannot please
9 God. But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if

'

m to be carnally minded
0

carnalmind

have received three inteipretations. They may bo supposed to
refer : (I) t o Christ's fulfilment
of the law, which is transferred
tous ; or, (a) t o our payticipation
in His fulfilment of the law by
union with H i m ; or, (3) to our
fulfilment of the law by the holiness which He imparts t o us.
I n other words, they may relate :
(I) t o an external righteousness ;
or, (2) to a righteousness, external, but imparted; or, (3) to inherent righteousness. Instead of
selecting one of these interpretations, the meaning of any of
which is defined by its antagonism to the other two, we must
go back to the predoctrinal age
of the Apostle himself, ere such
distinctions existed. The whole
Christian life flows with him
from union with Christ. Whether this union is conscious or
unconscious, whether it gives or
merely imputes the righteousness
of Christ, ia a question which he
dws not analyse. But in thinking of it, he perceives a sort of
balance and contrast between the
humiliation of Christ and the
exaltation of the Christian. The

n

to be spiritually minded
P BO then

believer seems to gain what his
master has lost. He throws on
Christ the worse half of self, that
the better half may be endued
with the spirit of life.
6. qp6vqpa rijs aaprrds.] Which
some do expound the wisdom,
some sensuality, some the affection, some the desire of the
flesh.' Art. ix.
'The mind' in the sense of
will, intention,' more nearly
answers to the Greek than any
of these.
I n this and the following verses
the Apostle, as in vii. 8, returns
upon the track of the preceding
chapter. He is Rpeaking of the
struggle which is now past, the
elements of which no longer exist
together in the same human soul,
but are the types of classes of men
living in two different worlds.
I n ver. 6 we have what may be
termed a further epexegesis of
ver. 5, as ver. 5 was of ver. 4,
both being connected by the
favourite yhp. As in ver. 5 he
took up the words udp[ and nvrCpa
from ver. 4, so here he takes up
the word @ppovciv from ver. 5 .
9. d r c p ,
trplv.1 The spirit

..

p
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so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if
any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he i s none of
~ o h i s . qBut" if Christ be in you, the body is dead
because of s i n ; but the Spirit is life because of
rrrighteousness. But if the Spirit of him that raised
up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that raised
up Christ Jesus from the dead shall also quicken
your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you.
IaTherefore, brethren, we are debtors, not to the flesh,
1 3 to live after the flesh. For if ye live after the flesh,
ye shall die : but if ye through the Spirit do mortify
14 the deeds of the body, ye shall live. For as many as
are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.
15 For ye have not received the spirit of bondage again
to fear ; but ye have received the Spirit of adoption,
whereby we cry, Abba, Father.
16
The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit,
1 7 that we are the children of God : and if children, then
heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ;

'

9

And

is spoken of in Scripture indifferently us the Spirit of God or of
Christ, Phil. i. rg ; or of the Son,
Gal. iv. 6 ; sometimes under the
more general term of tho Spirit
ofthe Lord, as in a Cor. iii. 17, 18.
Here the Apostle makes a sudden
transition from the Spirit of God
to that of Christ, and returns
again in the eleventh verse to
speak of ( t h e Spirit of Him that
raised up Christ from the dead.'
11. The spiritual resurrection
suggests the thought of the actual resurrection, aa in John v.
as. In this world the quickening Spirit and the mortal body
exist separate from each other;
but hereafter the Spirit shall re-

omitJesu.8

animate the body, as it is the
Spirit of Him who raised up
Christ from the dead ; who will
do as much for us as he did for
Christ. 7d Ovq7d u h p a ~ a ,your
bodies that would die were it
not for His quickening Spirit.
Compare vi. ra.
14. This new relation between
God and man is introduced by the
Gospel. I t is not literally true
that, in the Old Testament, the
children of Israel are not spoken
of as the sons of God, but only
as His subjects and servants ; but
it is true that in their essential
character the law and the Gospel
are thus opposed, as the spirit of
bondage again to fear, and the
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*sincea we suffer with him, that we may be also
18glorified together. For I reckon that the sufferings
of this present time are not worthy to be compared
with the glory which shall be revealed t u n t o ” us.
rgFor the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth
2ofor the manifestation of the sons of God. For the
creature was made subject to vanity, not willingly,
but by reason of him who hath subjected the same in
8

ifsobethat

Spirit of adoption, whereby we
acknowledge God as a father.
18. Xoyf{opaar ydp, for I reckon.]
I n Scripture, the glory of the
saints is sometimes spoken of as
future, sometimes as present ;
sometimes as at a distance, a t
other times upon the earth ; sometimes as an external state or condition; at other times as an
inward and spiritual change, to
be revealed in them as they are
transformed from glory t o glory.
I n the writings of St. Paul it is
the spiritual gense of a future life
which chiefly prevails, as in this
passage. He does not paint
scenes of the world to come : he
is lost in i t ; ‘whether in the
body or out of the body he cannot tell.’
19.dnomrpi$oda, expectation.] As
we turn from ourselves to the
world around us, the prospect on
which we cast our eyes =ems t o
reflect the aolours of our own
minds, and to share our joy and
sorrow. To the religious mind
it mems also to reflect our sins.
We cannot, ihdeed, speak of the
misery of the brute creation,
of whose constitution we know
80 little; nor do we pretend to
discover in the loveliest Spot8

tin

of earth, indications of a fallen
world. But when we look at
the vices and diseases of mankind, at their life of labour
in which the animals are our
partners, at the aspect in modern times of our large towns, as
in ancient of a world given to
idolatry, we see enough to give
a meaning t o the words of the
Apostle. The evil in the world
bears witness with the evil and
sorrow in our own hearts. And
the hope of another life springs
up unbidden in our thoughts, for
the sake of ourselves and of our
fellow-creatures.
ao. The Apostle is speaking
here, as elsewhere, of the double
character of the scheme of Providence, consisting, as it did, of two
parts, one of which had a reference to the other. As afterwards
he says (xi. 3a) : ‘God concluded all under sin that he might
have mercy upon all ;’ so hereThe creature was made subject
t o evil against its will, and with
the hope of restoration, because
of him who subjected the same ;
or the creature was made subject
because of him who subjected the
same, in hope that, &c. Connecting &a’ihdk with the following
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hope; became the creature itself also shall be delivered
from the bondage of corruption into the ”liberty of
a a the glory of the children of God.
For we know that
the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain
zatogether until now. And not only they, but ourselves also which have the first-fruits of the Spirit,
even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for
2 4 the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body.
For
we are saved b y hope: but hope that is seen is not
hope : for what a man seeth, why doth he
hope
25for? But if we hope for that we see not, we with
patience wait for it.

21

fl

glorious liberty

clause, the creature,’ we might
paraphrase, ‘had no love for this
helpless state. He was subjected
to it because of Him that subjected him. in the hope that
grace might yet more abound.’
But who is he who subjected ? ’
First, Christ, on account of whose
special work the creature was
made subject to vanity. (The preposition 616 has no proper meaning, if the word 6rosa[as is referred exclusively to God.) He
subjected the creature as He condemned sin in the flesh in His own
person, by subjecting Himself.
And yet though the work of redemption be attributed t o Him, it
seems inappropriate to regard
Him also as the author of the
fallen condition of man. There
is the same impropriety in such a
mode of expression as there
would be in saying, ‘Christ concluded all under sin that he might
have mercy upon all.’ I n the
language of St. Paul, He is the

‘

add yet

instrument of our redemption,
not its first author. More truly,
in the word Laorhlavra God
and Christ seem t o meet. ‘God
in Christ reconciling the world
t o Himself : ’ as the Creator con.
sidered as the Author and Ap.
pointer of all His creatures; as
the Redeemer, the final cause and
end of their sinful state. I n defence of this twofold meaning of
brorcifas, compare the transition
from God to Christ in vers. 9, 11 ;
also Col. i. 15.
23-30. The connexion of these
verses may be traced as follows :(I) We walk feebly by hope
and not by sight, waiting for the
redemption of the body (23-25).
( 2 ) But this feebleness the Spi.
rit helps, and ever makes earnest
intercession for us (a6, 97).
(3)And there is another side
to this view of creation groaning
together ; viz. that in all things
God is working together for good
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Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our yinfirmity:'
for we know not what we should pray for as we
ought : but the Spirit itself maketh intercession z-u
a7with groaning0 which cannot be uttered. And he
that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind
of the Spirit, 0 that it ' maketh intercession for the
28saints according to the will of God. And we know
that b i n all things God works" together for good t o
them that love God, to them who are the called
zgaccording t o his purpose. For whom he did fore-

26

I

bnfirmities

&

add for ua.

to them that love Him ; there are
many steps in the ladder of God's
Providence-foreknowledge, predestination, vocation, justification, glory.
a6. 'naad+ms, likewise.] We are
saved by hope, not by sight, and
with this our imperfect condition
it agrees well that we have the
Spirit for our help.' For in our
very prayers we know not what
to ask as we ought; but when
language fails, the Spirit utters
for us a cry inexpressible : comp.
Eph. vi. 18 : ' Praying always
with all prayer and supplication
in the Spirit ;' and I Cor. ii. 11
quoted above.
dAah$rors, unutterable.] It sounds
strangely to us at first, that the
Spirit should be spoken of as
'uttering cries.' But the Spirit
of God bearing witness with our
spirits takes part in all our acts.
It is we who cry aloud for help t o
Cod, and God knows this is the
cry of those who are moved by
His Spirit.
a8, Not only have we hope,
and patience, and the gift of the
Spirit ; but we know that in all
thin@ God works together for

because he

b

all things m r k

good with them that love Him ;
or, according to the reading of
tho Textus Receptus (the authority for which is nearly evenly
balanced), 'but we know that
all things work together for good
t o them that love God ;' who
moreover are chosen according
to His purpose. I n these latter
words the Apostle indicates a
further ground of hope and comfort.
29. 871 08s rrpoc'yvo, xai rrpohpiucv, whom he did foreknow.] In
most passages of the New Testament where rrpoyivha~ctv and
cognate words occur, as Rom.
xi. a : I Pet. i. 2, ao : Acts ii. a3,
the meaning of ' predetermined,
fore-appointed,' is the more natural.
God hath not cast off his
people whom he fore-appointed'
(oOrrrpo4yvcu). ' By the determinate
counsel and fore-appointment of
God' (T; rjptspkvg Pouhlj xai rrpoyvhuft). Yet, on the other hand,
Acts xxvi. 5 : a Pet. iii. 17, admit
only of the meaning of 'know
beforehand,' but not in reference
to the Divine or prophetic foreknowledge, and have, therefore,
no bearing onthe present passage.
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know, he also did predestinate to be conformed to
the image of his Son, that he might be the firstborn
3oamong many brethren. Moreover whom he did predestinate, them he also called: and whom he called,
them he also justified: and whom he justified, them
he also glorified.
What shall we then say to these things? If God
31
32 be for us, who can be against us ?
H e that spared
not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all,
how shall he not with him also freely give UB all
33 things? Who shall lay any thing to the charge of
The idea of fore-knowledge, it may knew,’ as tho internal purpose of
be observed, as distinct from pre- God, if such a figure of speech
may be allowed, and ‘predesdestination, is scarcely discernible
in Scripture, unless, perhaps, a tined,’ as the solemn external
act by which He, as it were, set
trace of it be found in Acts XY.
18 ‘Known unto God are all apart His chosen ones.
The Apostle is overflowing with
his works from the beginning.’
The Israelite believed that all the sense of the work of God:
things were according to the what he chiefly means to say is,
counsel and appointment of God. that all its acts and stages are
Whether this was dependent on His, now and hereafter, on earth
his previous knowledge of the and in heaven.
31-39. All creation is groanintentions of man, was a question
which, in tbat stage of human ing together; but the Spirit
thought, would hardly have oc- helps us, and God has chosen us
curred to him. The theories of according to His purpose, and i n
predestination, which have been all things God is working with
built upon the words in the La- us for good. The Lord is on our
side; and as He has given us
tin or English version. of them,
‘whom he did fore-know, them His Son, will give us all else as
well. Is it God that justifies
he did predestinate,’ are an afterwho will accuse ? Is i t Christ who
thought of later criticism.
We are thus led to consider intercedes that will condemn ?
the interpretation of fore-ap- On the one side are ranged persepointed, fore-acknowledged, as cution, and famine, and sword,
the true one. We might still and nakedness ; on the other, the
translate fore-knoweth in the love of Christ, from which nothing
sense i n which God is said to in heaven or earth, or the changes
‘know’ them that are His. There of life or death, can us part,
33. Who shall lay anything to
might be a degree of difference in
meaning between upolyww, fore- the charge of God‘s eleot? Is
VOL. I.
X

‘
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34 God‘s elect?

Shall God that justifieth? Who is
he that will condemn?! Will Christ that died,*-‘
rather, that is risen again, who is also a t the right
hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us 1
35 Who shall separate us from the love of Christ ? shall
tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or
36nakednes8, or peril, or sword? As it is written, For
thy sake we are killed all the day long: we are
3laccounted as sheep for the slaughter. Nay, in aJl
these things we me more than conquerors through
38 him that loved us. ‘For I am persuaded, that neither
death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
39things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor
height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be
able to separate us from the love of God, which is in
Chriat Jesus our Lord.
c

It is

d

cwdenadh

God who justifies, their accuser ?
Does He justify and acouse at
once? I t were a contradiction
to suppose this.
34. Who is he that aondemn.
e t h ? Is the condemner Christ
who ever lives to intercede for
us? Comp. Heb. vii. as Who
ever liveth t o make intercession
for us ;’ and I John ii. I We
have an advocate with the Father.’
5 daoOavch, who died, or more
truly rose again, of whom we
now speak rather as of one passed
into the heavens. The words
e h o v 6 4 or $dMov 62 #ai, further intimate tho inconsistency
of Christ condemning us, not
only because He died for us, but
also, which is an additional rea1

e

add yea

son, because He rose again ‘for
our jastifieation,’ iv. as; and
what is a yet further reason,
became He is our advocate,
38. To ask the exact meaning of
each of these words, would be
like asking the precise meaning
of singla expressions in the line
of Milton :l

Thronee, dominations, princedomq vir.
tues, powers.’

The leading thought in the
Apostle’s mind is that ‘nothing
ever at any time or place can
separate us from the love of
Christ.’ Of the signification of
the particular words we can only
form a notion, by attempting to
conceive the invisible world, as
it revealed itself by the eye of
faith to the Apostle’s mind, as

~eadingecbr 5 B ~ x ;~ ~ & ~
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I SAY the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience
also bearing me witness in the Holy Ghod, that
I have great heaviness and continual sorrow in m y
3 heart. For I could wish that myself were accursed
from Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen according
4 t o the flesh: who are Israelites; *whose isi‘ the
adoption, and the glory, and the g covenant,“ and the
giving of the law, and the service of God, and the
5 promises; whose are the fathers, and of whom
as

0
a

*

f

to whom pertaineth

inward, and yet outward ; as present, and yet future ; as earthly,
and yet heavenly.
Compare
I Pet. iii. 22 6s C a w i v 6 ~ [ 1 ?

K

covemate

expresses only the strength of his
feelings, not the suspicion that
any one would doubt his words.
In the first part of the Epistle it
708 BtoO, nopevOcis cis oirpavdv, Cno- might perhaps have been argued
rayivrwv ah-@ dyyCAwv nai ~ [ o v - that he had lost sight of his own
people ; he returns to them with
or&v Kal‘ Guvdpcwv.
a burst of affection.
9. I. ovppaprvpo4arjs pot 7 6 s
auvet6+nws, my conscimce witnesses
a. No such ties ever bound
together any other nation of
that I speak the truth.] It may be
asked why should St. Paul asseve- the world, as united the Jews.
rate with such warmth what no Patriotism is a word too weak to
one would doubt or deny. Such express the feeling with which
is his manner in other passages,
they clung to their country, to
as in Gal. i. ao ‘Now the things their law and their God. And
which I write unto you, behold,
St. Paul himself, although, to use
before God, I lie not ;’ although his own words, Lhisbowels had
the things that he wrote mcrely been enlarged ’ to include the
related to his journeys to Jeru- Gentiles, comes back to the feelsalem. But there was a matter ings of his youth, as with the
behind, which was of vital im- vehemence of a first love. He
portance to himself and the
sorrows over his people, like tho
Church, viz. his claim to inde- prophets of old, not without an
pendence of the other Apostles. example in the Saviour Himself,
Hence the strong feeling which
Luke xix. 4s ‘ I f thou hadst
he shows. Compare also a Cor. known, even thou, at least in
xi. 31 ‘The God and Father of this thy day, the things which
our Lord Jesus Christ knoweth
belong unto thy peace ! but now
that I lie not ;’ viz. in the narra- they are hid from thine eyes.’
tive of his sufferings. So here
5. d hv Cnl ?r&vrwv, who i s mer
the intensity of his language all.] It is a question to which
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concerning the flesh Christ came. hGod, who is over
is blessed for ever. Amen. Not as though the
word of God hath ‘failed.* For they are not all
7 Israel, which are of Israel: neither, because they are
the seed of Abraham, are they all children: but, In
8 Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is, They which
are the children of the flesh, these are not the children
of God: but the children of the promise are counted

6 all,

‘

b

who ia over all, God

we can hardly expect to get an
answer unbiaaaed by the interests
of controversy, whether the clause,
d BV id W ~ ~ V T W esis
V
C Q A O ~ T cts
~ S
~021s alGuas, is t o be referred to
Christ, ‘of whom is Christ according to the flesh, who is God
over all blessed for ever ;’ or, as
in Lachmann, to be separated
from the preceding words and
regarded as a dosolog to God the
Father, uttered by the Apostle,
on a review of God’s mercy to the
Jewish people.
Patristic authority is in favour
of referring the words in dispute
to Christ. Wetstein has led himself and others into error, by
assuming that the fathers who
denied that the predicate 15 id
W&TW
Bt6r could be applied to
Christ, would have refused to
apply to Him the modified form,
L Bv id X ~ U T O J Ve&. The evidence
of Iren. Ado. Haer. Ei. 16. 3 ;
Tertull. Adv. Bm. 13; Origen
and Theodoret on this passage;
Athanasius, Hilary, and Cyril
(Chrysostom is uncertain), shows
clearly the manner of reading
the words in the third or fourth
century. But the testimony of
the third century cannot be set
ag-t
that of the fist, that is,

f

taken none effect.

of parallel passages in St. Paul
himself.
According to a third way of
taking the passage, the words
6 Ov I d nciurwv are separated
from the remainder of the clause,
of whom came Christ, according
to the flesh, who is over all;’
upon which follows the doxology
as the conclusion of the whole :
< God is blessed for ever.’
8. rouriurtu, that is.]
I n the
passage which follows the Apostle
is speaking, according to the
Calvinist interpreter, of absolute,
according to his opponents, of
conditional predestination. The
first urges that he is referring
to individuals ; the second, to
nations; the first dwells on the
case of Pharaoh, as stated by the
Apostle ; the second returns to
the language of the Old Testament, which says not only ‘the
Lord hardened Pharaoh’s heart,’
but <Pharaoh hardened his own
heart.’
What we aim at in modern
times i u the consideration of such
questions is consistency; ’ and
the test which we propose to
ourselves of the truth of their
solution, is whether they involve a contradiction in terms.

‘
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for a ri seed. For this is the word of promise, At this
time will I come, and Sarah shall have a son. And
not only this ; but when Rebecca also had conceived
1 1 by one, even by our father Isaac ; for the children
being not yet born, neither having done any good or
evil, that the purpose of God according to election
might stand, not of works, but of him that calleth:
1 2 it was said unto her, that ’1 the elder shall serve the
13younger. As it is written, Jacob m-li I loved, but
Esau n-i’ I hated.
14
What shall we say then?: Is there unrighteous15ness with God1 God forbid. For he saith to Moses,
I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and
g

IO

k

the

omit that
n add have
1

Nothing can be more unlike the
mode in which the Apostle conceives them, which is not logical
at all. Sometimes he is overpowered by the goodness and
mercy of God; a t other times
he is filled with a sense of the
deservedness of man’s lot ; now,
as we should say, for predestination, now for freewill ; at one time
only forbidding man to arraign
the justice of God, and at another
time asserting it. Logically considered, such opposing aspects of
things are inconsistent. But they
are true practically ; they are
what we have all of us felt a t
different times, and are not more
contradictory than the different
phases of thought and feeling
which we express in conversa.
tion. There are two views of
these subjects, a philosophical
and a religious one : the first
balancing and systematizing them
and seeking to form a whole of

m add have

speculative truth ; the latter partial and fragmentary, speaking to
the heart and feelings of man.
The latter is that of the Apostle.
13. These words are exactly
quoted from the LXX: with a
very slight alteration in their
order. Their meaning must be
gathered from the connexion of
the Apostle’s argument, not from
any preconceived notion of the
attributes of God. I n the prophet
(Mal. i. a, 3) God is introduced
RS reproaching Israel for their
ingratitude to Him, though He
had ‘loved Jacob and hated Esau.’
Here no stress is to be laid on
the words ‘loved’ and ‘hated,’
which are poetical figures, the
thought expressed by them being
subordinate to the prophet’s main
purpose. I t is otherwise in the
quotation ; there the point is that
God preferred one, and rejected
another of His own free will. As
of old, H e preferred Jacob, so now
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I will have compassion on whom I will have comSo then it is not of him that willeth, nor of
him that runneth, but of God that sheweth mercy.
17 For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, that li for this
same purpose I have raised thee up, that I might shew
my power in thee, and that my name might be declared
18 throughout all the earth. p So then he hath mercy on
19 whom he will,q-/' and whom he will he hardeneth. Thou
wilt say then unto me, Why then ii doth he yet find
ao fault ? For who hath resisted his will ? Nay rather,
0 man, who a r t thou that repliest against God ? Shall
the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast
zx thou made me thus ? Hath not the potter power over
the clay, of the same lump t o make one vessel unto
2 2 honour, and another unto dishonour?
And" if God,
16 passion.

0

even

P

Therefore hath he mercy
r omit then

He may reject him. Any further
inference from the unconditional
predestination of nations to that of
individuals. does not come within
the Apostle's range of view.
18. Can we avoid the fatal
consequence that God is here
regarded as the author of evil?
It may be replied that throughout
the passage St. Paul is speaking,
not of himself, but in the language of the Old Testament, the
line drawn in which is not precisely the same with that of the
New, though we cannot separate
them with philosophical exactness. It was not always a proverb
i n the house of Israel, that 'God
tempted no man.' In the overpowering sense of the Creator's
being, the free agency of the
creature was lost, and it seemed
to the external spectator as if the
evil that men did, was but the

9 add

have mercy

What

just punishment that He inflicted
on them for their sins. Comp.
Ezek. xiu. g
The portions of the New Testament which borrow the language
or the Spirit of the Old must not
be isolated from other psssages,
which take a more comprehensive
view of the dealings of God with
man God tempts no man to evil
who has not first tempted himself.
This is the uniform language of
both Old and New Testament;
the difference seems to lie in
the circumstance that in the Old
Testament, God leaves or gives
a man to evil who already works
evil, while the prevailing tone of
the New Testament is that evil
in all its stages is the work of
man himself.
as. The construction of this
passage involves an anacoluthon.
As i n ii. 17 el S l a8 'Iov8aior
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willing to shew his wrath, and to make his power
known, endured with much long-suffering t-i/ vessels of
23 wrath fitted to destruction : and that he might make
known the riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy,
24 which he had afore prepared unto glory? Even us,
whom he hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of
2 5 the Gentiles, as he saith also in Osee, I will call them my
people, which were not my people ; and her beloved,
ah which waO not beloved. And it shall come to pass, that
in the place where it was Raid unto them, Ye are not my
people ; there shall they be called the children of the
2 7 living God. Esaias also crieth concerning Israel, Though
the number of the children of Israel be as the sand of
2 8 the sea, a remnant shall be saved.
For the Lord will
t

a For he bflnishing the work, and cutting it short tn
add the
dghteoocsnesa; beeawe a ahort work will the Lord make upon the earth,

inovoplt(~,there is no apodosis to
ei 61. The thread of the sentence

is lost i n the digression of verses
The corresponding
clause should have been, What is
that to thee? or, Who art thou
who hast an answer t o God?
There is, however, a further
complexity in the passage. The
simple thought would have been
as follows: But if God shows
forth His righteous vengeance on
men, what is that to thee? But
side by side with this creeps
in another feeling, that even i n
justice He’remembersmercy. ‘He
punishes, and you have no right
t o find fault with Him for anything which He does.’ Still it is
implied that He only punishes
those who ought t o have been
punished long before. There
would have been no difficulty i n
the passage had the Apostle said :
23, 24, 25.

’He punishes some and spares
others.’ But he has given a different turn to the thought, ‘ H e
spares those whom He punishes.’
‘May not God,’ he would say, ‘be
like the potter dashing i n pieces
one vessel, and showing his mercy
to another ; merciful even in the
first, which he puts off as long as
he can, and only executes with
a further purpose of mercy t o
others.’
2 7 , 28. I t was not only i n
accordance with the prophecies
of the Old Testament that Israel
should be rejected. They spoke
yet more precisely of a remnant
being saved. If any one marvelled a t the small number of
bekievers of Jewish race, it was
written for their instruction ’
that a remnant should be saved.’
28. The passage of Isaiah taken
i n the sense in which it was

‘
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accomplish his word finishing and cutting it short
upon the earth.! And as Esaias said before, Except
the Lord of Sabaoth had left us a seed, we had been
8 s Sodoma, and been made like unto Comorrha.
30 What shall we say then? That the Gentiles, which
followed not after righteousness, have attained to
righteousness, but the righteousness which is of
31 faith. But Israel, which followed after the law
of righteousness, hath not attained to the law. 7 - I
3a Wherefore? Because "not o f / faith, but as it were
of works 8-J they stumbled a t the stumblingstone ;
33 as it is written, Behold, I lay in Sion a stumblingag

even

7 add offiahteousnsaa
add of the law. For

understood by the Apostle, may
be paraphrased as follows : Isaiah
lifts up his voice in regard t o
Israel, and says, ' Though the
house of Israel be as the sand of
the sea, the remnant only shall be
saved. For God is accomplishing
and cutting short his work, for
a short work will God make upon
the earth,' or (according to Lachmann's reading), 'For God will
perform his work, acoomplishing
and cutting it short upon the
earth.' The application of this
to the present circumstances of
the house of Israel is, that few
out of many Israelites should be
saved, for that God was judging
them as of old He had judged
their fathers. They were living
in the latter days, and the time
was short.
30. What then is the conclusion ? That the Gentile who
sought not after righteousness,
attained righteousness, but the
righteousness that is of faith.
But Israel, who did seek after it,

they sought it not by
b

that

attained not to it. What was
the reason of this? because they
sought it not of faith, but &r 6f
Epywv, under the idea that it
might be gained by works of the
law they stumbled at the rock
of offence. We are again upon
the track of chap. iii.
3a. The expression hf6y~ p 0 ~ t 6 p
p a r o s is taken from Isa. viii. 14
(in the LXX AlOov rrpouxdppaw).
The remainder of the passage is
from Isa. xxviii. 16, the words
of which are as follows : isoh l y h
dpB6AAw cls r d Brpdhia Xrhv Ai6ov
nohvreA$, ~ X A ~ K Tdtpoywvraiov,
~V,
8vrrpov rls r d Ocpihia ah$s, tal d
n i u r d w v 06 p t tararuXvvBij.

While following the spirit of
this latter passage, the Apostle
has inserted the words h h v npoud p p w o s , so as to give a double
notion of the Rock, which is at
once a stone of stumbling and
rock of offence, and a foundation
stone on which he who rests shall
not be mado ashamed. Compare
Luke xx. 17, 18 for a similar
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stone and rock of offence : and he who believeth on
him shall not be ashamed.
10 Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for
a them is, that they might be saved. For I bear
them record that they have 8 zeal of God, but not
3 according to knowledge. For they being ignorant of
God’s righteousness, and going about to establish their
own righteousness, %arenot subject unto the right4 eousness of God. For Christ is the end of the law
5 for righteousness to every one that believeth. For
Moses describeth the righteousness which is of the
law, That the man which doeth those things shall
6live *in it.! But the righteousness which is of faith
0

whosoever

d

Israel

e

havenot submitted themselves

bythsm

double meaning : AlOov dv d n c b
dpauav oi olxo8opofvrts, 08~0siyrvjOq fIs Kf@ahi)v ywvias.
ncir d
n c u h &a’ $ K F L ^ Y o ~ T ~ VA h v uvv0hacrOjac.rar. &p’ 8v 6’ &v d o g
h i ~ p ~ aafhid v .
10. 3. Three questions arise on

tirely different from dyvooEwtr
in the first clause ; only as that
expressed their wilful blindness
in not recognizing the Gospel,
this indicates the effect on their
life and conduct. The expression
is analogous to hraxo? nivrrws,

this verse: (I) What is meant by
the righteousness of God? The
righteousness of God plainly
means the righteousness of faith,
the new revelation of which the
Apostle spoke, Rom. i. 17, which
is the power of God unto salvation
t o every one that believeth. (2)
What is meant by their own
righteousness? Either the word
t&oo may simply indicate opposition to &of, their own’ as
oppoved to God’s ; or it may have
a further meaning of private individual righteousness, consisting
only in a selfish isolated obedience
to the law, not in communion
with God ortheir fellow-creatures.
But, (3) what is meant by oLx
Onwa’muav? Not something en-

X p v n o S , ciA@tias.

4 . Itwas Christ towhom the law
pointed, or seemed to point, who
was its fulfilment and also its
destruction. I t was of Him
‘Moses in the law, and the prophets spoke ;’ it was He who
was the body of those things of
which the law was the shadow.
It was He who was to ‘destroy
this temple, and raise up another
temple, not made With hands.’
It was He who came to fulfil
the law, in all the senses in which
it could be fulfilled.
6-8. The language of Deut.
xxx. 13 (the book which has been
regarded almost as an evangelization of the law, and a8 standing
in the same relation to the other
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epeaketh on this wise, Say not in thine heart, Who
shall ascend into heaven? (that is, to bring Christ
7 down from above:) or, Who shall descend into the
deep? (that is, to bring up Christ again from the
8 dead). But what saith it? The word is nigh thee, in
thy mouth, and in t h y heart: that is, the word of
g faith, which we preach ; that if thou shalt confess
with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in
thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead,
~ o t h o ushalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth
11 confession is made unto salvation.
For the scripture
saith, Whosoever believeth on him shall not be
Izashamed. For there is no difference between the
books of Moses as the Gospel of
St. John to the first threeGospels),
is far different. There our duty
t o God is not spoken of, as outward obedience or laborious service. There the word is described
as 'verynigh to us, even in our
mouth and in our heart.' Surely
this is the righteousness that is
of faith.
The Apostle quotes this passage i n a manner which is in
several ways remarkable : ( I ) As
there is no word in the passage
itself which exactly suits the
meaning which he requires; it is
the spirit, not the letter, which
he is quoting, as in Rom. iv. 6.
(a) To each clause he adds an
explanation, ' Who shall ascend
up into heaven? (that is, to bring
down Christ from above:) or,
Who shall descend into the deep ?
(that is, to bring up Christ from
below.)' Comp. ix. 8 : Gal. iv.
a5 : a Cor. iii. 17. (3) He has

altered the words, so as to suit
them to the application which he
makes of them. Compare ix. I 7 ;
infra, ver. 11. Lastly, he puts
them into the mouth of righteousness by faith, who speaks as a
person in the words of Moses;
of. ver. 5.
The principal difference between the passage as quoted by
St. Paul, and as it occurs in the
LXX, from which the Hebrew
very slightly varies, is, that in
ver. 7 we have ris KamSfiowai tis
rj)v Czpvooov; instead of rir &a.
nfp&ati+$v cis d d p a v 76s Oahdacqr in the LXX.
The parallel required in the
words, to bring up Christ from
the dead,' has led the Apostle
t o alter the text in Deuteronomy,
so as to admit of his introducing
them. The general meaning of
ver. 6 to 8 is as follows: 'The
righteousness of faith uses a different language. I t says, ( I Deem
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J e w and the Greek : for the same Lord * is over all,(
unto all that call upon him. For whosoever Ahall
1 4 call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved. How
then h a r e they t o ” call on him in whom they have
not believed? and how hare they t o “ believe in himi-#
whom they have not heard? and how k are they to
1 5 hear without a preacher? and how kare they ton
preach, except they be sent? as it is written, How
beautiful are the feet of them that l-’/ bring glad
16tidings of good things! But they have not all
obeyed the gospel. For Esaias saith, Lord, who hath
1 7 believed our report ‘1: So then faith cometh by hearing,
1 3 rich

E

over all is

h

shall they

1 add preach

1 add

of

shall they

the goapel of peace and

it not impossible ; do not ask the
unbeliever’s question : who shall
go up into heaven, by which
I mean to bring down Christ from
above ; or who shall descend into
hell, by which I mean t o bring
up Christ from below?” But
what saith i t ? the word is nigh
unto thee, even i n thy mouth
and in thy heart. And by the
word I mean, the word of faith
which we preach.’
It was doubtless the last verse
which induced the Apostle to
quote the whole passage : ‘The
word is within thee, ready to
come to thy lips.’ Here is a description of faith. To the words
which precede the Apostle has
given a new tone. I n the book
of Deuteronomy they mean : The
commandment which I give you
ia not difficult or afar off; it is
not in the heaven above, nor
beyond the sea.’ Here they refer,
not t o action, but to belief. They
might be paraphrased in the language of modern times :

‘Do not raise sceptical doubts
about Christ having come on
earth, or being risen from the
dead : there is a Christ within
whom you have not far to seek
for.’
Compare Eph. iv 9, IO ‘Now
that he ascended, what is it but
that he also descended first into
the lower parts of the earth 7 He
that descended is the same also
that ascended;’ which is i n like
manner based on Ps. lxviii. 18
‘Thou hast ascended on high,
thou hast led captivity captive,
and received gifts for men.’
14-ar. The passage which follows is, in style, one of the most
obscure portions of the Epistle.
The obscurity arises from the
argument being founded on passages of the Old Testament. The
structure becomes disjointed and
unmanageable from the number
of the quotations. Some trains
of thought are carried on too far
for the Apostle’s purpose, while
others are so briefly hinted at
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18and hearing by the word of “Christ.! But I say,
Have they not heard ? Nay rather,‘ their sound went
into all the earth, and their words unto the ends of
19 the world. But I say, Did not Israel know? First
Noses saith, I will provoke you to jealousy by them
that are no people, and by a foolish nation I will
20anger you. But Esaias is very bold, and saith, I was
God

aa to be hardly intelligible. Yet
if, instead of entangling ourselves
in the meshes of t h e successive
clauses, we place ourselves at a
distance and sumey the whole at
a glance, there is no difficulty
in understanding the general
meaning. No one can doubt that
the Apostle intends to say that
the prophets had already foretold
the rejection of the Jews and the
acceptance of the Gentiles. But
the texts by which he seeks to
prove or to express this, are interspersed, partly with difficulties
which he himself felt ; partly,
also, with general statements
about the mode i n which the
Gospel was given.
Going o f f from the word hinahoup~wovr and iHrKUhdU?+ai, he
touches first on an objection
which might naturally be urged :
No one has preached the Gospel
to them.’ His mode of raising
the objection is such that we are
left i n uncertainty whether this
is said by him i n the person of a n
objector, or in his own (cf. iii.
1-8; v. 1 3 ~ 1;4ix. ao, ar). From
one step i n the rhetorical climax
he passes on to another, until the
words of the prophet are brought
by association into his mind.
‘How beautiful are the feet of
those who preach good tidings I ’

‘

n

Yesverily

He is now far away from his
original point. At ver. 16 he returns to it, and answer8 the ques.
tion, ‘How are they to call ? ’ &c.,
by saying that there had been
a hearing of the Gospel, but some
had not obeyed what they heard.
This was implied in the words
of the prophet, ‘who believed
our report?’ the inference from
which is ‘that faith cometh by
hearing ;’ and (we may add)
hearing by the word of God. After
this interpretation the Apostle
returns to his first thought:
How shall they believe on him
whom they have not heard?’
The answer is : ‘Nay, but they
have heard.’ All the world has
heard. I repeat the question that
it may be again answered, ‘Did
not Israel know ? ’ Moses and the
prophets told them in the plainest
terms that the Israelites should
be rejected, and another nation
made partakers of the mercies
of God.
19. But I say (to put the case
more precisely), Did not Israel
know? Did not know, what?the Gospel, or the word of God
i n general, or the rejection of the
Jews i n particular? The latter
agrees best with the words which
follow : ‘ First, Moses prophesies
of the Jews being provoked to

‘
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found 10in'l them that sought me not: I was made
in them that asked not after me. But to

a 1 manifest

Israel he saith, All day long I have stretched forth my
hands unto a disobedient and gainsaying people.
11 I say then, Hath God cast away his people [Pwhich
he foreordained)]? God forbid. For I also am a n
Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of
God hath not cast away his people which
2 Benjamin.
0

P o m i t which he foreordained

unto

anger by the Gentiles.' But, on
the other hand, what the previous
context requires is, not the rejeotion of the Jews, but the Gospel
or the Word of God i n general;
nor would the laws of language
allow us t o anticipate what follows as the subject of Zyvw. d But
I say, did not Israel know of the
rejection of the Jews, of which
I am about to speak ? ' The truth
seems t o be, that what was t o
be supplied after Zyvar, was not
precisely in the Apostle's mind.
He WRS thinking of the Gospel ;
but with the Gospel the rejection
of the Jews was so closely con.
nected, that he easily makes the
transition from one to the other.
ar. Such is the mode in which
the Apostle clothes his thoughts.
The language of the Old Testament is not the proof of the
doctrine which he is teaching,
but the expression of it. H e sees
the great fact before him of the
acceptance of the Gentiles and
the rejection of the Jews, and
reads the prophecies by the light
of that fact. The page of the
Old Testament sparkles beforb his
eyes with intimations of the purposes of God. There is an analogy

' Beading [ ; V I

rois

between the circumstances of
Israel, now and formerly, dimly
visible. To the mind of the Apostle this analogy does not present
itself as to the mind of the author
of the Hebrews, as embodied in
the whole constitution and history of the Jewish people, but
in particular events or separate
expressions. Hence, when passing from the law t o the Gospel,
he is like one declaring dark
sayings of old. And his language
appears to us fragmentary and
unconnected, because he takes his
citations in unusual senses, and
places them in a new connexion.
11. I . K a ? ydp iyh, For I also.] The
Apostle feels that the future of
his countrymen is bound up with
his own; as if he said, They
cannot be cast off, for then I
should be rejected; and they
will be accepted! because I am
accepted.' He recoils from the
one consequence, and is assured
of the other. He whom God
chose to be the Apostle to the
Gentiles could not be a castaway.
This is one way of drawing out
his thought. More simply, and
perhaps truly, it may be said,
that he is expressing the feeling
2

Reading [bv rpol7m1]
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he qforeordained! Wot ye not what the scripture
saith of Elias? how he maketh intercession to God
3 against Israel;-” Lord, they have killed thy prophets,”-’
digged down thine altars; and I am left alone, and
4 they seek my life. But what saith the answer of God
unto him? I have reserved to myself seven thousand
5 men, who have not bowed the knee to Baal. Even so
then a t this present time also there is a remnant
6 according to the election of grace. And if b y grace,
then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no
7 more grace. t-l’What then ? “hath not Israel‘ obtained
that which he seeketh for? But the election hath
8 obtained it, and the rest were blinded (according
as it is written, God hath given them the spirit of
torpor,“ eyes that they should not see, and ears that
foreknew
t

r

add saying,

8

addand

add But if it be of works, then is it no more grace: othernoise work is no
mope work.
a Iwael hath not
1 slumber

as of a parent over a prodigal
son, that he cannot be lost,’ the
true ground of which is the affection which will not bear t o be
separated from him.
For a similar particularity of
statoment nespecting his own
claim as a n Israelite, compare
Phil. iii. 5.
5. So now, at the present time,
God has chosen a remnant. In
the days of Elias there were more
worshippers of the true God than
any one could have imagined, in
Israel. Even so now, from the
Jews themselves, there are a great
company of believers.
6. As in many other passages,
the Apostle is led back by the
association of words to the great
antithesis. Compare chap. iv. 4
I m ( 0 p f ~ 9d p d b t 06 AOTQ

yl(ccrai uazd Xdprv, x. 7 . A. ; Eph.
ii. g 06s &[ ipywv, L a pfi T i s uau-

‘

xfiu?crar. But if of grace, not as
the Jews suppose by obedience to
the law; for grace ceases to be
grace, when we bring in works.‘
In these words the Apostle is
already taking up the other side
of the argument, that is, he is
showing why Israel was rejected,
not why a remnant was spared.
In the Textus Receptus is added
the parallel clause, resting on
very inferior though ancient IS.
authority, and even thus requiring help from emendation, cl 84
& gpyWV, 0 6 K IT1 if371 XdplS, h d
7 b 8p”OV O i K f T t 4UTh‘ ZpYOV. It is
not necessary to argue whether
or not this clause is in character
with the style of St. Paul, on
which ground probably no fair
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they should not hear;) unto this day. And David
saith, Let their table be made a snare, and a trap,-and
x o a stumblingblock, and a recompense unto them: let
their eyes be darkened, that they may not see, and
bow down their back alway.
XI
I say then, Have they stumbled that they should
g

objection could be raised to it,
when the want of external evidence sufficiently condemns it.
9, IO. And David (in Ps. lxix.
23) uses the same language : ‘ Let
their table be made a snare unto
them, and a gin and an offence
and a retribution. Let them
have the evils of old age, blindness and bent limbs.’
St. Paul quotes this passage,
not in its original sense of a malediction against the enemies of
God, but as a proof of the rejection of the Jews. The original
passage ia one of those which i n
all ages have been a stumbling.
block t o the readers of Scripture,
i n which the spirit of tlie Old
Testament appears most unlike
the spirit of the New. With the
view of escaping from what is
revolting t o Christian feelings, it
has not been uncommon to construe the imperative moods as
future tenses. The Psalmist or
prophet is supposed to be predicting, not imprecating, the dastruction of his enemies. But the
spirit of these passages cannot
be altered by a change of tense
or mood ; neither is it consistent,
i n such a psalm, for example, as
the lxviii, to read the first portion
of the psalm a s a prayer or wish,
and refuse to consider the remainder as an imprecation. It
i s better to admit, what the words

of the passage will not allow us
to deny, that the Psalmist is imprecating God‘s wrath against
his own enemies. But first his
enemies are God’s enemies, 80
that his bitter words against them
lose the character of merely private enmity. Secondly, the state
of life in which such a prayer
could be uttered by a (man after
God‘s own heart,’ is altogether
different from our own. It was
a state i n which good and evil
worked with greater power i n
the same individual, and in which
a greater mixture of good and
evil, of gentleness and fierceness,
existed together than we can
easily imagine. The Spirit of
God was working ‘in the untamed chaos of the affections,’
but also leaving them often in
their original strength and lawlessness. David curses his enemies, believing them t o be the
enemies of God. The Christian
cannot curse even the enemies of
God, still less his own. This
contrast we need not hesitate to
admit; if the writers of the Old
Testament did not scruple to disown ‘the visitation of the sins of
the fathers upon the children ; ’
neither need we refuse to say
with Gsotius, ‘Eis ex spiritu
legis optat Davides paria.’
11. Language like this would
wem to imply ‘that Israel has
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fall? God forbid: but rather through their fall is
salvation unto the Gentiles come, for to provoke them
l a to jealousy.
Now if the fall of them be the riches of
the world, and the diminishing of them the riches of
1 3 the Gentiles ; how much more their fulness ? Y But 'I
to you Gentiles I speak, " n a y rather," inasmuch as
I am the apostle of the Gentiles, I magnify mine
14 office: if by any means I may provoke to emulation
them which are my flesh, and a m a y " save some of
rgthem. For if the casting away of them be the reconciling of the world, what shall the receiving of
I

For

8

omit my rather

fallen. The cup of God's wrath
must be full against those of
whom such things are said. But
the Apostle has not forgotten the
other side of his argument, from
which he digressed for a moment.
I s their stumble a fall? he asks
(the very word kraiuav prepares
the way for the conclusion at
which he is aiming) ; or (if we
take the words lmacuav and niowUIV i n a metaphorical sense), have
they erred so as utterly to fall
away from grace 4 The Apostle,
with the words of Hoses, which
he had quoted in the previous
chapter, still in his mind, replies :
' Not 80 ;' their fall was but a
Divine economy, in which the
Gentiles alternated with the
Jews. The temporary precedence
of the Gentiles was intended t o
have, and may have, the effect
of arousing them to jealousy. As
in other passages, the Apostle recover8 the lost theme by repeating
the m e formula with which he
commenced- Alyw 0%.
15. Neither is it a merely
visionary hope that some of them

8

might

shall be saved. 'For as I said
above, so say I now again ; if the
casting away of them bc the reconcilement of the world, what
shall the receiving of them be
but life from the dead.' I n more
senses than one, it might be said,
that the casting away of the Jews
was the reconciliation of the
world, (I) as they were simultaneous; (a) as without the doing
away of the law of Hoses, the
Gentiles could not have been
admitted.
have
The words cw+ ( K V~KP(;V
had more than one meaning assigned to them: (I) Life out of
death; the house of Israel who
are dead, shall be alive again.
Compare chap. iv. 17-20. But
the connexion requires that the
benefit should be one in which
Gentiles as well as Jews are partakers. There would be a want
of point in saying, ' If their casting away be reconcilement t o the
world, what shall their acceptance
be, but the quickening of the
Jews into life 4 ' (a) I t is better,
therefore, to take 6.11 1~ VGKP;.
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16them be, but life from the dead? "Andn if the
firstfruit be holy, the lump is also holy: and if the
17root be holy, so are the branches. OButI if some of
the branches be broken off, and thou, being a wild
olive tree, wert graffed in among them, and with them
becamest partaker of the root and fatness of the
18olive tree; boast not against the branches. But if
thou boast, thou bearest not the root, but the root
19 thee. Thou wilt say then, The ,branches were broken
aooff, that I might be graffed in. Well; because of
unbelief they were broken off, and thou standeat by
Be not highminded, but fear : for if God spared
a 1 faith.
not the natural branches, take heed lest he also spare
b

For

c

And

partakest

'firstfruits' of the Gospel consecrate the nation to God. The
I , the other hand, may
word ~ L ~ C on
have several associations. It may
either mean the patriarchs (of.
below, verse a 8 : beloved for the
fathers' sakes') ; or the Jewish
dispensation generally ; the ideal
Israel of the prophets ; the stock
from which the branches had
been broken off. This last interpretation best preserves the
parallelism of the clauses, and
is most in keeping with verse
18.
17. The olive tree, like the vine,
is wed i n the Old Testament (Jer.
xi. 16) as a figure of the house of
Israel. No image could be more
natural to an inhabitant of Paleatine. The relative dignity rather
than the fruitfulness of the cultivated and wild olive is here the
point of similarity.
ar. Let us cast a look over the
connexion of the last ten verses.
At ver. Ia the Apostle had spokeh

of some undefined spiritual good,
of which Gentile and Jew alike
have a share, and which, in comparison of their former state may
be regarded as resurrection ; the
thought, however, of their prior
state, is subordinate. Least of
all in a climax, should the meaning of each word which the Apostle uses be exactly analysed.
Words fail him, and he employs
the strongest that he can find,
thinking rather of their general
force than of their precise meaning.
16. 'Arapx4 = the firstfruits of
the Gospel ;@pap,
the m a s s from
which the firstfruits are taken,
and which is consecrated by their
oblation (Num. xv. ax). The
image is a favourite one with
St. Paul, occurring in I Cor. v. 6 :
Gal. v. 9, as well as here.
Stripped of its figure, the meaning of the clause will be: AS
some Jews are believers, all Jews
shall one day become s o ; the
VOL. I.
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not thee. Behold therefore the goodness and severity
of God: on them which fell, severity; but toward
thee, goodness, e the goodness of God 1 if thou continue
in his goodness: otherwise thou also shalt be cut off.
2 3 And they also, if they abide not in unbelief, shall be
graffed i n : for God is able t o graff them in again.
a4For if thou wert cut out of the olive tree which is
wild by nature, and wert graffed contrary t o nature
into a good olive tree: how much more shall these,
which be the natural branohes, be graffed into their own
For I would not, brethren, that ye should
2 5 olive tree?
aa

e

omit the goodness of God

of the ‘diminishing of the Israelite ’ being the $ onrichment
of the Gentile.’ This led to the
thought of the still greater gain
which was to accrue t o the Gentile from the restoration of the
Israelite, Therefore alho the restoration of Israel naturally
formed a part of that Gospel
which he preached among the
Gentiles. And that Gospel he
would make much of and thrust
forward, if only that it might
react upon his countrymen. For
that Israel would be restored was
as true as that the firstfruits consecrated the lump, or that the
root implied the tree, And the
Gentile should remember that he
ww not the original stock, but
the branch which was afterwards
grafted in. Still the Apostle observes a loophole in the argument
through which Gentile pretensions may creep in. He may say,
Granted ; I am not the root, only
the branch, but it was they who
gave place to me ; they were cut
off that I might be grafted in.
Good, say8 the Apostle, learn of

them but another lesson. Not
‘they were cut off that I might
be grafted in ;’ but I may be
cut off too.’
2a. Behold, a twofold lesson :
mercy and severity; mercy to
you, severity to them. And yet
this lesson is one that may make
you rejoice with trembling; for
you may yet change places.
Ver. 24 is an amplification of 23,
‘God is able to graft them in
again.’ I t is an easier and more
natural thing to restore them t o
their own olive, than to graft you
into it. It is uncertain, and is
of no great importance, whether
ol is the article or the relative ;
whether, that is, the last clause
is to be translated, ‘How much
more shall these who are the
natural branches be engrafted in
their own olive ? ’ or, How much
more shall these (i.e. beengrafted),
who will be engrafted according
t o nature in their own olive ? ’
as. pvunjptov, in reference to
the heathen mysteries, is a revealed secret, a secret into which
a person is admitted, not one

‘

‘
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be ignorant of this mystery, lest ye should be w i s e in
your own conceits ; that blindness in part is happened
to Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in.
a 6 And so all Israel shall be saved : as it is written, There
shall come out of Sion the Deliverer ; he 1 shall turn
a 7 away g ungodlinesses from Jacob : h and this is my
covenant unto them, when I shall take away their

’

f

and

E

ungodliness

from which they are excluded.
Analogous to this is the use of
pua~li)prov in the New Testament.
It is applied t o a secret which
God has revealed, known to some
and not to others, manifested i n
the latter days, but hidden previously. Thus the Gospelis spoken
of in Matt. xiii. II as the mystery
of the kingdom of God. So Rom.
xvi. a5 : ‘Now t o him that is
able to stablish you according to
my Gospel, and the preaching of
Jesus Christ, according to the
revelation of the mystery, which
hath been kept silent through
endless ages.’ I n Eph. v. a the
rite of marriage is spoken of as
a great mystery, typifying Christ
and the Church. So bhe mystery
of godliness,’ I Tim. iii. 1 6 ; the
mystery of iniquity, 2 Thess.
ii. 7 ; ‘the mystery of the seven
stars,’ Rev. i. 20 ; ‘Mystery, Babylon the great,’ xvii. 5. I n all
these passages reference is made :
( I ) to what is wonderful ; or, ( a )
to what is veiled under a figure;
or, (3) t o what has been long
concealed or is so still to the
multitude of mankind; and in
all there is the correlative idea
of revelation. The use of the
word pvar~prov i n Scripture, af-

‘

b

for

fords no grounds for the popular
application of the term ‘ mystery’
to the truths of the Christian
religion. It means not what is,
but what was a secret, into which,
if we may use heathen language,
the believer has become initiated,
which there is no purpose to conceal from mankind ; rather which
he ‘would not have other men
ignorant of :’ so far as it remains
a secret it is so because it is spiritually discerned, and some Christians, or those who are not
Christians, have not the power
of discernment.
26. all Israel.] It is evident,
by the opposition to the Gentiles
that St. Paul is here speaking,
not of th3 spiritual, but of the
literal Israel. His words should
not, however, be so pressed as
to imply universal salvation,
which was not i n his thoughts.
The language of prophecy, and
the feelings of his own heart,
alike told him that Israel should
be saved. But he is thinking of
the nation which is to be accepted
as a whole, not of the individuals
who composed it. It may be said
that even i n this modified sense
the words of the prophecy or
aspiration have not been fulfilled.
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As concerning the gospel, they are enemies for
your sakes : but as touching the election, they are bea9 loved for the fathers' sakes. For the gifts and calling
30of God are without repentance. For aa ye in times
past have idisobeyed' God, yet have now obtained
31 mercy through their
disobedience : even so have
these also now not believed through mercy to you,
now li may obtain mercy. For God
32 that '1 they also
"shut up all together[ in unbelief, that he Ornay" have
mercy upon all.
33 0 the depth of the riches Pand' the wisdom and
knowledge of God ! how unsearchable are his judg34 ments, and his ways past b d i n g out 1 For who hath
known the mind of the Lord? or who hath been his
35 counsellor? or who hath first given to him, and it shall
a 8 sins.

not believed
m.omit nwu

1

k
n

unbelief
' that through your mercy
hath concluded them all
0 might
P bofh of

We must answer, no more has
the Apostle's belief in the immediate coming of Christ ; it was
the near wish and prayer of his
heart, but in its accomplishment
far off, and to be realized only in
the final victory of good over evil.
Modern criticism detaches the
meaning of the Apostle from the
event of the prophecy. I t has no
need to pervert his words, from
a determination as it may be
oalled, such as Luther expresses,
that the Jews shall not be saved,
or with Calvin to transfer them
to the Israel of God, because the
time seems to have passed for
their literal fulfilment. Happy
would it have been for the fortunes of the Jewish race and the
honour of the Christian name
had they never been wrongly
applied 1

29. the gifts and calling of God
are without repentance.] I n the
same spirit i n which the Apostle
says, IHe that hath begun a
good work in you, will continue it to the end ;' he says,
also, i n reference not to individuals, but to nations, 'God is
unchangeable, what He has once
given, He cannot take back;
those whom He has once called,
He will not cast out.' We know
what the Apostle teaches elsewhere, that the gifts and calling
of God are not irrespective of
our acceptance and obedience.
But i n this passage he makes
abstraction of the condition ; he
thinks only of the purpose of
God, who is not a man that He
should change Hiswill arbitrarily,
and be one thing one day, and
another thing another, to the
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36be recompensed unto him again! For of him, and
through him, and to him, are all things : to q him ‘I be
glory for ever. Amen.
la I EXHORT you therefore, brethren, * through ’I the
mercies of God, t t o y present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your

’‘

u whom

r

beseech

bs

t

that ye

objects of His favour. He feels of connexion i n its clauses. It
that God cannot desert the work would be a mistaken ingenuity
of His hands. Neither need we to invent a system where no sysstop to reason whether or in what tem is intended. Precepts occur
way this is reconcilable with the t o the Apostle’s mind without
Divine justice. The whole rela. any regular sequence, or with
tions of man to God and nature none that we can trace. I n some
can never be perceived at once : instances he appears t o go off
we see them in part ’ ‘through upon a word, without even re.
a glass,’ under many aspects, of membering the sense of it. Thus,
in ver. 13 of this chapter, he
which this is one,
12. I . The last chapter ended passes from
+rAo[tvLav 61th
with a doxology. All the world KOVTES) t o c 6 h o y t i ~ erobs 6r&ovras
was reconciled to God, and Jew +Cis, which we might have been
as well as Gentile included in the disposed t o regard as an accicircle of His grace. Therefore dental coincidence, were it not
the Apostle did not refrain him- that a nearly similar instance
self from uttering a song of tri- occurs in vers. 7, 8 of the followumph at the end ‘of his great ing chapter: ’And6osa 0% n b r
argument.’ Now he proceeds to rds brpcrhds, and pqGcvr\ pp61v
draw the cords of divine love brptihc~e€1 pi, T J d y a d v ~ M + ~ O V S ,
closer about the hearts and con- K . T . A. Such passages are instructive, as showing how little the
sciences of individual men.
Seeing, then, all these things, style of St. Paul can be reduced t o
what manner of persons ought the ordinary laws of thought and
we t o b e ? ’ This connexion is language, how entirely we must
indicated in the word O I K T I P ~ C V ,learn to know him from himself.
rd uiupara bp&u,] not ‘yourwhich refers to ver. 3a of the
preceding chapter : I exhort selves,’ but ‘your bodies,’ as
you through the mercies of that opposed to the mind. Compare
God who has mercy upon Jew ver. a rij dva8arviuuar 700 vods.
and Gentile alike, who concluded I n oh. viii. IO the body was
all under sin that he might have described ao dead because of sin,’
but the spirit ‘life because of
mercy upon all.’
The latter part of the chapter righteousness;’ and in ver. a3
is remarkable for the irregularity the believer was said to be waitof its construction and the want ing for the redemption of the

‘

‘

‘
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worship in thoughtsn And not to be conformed
to this world: but y t o be’‘ transformed by the renewing of a the // mind, that ye may prove what is that
3 good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God. For
I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man
that is among you, not to think of himself more highly
than he ought to think ; but to think a unto sobriety,”
according as God hath dealt to every man the measure

a

u

reasonable service

1

be ye not

body.’ Here the image is different : the body though offered
to God is still alive. And yet
the Apostle would have us add in
the language of Gal. ii. 20 : It is
not I that live but Christ liveth
i n m e ; and the life that I now
live in the flesh I live in faith of
the Son of God.’
e d a v (Guav, a living sa&fice.]
Comp. for a similar play of words,
I Cor. xv. 44 uGpa nvtvpartxdv;
I Pet. ii. 5 aveuparta$ Buuia ; and
hoyrmf harp& below. The sacri.
fice is dead, but the believer
is alive, like his Lord suffering
on the cross; the image is yet
stronger in Gal. ii. ao ‘I am
crucified with Christ.’ The body
of the Christian is called a sacri.
fice, fist, because in one sense it
is dead, as the Apostle says in
the expression just now quoted ;
and, secondly, as it is wholly
dedicated to God. As he is one
with Christ in His crucifixion,
death, burial, resurrection, he is
also like Him in being a sacrifice,
not because of the sins of others,
but to put an end to sin in himself. Eph. v. a
n)v

which

hoyit+
$8

kaaspriav

6p&,

your wwahip in thought,]

be ye

0

your

a

soberly

in apposition with the preceding
sentence, as in the well-known
classical instance, ‘Ehkvqv xrdVwpw Mrviheg, hdnqv nlKphv : that
is to say, the reasonable service is
not the living sacrifice, but the
offering up of the body as a living
sacrifice. The translation, reasonable service,’ in the English
version, is not an accurate ex.
planation of Aoyixr) A a r p t h , which
is an oxymoron or paradoxical
expression, meaning ‘ an ideal
service, a ceremonial of thought
and mind.’ The word h a r p d a
signifies a service which consists of outward rites, which in
this case is A O ~ I K that
~ , is, not
outward, but in the mind, the
symbol of a truth, the picture of
an idea. In the Epistle to the
Hebrews the whole Mosaic law
may be said to pass into a hoyrxrf
harp&, a law which, from being
ceremonial, became ideal,
a. 74al&i TodrpI, this world,] contains an allusion t o the Jewish
distinction between d ai& otros
and d aidv i p x 6 p v o s , ~ ‘ C A A W V , $c.,
as the times before and the
times after the Messiah ; expressions which are continued, for
the most part in the same sense,
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of faith. For as we have many members in one body,
and all members have not the same office : so we,
being many, are one body in Christ, and every one
6members one of another. b B u t as w0 haveu gifts
differing according to the grace that is given to us,
4

5

b

Having then

in the New Testament, or with
only such a modification of meaning as necessarily arises from the
new nature of Messiah’s kingdom.
That kingdom was not merely
future; it was opposed to the
present state which the believer
saw around him, as good to evil,
as the world of those who rejected
Christ to the world of those who
accepted Him. This present world
(6 VCV ai& a Tim. i. IO) was
t o the first disciples emphatically
an aiirv w o ~ q p d s(Gal. i. 4), which
had a god of its own, and children
of its own ( z Cor. iv. 4’$ and was
full of invisible powers fighting
against the truth. Hence it is in
a stronger sense than we speak of
the world, which in the language
of modern times has become
a sort of neutral power of evil,
that the Apostle exhorts his converts not to be conformed to this
world, which is the kingdom, not
of God, but of Satan. Comp.
note on Gal i. 4.
vots is here opposed to body,
as elsewhere to avcCpa, I Cor.
xiv. 14. Like the English word
(mind,’ it is a general term, and
includes the will. (Eph. iv. 17.)
I t is idle to raise metaphysical
distinctions about words which
the Apostle uses after the fleeting
manner of common conversation,
or to search the index of Aristotle
for illustration of their meaning

which the connexion in which
they occur can alone supply.
4. The connexion of this verse
with what has preceded is as
follows. Let us not be highminded, but all keep our proper
place, according to the measure
which God has given us. For
we are like the body, in which
there are many members with
different offices. Compare I Cor.
xii 14,31, also Phil. ii. 3, 4 : (Let
nothing be done through strife or
vainglory, but inlowlinessof mind
let each esteem other better than
themselves. Look not every man
on his own things, but every man
also on the things of others.’
Where there is the same connexion between thinking of others
and not thinking of ourselves, a
connexion which we may trace
i n our own lives and characters
as well as in the words of Scrip.
ture.
For ‘egotism’ is the
element secretly working in the
world, which is the most hostile
to the union of men with one
another, which destroys friendly
and Christian relations.
6. Ixovrcs 82 xaphspam, but
having gz&s.] Philosophy, as well
as religion, Plato and Aristotle,
as well as St. Paul, speak of
‘a measure in all things ; of one
in many, and many in one :’ of
not going beyond another ;’ of
qppdvquisand u ~ ~ ~ p o ;of
o dasociety
v~
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[la. 6

whether prophecy, let us prophesy according t o the
7 proportion of faith ; or ministry, let us use our gift
8 i n ministering : or he that teacheth, i n teaching ; or
he that exhorteth, in exhortation : he that giveth, let

'

him do it with simplicity; he that ruleth, with
diligence ; he that sheweth mercy, with cheerfulness.
9 Let love be without dissimulation. Abhor that which
rois evil; cleave to that which is good. Be kindly
aflectioned one to another d i n the love of the
brethren(; in honour "leading the way one t o "
d with brotherly love
0 wmt on our
e preferring one
relate t o the general duty of a
of another kind, 'fitly joined
together,' in which there are minister of Christ ; just as faith
occurs in I Cor. xii among special
divers orders, and no man is to
ea11 anything his own, and all gifts; it is not necessary here
are one. As the shadow to the any more than thero, or in Eph.
substance, as words t o things, as iv. 11, 12, that the meaning of
each word should be precisely
the idea to the spirit, so is that
distinguished : or (a) may refer
formofa stateof which philosophy
speaks, to the communion of the to the office of a deacon in its
narrower sense, of which we
body of Christ.
know nothing, and cannot be cernpo@pfav, prophecy.] The gift
of prophecy, common to the new, tain even that it was confined to
as well as to the old dispensation ; the objeot of its first appointment
not simply teaching or preaching, mentioned in Acts vi. I, viz. the
care of the poor, and the adminisbut the gift of extraordinary men
in an extraordinary age. I t was tration of the goods of the Church,
Iv ~i c%a~ovlq. Compare I Tim.
the gift of the Apostles and their
iv. 15 Zv T O ~ T O I SWc.
converts, more than any other
8. d kA&,
&w lhapdrqrr, he that
characteristic of the first beginnings of the Gospel, the utterance shsweth mercy, with oheerfulness.]
of the Spirit in the awakened Let a man find pleasure in doing
soul, the influence and commu- good to the unfortunate. There
nion of which was caught by should be a contrast between the
others from him who uttered it ; cheerfulness of his deportment
not an intellectualgift, but rather and the sadness of his errand.
IO.
$rAa~%A$lq.] Not, as in
one in which the intellectual
faculties were absorbed, yet sub- the English version, with brotherject to the prophets, higher and ly love, but (as in I Thess. iv. 9)
'in your love t o the brethren,
more edifying than tongues, fail.
ing and transient in comparison affectionate one toward another.'
with love (I Cor. xii ; xiii ; xiv).
$tAdsropyor, as of parents to children or of ohildren t o parents.
7. minisdry may either (I)
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another ; not backward in diligence; fervent in spirit;
serving the Lord ; rejoicing in hope ; patient in tribu13 lation ; continuing instant in prayer ; distributing to
14 the necessity of saints ; given to hospitality. Bless
them which persecute you: bless, and curse not.
11

12

73

K U P ~ Q 6ouhcdovses, which, on the
whole, has the greater weight of
external evidence (A. B. v.) in
Nor can any obW ~ L V O ~ ~ Ocihh+~~s
U ~ V ~ ) $y~dptcvoi its favour.
jection be urged on internal
hnepCXovsar iavrGr), in defence of
which something may be urged grounds, except that of an apon the ground of the Apostle parent want of point, the slightest
having made an etymological of all objections to a reading or
adaptation of the word (cf. rrpocinterpretation in the writings of
St. Paul. And even this is really
ypdqq Gal. iii. I), and the rarity,
if it is ever found, of the construc- groundless, if we regard St. Paul
as summing up in these words
tion with the accusative casebut as Theophylact and some of what had gone before : ‘Be dilithe ancient versions, ‘going be- gent, zealous, doing all things
fore or anticipating one another unto the Lord, and not unto men.
in paying honour :’ leading the Remembering in all things that
way t o one another,’ like rrpono- you are the servants of Christ.‘
The difficulty is, in any case, no
pevdgwor, and the Latin antegreater than that a Xdpcupa ~ J T E Q S
ire,’
should occur among other special
IT. 79 K W P ~ Q G O U A C ~ O V T ~ S , sewing
graces in Cor. xii, or that the
the Lord.] Considerable weight of
MS. authority attaches t o the word Otoaruycis should be found
reading KarpG 8ouhe~0vses (A. in a long catalogue of particular
G.f.9.) ; either, adapting your- sins. (Rom. i. 30.)
13. si)v $rho[svfav ~LLIKOVTCS,
given
selves to the necessities of the
time,’ which comes in strangely to hoqita2ity.1 I n the Bame strain
among precepts t o simplicity and as in the preceding clause, the
Apostle continues : LRelievingthe
zeal, though, if a good meaning
be put upon the words, not unlike wants of the saints, and given to
receiving them hospitably.’ The
the spirit of the Apostle in other
places, Acts xvi. 3 : I Cor ix. PO ; connexion leads us t o suppose that
or (a) in a higher sense, serving the Apostle is speaking of hospithe time ;’ because the time is tality specially to Christians, pershort, and the day of the Lord is haps pilgrims at Rome, and not to
men in general.
at hand : an,interpretationwhich,
14. ebhoyciss sobs 6chKovsas hp&,
like the former one, connects
better with what follows, than bless them that persecute you,] remind
with what precedes.
Later us of our Lord‘s words recorded
editors, however, agree with the in Matt. v. 44 : ‘Bless them that
Textus Reoeptus in reading T@ curse you.’ The similarity is,

~bpjj ~ A A ~ A O Ur rPp o q y o d p ~ o ~ ]

Not, in honour preferring one
another (as in Phil. ii. 3 sjj sa-

‘

‘
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15 Rejoice with them that do rejoice; f-l weep with them
16that weep. Be of the same mind one toward another :

*minding” not high things, but hgoing along with
the lowly.“ Be not wise in your own conceits.
f

add and

g

mind

h

however, not close enough to be
urged as a proof that St. Paul
was acquainted with our Gospels.
The word 6rdxovm in the preceding verse, appears to have s u p
gested the thought which the
Apostle, as his manner is, expresses first positively and then
negatively.
16. d aQrd.1 Either with tis
& A ~ ~ A O V S , ( I ) Thinking of yourselves as you would have others
think of you-the
reverse of
placing yourselves above one
;
another (p? 7d Vqhd rppovov^v~ts)
or with 9povriv preserving the
ordinary sense of 7d aQsd qpovriv
i n other passages (cf. 7 b a h d
+povsiv 2v ~ A A ~ ~ A O L S(a)
) . ‘Be of
the same mind one with another,’
a counsel not of humility, but of
unity, of which humility is also
a part. Compare ver. 4.
d u d TO& ranctvoB avvanaydpcv01.1 It is doubted whether i n
this passage saastvois is neuter
or masculine : the word tpqhai,
which precedes, would incline
us to suppose the former; the
common use of mnctvds is in
Let us
favour of the latter.
suppose the first, and take
s a n d s in the sense in which it
is most opposed to 6$phds, not
‘miserable,’ as i n Jas. i. IO,
but ‘lowly.’ Then, amid precepts of sympathy and humility,
or unity, the Apostle may be
supposed to proceed as follows :
‘Thinking of yourselves as on a

condescend to men of low estate
level with one another, minding
not high things, not struggling
against lowly ones:’ or with
raactvois as a masculine, ’Minding not high things, but de&ending to be with the lowly.’
The two opposed clauses thus
serve as a new expression of the
general thought, ~d aQsd sIs BAAShow ~ p o v o O v ~ c s ,which is again
resumed in ver. 17 : (Be on a
level ;-there are i~$~qhci
and TancrvL
or 7aacrvol‘;-do not seek to rise to
one, or strive against descending
to the other.’ So far all is clear.
The difficulty is how to insert the
notion of force ’ or ‘ constraint ’
which is contained in the word
crvvaaaybprvor. I t may possibly
be nothing more than the misuse
or exaggeration in the use of
a word which arises from an
imperfect command over language; but it may also be fairly
explained as referring to the
struggle i n our own minds, or
the violence we do to our own
feelings.
The Apostle might
have said 7 0 % sancrvois uvvopAOCVTGS or aBv 7ois sanctvo3 7ancrvodpwot.
Remembering that
the human heart is apt to be in
rebellion against lessons of humility, he uses, not with perfect
clearness, the more precise word

‘

avvanay6pevot.

17. R ~ O V O O ~ ~ C V~ahd.1
O~
It is a
favourite thought of the Apostle
that the believer should walk
seemly to those that are without,
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Recompense to no man evil for evil. Provide things
honest [iin the sight of Cod and ‘1 in the sight of k-ii
18 men. If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, be
19 a t peace with all men. Dearly beloved, avenge not
yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it
is written, Vengeance is mine ; I will repay, saith the
17

I

omit in the aight of Bod and

careful of the sight of man no
less than of God. Comp. 2 Cor.
viii. 21, where, speaking of the
collection to be made for the
poor saints, the Apostle says that
he had one chosen to go up with
him t o Jerusalem with the alms :
?TpOVOO$pSV ydp KUA& 06 p6VOV
&hov
xvplov, dAAd #a> dvhrrrov
dv6’phrrwv: as in this passage.
Cf. Prov. iii. 4 #a? .rrpovooG itah2
t v h r o v ~ v p i o vKai dvepivnatv.
1.9.
Bdsr s6nov 7; Spy;, giveplace
lo wrath.] These words have re-

ceived three explanations : (I)
Make room for the wrath of your
enemy, i. e. let the wrath of your
enemy have its way; or, (2)
Make room for your anger t o cool,
‘date spatium irae,’ give your
anger a respite ; or, (3) Make way
for the wrath of God. The second
of these explanations is equally
indefensible on grounds of language and sense. I t is only as
a translation of a Latinism we
can suppose the phrase to have
any meaning at all, and the
meaning thus obtained, defer
your wrath,’ is poor and weak.
According to the first and third
explanations the words 6dsr s6nov
are taken in the same sense
(which also occurs in Eph. iv. 27
pqB2 6IBosr ~ 6 n o r4
v BtaBdhp), the
doubt being whether the word

k

add all

1

live peaceably

p refers
~
to the wrath of our
enemy or of Cod. The latter is
d

supposed to be required by the
context, Give place to the wrath
of God, who has said, Vengeance
is mine.’ The last clause, however, may be equally well connected with the words, avenge
not yourself; nor is it easy to
conceive that if the Apostle had
intended the wrath of God, he
would have expressed himself so
concisely and obscurely as in the
words r $ lip$. The first explanation is, therefore, the true one.
‘ Dearly beloved, avenge not yourself, but let your enemy have his
way.’ It has been objected that
common prudence requires that
we should defend ourselvesagainst
our enemies. This is true, and
yet the fact, that the same ob.
jection applies equally to the
words of our Saviour in the Gospel (Matt. v. 34-48), is a sufficient
answer-; Gvvdpavos xwpciv X w p d r w .
The principle here laid down
may be sometimes a counsel of
perfection ; that is to say, a principle which, in the mixed state of
human things, it is impossible to
carry out in practice. But it is
worthy of remark that it is also
a maxim acted upon by civilized
nations in tho infliction of penalties for crime. There is no vin-
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20

Rather if thine enemy hunger, feed him ;
if he thirst, give him drink : for =it is by doing this

ao Lord.

m

(

m merefore

dictiveness in punishment, neither retaliation for the injury
done to the individual nor to the
state, nor, if so be, for the impiety against God. The preservation of society is its only object.
Human law begins by acknowledging that Bod alone is the
judge; it is not even the executioner of His anger against sin,
much less of man’s wrath against
his fellows. Conscious of its own
impotence and of the awful responsibilities which surround it,
it only seeks to accomplish, in
a superficial and external manner,
what is barely necessary for selfdefence.
The words which follow, TOGTO
y i p wo&v dv6paKas nvpds oaptdutrs
6wl 7i)v ~ ~ + a h i ) atroir,
v
‘for in so
doing thou shalt heap coals of
fire upon his head,’ are a wellknown difficulty. I t must not
be overlooked that they are a
quotation from Prov. xxv. ar,
taken verbatim from the LXX,
which, however, has an additional clause, d 82 K~PIOE d v ~ a w o & h i UOI hya6dc. The meaning of
the words, in their original connexion, has been thus given:
(Do good to your enemies, for
so you shall undo them with grief
and indignation at themselves,
but God shall reward you.’ To
this it may be objected that the
adversative particle 8 i (d 82 dpros) has no force, and also that
the expression, (thou shalt heap
coals of fire on his head,’ is an
image of destruction, and cannot
be distorted into the metaphor of

n

in so doing

destroying another with grief and
indignation,
But, secondly, the context in
the New Testament in which the
expression occurs, has reference
to the forgiveness of injuries, and
i n some way or other a meaning
must be found for the words,
‘thou shalt heap coals of fire
upon his head,’ which is in accordance with this precept. The
explanation, thou shalt melt
thine enemy like wax,’ may be
at once set aside as inconsistent
with the words. Nor is the other
interpretation, ‘thou shalt make
his soul burn with remorse,’
really more defensible. What
appropriateness is there in the
expression, heaping coals of fire
on the head,’ bo express inward
remorse and indignation ? or how
would the desire even to excite
remorse in an enemy be consistent with Christian forgiveness ?
I t is impossible t o harmonize
such an interpretation with what
precedes or follows. Better, therefore, to take the words in their
literal sense as an image of
destruction, which is, however,
ironically applied by the Apostle,
inthe spirit of theNewTestament,
rather than of the Old, so as
t o reverse the meaning. Instead
of avenging yourselves, say rather
(with them of old time), if thine
enemy hunger, feed h i m ; if he
thirst, give him drink, for this
is the right way of undoing and
destroying him ; this is the true
mode of retaliation; this is the
Christian’s revenge.’ There is an

‘
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that thou shalt heap coals of &re on his head.’ Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good.
13 Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers.
For there is no power but of God: the powers that be
a are ordained of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth
the power, resisteth the ordinance of God: and they
3 that resist shall receive to themselves damnation. For
rulers are not a terror to O the good work,“ but to the
evil. P And wilt thou ‘I not be afraid of the power?
do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of
4 the same: €or he is the minister of God to thee for
good. But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid;
21

0

good WOTk8

‘

emphasis on TOOTO : I n so doing
thou shalt inflict on him the true
vengeance.’ The omission of the
final words (but the Lord shall
reward thee), which would be inappropriate, if the first part of
the passage is to have this turn
given to it, is a strong argument
that the suggested interpretation
is the correct one.
SI. The explanation just given
is further confirmed by the verse
which follows. He has just said,
‘ Destroy your enemy with deeds
of mercy.’ Following out the
same thought he adds, ‘Do not
be carried away by his evil, but
carry him away by your good.’
18. 3. 01 yip (Ipxovrer, for rulers.]
The dative ( T $ Cpypt), which is
supported by a great preponderance of MS. authority, is the true
reading. The Apostle goes on to
give another reason why it is our
duty t o obey magistrates, besides
their being divinely appointed,
because they are a terror, not to
the good work, but to the evil.
And would you be without fear

P

Wilt thou then

of the magistrate P Do well, and
he shall praise you as a good
citizen.
It may be observed : (I) That
St. Paul cannot hare intended to
rule absolutely the question of
obedience t o authority, if for no
other reason than this, that the
only case he supposes is that of
a just ruler. (a) That the manner in which he speaks of rulers,
is a presumption that the Christians at Rome could not hare
been a t this time subject to persecution from the authorities ;
whence it may be inferred also
that it was i n reference to the
temper of the early Christians
rather than to any systematic
persecution likely t o arouse it,
these precepts were given.
4. Is the Apostle speaking of
rulers of this world as they are,
o r a s they ought to b e ? Ofneither, but of the feelingwith which
the Christian is t o regard them.
I n general, he will be slow to
think evil of others ; i n particular, of rulers. His temper will
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for he beareth not the sword in vain: for he is the
minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon
5him that doeth evil. Wherefore ye must needs be
subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience
6sake. For for this cause pay ye tribute also: for
they are God’s ministers, attending continually qfor
7 this very thing. Render r - n to all their dues : tribute
t o whom tribute is d u e ; custom t o whom custom;
8 fear to whom fear ; honour t o whom honour. Owe no
man any thing, but to love one another: for he that
g lovetb another hath fulfilled the law. For this, Thou
shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou
shalt not steal, 8-l Thou shalt not covet ; and if there
be any other commandment, it is briefly comprehended
in this t - ” , namely, Thou Bhalt love thy neighbour as
I O thyself. Love worketh no ill to his neighbour : these-

’

9

upon

= add therefore

8

t

add thou shalt not bear false witness,

add eaying

be that of submission and moderation. He will acknowledge
that almost any government is
tolerable to the man who walks
innocently, and that the governments of mankind in general have
more of right and justice in them
than the generality of men are
apt to suppose. And lastly, he
will feel that, whatever they do,
they are in the hands of God, who
rules among the children of men ;
and, in general, that his relations
to them, like all the other relations of Christian life, are to Bod
also.
8. The precept of the previous
verse is repeated in a stronger
negative form : ‘Owe no man
any thing.’ To which the Apostle
adde, but ‘to love one another.’
Some have taken the word

& p f h C T E in different senses in the
two clauses. ‘ Owe no man any
thing, only ye ought to love one
another.’ It is simpler, without
such a paronomasia, to explain
the words of the endless debt of
love : ‘Owe no man any thing,
but to love one another ;’ that
debt, we may add, which owing
owes not’ and is alway due.
9. The Apostle, quoting apparently from Exod. xx. 13:
Deut. v. 18, 19, not according
to the Hebrew, but according to
copies of the LXX, which Philo
must have had (De Deculogo,
8 la, a4, 3a), like him, places
the seventh commandment before the sixth. The same order
is observed in the quotation of
the Evangelists, Luke xviii. Po:
Mark x. 19; the places of the
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fore love is the fulfilling of the law. And Uthis,”
knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake
out of sleep: for now is our salvation nearer than
The night is far spent, the day is
I Z when we believed.
a t hand: let us therefore cast off the works of darkI 3 ness, and let us put on the armour of light.
Let us
walk honestly, as in the d a y ; not in rioting and
drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not
II

u that

seventh and eighth being also
transposed in the Vatican MS.
of the LXX.
11. Ka> TOOTO, and this too.]
I Cor. vi. 6-8 : Eph. ii. 8.
I t has been remarked that in
the New Testament we find no exhortations grounded on the shortness of life. As if the end of
life had no practical importance
for the first believers, compared
with the day of the Lord. Like
one of the old prophets, St. Paul
already seems to see the morning spread upon the mountains.’
The night has endured long
enough, and the ends of the
world are come. Comp. I Thess.
v. 1-5, and Essay On Belief in the
Coming of Christ.
vOv ydp Zyyhcpov tj&v 3 aurvpia, for now our salvation is nearer

So much
time has elapsed since we first
received the Gospel, that He
cannot long delay His coming.
Yet the very consciousness of
this is not unlike the feeling
expressed i n a Pet. iii. 4 : Where
is the promise of his coming?
for since the fathers fell asleep,
all things continue as they were
from the beginning of the crea-

than when we believed.]

‘

tion.’

Comp. Ezek. xii. 22, a3 ‘Son
of man, what is that proverb
that ye have in the land of Is.
rael. saying, The days are prolonged, and every vision faileth ?
‘Tell them therefore, Thus
saith the Lord God, I will make
this proverb to cease, and they
shall no more uee it as a proverb
in Israel; but say unto them,
The days are a t hand, and the
effect of every vision.’
But why should the Apostle
address the Roman Christians i n
such startling language ? Had
they been asleep like the heathen
around them ? It is the language
of the preacher now as then,
and in the old time before that
- ‘ Awake thou that deepest,
and arire from the dead,’ which,
however often repeated, finds
men sleeping still.
12. 3 vb[ H ~ O ~ K O + W , the night i s
f a r spent.] The idea of a garment

is contained in c i d r j p d a , which
is opposed to dv8uohprBa in what
follows. ‘And let us put on the
armour of light ;’ compare Eph.
vi. The Greek Fathers give
several reasons why in the first
clause the Apostle should have
used the word ZpTa, and i n the
second SnAa. If any rewon is
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14in strife and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, unto
the lusts thereof.
14 Him that is weak in the faith receive ye, snot to
2 judge his doubtful thoughts.'/
For one has faith to
eat all things : a but he that'/ is weak, eateth herbs.
3 Let not him that eateth despise him that eateth not;
and let not him which eateth not judge him that
1

to fulfil

7

but not to doubtful disputations
a another, who

necessary, it may be said t o arise
from the latter word being more
appropriate t o express the position
of the Christian in this world,
arrayed for the conflict against
evil.
14. IuBduau@s,put m.] Compare
Gal. iii. a7, where the word occurs,
as perhaps also here, with an
allusion t o the garment in which
the baptized person was clothed
after coming up out of the water
-'For as many of you as were
baptized into Christ, have
put on Christ.' Compare notes
on I Thess. v. 1-10.
14. I. T A V 82 a'uetvoCvTa ~ a n [ U T f l ,
him that i s weak in the faith.] Those
words do not mean him that has
a half-belief in Christianity, but
him that doubteth, him that has
not an enlightened belief, who
has not ' knowledge,' whose conscience being weak,' is liable ' to
be defiled.' Comp. I Cor. viii.
1, 7.

'

8iaxpiutis Giahoyiap&, not
to w
e his doubtful thoughts.] From
the word 8ccwpivcuBar in ver. a3
p3

61s

being used for to doubt, it is
inferred in the English version,
that the word Brhxpurs may be
used in the sense of doubtings,
'not to doubtful disputations.'

believeth that he may

This is the fallacy of paronymous
words ; the real meaning of B d xpturs is 'discerning, determining.'
'Receive him that is weak, not
to determinations of matters of
dispute.' 'Receive him that is
weak,' says the Apostle; but
then occurs the afterthought, ' do
not determine his scruples ; that
might be injurious to the Church,
and narrow its pale by excluding
others who have another kind of
scruple.'
a. 8s p2u U I U T C ~ C Ione
,
man beZieveth.] Not as in the English
Version, one man believeth that
he may eat all things, but in
the same sense as n h i s of the
preceding verse, 'one man has
faith so that he eats all things.'
The play of words in aisris and
niuTtbti is confirmed by numberless similar instances in St. Paul's
writings.
Compare ver. aa u3
dUTW E X E l S .

6 8& duOtvBv.] 'But the weak,
of whom I spoke before ;' not
opposed t o 8s p'cu, but referring
to ver. I.
4. The Apostle speaks generally,
intending to include both the
cases mentioned in the previous
verse. As he argued in the last
chapter,'You ought to paytribute,
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eateth: for God hath received him. Who art thou
that judgest another’s servant? t o his own bLord’‘
he standeth or falleth.
And holden up he shall be :
One man
j for the Lord is able to make him stand.
approves every other day : another approves every
day.“ Let every man be fully persuaded in his
6 own mind. He that regardeth the day, regardeth it
unto the Lord. e-i‘ H e that eateth, eateth to the Lord,
for he giveth God thanks ; and he that eateth not, to
7 the Lord he eateth not, and giveth God thanks. For
none of UB liveth to himself, and no man dieth to
8 himself. For whether we live, we live unto the Lord ;

4

b

c Yea, he shall be holden up : for God
d One man
master
esteemeth qne day above another : another esteemeth evefg day alike.
e add and he that regardeth not the day,to the Lord he doth not regard it.

for it is a debt to God ;’ so here
difficulties put to Him by the
he urges, that to judge our brother
Pharisees by stirring higher and
in matters indifferent, is taking
deeper questions, as St. Paul
a liberty with another man’s himself concludes the discussion
on marriage, by carrying it into
servant. ‘Who art thou who
judgest the servant of another another world, ‘ I t remaineth,
man? It is no concern of yours ; that they that have wives be as
not to you but to his own Master though they had none,’ I Cor.
is he accountable, whether he vii. ag; as touching meats offered
to idols he allows the rule of Chrisstand or fall.’ And then, as if
it were a word of ill omen even tian charity to weaker brethren
to suggest that he should fall, he to be superseded by the wider and
adds, but he shall stand, as we
more general principle, ‘Whether
may in faith believe, for God is ye eat or drink, do all to the glory
able to make him stand. He is of God,’ I Cor. x. 31 : as the possia weak brother, I speak as a man,
bility of the Christian ‘living in
therefore he is likely t o fall. But,
sin that grace may abound,’ is
believing in the omnipotence of
dispelled by the thought of union
God, I say he is so much more with Christ; so too, scruples
likely to stand also, for ‘my respecting meats and drinks are
strength is perfected in weak- lost in the sense of our relation to
ness.’
Compare Jas. iv. 12 Christ and God, which furnishes
LThere is one lawgiver who is the practical rule for our treatable to save and to destroy ; who ment of them. The remembrance
art thou that judgest another?’ of this common relation is also
and Rom. ix. ao.
an assurance both t o the lax and
6. As our Lord answers the
the strict, that the brethren whom
VOL. I.
2
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and whether we die, we die unto the Lord: whether
live therefore, or die, we are the Lord‘s. For to
this end Christ both died, and lived,! that he might
I O be Lord both of the dead and living.
But why dost
thou judge thy brother? or why dost thou set at
nought thy brother? for we shall all stand before the
11 judgment seat of g God.’’ For it is written, As I live,
saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every
r a tongue shall confess to God. So then every one of us
1 3 shall give account of himself to God. Let us not
therefore judge one another any more: but judge
this rather, that no man put a stumbling-block or a n
9 we

* TOW, and rsv%ved
they judge or despise are believers
equally with themselves.
9. I t is argued that we cannot
suppose the Apostle to have meant
that Christ died that He might
rule the dead, and rose again that
Hemight rule the living; but that
the two clauses must be taken IM
one ; Christ died and rose again
that he might be the ruler over
all.’ The remarks made on iv. a4
are applicable here. The distribution of the clauses inthe present
instance is to our mode of thought
unnatural, but it was natural to
St. Pad, who divides and subdivides Christ’s life analogously
to the life of the believer.
There appeared to the Apostle
a cartein fitnese in Christ being
like ue, tempted i n all points like
a5 we are, and therefore able to
euccour them that are tempted;
cruci5ed, even as we are to crucify
the lnste of the flesh ; dying, that
we may die with Him ; rising
agaia, that we may riee with
Him. It i s not eimply that He

‘

once overcame death for us, or
was offered up a sacrifice for sin.
The Apostle’s view is more present
and lively, though from its not
having passed into the language
of creeds and articles, and perhaps
also from something which we
feel in it that belongs to another
age, it has fallen out of daily use.
Not only is Christ the source of
the believer’s acts, but He is the
image of him in the different
parts of his life. The believer
is transformed into His likeness,
not merely by putting on Christ,
that is, by being clothed with
His holiness, or invested with
His merits, but by going through
the stages of His existence. We
cannot precisely analyse what the
Apostle meant by this identity,’
the superficial form of which is
due to the peculiar rhetorical
character of the age, the deeper
and hidden thought being that,
both inwardly and outwardly, as
He was, so ought we t o be, so are
we in this world.
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140ccasion to fall in his brother's way. I know, and
am persuaded bin" the Lord Jesus, that there is
nothing unclean of itself: but to him that esteemeth
15 any thing to be unclean, to him it is unclean.
For 'I
if thy brother be grieved with t h y meat, now walkest
thou not charitably. Destroy not him with thy meat,
16for whom Christ died. Let not then your good be
bs
14. The Apostle goes on to ex.
plain the feeling under which he
says all this ; not that he disagrees
with the stronger brethren who
suppose that all these things are
indifferent. Indeed as a Christian
(&Y xupip, 'IpuoOj he knows as well
as they do, that the distinction
of clean and unclean meats is
a mere superstition. 'Not that
which goeth into a man defileth
a man.' He says so broadly and
generally, but his object is to show
that this makes no difference in
the case of another, (Your con.
science cannot judge for him,
your knowledge will not pluck
the scruple from his soul.'
Therefore, however much he
knows all this, he will not act
upon i t ; the right use of his
strength is to support his brother's
weakness.
15.The Gospel is the law of freedom, and cannot by any possibilily
admit scruples respecting meats
and drinks. But when me have
not our own case t o consider, but
that of our brethren, when (to
bring the precept home to our.
selves) the difference between us
is the question of a sabbath day,
the very tame principle of freedom leads us to avoid giving
offence by our freedom. Our
brother sees strongly the sin and

I

But

guilt of what we nevertheless
know to be our Christian liberty,
and love must induce us to abridge
our rights for his sake. We must
not take him by force, and compel
him to witneas what he supposes
to be our evil ; still less must we
induce him to follow our example
and defile his conscience. Yet
we cannot say that we must give
up everything that offends our
brother. Such a rule would be
impracticable, and if not impracticable, often full of evil. I t
was not the rule which St. Paul
himself adopted with the Judaizers, 'to whom he gave way,
no, not for an hour.' I t is not
the rule which he enjoins when
matters of importance are at
stake; and the most indifferent
things cease to be indifferent the
moment an attempt is made t o
impose them upon others. Only
in reference to the particular circumstances of the Church, and
to the passions of men ever prone
to exaggerate their party differences, the rule of consideration
for otliers is the safer side.
16.I t is a good thing, we might
say, to know that Christ does not
require of us the observance of
the Jewish sabbath ; it is a good
thing t o know that, without form
of prayer or set times and places,

2 2
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17 evil spoken of : for the kingdom of God is not meat
and drink ; but righteousness, and peace, and joy in
18 the Holy Ghost. For he that in this serveth Christ
rgis acceptable to God, and approved of men. Let us
therefore follow after the things which make for peace,
zoand things wherewith one may edify another. For
meat destroy not the work of God. All things indeed
are pure ; but it is evil for that man who eateth with

‘

* these things
‘neither in Jerusalfim nor on this in communion with the Spirit of
mountain,’ we can worship the
Father; to know that there is
no rite or ceremony or ordinance
that God cannot dispense with;
or rather, that there is none
which we are required to observe,
except 80 far as they tend to a
moral end. It is a good thing to
know that Revelation can be interpreted by no other light than
that of reason ; it is a good thing
to know that God is not extreme
t o mark human infirmities in our
lives and conduct. But all this
may mrve for a cloak of licentiousness, may be a scandal among
men, and humanly speaking, the
destruction of those for whom
Christ died.
17. xapi, joy.] The Christian
character naturally suggests ideas
of sorrow, peace and consolation ;
not so naturally to ourselves the
thought of joy and glorying which
constantly recurs in the writings
of the Apostle. These seem to
belong to that circle of Christian
graces, of which hope is the centre,
which have almost vanished in
the phraseology of modern times.
i v r v f b p m dyiv, a holy joy, like all
the other feelings of the Christian,
seeking for its ground in some
power beyond him, that is to say,

Ood.
ao. As in ver. 14 the Apostle
admitted the objections which he
himself put into the mouth of
those who held meats and drinks
to be indifferent, and replied to
them, so here, he again expresses
his agreement in principle with
the stronger party, only to state
with more force his precepts about
the weaker brethren. It is true
that all things are pure, but woe
t o him who eateth with offence.’
8cd n p o a ~ d p p a ~ o s .With
]
offence
t o whom? to himself, or to others?
I f we say to himself, the words
will refer to the weak brother,
who is induced t o eat from seeing
others e a t ; and his conscience
being weak, is defiled; an interpretation which agrees with
ver. 14 and with the parallel
passage in I Cor. But the verses
which follow, have plainly a reference to the offence given, not to
a man’s own conscience, but t o
others. We are therefore led to
take the words as equivalent to
i v 4 6 dtehcpds Uov npouK6nrcc,
in ver. ar, The opposite view
might, however, be confirmed by
obsercring that the Apostle return8
t o the other side of the subject in
ver. 13.

‘
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offence. It is good neither t o eat flesh, nor to drink
wine, nor any thing whereby thy brother1 stumbleth,
2 2 or is offended, or is made weak.
‘The faith which
thou hast have ‘/ to thyself before God. Happy is he
that condemneth not himself in that thing which he
a 3 alloweth. And he that doubteth is damned if he eat,
because he eateth not of faith: for whatsoever is not
of faith is sin.
16 Now we that are strong ought to bear the infirmi2 ties of the weak, and not to please ourselves.
Let
every one of us please his neighbour for his good to
21

Hallast thou faith? Have it
m We then
is good not t o eat meat,
than he. Only keep it to yourself
nor to drink wine, nor (to eat and the presence of God. Compare
or drink) anything whereby thy
I Cor. xiv. 28 CavrQ 61 Aahthw #ai
brother stumbleth, or is entan- 74 e+.
gled, or made weak.
16. I. The commencement ofthis
The Apostle is using the expres- chapter is closely connected with
sion to eat meat, or to drink wine the preceding. ‘ He who doubts
generally, neither with particular
if he eats, is condemned,’ But
reference to any customs of Naza- we who are strong and do not
rites or Essenes, nor to luxurious doubt, ought to bear the weakand dainty fare. He merely nesses of others.
As Christ
means,
is good not to eat or pleased not Himself, so neither
drink anything whatever that ought we t o please ourselves.
will give offence t o our brethren.’
The words of the prophets, which
Iv yJ is best explained by the
speak of the reproaohes that fell
repetition of 9aytiv and nctiv.
on Him, may atill instmct us.
They were written beforehand,
aa. Of the two readings, uL
d U 7 W Zxccs, with an interrogative,
t o teach us to be of one mind,
a3 nlosrv qv Ixers, without an that we should receive others,
interrogative, the latter has the even as Christ received us. At
greater MS. authority, the former v e t 8 the argument takes a new
is more like St. Paul. Hast turn. While exhorting the Roman Church to unity, the other
thou faith, keep it to thyself.
‘Blessed is he who judgeth not
subject of discord arises in the
himself in that which he allow- Apostle’s mind, not the disputes
eth.’ I t is a happy thing not of strong and weak about meats
to have a ~crupulousconscience. and drinks, but the greater and
I admit your superiority, I am more general dispute about Jew
not saying that you are not better
and Gentile, the old and the new,
21. I t
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3 edification.

For Christ too ’1 pleased not himself;
but, as it is written, The reproaches of them that
4reprortched thee fell on me. For whatsoever things
were written aforetime were written for our learning,
that we through patience and O through ‘1 comfort of
5 the scriptures might have hope. Now the God of
patience and consolation grant you to be likeminded
6 one toward another according to Christ Jesus : that
ye may with one mind and one mouth glorify Pthe
7 God and 1 Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Wherefore
receive ye one another, as Christ also received % u s
s to the glory of God. For I say that
Christ was

’

0

even Christ

0

r

omit through
Nota

the law and the Gospel. He returns upon the former theme,
and repeats language of reconciliation, which he had used before.
Christ came not t o destroy the
prophets, but to fulfil ; the minister of the circumcision to the
uncircumcision ; the performer
of the promises made to the
patriarchs-to all mankind. The
Gentiles and the Jews rejoice
together ; the root of Jesse is the
hope of both. The Apostle then
passes on to matters personal : an
apology for writing so boldly ; his
intended journeys to Rome, Spain,
and Jerusalem ; the contribution
for the poor saints; with the
allusions to which, however, he
blends religious thoughts and
feelings.
we that are strmg.] The Apostle
identifies himself with the
stronger party, to give force to
his words. As if he said: ‘You
and I, who are strong and enlightened, should bear the infirmi.
ties of others. Ny side ie that

8

P Qod, even the
addJeeus

q you

of the strong, not against but for
the weak; we who are whole
should take care of those who are
sick.‘ It is a stage of the Gospel
t o know that ‘ t h a t which goeth
into a man defileth not a man ;’
it is a higher stage to know it
and not always to act upon it.
3. We may ask, ‘But did the
Apostle suppose that words like
these were intended to bear this
and no other meaning? and that
they were understood in this
sense by their original authors ? ’
The answer to these questions is
that the Apostle never asked
them. The last thought that
would have entered into his
mind, would have been what i n
modern langnage we should term
the reproduction t o himself of
the life and circumstances of the
writers. He read the Old Testament, seeing ‘Christ in all
things, and all things in Christ.’
8. to confilm.] It is not certain
whether, in these words, St. Paul
is referring to the fulfilment of

,’
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a minister of the circumcision for the truth of God, to
confirm the promises made unto the fathers : and that
the Gentiles might glorify God for his mercy; as it
is written, For this cause I will confess to thee among
rothe Gentiles, and sing unto thy name. And again
And
I I tit I saith, Rejoice, ye Gentiles, with his people.
again, it saith,” Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles ;
let all the people laud him.’ And again, Esaias
I Z and
saith, There shall be J the ’I root of Jesse, and he that
shall rise t o reign over the Gentiles ; in him shall the
Now the God of hope fill you with
I 3 Gentiles hope.!
all joy and peace in believing, that ye may abound in
hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost.
14 And I myself also am persuaded of you, m y brethren,
that ye also are full of goodness, filled with all knowg

t

he

u

omit it mith
9a

the promises to the Jews (see oh.
xi), or to the transfer of them
which he had made in the fourth
chapter t o the Gentilea Either
would in his view have been
a true performance of them.
g, Aid TOGTO t t o p o h o ~ u o p a i ,
Thwqfbre I will give thanks.] These
words, which are exactly quoted
from the LXX, Ps. xviii. 49, are
in their original meaning an expresiion of triumph aftera victory,
for which the victor says he will
give thanks among the subject
people, I n the application made
of them by St. Paul, they are
supposed to be uttered by a Oentile, and the word ZOv9 receives,
as elsewhere, a new sense.
la. Thela shalt be,’ 4c.I The
quotation is from the LXX, which
reads: Za7ar &v 75 4pcpq & K d T 4 pl$a
70; ’Iansal xd d dvtarkprvos d p p w

a

laud him a12 ye people

= trust
10vGv, la’ a h $

ZOv?

&hnto8aiv.

(Isa. xi. IO.) Theae worda are
not, however, an exact translation
of the Hebrew, which is as follows : And in that day shall the
shoot of Jesse, which is set up for
a banner, be sought of the Gentiles.’
Ver. 14-xvi. a7 is a resumption
of the personal narrative. The
Apostle began by offering com.
mendation ; he concludes in the
same spirit by apologizing for
giving advice.
The salutation
with which he opened, like the
doxology with which he ends,
contained in few words a summary of the aospel.
‘But I know, brethren, that
you need not these words of
mine.’ I myself, who give this
advice, am persuaded that you are
able too (d)
toadviseone another.
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15 ledge, able

also to admonish one another. Nevertheless,
brethren, I have written the more boldly unto you in
some sort, as putting you in mind, because of the
16grace that is given to me of God, that I should be the
minister of Jesus Christ to the Gentiles, "doing the
work of a priest of" the gospel of God, that the
offering up of the Gentiles might be acceptable, being
17 sanctified by the Holy Ghost. I have therefore my
glorying through Jesus Christ in those things which
18 pertain to God. For I will not dare to speak of any
of those things which Christ hath not wrought by me,
to make the Gentilea obedient, by word and deed,
a

ministering

15. For the feeling, compare
Cor. vii. as ywhpqv 82 8i8atp
(5s fihf7pCuos 6rb ~ v p i o v uiarbr
dvac : and Rom. i. 5. Such withdrawing of self reminds us of the
quaint expression of Coleridge,
' St. Paul was a man of the finest
manners ever known.'
16. The whole passage, from
(5s Zuavafiipmjufiatv irp& down t o
w e d p a ~ iByLy, may be summed
up in two words, 'as the Apostle
of the Gentiles.'
The simple
thought is transfigured ' into
the language of sacrifjce,in which
the Apostle describes himself and
his offloe. Elsewhere he loves
to identify the believer and his
Lord; here he applies the same
imagery to his own work, which
is elsewhere applied to the work
of Christ, partly because the use
of such figures was natural to
him, and partly, also, because
such language WBB intelligible
and expressive to those whom
he is addressing.
ttpovpyob+a,]
performing the
I

b

whereof I may glory

priestly office in relation to the
Gospel.
17,18.The trsinofthought inthe
Apostle's mind seems rather t o
carry him back to his opponents
at Corinth, where he was then
staying, than to be directed t o
those whom he is addressing.
The delicate alteriiations of feeling in the verses which follow,
and the transition from hesitation
to boldness, remind us of several
passages in the Epistles to the
Corinthians. a Cor. x. 15, 16.
There, too, he had been careful
to guard against appearing to
intrude in another's vineyard.
Here his object is to assert in the
gentlest manner possible, as i n
the Epistle to the Galatians in
the strongest, his Apostleship of
the Gentiles; at the same time
making a similar disclaimer.
rg. The tone is changed, and
the construction of the preceding
verse forgotten. The Apostle is
speaking, not of what Christ did
not do, but of what He did, and
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rgthrough mighty signs and wonders, by the power of
the Holy SGirit ; so that from Jerusalem, and round
about unto Illyricum, I have fully preached the gospel
2 0 of Christ. Yea, so have I strived to preach the gospel,
not where Christ was named, lest I should build upon
21 another man’s foundation: but as i t is written, To
whom he was not spoken of, they shall see : and they
2 2 that have not heard shall understand.
For which
cause also I have been much hindered from coming
23to you. But now having no more place in these
parts, and having a great desire these many years t o
24come unto you; whensoever I take my journey into
Spaind-’-(for I trust to see you in my journey, and
to be brought on my way thitherward by you, if first
2 5 1 be somewhat filled with your company). But now
2 6 1 go unto Jerusalem to minister unto the saints. For
f

0

spirit of God

by his means ; ‘ I will only speak
of what Christ did, and what he
did was,’ $0. Comp. a Cor. xii.
Ia Truly the signs of an Apostle
were wrought among you in all
patience, in signs and wonders,
and mighty deeds.’
a3, If the Apostle fulfilled this
last-mentioned intention, no
trace of his journey has been
preserved. His long imprisonment at Rome and Cesarea may
have hindered its accomplishment ; or the stream of tradition,
setting in another direction, has
obliterated the memory of it.
Could it be established that by
the words, id rd dppa 74s Gdutws
W h v , in the famous passage of
Clement, I Ep. ad Cor. V, the
Pillars of Hercules were meant,
we might suppose that the true
and more ancient tradition had

d

add I WlZZ come to you

disappeared before the later one.
If we could recover a Chronicon
of the end of the first century,
there would be no reason for surprise in our finding mention of
the martyrdom of St. Paul in
Spain. So slender is the authority by which any other tradition of his death is supported,
so inextricably blended in the
very earliest accounts with fables
respecting himself and St. Peter.
Dionys. Cor. apud Euseb. H. E.
ii. a5.
a4. i d v tpdv rpP@rov cind pkpovs
iprrA7p~O&] ‘ I f 1 be first of all
filled with you in my love, in
some degree ;’ i. e. not so much
as I wish, yet as long a8 I am
able. The rhetoric of Chrysostom adds a fine touch, which is
hardly, however, contained in
the original words, 066th yfip pe
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a6

it hath pleased them of Macedonia and Achaia to
make a certain contribution for the poor e among the
saints which are a t Jerusalem. It hath pleased them
verily; and their debtors they are. For if the Gentiles have been made partakers of their spiritual
thing&, their duty is also to minister unto them in
28 carnal things.
When therefore I have performed this,
and have sealed to them this fruit, I will come by you
ag into Spain. And I am sure that, when I come unto
you, I shall come in the fulness of the blessing f-ii of
3aChrist. Now I beseech you, brethren, for the Lord
Jesus Christ’s sake, and for the love of the Spirit, that
ye strive together with me in your prayers to God for
31 me ; that I may be delivered from them that do not
believe in J u d s a ; and that 13the offering of my gift

27

e omit

among the
1 add ofthe Oonpel
8 rng eerviee which I have fw

~ p b o rIpnAfjuar 84varai, OW ipnoii)aai pot K ~ ~ O djs
V
avvovafar
.*li

a8. u~payiudpvos.] Raving set
my seal upon ;’ i. e. having given
the seal of my Apostolical authority to this fruit they have
borne; or, having completed and
put the finishing atroke to the
fruit which they offer. For the
use of the word wapsdr comp.
Phil. iv. 17 05x firi i a & d rb
adpa, chh’ In&rB 7dv wapnbv rbv
nAcov&(ovra f1s Adyov bp&.
ag. Iv WA?&pWk
tirhoyiar xpi-

a~oG.1 I know that coming to
you I will come in the fullness of
the blessing of Christ.
These words naturally c a 4 us
back to the first chapter, in which
he says, ‘1 desire to come unto
you, that I may impart some
spiritual gift,’ So in this passage

he is thinking that he will richly
endow them, even as God has
endowed him. Yet how can we
free the words from a sort of
egotism? First inasmuch as he
himself tells us that all his graces
are inseparably bound up in his
union with Christ, and his glorying no man can make void, becauw he glories in the Lord ; and
secondly as the thought of the
good he will do them is quickened
by his affection for them. Compare a Cor. xi. 30 ; xii. I.
31,The Apostle seems to fear
not only the violence of those who
did not believe, but also the unwillingness of the brethren to receive offerings at his hands. The
words, rva t) hporpopia pov
t6.
np6o8t~rorrois dyiorr, imply a difference between himself and the
Church of Jerusalem, such as

.. .
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Jerusalem may be accepted of the saints ; that

I may come unto you with joy by the will of h t h e
Now the God of peace be with you all.
Amen.
18 I commend unto you Phebe our sister, which is
a a servant of the church which is at Cenchrea: that
ye receive her in the Lord, as becometh saints, and
that ye i ~ ~ her
~ inc whatsoever
~ ~ r business she hath
need of you : for she too hath been a succourer of
3 many, and of my own self." Greet mPrisca" and
4 Aquila my helpers in Christ Jesus : who have for my
life laid down their own necks : unto whom not only
I give thanks, but also all the churches of the Gentiles.
5 Likewise greet the church that is in their house.
33 Lord Jesus.'

h God, and

mau wlth ?IOU be reJrEeh5d
1

m&~also

made it possible that they might
not receive the offerings that he
brought. Why else should he
doubt, or even pray, that the collection of alms which he had undertaken at the request of Apostles 'who seemed to be pillars'
might be acceptable ? Compare
the account in Acts xxi, in which
a slender line of demarcation a p
pears to be drawn between the
multitude of Jews that believe,
all zealous for the law, and the
rest of the nation.
18. I. Phebe, probably the
bearer of the Epistle.
To the name of deaconess of
the Church in the New Testament can only be added the con.
jecture, that the institution came
from the desire to avoid the scandal which would be occasioned
by the admixture of men and

assist

t

omit too

m Priacilkc

women in some of the offices of
the Church. Comp. I Cor. ix. 5
'Have we not power to lead
about a siater, a wife,
as the
brethren of the Lord, and Cephas.'
5. Epenetus the firstfruits. So
in I Cor. xvi. IS, Stephanas is
mentioned as the firstfruits of
Achaia, whence the very ancient
various reading 'Axatas has probably crept into this passage.
Ewald, who admits the genuineness of the fifteenth chapter, suspects that the sixteenth has been
inserted from a lost Epistle to the
Ephesians. I t must be admitted
that the number of persons who
are supposed to be acquaintances
of St. Paul at Rome ; the mention
of Prisca and Aquila, who are at
Ephesus both before and after
the time at which the Epistle
w~cl written; also of Epenetus

. ..
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Salute my wellbeloved Epenetus, who is the f i s t -

'

6 fruits of "Asia unto Christ. Greet Mary, who be7 stowed much labour on us. Salute Andronicus and

Junia, my kinsmen, and my fellowprisoners, who are
of note among the apostles, who also were in Christ
8 before me. Greet Amplias my beloved in the Lord.
g Salute Urbane, our helper l i n O the Lord,uand Stachys
I O my beloved.
Salute Apelles approved i n Christ.
Salute them which are of Aristobulus' household.
I I Salute Herodion my kinsman.
Greet them that be
of the household of Narcissus, which are in the Lord.
1aSalute Tryphena and Tryphosa, who labour in the
Lord. [Salute the beloved Persis, which laboured
13 much in the Lord.]
Salute Rufus chosen in the Lord,
14 and his mother and mine. Salute ARyncritus, Phlegon,
Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas, and the brethren which
15 are with them.
Salute Philologus, and Julia, Nereus,
and his sister, and Olympas, and all the saints which
16are with them. Salute one another with an holy kiss.
PA11 0 the churches of Christ salute you.
n Achata

0

Christ

the firstfruits of Asia, and of
others who had been fellowworkers with St. Paul in Asia
or Greece, two of whom are also
called his fellowprisoners at a
time when he himself was not
in prison, and all of whom are
now at Rome, where we should
not expect to find them, lends
countenance to the suspicion.
Whether Ewald be right or not is
a matter of slight importance.
I t is impossible either to prove or
disprove the conjecture.
7. Salute Andronicus and Junia, my fellowprisoners. The

P

omit All

latter ('Iouviav) is the name of
a woman. Priscilla, Junia, the
household of Chloe, the sisters
who accompanied Paul and the
brethren of the Lord and Cephas,
the Athenian woman named Damaris, Phebe, Dorcas, the women
who followed Christ and ministered t o Him of their substance,
besides others who are mere
names t o us, show the part which
women took in the first preaching
of the Gospel.
16.dmrdaau@sd h A @ o ~ s ( v qrhfip ~ bylpr,]
~ t with the mystic kiss,
the kiss that is the seal of bro-
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Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which
cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine
18which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they
that are such serve not our Lord q-li Christ, but their
own belly; and b y good words and fair speeches
19 deceive the hearts of the simple.
For your obedience
is come abroad unto all men. I am glad therefore on
your behalf: but yet I would have you wise unto that
2 0 which is good, and pure concerning evil.
And the
God of peace shall bruise Satan under your feet
shortly. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
you. Amen.
ZI
Timotheus my workfellow, and Lucius, and Jason,
~ z a n dSosipater, my kinsmen, salute you. I Tertius,
2 3 who wrote this epistle, salute you in the Lord.
Qaius
mine host, and of the whole church, saluteth you.
Erastus the chamberlain of the city aaluteth you, and
Quartus a brother. r--li
Now to him that is of power to stablish you accord25
17

9

add Jesus

r

add 14 me grace of our Lord J m OhrM be. with you all.

therly love as in I Pet. Y. 14 ; or
merely the kiss usual in the
assembly of the saints.
‘All the churches of Christ
salute you.’ Insert &oar, which
has been omitted by the copyists,
apparently because they could not
understand how St. Paul could
express the feeling of all Churches
to the Roman Church. Compare
I Cor. i. a.
19. ’ Avoid these deceivers, for
otherwise you will mar that good
fame which is gone out respecting you into all the world.’
aa. That St. Paul dictated his
Epistles appears from this passage, which may be compared
with I Cor. xvi. ar, where he

adds, ‘ The salutation of me Paul
with mine own hand.’ Gal. iv.
11 ‘ Y e see in what large letters
I have written to you with mine
own hand.’ Col. iv. 18 ‘The
salutation by the hand of me
Paul.‘ a Thess. iii. 17 ‘The
salutation of Paul with mine own
hand, which is the token in every
epistle : so I write.’
as. T@ 8k BuvaptCvp.] The con.
struction may be supplied by
some such word as tZ,yapru&ptv ;
or, more probably, was intended
to terminate with 3 adla. Owing
t o the length of the sentence, the
latter end has forgotten the beginning ; and consequently, 3 adfa
is inserted in a relative clause.

r 16.25
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ing t o my gospel, and the preaching of Jesus Christ,
according to the revelation of the mystery, which was
26 kept secret since the world began, but now is made
manifest, and by the scriptures of the prophets, according to the commandment of the everlasting God,
made known to all nations for the obedience of faith :
t o ~tabtish,]in reference t o their
divisions and weaknesses.
The best commentary on this
verse is the first chapter, in which
the Gospel is set forth as a revelation of righteousness and of wrath
to a world lying in darkness. I n
several other places St. Paul
speaks of the mysteriousness of
the past, the times of that ignorance whichGod winked at. Comp.
I Cor. ii. 7 ‘We speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even
the hidden wisdom which God
ordained before the world unto
our glory ; ’ and Col. i. a6 ‘ Even
the mystery which hath been
hid from ages and from generations, but now is made manifest
unto the saints.’ As we sometimes ask the question, not without a certain strangeness, what
God has reserved for the heathen,’ so in these passages the
Apostle seems to indicate a similar
feeling respecting the ages that
are past.
a6. +avtparBhos 62 v8v 6rb rc
ypcr@v.] But now made manifest
through the writings of the prophets also. That is t o say, the
Gospel which had been concealed,
was now made manifest, and received also a light and illustration from the prophets.
17. $1 refers to Bod, not to
Christ. In addition to the arguments urged below, we may

‘

mention the anacoluthon of the
doxology, as itself affording a
proof of genuineness. There can
be little inducement imagined
for inventing these three verses,
each of which ( ~ a 7 hr b tfiarydhidu
/LOU, K d 7 b KipT/LCl ’17006 XpLrJ706
alwviov et06
, , &VQ uoq+
Of?) bears special marks of the
hand of St. Paul.
The great majority of early
authorities (B. C. D., Clement,
Origen) place the doxology at the
end of the Epistle. A. has it
here, and at the end of chap. xiv.
as well ; in which latter place G.
leaves a space for it, also inserting
it at the end. There are several
other traces of this variation,
being as old as the fourth cehtury.
The antiquity of the two traditions renders it impossible to
determine certainly which of
them is the true one.
The doubt respecting the position of the doxology, and the
circumstance mentioned by Origen that Naroion ended the Epistle at the agrd verse of the
fourteenth chapter ; also certain
minute coincidences, which are
observed chiefly between Rom.
xv. as-ag, and I Cor. ix. I I, a Cor.
viii. 4, ix. I, 5 ; lastly, the mention of the great number of persons reaident at Rome, who were
known to the Apostle, and in
particular of his kinsmen and

...

.
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to God only wise, be glory through Jesus Christ for
ever and ever.' Amen. t--.r
8 omit and ever
t add Written to the
Roman8 from Corinth, and sent by Phebe servant of the church at Qenchrea.

fellowprisoners, have led to a suspicion of the genuineness of the
last two chapters. To such a suspicion it may be replied : ( I ) that,
if spurious, they would be a forgery without a motive ; (a) that
they have every mark of genuineness which characteristic thought
and language can supply (observe
xv. 8, 9, 14,15, ao, ar, a3, compared with a Cor. x. 13, 16 ;xvi.
13, a3) ; (3) that they present at
least one minute coincidence with
the history; (4) that the occurrence of the doxology a t the end of
chap, xiv is no proof that this
was the end of the Epistle; the
Apostle, after intending to finish,
may have begun again, as i n the
Epistle to the Galatians, as in
fact he has added a postscript a t
ver. a1 of the sixteenth chapter,
and made a conclusion a t the end
of chap. x v ; (5) that the close
connexion of the last verse of
chap. xiv and the beginning of
chap. xv, is a presumption that

the doxology has slipped into that
place from some accidental cause ;
(6) that the evidence of Marcion
is inconclusive, unless his edition,
whatever may have been its object, was based on earlier documents than the received version,
an assumption of which there is
no proof; lastly, that the extremely close and minute resemblances between the Ephesians
and Colossians, or between the
Galatians and the Romans (which
latter are both admitted by Baur
himself to be genuine writings of
the Apostle), destroy the force
of the presumption derived from
a few similarities, nowhere extending to a whole verse, against
the two last chapters of the Epistle to the Romans.
None of these arguments, it
will be observed, afford any answer to the view of Ewald, who
maintains, not the spuriousness,
but the misplacement of chap.
xvi. See above on ver. 5.

ESSAY ON THE ABSTRACT IDEAS
OF THE

NEW TESTAMENT

RELIQIORand philosophy have often been contrasted as
moving in different planes, in which they can never come
into contact with each other. Yet there are many meetingpoints at which either passes into the circle of the other.
One of these meeting-points is language, which loses nothing
of its original imperfection by being employed in the service
of religion. Its plastic nature is an element of uncertainty
in the interpretation of Scripture; its logical stmcture is
a necessary limit on human faculties in the conception of
truths above them ; whatever growth it is capable of, must
affect also the growth of our religious ideas ; the analysis we
are able to make of it, we must be able also to extend to the
theological use of it. Religion cannot place itself above the
instrument through which alone it speaks to man ; our true
wisdom is, therefore, to be aware of their interdependence.
One of the points in which theology and philosophy are
brought into connexion by language, is their common usage
of abstract words, and of what in the phraseology of some
philosophers are termed ‘mixed modes,’ or ideas not yet
freed from associations of time or sense. Logicians speak
of the abstract and concrete, and of the formation of our
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abstract ideas : Are the abstractions of Scripture the same in
kind with those of philosophy ? May we venture to analyse
their growth, to ask after their origin, to compare their
meaning in one age of the world and in another? The
same words in different languages have not precisely the
same meaning. May not this be the case also with abstract
terms which have passed from the Old Testament into the
New, which have come down to us from the times of the
Apostles, hardened by controversy, worn by the use of two
thousand years? These questions do not admit of a short
and easy answer. Even to make them intelligible, we have
to begin some way off, to enter on our inquiry as a speculation rather of logic than of theology, and hereafter to return
to its bearing on the interpretation of Scripture.
It is remarked by a great metaphysician, that abstract
ideas are, in one point of view, the highest and most
philosophical of all our ideas, while in another they are the
shallowest and most meagre, They have the advantage of
clearness and definiteness ; they enable us to conceive and,
in a manner, to span the infinity of things ; they arrange,
as it were, in the frames of a window the many-coloured
world of phenomena. And yet they are ‘ mere ’ abstractions
removed from sense, removed from experience, and detached
from the mind in which they arose. Their perfection
consists, as their very name implies, in their idealism : that
is, in their negative nature.
For example : the idea of ‘ happiness’ has come down from
the Greek philosophy. To us it is more entirely freed from
etymological associations than it was to Aristotle, and
further removed from any particular state of life, or, in
other words, it is more of an abstraction. It is what everybody knows, but what nobody can tell. It is not pleasure,
nor wealth, nor power, nor virtue, nor contemplation. Could
we define it, we seem at first as if we should have found out
the secret of the world. But our next thought is that we
should only be defining a word, that it consists rather
VOL. I.
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in a thousand undefinable things which, partly because
mankind are not agreed about them, partly because they are
too numerous to conceive under any single idea, are dropped
by the instinct of language. It means what each person's
fancy or experience may lead him to connect with it ; it is
a vague conception to his own mind, which nevertheless
may be used without vagueness as a middle term in conversing with others.
It is the uniformity in the use of such words that
constitutes their true value. Like all other words, they
represent in their origin things of sense, facts of experience.
But they are no longer pictured by the sense, or tinged by
the affections ; they are beyond the circle of associations in
which they arose, When we use the word happiness, no
thought of chance now intrudes itself; when we use the
word righteousness, no thought of law or courts ; when the
word virtue is used, the image no longer presents itself of
manly strength or beauty.
The growth of abstract ideas is an after-growth of language
itself, which may be compared to the growth of the mind
when the body is already at its full stature. All language
has been originally the reflection of a world of sense ; the
words which describe the faculties have once referred to the
parts of the body; the name of God Himself has been derived
in most languages from the sun or the powers of nature. It
is indeed impossible for us to say how far, under these
earthly and sensual images, there lurked among the primitive peoples of mankind a latent consciousness of the
spiritual and invisible; whether the thought or only the
word was of the earth earthy. From this garment of
the truth it is impossible for us to separate the truth itself.
I n this form awhile it appears to grow ; even the writers of
the Old Testament, in its earlier portion, finding in the
winds or the light of heaven the natural expression of the
power or holiness of Jehovah. But in process of time
another world of thought and expression seems to create
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itself. The words for courage, strength, beauty, and the
like, begin to denote mental and moral qualities; things
which were only spoken of as actions, become abstract ideas,
the name of God loses all sensual and outward associations;
until at the end of the first period of Greek philosophy, the
world of abstractions, and the words by which they are
expressed, have almost as much definiteness and preciseness
of meaning as among ourselves.
This process of forming abstractions is ever going on-the
mixed modes of one language are the pure ideas of another ;
indeed, the adoption of words from dead languages into
English has, above all other causes, tended to increase the
number of our simple ideas, because the associations of such
words being lost in the transfer, they are at once refined
from all alloy of sense and experience. Different languages,
or the same at different periods of their history, are at
different stages of the process. W e can imagine a language,
such as language was, as far as the vestiges of it allow us to
go back, in its first beginnings, in which every operation
of the mind, every idea, every relation, was expressed by
a sensible image; a language which we may describe as
purely sensual and material, the words of which, like the
first written characters, were mental pictures : we can
imagine a language in a state which none has ever yet
reached, in which the worlds of mind and matter me
perfectly separated from each other, and no clog or taint of
the one is allowed to enter into the other. But all languages
which exist are in reality between these two extremes, and
are passing from one to the other. The Greek of Homer is
at a different stage from that of the Greek tragedians ; the
Greek of the early Ionic philosophers, at a different stage
from that of Plato ; so, though in a different way (for here
there was no advancement), the Greek of Plato as compared
with the Neo-Platonist philosophy. The same remark is
applicable to the Old Testament, the earlier and later books
of which may be, in a similar way, contrasted with each
A 8 2
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other; almost the whole of which (though here a new
language also comes in) exhibits a marked difference from
the Apocrypha. The structure of thought insensibly
changes. This is the case with all languages which have
a literature-they are ever becoming more and more
abstract-modern languages, more than ancient ; the later
stages of either, more than the earlier. It by no means
follows that as Greek, Latin, and English have words that
correspond in a dictionary, they are real equivalents in
meaning, because words, the same, perhaps, etymologically,
may be used with different degrees of abstraction, which no
accuracy or periphrasis of translation will suffice to express,
belonging, as they do generally, to the great underlying
differences of a whole language.
Another illustration of degrees of abstraction may be
found in the language of poetry, or of common life, and the
language of philosophy. Poetry, we know, will scarcely
endure abstract terms, while they form the stock and staple
of morals and metaphysics. They are the language of
books, rather than of conversation. Theology, on the other
hand, though its problems may seem akin to those of the
moralist and metaphysician, yet tends to reject them in
the same way that English tends to reject French words,
or poetry to reject prose. He who in paraphrasing Scripture spoke of essence, matter, vice, crime, would be thought
guilty of a want of taste ; the reason of which is, that these
abstract terms are not within the circle of our Scripture
associations. They carry us into another age or country
or school of thought-to the ear of the uneducated they
have an unusual sound, while to the educated they appear
to involve an anachronism or to be out of place. Vice,
they say, is the moral, sin the theological term ; nature and
law are the proper words in a treatise on physiology, while
the actions of which they are the imaginary causes would
in ti prayer or sermon be suitably ascribed to the Divine
Being.
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Our subject admits of another illustration from the
language of the Fathers as compared with that of Scripture.
Those who have observed the circumstance naturally ask
why it is that Scriptural expressions when they reappear
in the early patristic literature slightly change their signification ? that a greater degree of personality is given to one
word, more definiteness to another, while a third has been
singled out to be the centre of a scheme of doctrine ? The
reason is, that use, and reflection, and controversy do not
allow language to remain where it was. Time itself is the
great innovator in the sense of words. No one supposes
that the meaning of conscience or imagination exactly
corresponds to the Latin ‘ conscientia ’ or ‘imaginatio.’
Even within the limits of our own language the termR of
the scholastic philosophy have acquired and lost a technical
signification. And several changes have taken place in the
language of creeds and articles, which, by their very attempt
to define and systematize, have slightly though imperceptibly
departed from the use of words in Scripture.
The principle of which all these instances are illustrations
leads to important results in the interpretation of Scripture.
It tends to show, that in using the same words with St.
Paul we may not be using them in precisely the same sense.
Nay, that the very exactness with which we apply them,
the result of the definitions, oppositions, associations, of
ages of controversy, is of itself a difference of meaning.
The mere lapse of time tends to make the similarity deceitful.
For if the language of Scripture (to use an expression which
will have been made intelligible by the preceding remarks)
be really at a different stage of abstraction, great differences
in the use of language will occur, such as in each particular
word escape and perplex us, and yet, on a survey of the
whole, are palpable and evident.
A well-known difficulty in the interpretation of the
Epistles is the seemingly uncertain use of 6 w a i o d v 7 ,
dhijdeia, dydxq, v h s , 6@a, kc., words apparently the
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most simple, and yet taking sometimes in the same passage
different shades and colours of meaning. Sometimes they
are attributes of God, in other passages qualities in man ;
here realities, there mere ideas, sometimes active, sometimes
passive. Some of them, as hpapria, ‘ I T ~ U T L Shave
,
a sort of
personality assigned to them, while others, as .xucC,ua, with
which we associate the idea of a person, seem to lose their
personality. They are used wit,h genitive cases after them,
which we are compelled to explain in various senses. I n
the technical language of German philosophy, they are
objective and subjective at once. For example : in the fist
chapter of the Rdmans, ver. I 7, it is asked by commentators,
‘Whether the righteousness of God, which is revealed in
the Gospel,’ is the original righteousness of God from the
beginning, or the righteousness which He imparts to man,
the righteousness of God in Himself or in man. So again,
in chap. v, ver. 5 , it is doubted whether the words DUTL 4
b y d q roc BaoG IKKC‘XvraL dv rais Kapi%ais, refer to the love
of God in man, or the love of God to man. So rurGpa BcoG
wavers in meaning between a separate existence, or the
spirit of God, as we should say the ‘mind of man,’ and the
manifestation of that spirit in the soul of the believer.
Similar apparent ambiguities occur in such expressions as
d u r i s ’ I ~ ~ u o O xpwroG, J ~ o p o u $X ~ L U T O ~BhljBaa
,
OcoG, 8dla
B d , uo$la Btoli, and several others.
A difficulty akin to this arises from the apparently
numerous senses in which another class of words, such as
vdpos, @ir)7j, 8duaros are used in the Epistles of St. Paul.
That v d p s should sometimes signify the law of Moses,
at other times the law of the conscience, and that it should
be often uncertain whether
referred to a life spiritual
or natural, is inconceivable, if these words had had the same
precise and defined sense that the corresponding English
words have amongst ourselves. The class of expressions
before mentioned seems to widen and extend in meaning
as they are brought into contact with God and the human
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soul, or transferred from things earthly and temporaI to
things heavenly and spiritual. The subtle transformation
which these latter words undergo, may be best described as
a metaphorical or analogous use of them: not, to take
a single instance, that the meaning of the word ‘law ’ is
so widened as to include all ‘law,’ but that the law of Moses
becomes the figure or type of the law written on the heart,
or of the law of sin and death, and &j, the natural life,
the figure of the spiritual. Each word is a reflector of many
thoughts, and we pass from one reflection of it to another
in successive verses.
That such verbal difficulties occur much more often in
Scripture than in any other book, will be generally admitted.
I n Plato and Aristotle, for example, they can be hardly
said to exist at all. What they meant by ~ 7 6 0 sor oLcria is
hard to conceive, but their use of the words does not waver
in successive sentences, The language of the Greek philosophy is, on the whole, precise and definite. A much
nearer parallel to what may be termed the infinity of
Scripture is to be found in the Jewish Alexandrian writings.
There is the same transition from the personal to the
impersonal, the same figurative use of language, the same
tendency to realize and speak of all things in reference to
God and the human soul. The mind existed prior to the
ideas which are therefore conceived of as its qualities or
attributes, and naturally coalesced with it in the Alexandrian
phraseology.
The difficulty of which we have been speaking, when
considered in its whole extent, is its own solution. It
does but force upon us the fact, that the use of language
and the mode of thought ase different in the writings of
the Apostle from what they are amongst ourselves. It is
the difficulty of a person who should set himself to explain
the structure of a language which he did not know, by one
which he did, and at last, in despair, begin to learn the
new idiom. Or the difficulty that a person would have
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in understanding poetry, who imagined it to be prose.
It is the difficulty that Aristotle or Cicero found in under.
standing the philosophers that were before them. They
were familiar with the meaning of the words used by them,
but not with the mode of thought. Logic itself had
increased the difficulty to them of understanding the times
before logic.
This is our own difficulty in the interpretation of Scripture.
Our use of language is more definite, our abstractions more
abstract, our structure more regular and logical. But the
moment we perceive and allow for this difference in the
use of language in Scripture and among ourselves, the
difficulty vanishes. W e conceive ideas in a process of
formation, falling from inspired lips, growing in the minds
of men. We throw ourselves into the world of ‘mixed
modes,’ and seek to recall the associations which the
technical terms of theology no longer suggest. W e observe
what may be termed the difference of level in our own ideas
and those of the first Christians, without disturbing the
meaning of one word in relation to another,
The difficulty while it is increased, is also explained by
the personifying character of the age. Ideas in the New
Testament are relative to the mind of God or man, in
which they seem naturally to inhere so as scarcely, in the
uwge of language, to have an independent existence. There
is ever the tendency to speak of good and virtue and
righteousness as inseparable from the Divine nature, while
in evil of every sort a reflection of conscience seems to be
included. The words 6tKaLodvq, hhi&ia, dydnq, are not
merely equivalent to righteousness, truth, love, but connect
imperceptibly with ‘the Author and Father of lights.’
There is no other righteousness or truth but that of God,
just as there is no sin without the consciousness of sin in
m a n Consequently, the two thoughts coalesce in one, and
what are to us ideas, which we can imagine existing even
without God, are to the Israelite attributes of God Himself.
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Still, in our ‘mixed modes’ we must make a further step;
for as these ideas cannot be separated from God, so neither
can they be conceived of, except as revealed in the Gospel,
and working in the heart of man. Man who is righteous
has no righteousness of his own, his righteousness is the
righteousness of God in him. Hence, when considering
the righteousness of God, we must go on to conceive of it
as the revelation of His righteousness, without which it
would be unknown and unmeaning to us. The abstract
must become concrete, and must involve at once the attribute of God and the quality in man. This ‘concrete’
notion of the word righteousness is different from the
abstract one with which we are familiar. Righteousness
is the righteousness of God; it is also the communion of
that righteousness with man. It is used almost with the
same double meaning as we attribute to the will of God,
which we speak of actively, as intending, doing, and
passively, as done, fulfilled by ourselves.
A part of this embarrassment in the interpretation of
Scripture arises out of the unconscious influence of English
words and ideas on our minds, in translating from Hellenistic
Greek. The diEculty is still more apparent, when the
attempt is made to render the Scriptures into a language
which has not been framed or moulded on Christianity.
It is a curious question, the consideration of which is not
without practical use, how far the nicer shades either of
Scriptural expression or of later theology are capable of
being made intelligible in the languages of India or China.
Yet, on the other hand, it must be remembered, that
neither this nor any of the other peculiarities here spoken
of, is a mere form of speech, but enters deeply into the
nature of the Gospel. For the Gospel has necessarily its
mixed modes, not merely because it is preached to the poor,
and therefore adopts the expressions of ordinary life ; nor
because its language is incrusted with the phraseology of
the Alexandrian writers ; but because its subject is mixed,
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and, as it were, intermediate between God and man.
Natural theology speaks clearly, but it is of God only;
moral philosophy speaks clearly, but it is of man only:
but the Gospel is, as it were, the communion of God and
man, and its ideas are in a state of transition or oscillation,
having two aspects towards God and towards man, which it
is hard to keep in view at once. Thus, to quote once more
the example just given, the righteousness of God is an idea
not difficult for us to comprehend, human justice and
goodness are also intelligible ; but to conceive justice or
righteousness as passing from heaven to earth, from God
to man, actu et potelztib a t once, as a sort of life, or stream,
or motion, is perplexing. And yet this notion of the
communion of the righteousness of God being what constitutes righteousness, is of the very essence of the Gospel.
It was what the Apostle and the first believers meant and
felt, and what, if we could get the simple unlettered
. Christian, receiving the Gospel as a little child, to describe
to us his feelings, he would describe.
Scripture language may thus be truly said to belong to
an intermediate world, different at once both from the
visible and invisible world, yet partaking of the nature of
both. It does not represent the things that the eye sees
merely, nor the things that are within the veil of which
those are the images, but rather the world that is in our
hearts; the things that we feel, but nobody can express
in words. His body is the communion of His body; His
spirit is the communion of His spirit; the love of God is
‘loving as we are loved;’ the knowledge of God is ‘knowing
as we are known ;’ the righteousness of faith is Divine as
well m human. Hence language seems to burst its bounds
in the attempt to express the different aspects of these
truths, and from its very inadequacy wavers and becomes
uncertain in its meaning. The more intensely we feel and
believe, and the less we are able to define our feelings, the
more shall we appear to use words at random ; employing
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sometimes one mode of expression, sometimes another ;
passing from one thought to another, by slender threads of
association ; ‘ going off upon a word,’ as it has been called ;
because in our own minds all is connected, and, as it were,
fulfilled with itself, and from the abundance of the heart
the mouth speaks. To understand the language of St. Paul
it is necessary, not, only to compare the uses of words with
one another, or to be versed in Alexandrian modes of
.
thought, but to lead the life of St. Paul, to have the mind
of St. Paul, to be one with Christ, to be dead to sin.
Otherwise the world within becomes unmeaning to US.
The inversion of all human things of which he speaks, is
attributed to the manner of his time, or the peculiarity of
his individual character ; and at the very moment when we
seem to have attained most accurately the Apostle’s meaning,
it vanishes away like a shadow.
No human eye can pierce the cloud which overhangs
another life ; no faculty of man can ‘ by understanding find
out’ or express in words the Divine nature. Yet it does
not follow that our ideas of spiritual things are wholly
indefinite. There are many symbols and images of them in
the world without and below. There is a communion of
thoughts, feelings, and affections, even on earth, quite
sufficient to be an image of the communion with God and
Christ, of which the Epistles speak to us. There are
emotions, and transitions, and passings out of ourselves,
and states of undefined consciousness, which language is
equally unable to express as it is to describe justification,
or the work of grace, or the relation of the believer to his
Lord. All these are rather intimated than described or
defined by words. The sigh of sorrow, the cry of joy or
despair, are but inarticulate sounds, yet expressive, beyond
the power of writing, or speech. There are many such
‘still small voices’ of warning or of consolation in Scripture,
beyond the power of philosophy to analyse, yet full of
meaning to him who catches them aright. The life and
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force of such expressions do not depend on the clearness
with which they state a logical proposition, or the vividness
with which they picture to the imagination a spiritual
world. They gain for themselves a truth in the individual
soul. Even logic itself affords negative helps to the feebleness of man in the conception of things above him. It
limits us by our own faculties ; it guards us against identifying the images of things unseen with the ‘very things
themselves ;’ it bars remote inferences about terms which
are really metaphorical. Lastly, it helps us to define by
opposition. Though we do not know what spirit is, we
know what body is, and we conceive of spirit as what body
is not. ‘There is 8 spiritual body, and there is a natural
body.’ W e imagine it at once both like and unlike. W e
do not know what heawn, or the glory of God, m His
wisdom, is ; but we imagine them unlike this world, or the
wisdom of this world, or the glory of the princes of this
world, and yet, in a certain way, like them, imaged and
symbolized by what we see around us. We do not know
what eternity is, except as the negative of time; but
believing in its real existence, in a way beyond our faculties
to comprehend, we do not confine it within the limits of
past, present, or future. We are unable to reconcile the
power of God and the freedom of man, or the contrast of
this world and another, or even the opposite feelings of our
own minds about the truths of religion. But we can
describe them as the Apostle has done, in a paradox
(2 Cor. iv. 1 2 ; vi. 8-10).
There is yet a further way in which the ideas of Scripture
may be defined, khat is, by use. It has been already
observed that the progress of language is from the concrete
to the abstract. Not the least striking instance of this is
the language of theology. Embodied in creeds, it gradually
becomes developed and precise. The words are no longer
‘living creatures with hands and feet,’ as it were, feeling
after the hearts of men; but they have one distinct, un-
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changing meaning. When we speak of justification or
truth, no question arises whether by this is meant the
attribute of God, or the quality in man. Time and usage
have sufficiently circumscribed the diversities of their signification. This is not to be regarded as a misfortune to
Scriptural truth, but as natural and necessary. Part of
what is lost in power and life is regained in certainty and
definiteness. The usage of language itself would forbid us,
in a discourse or sermon, to give as many senses to the
word ‘law’ as are attributed to it by St. Paul. Only in
the interpretation of Scripture, if we would feel as St. Paul
felt, or think as he thought, it is necessary to go back to
that age before creeds, in which the water of life was still
a running stream.
The course of speculation which has been adopted in this
essay, may seem to introduce into Scripture an element of
uncertainty. It may seem to cloud truth with metaphysics,
and rob the poor and uneducated of the simplicity of the
Gospel. But perhaps this is not so. Whether it be the
case that such speculations introduce an element of uncertainty or difficulty into Scripture or not, they introduce
a new element of truth. For without the consideration of
such questions as that of which a brief sketch has been here
attempted, there is no basis for Scriptural interpretation.
We are ever liable to draw the meaning of words this way
or that, according to the theological system of which we are
the advocates ; to fall under the slavery of an illogical logic,
which first narrows the mind by definitions, and then
wearies it with far-fetched inferences. Metaphysics must
enter into the interpretation of Scripture, not. for the sake
of intruding upon it a new set of words or ideas, but with
the view of getting rid of metaphysics and restoring to
Scripture its natural sense.
But the Gospel is still preached to the poor as before,
in the same sacred yet familiar language. They could not
understand questions of grammar before; they do not
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understand modes of thought now. It is the peculiar
nature of our religious ideas that we are able to apply
them, and to receive comfort from them, without being
able to analyse or explain them. All the metaphysical and
logical speculations in the world will not rob the poor, the
sick, or the dying of the truths of the Gospel. Yet the
subject which we have been considering is not without
a practical result. It warns us to restore the Gospel to
its simplicity, to turn from the letter to the spirit, to
withdraw from the number of the essentials of Christianity
points almost too subtle for the naked eye, which depend
on modes of thought or Alexandrian usages, to require no
more of preciseness or definition than is necessary to give
form and substance to our teaching. Not only the feebleness of human faculties, but the imperfection of language
itself will often make silence our truest wisdom. The
saying of Scaliger, taken not seriously but in irony, is full
of meaning: ‘Many a man has missed of his salvation
from ignorance of grammar.’
To the poor and uneducated, at times to all, no better
advice can be given for the understanding of Scripture than
to read the Bible humbly with prayer. The critical and
metaphysical student requires another sort of rule for
which this can never be made a substitute. His duty is
to throw himself back into the times, the modes of thought,
the language of the Apostolic age. H e must pass from the
abstract to the concrete, from the ideal and intellectual to
the spiritual, from later statements of faith or doctrine to
the words of inspiration which fell from the lips of the first
believers. He must seek to conceive the religion of Christ
in its relation to the religions of other ages and distant
countries, to the philosophy of our own or other times ;
and if in this effort his mind seems to fail or waver, he
must win back in life and practice the hold on the truths
of the Gospel which he is beginning to lose in the mazes of
speculation.
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is there anything more likely to be misunderstood, than the
differences between the first teachers of a religion, and the
disputes of their respective followers, about a matter of
discipline or doctrine which has passed away. The transition may be too gradual to be observed while it is going on.
Literature is of a later date ; beginning when the Church
has already arrived at its full stature, it cannot describe the
stages of its infancy and growth. I n the extreme distance
the objects of earth are no longer distinguishable from the
clouds of heaven.
All history receives a colour from the age in which it is
written. This is the case with Ecclesiastical history even
more than secular ; it glows with the faith and feelings of
the historian ; it reflects his principles or convictions-it is
sometimes embittered by his prejudices. Eusebius, ‘ the
father of Ecclesiastical history,’ believing as he did that the
constitution of the Church which he saw around him had
existed from the first, was not likely to give a consistent
account of its origin or growth. Nor was it to be expected
that he should trace the history of doctrines, who, within
the Church at least, could have admitted of no doctrinal
difference or development. It was impossible for him to
describe that of which he had no conception. Had he been
disposed to write an accurate account of the progress of the
Christian faith in the first two centuries, the scantiness of his
materials would have prevented him from doing so. The
antiquarian spirit had awoke too late to recover the treasures
of the past. Those who preceded him had a similar though
less definite impression of the first age, of which they knew
so little, and wrote in the same way. It would be an
anachronism to expect that he should sift critically the few
cases in which the earlier authorities witness against themselves. I n point of judgement, he is about on a level
with the other ‘Father of History ;’ that is to say, he is
not wholly destitute of critical power : yet his criticism is
accidental and capricious ; most often observable in the case
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of Ecclesiastical writings, which his literary tastes led him
to explore. But real historical investigation is unknown to
him. No resisting power of inquiry prevents his acceptance
of any facts which fell in with the orthodox faith of his age,
or seemed to afford a witness to it. Miracles are believed
by him, not upon greater, but upon rather less evidence
than ordinary events. He catches, like Herodotus, at any
chance similarity, such as that between the first Christians
and the Therapeutae of Egypt (ii. e. 17). He feels no
difficulty in receiving the statement of Justin Martyr, that
Simon Magus was honoured at Rome under the title of the
Holy God (Semo Sancus) ; or the testimony of Tertullian,
that the Emperor Tiberius referred the worship of Christ
to the senate. H e sees the whole history of the Church
through the medium of that victory over Paganism and
heresy which he had witnessed in his own day. H e carries
the struggle back into the previous centuries, in which he
finds almost nothing else but the conflict of the truth with
heresy, and the blood of martyrs the seed of the Church.
No one can suppose that the heresiarchs were such as he
describes them, or that he has truly seized the relation in
which they stood to the primitive Church. The language
in which he denounces them is a sufficient evidence that he
could not have investigated with calmness t,he character of
the ‘wolf of Pontus,’ or the false prophet Montanus and his
‘ reptile ’ followers,. Though living at a distance of a century
and a half, he repeats and adopts the conventional abuse of
their contemporary adversaries.
Records of the earliest heretics have passed away ; no one
of them is fairly known to us from his o w n writings, Their
names have become a byword among men ; at another tribunal we may believe that many judgements passed upon
them have been reversed. The true history of the century
which followed the withdrawal of the Apostles has also
perished, or is preserved only in fragmentary statements,
It is a matter of conjecture how the constitution of the
VOL. I.
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Church arose; it is a parallel speculation, out of what
simpler elements the earliest liturgies were compiled. But
it does not follow that nothing happened in an age of which
we know nothing. The least philosophy of history s u p
gests the reflection that in the primitive Church there must
have existed all the varieties of practice, belief, speculation,
doctrine, which the different circumstances of the converts,
and the different natures of men acting on those circumstances, would be likely to produce. The Church acquired
unity in its progress through the world; it was more
scattered and pndisciplined at first than it afterwards
became. Even the Apostles do not work together in the
spirit of an order ; they and their followers are not an army
‘ set under authority,’ of which the leaders say to one man
‘come, and he cometh,’ and to another ‘go, and he goeth.’
The Church of the Apostles may be compared more truly
to ‘the wind blowing where it listeth,’ or even to ‘the
lightning shining from one part of the heaven to the other.’
Paul and Barnabas and Apollos, and even Priscilla and
Aquila, have their separate ways of acting; they walk in
different paths ; they do not attempt to control one another,
Whatever caution is observable in their mode of dealing
with each other’s spheres of labour is a matter of courtesy,
not of ecclesiastical discipline. It is not certain, perhaps
on the whole improbable, that those who came from James
to Antioch (Gal. ii. 12) represented the community at
Jerusalem. There is no Church which claims to be the
metropolis of other Churches ; nor any subordination within
the several Churches to a single authority. The words of
the Epistle to the Ephesians (iv. 11), ‘ H e gave some
apostles, and some prophets, and some evangelists, and
some pastors and teachers,’ are hardly reconcilable either
with three orders of clergy, or with the distinction of clergy
and laity. They describe a state of the Church in which
there was less of system and more of impulse than at a later
period ; in which ‘ all the Lord’s people were prophets,’ and
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natural or spiritual gifts became offices ‘ in the beginning of
the Gospel.’ Compare Rom. xii. 6 : I Cor. xii. 28, 29.
Many doubts and possibilities arise in our minds respecting the age of the Apostles when we look on the picture
‘through a microscope,’ and dwell on those points which
are commonlyunnoticed. W e are tempted to frame theories
and reconstructions, which are better, perhaps, represented
by queries. Did those who remained behind in the Church
regard the death of the martyr Stephen with the same feelings as those who were scattered abroad? or was he in
their eyes only what James the Just appeared to be to the
historian Josephus? Were the Apostles at Jerusalem one
in heart with the brethren at Antioch ? Were the teachers
who came from Jerusalem to Antioch saying, ‘Except ye
be circumcised, ye cannot be saved,’ commissioned by the
Twelve ? Were the Twelve absolutely at one among themselves ? Are the ‘ commendatory epistles ’ spoken of in the
Epistle to the Corinthians, to be ascribed to the Apostles
at Jerusalem ? Can ‘ the grievous wolves,’ whose entrance
into the Church of Ephesus the Apostle foresaw, be other
than the Judaizing teachers? Were ‘the multitude’ of
believing Jews, who were all zealous for the law, and liable
to be quickened in their zeal for it by the very sight of
St. Paul, engaged in the tumult which follows? Lastly,
how far does the narrative of the Acts convey the lively
impression of contemporaries, how far the recollections of
another generation ? These questions cannot have detailed
answers ; to raise them, however, is not without use, for
they make us regard the facts in many points of view ; they
afford a help in the prosecution of the main inquiry, ‘What
was the relation of St. Paul to the Twelve?’
If we conceive of the Apostles as exercising a strict and
definite rule over the multitude of their converts, living
heads of the Church as they might be termed, Peter or James
of the circumcision and Paul of the uncircumcision, it would
be natural to connect them with the acts of their followers.
sb2
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One would think that, in accordance with the spirit of the
concordat, they should have ‘ delivered over to Satan ’ the
opponents of St. Paul, rather than have lived in communion
and company with them. To hold out the right hand of
fellowship to Paul and Barnabm, and yet secretly to support
or not to discountenance their enemies, would seem to be
treachery to their common Master. Especially when we
observe how strongly the Judaizers are characterized by
St. Paul as ‘ the false brethren who came in unawares,’ ‘the
false Apostles transforming themselves into Apostles of
Christ,’ ‘grievous wolves entering in,’ and with what bitter
personal weapons they assailed him ( I Cor. ix.3-7). Indeed,
the contrast between the vehemence with which St. Paul
treats his Judaizing antagonists, and the gentleness or
silence which he preserves towards the Apostles at Jerusalem, is a remarkable circumstance.
It may be questioned whether the whole difficulty does
not arise from a false conception of the authority of the
Apostles in the early Church. Although the first teachers
of the word of Christ, they were not the rulers of the
Catholic Church ; they were not its bishops, but its prophets. The influence which they exercised was personal
rather than official, derived doubtless from their ‘ having
seen the Lord,’ and from their appointment by Him, yet
confined also to a comparatively narrow sphere; it was
exercised in places in which they were, but hardly extended
to places where they were not. The Gospel grew up around
them they could not tell how ; and the spirit which their
preaching first awakened passed out of their control. They
seemed no longer to be the prime movers, but rather the
spectators of the work of God, which went on before their
eyes. The thousands of Jews that believed and were zealous
for the law would not lay aside the garb of Judaism at the
bidding of James or Peter ; the false teachers of Corinth
or of Ephesus would not have been less likely to gain
followers, had they been excommunicated by the Twelve.
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The movement which, in twenty years from the death of
Christ, had spread so widely over the earth, they did not
seek to reduce to rule and compass. It was beyond their
reach, extending to communities of the circumstances of
which they were hardly informed, and in which, therefore,
it was not to be expected that they should interfere between
St. Paul and his opponents.
The Apostolic name acquired a sacredness in the second
century which was unknown to it in the first. W e must
not attribute either to the persons or to the writings of the
Apostles the authority with which after-ages invested them.
No Epistle of James and Paul was received by those to
whom it was sent, like the Scriptures of the Old Testament,
as the Word of God. Nor are they quoted in the same
manner with books of the Old Testament before the time
of Irenaeus. We might have imagined that every Church
would have preserved an unmistakable record of its lineage
and descent from some one of the Twelve. But so far is
this from being the case, that no connexion can be traced
certainly, between the Gentile Churches of the second
century and that of Jerusalem in the first. Jerusalem was
not the metropolis of all Churches, but one among many ;
acknowledged, indeed, by the Gentile Christians with affection and gratitude, but not prescribing any rule, or exercising
authority over them.
The moment we think of the Church, not as an ecclesiastical or political institution, but, as it was in the first
age, a spiritual body, that is to say, a body partly moved
by the Spirit of God, dependent also on the tempers and
sympathies of men swayed to and fro by religious emotion,
the perplexity solves itself, and the narrative of Scripture
becomes truthful and natural. When the waves are high,
we see but a little way over the ocean. The first fervour of
religious feeling does not admit a uniform level of Church
government. It is not a regular hierarchy, but ' some apos
tles, some prophets, some evangelists, others pastors and
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teachers,’ who grow together ‘into the body of Christ.’
The description of the early Church in the Epistles everywhere implies a great freedom of individual action. Apollos
and Barnabas are not under the guidance of Paul ; those
who were distinguished among the Apostles before him,’
could hardly have owned his authority. No attempt is
made to bsing the different Churches under a common
system. We cannot imagine any bond by which they
could have been linked together, without an order of clergy
or form of Church government common to them all ; this
is not to be found in the New Testament. It was hard to
keep the Church at Corinth at unity with itself; it would
have been still harder to have brought it into union with
other Churches.
Of this fluctuating state of the Church, which was not
yet addicted to any one rule, we find another indication in
the freedom, almost levity, with which professing Christians
embraced ‘traditions of men.’ The attitude of the Church
of Corinth towards the Apostle was not that of believers
in a faith ‘once delivered to the saints.’ We know not
whether Apollos was or was not a teacher of Alexandrian
learning among its members, or what was the exact nature
of (the party of Christ,’ I Cor. i. 12. But that heathen as
well as Jewish elements had found their way into the
Corinthian community, is intimated by the ‘false wisdom,’
and the sitting at meat in the idol’s temple. It is a startling
question which is addressed to a Christian Church : ‘ How
say some among you that there is no resurrection ? ’ (I Cor.
xv. 12). It is not less startling that there should have been
fornication among them, such as was not even named among
the Gentiles. I n the Church at Colossae again something
was suspected by the Apostle, probably half Jewish and
half heathen in its character, which he designates by the
singular expression of a ‘voluntary humility and worshipping of angels.’ And mention is made in the Roman
Church of those who preached Christ of envy and strife, as
(
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well as those who preached Christ of peace and goodwill
(Phil i. 15).
Amid such fluctuation and unsettlement of opinions we
can imagine Paul and Apollos, or Paul and Peter, preaching
side by side in the Church of Corinth or of Antioch, like
Wesley and Whitfield in the last century, or Luther and
Calvin at the Reformation, with a sincere reverence for each
other, not abstaining from commenting on or condemning
each other’s doctrine or practice, and yet also forgetting
their differences in their common zeal to save the souls of
men, Personal regard is quite consistent with differences
of religious belief; some of which, with good men, are
a kind of form belonging only to their outer nature, most
of which, as we hope, exist only on this side of the grave.
WO can imagine the followers of such men incapable of
acting in .their noble spirit, with a feebler sense of their
high calling, and a stronger one of their points of disagreement ; losing the principle for which they were alike contending in ‘ oppositions of knowledge,’ in prejudice and
personality. And lastly, we may conceive the disciples of
Wesley or of Whitfield (for of the Apostles themselves we
forbear to move the question) reacting upon their masters
and drawing them into the vicious circle of controversy,
disuniting them in their lives, though incapable of making
a separation between them.
A subject so wide is matter not for an essay but for
a book; it is the history of the Church of the first two
centuries. W e must therefore narrow our field of vision
as much as possible, and content ourselves with collecting
a few general facts which have a bearing on our present
inquiry.
First among these general facts, is the ignorance of the
third and fourth centuries respecting the first, and earlier
half of the second. W e cannot err in supposing that those
who could add nothing to what is recorded in the New
Testament of the life of Christ and His Apostles, had no
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real knowledge of lesser matters, as, for example, the origin
of Episcopacy. They could not understand, they were
incapable of preserving the memory of a state of the Church
which ww unlike their own. The contemporaries of the
Apostles have nothing to tell of their lives and fortunes ;
the next generation is also silent ; in the third generation
the license of conjecture is already rife. No fact worth
mentioning can be gathered from the writings of the
Apostolical Fathers. Irenaeus, who lived about fifty years
later, and within a century of St. Paul, has not added
a single circumstanco. to what we gather from the New
Testament ; he has fallen into the well-known error of
supposing that our Lord was fifty years old at the time
of His ministry ; he has stated also that ‘ Papias was John’s
hearer, and the wsociate of Polycarp,’ though Papias himself,
in the preface to his discourses, by no means asserts that he
was ‘ hearer and eyewitness of the holy Apostles’ (Euseb.
H. E. iii. 39); he has repeated, as a discourse of Christ’s,
the fable of Papiae respecting the bunches of grapes ; this
he would have literally interpreted. Justin, who was somewhat earlier than Irenaeus, has given a measure of the
knowledge and criticism of his own age in the story of
Simon Magus. Tertullian, at the close of the next century,
believed that the emperor Tiberius had consulted the Roman
senate respecting the worship of our Lord (Euseb. H. E.
ii. 2). Eusebius himself verified from the Archives of
Edessa the fabulous correspondence of Abgarus and Jesus,
and the miraculous narrative which follows (H. E. i. 13).
I n at least half the instances in which we are able to test
his quotations from earlier writers, they exhibit some
degree of inaccuracy or confusion. It is hard to believe
the statement of Polycrates of Ephesus (about A.D. I~o),
that ‘John, who rested on the bosom of the Lord, was
a priest, and bore the sacerdotal plate’ (Euseb. H. E. iii.
32), or that Philip the Evangelist was one of the Twelve
Apostles, But what use can be made of such sandy
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materials? It is idle to have recourse to remote reconcile
ments when the facts themselves are uncertain; equally
so to argue precisely from turns of expression where
language is rhetorical.
The second general. fact is the unconsciousness of this
ignorance, and the readiness with which the vacant space
is filled up, and the Church of the second century assimilated
to that of the third and fourth. History often conceals that
which is discordant to preconceived notions ; silently dropping
some facts, exaggerating others, adding, where needed, new
tone and colouring, until the disguise can no longer be
detected. By some process of this kind the circumstance
into which we are inquiring has been forgotten and reproduced. Nothing has survived relating to the great crisis
which Christianity underwent in the age of the Apostles
themselves ; it passed away silently in the altered state of
the Church and the world. Not only in the strange account
of the dispute between the Apostles, given by Origen and
others, is what may be termed the ‘animus ’ of concealment
discernible, but in fragments of earlier writings, in which
the two Apostles appear side by side as eo-founders of the
Corinthian, as well as of the Roman Church (Caius and
Dion. of Corinth, quoted by Euseb., ii. 2 5 ) , pleading their
cause together before Nero j dying on the same day, their
graves being appealed to as witnesses to the tale, probably
as early as the first half of the second century, The unconscious motive which gave birth to such fictions was,
seemingly, the desire to throw a veil over that occasion
on which they withstood one another to the face, And
the truth indistinctly shines through this legend of the
latter part of the second century, when it is further recorded that St. Paul was at the head of the Gentile Church
at Rome, Peter of the circumcision.
Bearing in mind these general considerations, which
throw a degree of doubt on the early ecclesiastical tradition,
and lead us to seek for indications out of the regular course
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of history, we have to consider, in reference to our present
subject, the following statements :I. That Justin, who is recorded to have written against
Marcion, refers to the Twelve in several passages, but nowhere in his genuine writings mentions St. Paul. And
when speaking of the books read in the Christian assemblies, he names only the Gospels and the Prophets Apol.
i. 6 7 ) .
2. That Marcion, who was nearly contemporary with Justin,
is said to have appealed to the authority of St. Paul only.
(On the other hand, it is true that in numerous quotations from the Old Testament, Justin appears to follow
St. Paul. It is difficult to account for this singular phenomenon.)
3. That in the account of James the Just, given by
Josephus and Hegesippus (about A. D. I 70)) he is represented
as a Jew among Jews; living, according to aegesippus,
the life of a Nazarite; praying in the Temple until his
knees became hard as a camel’s, and so entirely B Jew
as to be unknown to the people for a Christian; a description which, though its features may be exaggerated,
yet has the trace of a true resemblance to the part which
we find him acting in the Epistle to the Galatians. It
falls in, too, with the fact of his peaceable continuance as
head of the Church at Jerusalem, in the Acts of the
Apostles; and is not inconsistent with the spirit of the
Epistle which bears his name. (Comp. Euseb. ii. 23.)
4. That the same Hegesippus regards the heresies as
arising out of schism in the Jewish Church. He was
himself a Hebrew convert; and after stating that he
travelled to Rome, whither he went by way of Corinth, and
had familiar conversation with many bishops, he declares
‘that in every succession and in every city the doctrine
prevails according to what is declared by the law and the
prophets and the Lord ’ (Euseb. iv. 22). This is not the
language of a follower of St. Paul.
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5. That in the Clementine Homilies, written about the
year 160, though a work generally orthodox, St. Paul is
covertly introduced under the name of Simon Magus, as the
impersonation of Gnostic error, as the enemy who had
pretended ‘ visions and revelations,’ and who ‘ withstood ’
and blamed Peter. No writer doubts the allusion in some
of these passages to the Epistles of St. Paul. Assuming
their connexion, we ask, What was the state of mind which
led an orthodox Christian, who lived probably at Rome,
about the middle of the second century, to affix such
a character to St. Paul? and what was the motive which
induced him to veil his meaning,? What, too, could have
been the state of the Church in which such a romance grew
up ? and how could the next generation have read it without
perceiving its true aim? Doubtful as may be the precise
answer to these questions, we cannot attribute this remarkable work to the wayward fancy of an individual ; it is an
indication of a real tendency of the first and second centuries,
at a time when the flame was almost extinguished, but still
slumbered in the mind of the writer of the Clementine
Homilies. It is observable that at a later date, about the
year 210-230, in the form which the work afterwards
received under the title of ‘ the Clementine Recognitions,’
which have been preserved in a Latin translation, the objectionable passages have mostly vanished.
6. Lastly, that in later writings we find no trace of the
mind of St. Paul. His influence seems to pass from the
world. On such a basis ‘as where the Spirit of the Lord is,
there is liberty,’ it might have been impossible to rear the
fabric of a hierarchy. But the thought itself was not
present to the next generation. The tide of ecclesiastical
feeling set in another direction. It was not merely that
after-writers fell short of St. Paul, or imperfectly interpreted
him, but that they formed themselves on a different model.
It was not only that the external constitut,ion of the Church
had received a definite form and shape, but that the inward
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perception of the nature of the Gospel was different. No
writer of the latter half of the second century would have
spoken as St. Paul has done of the law, of the sabbath, of
justification by faith only, of the Spirit, of grace, of moderation in things indifferent, of forgiveness. An echo of a part
of his teaching is heard in Augustine ; with this exception,
the voice of him who withstood Peter to the face at Antioch
was silent in the Church until the Reformation. The spirit
of the Epistles to the Romans and to the Galatians has
revived in later times. But there is no trace that the
writings of the Apostle left any lasting impress within the
Church, or perhaps anywhere in the first ages.
Yet the principle of the Apostle triumphed, though at the
time of its triumph it may seem to have lost the spirit and
power of the Apostle. The struggle which commenced like
Athanasius against the world, ended as the struggle of the
world against the remnant of the Jewish race. Beginning
within the confines of Judea, it spread in a widening circle
among the Jewish proselytes, still wider and more faintly
marked in the philojudaizing Gentile, fading in the distance
as Christianity became a universal religion. Two events
had a great influence on its progress. First, the destruction
of Jerusalem, and the flight to Pella of the Christian community ; secondly, the revolt under Barchocab ; both tending
to separate, more and more, both in fact and the opinion of
mankind, the Christian from the Jew.
It would be vain to carry our inquiry further, with the
view of gleaning a few results respecting the first half of
the second century. Remote probabilities and isolated facts
are not worth balancing. The consciousness that we know
little of the times which followed the Apostles is the best
part of our knowledge. And many will deem it well for the
purity of the Christian faith, that while Christ Himself is
clearly seen by us-as a light, at the fountain of which
a dead Church may receive life, and a living one renew its
strength-the origin of ecclesiastical institutions has been
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hidden from our eyes. I n the second and third centuries
Christianity wm extending its borders, fencing itself with
creeds and liturgies, taking possession of the earth with its
hierarchy. Whether this great organization was originally
everywhere tho same, whether it adopted the form chiefly of
the Jewish worship and ministry or of the Roman magistracy,
or at first of the one and afterwards of the other, cannot be
certainly determined. A cloud hangs over the dawn of
ecclesiastical history. By some course of events with which
we are not acquainted, the Providence of God leading the
way, and the thoughts of man following, the Jewish
Synagogue became the Christian Church ; the Passover was
superseded by Easter ; the Christian Sunday took the place
of the Jewish Sabbath. While the Old Testament retained
its authority over Gentile as well as Jewish Christians, the
law was done away in Christ, and the Judaizer of the first
century became the Ebionitish heretic of the second and
third.

ESSAY
ST. PAUL AND PHIL0
Canst thou speak Greek?’ (Acts xxi. 37). ‘Men and brethren, I am
a Pharisee, the son of a Pharisee’ (Acts xxiii. 6), brought up in this
city at the feet of Oamaliel, and taught according to the perfect way
of the law of the Fathers ’ (Acts xxii. 3).

‘

--

CHRISTIANITY
admits of being regarded either from within
or from without. We may begin with our own hearts, with
the study of the word of Bod, with the received views which
have grown up within the sphere of the Christian Church ;
or we may place ourselves without that sphere, and look
upon Christianity under the aspect which it presented to
the contemporaries of Seneca or Pliny ; which it continues
to present to the eye of the secular historian. Those who
take this latter course are sometimes said to put themselves
in a false position, which has no rest or stability, until the
heavenly is all brought down to the level of the earthly,
and the narrative of Scripture has passed into a merely
secular chronicle. The Gospel is thought to lose its sacredness when explained by secondary causes or brought into
contact with ordinary events. This feeling has been
strengthened by the circumstance that, of the age which
immediately preceded Christianity in the land where it
arose, so slight a record has been preserved to us. For the
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first centuiy the Gospel stands in no relation to the contemporary history even of the Jews themselves. There is
a circle of light around the forms of Christ and His Apostles ;
while the world, in reference to our knowledge of it, lies in
darkness. Naturally, we make no attempt to supply what
may be termed ‘the blank leaves between the Old and
New Testament,’ by gathering together a few doubtful fragments ; while the Christian era furnishes a new beginning,
to go beyond which seems like asking ‘what preceded the
creation.’
Nevertheless, the really false and artificial position is not
that which unites, but that which separates Christianity
from the world in general.
As the ‘new man’ is not altogether different from the
old, but retains many elements of the same character, so
did the Christian world retain many elements of the Jewish
and heathen world which preceded it. As in ages that we
know, the earthly and the heavenly, the Church and the
world, have ever been mingled together, both within and
without us, so in the first age with which we are acquainted
only from the record of Scripture itself, ‘the wheat and the
tares ’ were growing together ; false and true brethren met
together in the same Church. Nor must we confine the
connexion of cause and effect to mere historical events, such
as the fall of Jerusalem or the extension or decay of the
Roman Empire ; or to the political influences which more
immediately affected the infant Communion. There is
a sequence of thoughts as well, by which age is bound to
age ; and that which in one generation is ‘ sown in corruption’ is in the next ‘raised in incorruption ;’ scattered
fragments unite into an harmonious whole ;what was barren
speculation once, becomes a practical rule of life ; forms of
thought spiritualize themselves ; language dead for ages
awakens into life.
When, turning away from the heavenly origin of Christianity, we trace the first steps of its earthly progress, we
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cannot avoid putting the question to ourselves, how it wm
made intelligible to the minds of Jews, who had been
trained in a religion and way of thinking so different from
it. The difficulty is analogous to that which our own missionaries experience in attempting to explain to the Chinese
or the American Indians the nature of God. Their language
has no words to express what is meant, or only words the
associations of which confuse or mislead. We sometimes
imagine that preaching the Gospel among the heathen only
means persuading men who have the same minds with ourselves to be of the same opinions with us ; more truly, the
work which we have to do is nothing short of creating their
minds anew. Now the same difficulty must have pressed
upon the first teachers of the Gospel. Where did they find
words in which to express themselves? How was the interval spanned which separated not only differgnt nations,
but different races of mankind ? Whence came the forms
of speech and modes of thought which, for nearly eighteen
centuries, have been the symbols and landmarks of Christian
theology ? Some of them are derived from the Old Testament, but many are peculiar to the New ; and those which
are common to both often receive a new turn of signification
in the Christian use of them, which needs explanation.
The answer may be gathered, to a great extent, from the
Jewish Alexandrian philosophy. There the missing link is
found supplied ; we see that the Greek and Hebrew mind
had already bridged the chasm that separated them, and that
before the times of our Lord and His Apostles the Greek
language had been forced into the service of Jewish thoughts.
Persons have sometimes spoken of modern civilization including in itself two elements, a Greek and a Semitic one ;
but the fusion between them is not of modern or Christian
.origin ; it dates further back, to the period of Alexander’s
conquests. After the establishment of the Greek kingdom
of Alexander’s successors, Greek became a familiar Ianguage,
not only in Asia and Egypt, but also in Judea The Jew
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in other countries, who spoke and wrote in Greek, was not
cut off from intercourse with his Palestine brethren, and
new ideas and opinions readily passed from one to the other.
But Alexandria was the centre of the fusion ; there the Jew
and the Greek may be said to have mingled minds; the
books of Moses and the prophets and the dialectic of Plato
and Aristotle met together, giving birth to the strangest
eclectic philosophy that the world has ever seen. This
philosophy was Judaism and Platonism at once ; the belief
in a personal God assimilated to the doctrine of ideas.
Philo, the only philosopher of this school whose works
have come down to us, except in fragments, fortunately
lived at a time which renders them peculiarly valuable for
the purpose of our inquiry. According to the tradition of
the Rabbis, he is said to have flourished about a hundred
years before the destruction of the temple. But his own
writings give us the date more precisely; as, from the
Legatio ad Caium, in which he describes himself as an
old man at the time of writing ( + p i s oi y d p o v r ~ srd p2u
&para xpduov p $ ~ mhioi,
~ i
Mangey, ii. 545), it appears
that he went on an embassy to Rome in the hope of gaining
the protection of the emperor Caligula for the persecuted
Jews of Alexandria, and was at Rome at the time the
emperor attempted to place his statue in the temple a t
Jerusalem (Mangey, ii 573) ; also between the years 39 A.D.,
the date of the German victory to which he makes allusion
(Mangey, ii. 598), and 41, which was the year of Caligula’s
death. H e refers, moreover, to a circumstance which happened under Claudius (ii. 5 7 6 ) , thus showing that the date
of the composition of his work, though seemingly not long
after, is not absolutely contemporary. His other writingswith the exception of the Contra Flaccum, which seems t o
describe the same state of continuous persecution among the
Alexandrian Jews, and may have been written about the same
time-are probably earlier than the Legatio ad Caiuna.
Thus we see that in reading Philo we are on the edge of
VOL I.
cc

.
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Christianity. Philo might have seen and spoken with our
Lord, and possibly did so in the visit to the temple which
he mentions (Mangey, ii. 646). Were it not for the distance
between Alexandria and Judea, we should say that he must
have breathed the =me air, and been educated in the same
belief and ways of thought, as the first disciples. He would
have been just what Apollos of Alexandria was before his
conversion, ' an eloquent man, learned in the Scriptures. '
Nor is there any reason to doubt that the speculations of
Alexandria and a knowledge of the Greek language had been
transplanted to Judea. The traditions of Judaism expressly
speak of Greek 'learning being cultivated in some of the
Rabbinical suhools. The coincidences between Philo and
St. Paul and St. John are another evidence that such must
have been the case. For how did these coincidences arise?
Either by Philo copying from St. Paul, which is refuted by
dates ; or (to omit the case of St. Paul and St. Jdhn copying
from Philo, as not worth considering) by the circumstance of
their living in a common atmosphere and using a common
language.
Philosophy has been sometimes regarded rn the free
effort of the human mind towards the attainment of truth
by abstract ideas. Nothing could less truly describe the
character of the Alexandrian school, which was the creation
of circumstances, predestined from its birth to be what it
was. It had no capacity of resisting new thoughts, from
whatever source they were intruded. The therapeute of
Alexandria could no more disengage himself from the
worship of ideas than the Greek of Homer's time from
the Greek mythology. Some plastic power reproduced
in his mind the impressions which he received. No one
asked, Is this reasonable, is this consistent, is there any
proof of this ? Every influence mingled and was reflected.
The age wm over-educated for its natural force. It was
an age of imitation, the literature of which displayed no
true feeling or creative power, and had no grasp of history
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or of life. Never perhaps has there existed another age,
with so much apparent cultivation, so utterly a stranger
to the first principles of knowledge.
This philosophy received B peculiar character from its
connexion with Judaism. As in later times the Christian
Fathers, when they passed beyond the immediate circle of
Christianity, awoke to the fact that God had not left Himself without a witness, even in the writings of Greek
philosophers; so too the Jew of Alexandria, first coming
into contact with the stores of heathen wisdom, ‘ the good,
the beautiful, and the true,’ could not fail of receiving
a more than transient impression from them. But in
such a mind the difficulty arose-Whence had these men
such wisdom ? The received answer with Philo was that
t,hey had it from Moses himself, Plato, Aristotle, Socrates,
were implicitly contained in the Pentateuch ; nay, they are
even blamed for not acknowledging the source whence they
derived their wisdom. Moses himself ‘ a t an early age
attained the very summits of philosophy’ (Philo, De Creat.
Mwnd. e. 2), or, in the language of Scripture, was ‘learned
in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.’
The great instrument whereby Greek philosophy waa
brought into harmony with the Jewish Scriptures waa allegorical interpretation. When the belief in the Greek
mythology began to wax dim, two means were taken to
give the semblance of reality to the dreams of the past.
First, they were allegorized ; secondly, they were rationalized. From the second of these methods, supposing it could
have been applied to the Hebrew Scriptures, the mind of
the Israelite would have turned away with disgust. But
the first of them was just suited to his fancy; even his
reverence for the letter of Scripture tended to foster rather
than to discourage it. For what unknown mysteries might
he not expect to find there? What wonder if God spake
not to His servant Moses as one man speaks to another?
It was not to be expected that the divine language should
oca
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be easy and intelligible ; rather it might be imagined that
a labyrinth of truths would lurk behind every numeral or
particle. The whole system of Philo may be described as
rhetoric turned logic ; ignorant of the true nature of language, presuming on its accuracy, allowing nothing for its
uncertainty and irregularity, he infers endless consequences
from trivial expressions. ‘ H e says this, he does not say
that ;’ therefore some false and far-fetched deduction is to
be drawn. ‘ His expressions are the most perfect that can
be conceived, yet how do they fall short of his thought !’
‘ Everywhere there are marks of design, in the structure of
sentences no less than in the creation of the world.’ ‘ It
cannot be supposed that an inspired writer would use one
word instead of another without good reason.’ The worst
extravagances of mystical interpretation among the Fathers,
combined with the most tedious platitudes of a modern
sermon, will convey an idea of the manner in which Philo
‘ improves ’ Scripture.
The system of Philo is at once mystical and logical.
Mysticism is the end, logio is the means, if, indeed, that
can be termed logic which is absolutely devoid of the first
principles of reasoning. Or rather, perhaps, logic is only
the method which mysticism pursues (‘ though this be madness, yet there’s method in it ’). Philo is a kind of prophet,
as well as a rhetorician. H e himself regarded the allegorical
interpretation as a sort of secondary inspiration with which
he was gifted ; he had often felt its power in composition,
when, as he tells us, new ideas came into his mind, he
knew not how or whence. ‘ H e was empty and became
full ; thoughts rained into his soul from above ; he was in
a trance, and had a flow of interpretation, and an enjoyment
of light’ (i 441 ; compare also i. 144). Those who partook
of the same gift were k p o i , K U ~ U ~ Opdu.rui
~ ,
(i. 147); he
exhausts in their praises all the terms which the heathen
applied to the initiated. A select few only were thus inspired; unlike ‘ t o the poor the Gospel is preached,’ ~ i ) u
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says Philo, P $ S bhqtloGs {&js
KWOLV~V~KE
(no common man hath part in the true life). But the a l l s
gorical interpretation was also a dialectical and traditional
art. As the Patristical explanations of Scripture were under
a kind of authority, as in our own interpretations of the
Book of Revelation a certain uniformity may be observed
notwithstanding the many discrepancies of detail, so the
allegory of Philo was not without a settled principle. H e
himself speaks of TOLS rijs cihhqyoplas Kaudvas (the canons of
allegory). Its first symbols, such as the sun for reason, or
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, were such as
the common sense of all men, or the text itself, naturally
suggested. I n after-times they were neither natural nor
arbitrary, but fixed by use and the authority of eminent
teachers. The interpretation of them, like the interpretation
of tongues in the New Testament, was a religious service.
Philo speaks of the Essenes in Palestine, and the Therapeutae in the neighbourhood of the lake Moeris (ii. 458, 475),
as meeting together on the Sabbath day, and above all on
the Sabbath of Sabbaths, to interpret the law in its hidden
sense. The Therapeutae had ‘ compilations of ancient men,’
out of which they taught the allegorical method, and hymns
which formed a part of the worship. Philo’s own writings
are a sufficient indication that new discoveries were not excluded. H e reads the Book of the Law like a hieroglyph
containing endless symbols hard to be understood, in which
one sign has many meanings, and many signs are applied
to the same truth.
Yet, as we wander in this labyrinth of folly, another
aspect of his works must not be altogether forgotten. It is
true that there is no puerility which may not be extracted
from them ; no exaggeration of fact or language which may
not be found in Philo’s pages. Even in his two historical
treatises, it is hard to place confidence in his statements.
And still he leaves the impression upon us of a great and
good man, His whole life is a perseverance in philosophy,
d y ~ k a h vo&ls,

’
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from which he is only called away to plead the cause of his
suffering countrymen ; his precepts everywhere breathe the
spirit of the purest, almost of an ascetic morality ; and in
many respects he may be favourably contrasted with Plato.
Unlike the Athenian philosopher, he everywhere preserves
the sense of the feebleness of the human intellect in the
pursuit of truth ; and he has far juster notions of the relation of man to God, and of social and family life. I n point
of literary merit it would be idle to compare them; the
golden age of Greece has nothing in common with ‘the
dregs ’ of Alexandria. Yet Philo, notwithstanding his intensely rhetorical tendency, is far from having lost all traces
even of true dignity of style. His great object was certainly
a noble one-to
enlighten his own nation, and in some
degree the Gentile world, respecting the nature of the
Jewish religion, read as it could only be read in Alexandria,
by the light of Greek learning, and adapted to the moral
ideas of his own age. If discarding the method we regard
only the end, Philo will stand high among ethical teachers.
His writings include nearly a complete series of commentaries on the Book of the Law, No other books form the
subject of any of his separate works. Many are not even
mentioned by him ; the few that are mentioned supplying
but a small number of quotations, not perhaps more than
one in twenty, compared with the books of Moses. It is
not certain that Philo excluded any of our received books
from the Canon of Scripture ; but neither is there any proof
that the idea of the Canon was known to him at all. I n
repeating the famous narrative of the LXX (ii. 139), he confines the miracle to the Pentateuch. The prophets are
commonly quoted by him in a singular manner, with the
introduction, tfnd ris rdv adhai ~ p o $ q r B v ,or ris rGv 4 o ~ r q rGv Mwducos. Their words are chiefly used in illustration,
and not made the bask of allegorical interpretations. Taking
these circumstances together, it seems probable that in the
view of Philo the law stood on a different footing from
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other writings of the Old Testament, though it does not
follow that he drew any explicit distinction between them
The inquiry tends to throw a favourable light on the
mystical interpretation of the early Christian Fathers. For
the utmost that can be said against them is, that they were
on a level with their age, and did not shake off the scholastic
trammels in which they had been brought up. The allegorical method was as natural in their day as the devotional
or critical in our own. It had existed four centuries before
them : it seemed to be the only means of making use of the
Old Testament Scriptures. If from time to time they are
found making extravagant suppositions to support a favourite
theory, playing with words, numbers, or coIours, reading
the Old Testament backwards, that they may absolutely
identify it with the New, we may compare them first
with Philo, secondly with ourselves. ( I ) They occasionally
allegorize numbers ; he, it may be said, never misses the
opportunity : they in a few instances supersede the historical
meaning; he can scarcely be said to allow the historical
meaning to stand at all. The difference, though one of
degree, is yet so great as to be also a difference in kind,
That the Fathers were great critics will not be maintained ;
but they were almost as far as any modern historian from
the dreamy, inconsecutive apprehension of historical facts
which we find in Philo, who is as entirely devoid of the
historical sense as an Indian philosopher. I n another point
of view, Philo may be regarded as a witness in their favour,
inasmuch as his writings show the extraordinary power
which in that age the allegorical system exercised in the
world. It seems as if mankind, after being raised above
things of sense by the progress of the human mind, relapsed
again into the world of sense; and, instead of gathering
the true lesson from them, sought to find in individual
objects the conductors to an invisible world. From this
influence, the Fathers, in a great degree, freed themselves ;
in the interpretation of Scripture they are not only on
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a level with their age, but above their age. They must be
measured not by their credulity or deficiency in knowledgethis could hardly in their circumstances have been otherwise
-but by the moral punty of their writings and the intensity
of their efforts, amid some extravagancies, to sanctify and
ennoble human nature.
(2) It will make us more lenient, both towards Philo and
the Fathers, to remember, that the method whioh they
employ has not ceased to be practised by ourselves. It
cannot be said that we have left off interpreting Scripture,
by what we have,brought to the text, not by what we have
found there; or that we have not assumed double senses,
types, allegories, either to avoid difficulties, or to adapt the
Old Testament to the New, and, in general, the meaning
of Scripture to the opinions of our own time; or that in
portions of Scripture, such as the book of Daniel and the
Apocalypse, we have not run into excesses about numbers,
colours, and animals, as great as those of Philo in the book
of Genesis ; or that we have not argued from separate verses
of Scripture detached from their connexion ; or that we have
not invented a system where there was no system, and asked
for reasons where there were no reasons ; or that we have
not perverted analogies in the application of Scripture ; or
that we have not blended Aristotelian logic or Platonic
fancies with the words of our Lord or St. Paul ; or that we
have not transfigured the characters of Scripture until they
have become ideas rather than living persons j or that we
have not sought to connect heathen mythology or philosophy,
stories of Deucalion, Iphigenia, Bacchus, Orpheus, with the
narrative or doctrines of Scripture ; or that we have not at
times unduly confined human knowledge within the circle
of Scriptural truth ; or that we have not misused classical
learning in illustration of Scripture, introducing allusions
and refinements of language where they had no place ; or
that we have not substituted rhetorical praises of Scripture
for a true apprehension of its meaning ; or that we have not
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done violence to Scripture where plain words seemed to be
at variance with the practice of our own day; or that we
have not sermonized over the text instead of explaining it ;
or that we have not put traditional interpretations in the
place of real ones, repeating probabilities until they grew
into certainties ; or that we have not erected the volume of
the book itself into a sort of divinity, asserting our evervarying apprehension of its meaning to be the Unchangeable
image ; lastly, that we have not degraded science or history
into mere instruments for eliciting out of Scripture our own
belief, when we ought to have recognized their true dignity
and independent authority in the sight of God and man.
Instead of analysing in detail any of Philo’s works, it will
be more convenient to group our extracts around those subjects, or leading ideas, which Philo and the New Tatament
have in common. W e must guard the reader against supposing that Philo and St. Paul or St. John are more like
than is really the case, owing to the accident of all the
resemblances being collected together in a short space.
Surprising as these coincidences are, they are, in the writings
of Philo, scattered through many volumes aniidst endless
platitudes. Nor can we be sure that he himself would have
recognized or acknowledged the connected system which has
been collected from his works. Writers like Philo always
waver in their statements. There is no whole or framework
which contains the parts of their philosophy, no scientific
unity of idea which commands and subordinates the details.
The tendency to mysticism and the habit of rhetorical
exaggeration render consistency impossible.
§ 1.
The centre of our interest in the Alexandrian philosophy,
is the doctrine of the Adyos (Word). This, however, immediately flows from the prior doctrine of the nature and being
of God ; to understand the former, we must begin, therefore,
with the latter.
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I n different parts of the Old Testament there are great
differences in the manner of God’s revelation of Himself.
I n the earlier portions H e is described as walking in the
garden in the cool of the day, as talking to Abraham, aa
wrestling with Jacob, as appearing to Moses in the burning
bush, or to Moses and the elders on Mount Sinai ; but we
should be far from expecting similar appearances in the
days of David or of Hezekiah. More and more, in the
course of Jewish history, God had been to the Isrrtelites
a ‘ God hiding Himself,’ as of old in the pillar of the cloud,
or in the recesses of the most holy place, so in later times
seen or spoken with only by His prophets, through whom
the divine will was communicated to His people. A religious feeling attached itself to the temple, breaking out in
acts of rude violence at the very suspicion of its profanation ;
and yet this was not inconsistent with the convietion which
had more and more wrought itself into the mind of the
people, that ‘God dwelt not in temples made with hands.
Behold, even the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot
contain Him’.’ I n whatever manner it was to be reconciled with the earlier history of the Jewish people, the truth
‘that no man had seen God at any time’ was not first
taught by the Gospel.
There was another circumstance which indirectly tended
60 remove God further from the view of the Israelites. The
glory of Israel had departed--the Lord Jehovah no longer
went forth with their armies. He was known of them in
wrath rather than in mercy. Was H e then the author of
the evils of their race ? The Platonist of Alexandria would
not think this. God was not the author of evil, for He was
good. How then did evil arise ? It seemed to remove evil

* Compare Philo : ‘Let no such impiety enter our minds (as that
God literally planted Paradise), , for even the whole world would
not be a worthy place or habitation for Him, since He is a place to
Himself, and He Himself is sutllcient for Himself, filling up and
surrounding everything else,’ &c.--Leg. Ai@. i. 14.
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from Him to suppose that it was executed by His inferior
ministers. ‘ H e sent evil angels among them.’ Thus was
Ood, whose presence in the world had once been its life and
light, more and more removed from it, that H e might be
free even from the shadow of a suspicion of evil.
It was the Greek philosophy, even more than the altered
national belief, or the change in the circumstances of the
people, that contributed to give Philo his peculiar view of
the Divine nature. While he retains the Hebrew titles
of King of kings and Lord of lords, he adds others which
remind us of Aristotle and Plato. God is the rB o’u, voqr6
+v’u~r,6 UOBE r i b o’vrwv ; the szcmmum geaus (yau&arov),
the efficient cause, the unit, better than wisdom itself, or
good itself.-Many of his figures of speech are borrowed
from Plato. God, he says, is the driver of the chariot, the
pilot of the ship, the shepherd of the flock ; over souls, and
bodies, and thoughts, and words, and angels, and earth, and
air, and heaven, and things seen, and powers unseen, the
Ruler of all things, the Father of the world. H e is omnipotent and omniscient, els %a?rh d i u , ahhots daauiu &px$
TOO

notciu.

But the leading idea which, more than any other, seems
to have taken possession of the mind of Philo and his contemporaries is, that the Divine Being is incomprehensible
and invisible. There is nothing which he repeats so often
as this; nothing for the sake of which he is so ready to
pervert the meaning of Scripture. As the Eleatic philosopher of being, so of God, Philo will admit of no predicates ;
for which reason he says that dyd e l p d Beds udr (I am the
Lord thy God) is an incorrect expression (i. 582). To the
prophets and Moses he supposed the true nature of God to
be equally unintelligible aa to himself. I n the same way
that the Platonist doctrine of the LSdaal involves a chasm
between +aivdpc.cva and 6vra ( p p i u r h rh &v), so did the Neo.
platonist conception of the Divinity which was the embodiment of those lBCac absolutely withdraw and separate Him
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from the world. Or as Philo said in Aristotelian phrase,
~b 8v fj 8v 06x1 rGv rpds T L (i. 582).
Such doctrines, whether in religion or philosophy, cannot
be consistently carried out. If we have no knowledge of
things in themselves, what proof have we that they exist?
if we have no knowledge of the Divine nature, it is useless
to tell us that there is a God. Hence, in all ages, philosophy, and yet more religion, have availed themselves of
the inconsistency in the human mind which allows men to
believe truths not wholly reconcilable with each other.
The mystic has no difficulty in dwelling on an object of
faith, which is no object ; the intensity of religious feeling
converting a merely negative notion into a positive one.
Others have introduced the fiction of a lower and a higher
consciousness, the former limited by the human faculties,
the latter independent of them. It is, of course, impossible
to get rid of the real dXculty by any Gerbal distinction.
Philo has his own method of smoothing the discrepancy,
which is as follows: I n His true nature God is incomprehensible, and yet there is a certain sense also in which He
is cognizable by contemplation and by the observation of
His works (i. 107). The latter is the lower way, which
extracts a knowledge of God from the sight of trees and
flowers, sun and stars ; the other, which is the more excellent, is the way of intellectual communion or Divine
imagination, as it may be termed (Ocbv
@avmoiooai),
imparted by Cod Himself, who, when we contemplate Him,
is contemplating Himself in us {ii. 415). This higher
knowledge of God is the knowledge of a pure unity, as of
a form without shadow, such as the sun sheds upon the
earth at midday. Thus, even in this sort of knowledge,
little is known of the Divine Being but that H e exists.
The same difficulty met Philo and the Alexandrians from
what may be termed the objective side, in representing the
relation of God to the world. If God is unconnected with
the world, how does He act upon i t ? To answer this diffi.
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culty, Philo introduces the fiction of 6vvdpeis. These may
be described in the words of the poet as the
Thrones, dominations, princodoms, virtues, powers,’

whereby, as in some Asiatic court, the King of kings is
surrounded, his daa8ol, Bopv$hpo~, hVpdraL, ~ppdaopioi.
They are efficient causes, the bands of the world ; sometimes appearing as persons, as in the visit of the angels to
Abraham; also the ideas and summa genera of things, as
well as the powers by which they are created. The highest
of them are called 8 u v d p i s XapioriKai and KohauriKai; or, in
another passage, noiqriKai and PauihiKai (De vit. Mosis, iu.
8) ; others are the Gv’vapis ‘ I T P O V O ? p K ? j , vopo&riK?j, h x o r
(i. 431, 560 ; ii. 150).
These 8uvdp~cisoccupy the same place in Philo’s system,
as the doctrine of emanations in the Oriental philosophy.
They are interposed between God and the world, and yet
designed also to connect Him with it. W e ourselves, so far
as we attribute any substance or reality to God’s general
laws apart from Himself, have recourse to a similar figure.
These 8 v v d p ~ i smay be said to wear a double face; one
looking toward the Greek philosophy, and the other to the
Old Testament Scriptures. I n the first, aspect they are but
a new name for the Platonic @&ai (ii. 26r), while they
themselves serve as intermediate links, now that the chasm
to be bridged is thrown further back and placed not between the l8hai and phenomena, but between God and the
world. I n mother point of view they are the &yy~choiof
the Old Testament ; the beings who appeared to Abraham
and Lot, themselves persons, and yet modes of Divine
existence. Philo says of them, that to spirits they are
spirits, but angels or men to men (i. 655). They might be
described in the language of the Old Testament aa the
angels of the Divine presence. They abide in the Word

6. 4).
When God has been removed from the sphere of human
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intelligence, it may seem absurd to dwell on His moral
nature. Yet Philo, forgetful of His transcendentalism, returns in praise and thanksgiving to the natural instincts of
the heart. ‘ His goodness and gentle power is the harmony
of all things’ (ii. 155). ‘To whom,’ he says, ‘shall we give
thanks but to God, and by what means but through the
things that we have received ? ’ ‘ I n making rain to fall
upon the earth, what does He, but make manifest the riches
of His goodness?’ It is on this side of the Divine nature
that Philo delights to dwell. ‘Good,’ he says, ‘comes
directly from Him, and evil only indirectly.’ ‘ Not only
does H e judge first and show mercy afterwards, but H e
shows mercy first, and judges afterwards: for with Him
mercy is older than justice.’ ‘The fulness of His power H e
never exerts towards any creature.’ So again with an antithesis of the prepositions which reminds us of some passages
in St. Paul’s writings as well as of Aristotle, he says, there
are two ways in which God works. Some things are only
Sa’adroc (by Him) ; others are dn’ a h o G and 61’ a h 6 (by
Him and through Him) as well (i. 51). Of the former sort
is evil, of the latter good; an idea nearly answering to
the modern expression, God is the Author of good, but the
Permitter of evil.
Three texts of Scripture sum up Philo’s view of the
nature of the Divine Being. First, ‘ No man hath seen God
at any time ;’ the thought of his age and nation seeking to
harmonize the reverence for the Lord Jehovah with the
Greek philosophy, which, however, Philo carries out consistently to the consequence that no man hath seen or
known, or can conceive or tell anything of God ; and then
falls into the inconsistency of making Him the subject of
human feelings and emotions. Secondly, ‘The pure in
heart aee God ;’ not, however, in the sense of our Saviour in
the Sermon on the Mount ; for the purity spoken of is an
ascetic or mystic rather than a human purity, such as was
possessed by contemplative sects like the Essenes and
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Therapeutae. Thirdly, ‘God cannot be tempted of evil,
neither tempteth He any man.’ To execute evil, therefore,
H e employs inferior ministers, such as the angels, just as to
make Himself known to man at all H e employs the agency
of the hdyos.
§ 2.
Ages which are under the power of ideas are also under
the power of words. Like the names of the gods in
mythology, words played a great part in the Alexandrian
system. The Greek philosophy supplied the conception of
a Divine ~ 0 0 s: but what was more important, the Greek
language supplied the word hdyos with its happy ambiguity
of reason and speech, ‘outward and inward word,’ itself
a mediator between two worlds. How natural an expression
was this of the relation between the outward and visible
and the inward and spiritual, to men who had not either the
consciousness of fixed laws of nature or the strong sense
of human individuality like ourselves I The Alexandrian
recognized as readily as a modern German philosopher,
that thought and language are two aspects of the same
thing.
The extreme readiness with which ideas, such as hdyos,
oo$ia, vvrfipa, were transmuted into persons, is of itself
characteristic of a mythological age. The Greek in Homer’s
time personified fire, water, and t h e other elements ; and in
a doubtful and wavering manner, which may be termed
half-personification, sought to embody also abstract ideas,
such as strife, fear, and love. The Greek under the
Ptolemies personified v o k , hdyos, nveGpa. I n this latter
process there were many ttages and transitions. It was
a sort of inversion of the mythological one, passing not
from realities to figures of speech, hut from figures of speech
to realities. Gradually the abstract term began to stand
out, helped by the fortunate accident of a word, and, in the
case of the hdyos, by its identification with the vision of God
in the Pentateuch.
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The earliest form of the hdyos (word) is the &yyrXos or
such as was immediately suggested by the
language of the Old Testament. For the word &yyehos
itself Philo finds a verbal connexion ; we may suppose, he
says, that the hyychos is so called 8ri T$ pdhhovra ycv+mdal
G i q y y h h h ~ r o(De vit. Mas. i. 13). Another germ of the
same thought is the conception of wisdom in the book of
Proverbs, which in Ecclesiasticus is just ceasing to be a figure
of speech, and becoming a reality; it was retained in the
later Alexandrianism as a sort of feminine hdyos (see infra).
Both these expressions had come into use in Palestine itself,
and were known in the schools of the Rabbis. But the
original notion in either of its forms, whether the more
concrete and allied to sense, or more abstract and ideal, was
soon overlaid by the notions of Greek philosophy, which
quickly resolved them into each other. Thus the hyyrhos
became a Adyos, and the h d y o ~in turn became byyehoi. The
associations of either were endless ; many were supplied by
the word itself, still more by Plato and Aristotle; while
every passage in the Old Testament in which mention
occurred of any type or figure which could by any possibility
be connected with it was transferred to the Xdyos.
First came the great distinction of Philo between hdyos
&&bdcros and hdyos rpo$opiKds (ii. 154)~which is a
metaphor taken from the relation between human thought
and language. As the thought of a man is to the speech of
a man, so is the Xdyos Iu8idOeros to the hdyos TpO@OplKdp.
This, however, is not the only play of words which Philo
bases on the different significations of the word hdyos. Thus
hdyos is used for vdpos ; the Word of God is also the Law of
God ; T O L E ; 6 &JT&OS rbv udpou, n o d rtat rbv hdyov (i. 456).
Another meaning of hdyos assists that philosophy of number
which Philo loves; in the sense of ratio of numbers the
hdyos bears an important part in the K ~ U ~ O S AS
.
the Eleatic
philosopher, wherever the words dir, burl, &ai occurred,
seemed to see a confirmation of his favourite theory ; so the
C ~ K ~ ) YBeoO,
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Alexandrian, whatever might be the sense in which the word
hdyos was employed, eagerly adapted it to his purpose, and
found the evidence of the universality of the idea in the
ever-recurring use of the word. Or, to look nearer home
for an illustration, as commentators on the Old Testament,
wherever they met with the word spirit, have identified it
with the third person of the Trinity ; or m the early Fathers,
in the accidental mention of bread and wine in the Prophets,
saw a type and figure of the Eucharist.
The msociations derived from Plato and the Greek
philosophy so often blend with those of the Old Testament,
as to make it difficult to separate them. I n a few only the
genuine language of Plato is retained. Thus, the hdyos is
i8Ca i8cGv, ~ 1 8 0 sei8ijv, the habitation of the l6&, in which
they seem to reside. 80,again, according to that explanation of the i8ia~which made them ydvq, the hdyos is said to
be ywiKdrarov, the summum g e w s which comprehended all
things in itself. I n like manner the hdyos is also termed
rop.~Z;s,that is, the divider of the genus into its species
(i. 504). Here, however, a secondary thought enters in,
which gives a curious insight into the network by which the
Old Testament and Plato are woven together ; the hdyos is
not only the divider of the genus into its species, but of the
sacrifice into its parts (i. 491). I n the New Testament
similar language occurs, though in a different sense ; ' the
word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any
two-edged sword ' (ropdr~posh h p riiuav pdxaipav). (Heb.
iv. 1 2 . )
As Plato divided the world into v o q d and aln6qrd, Philo
makes a corresponding division of the hdyos. It is not quite
clear whether he designed this to be the same with the one
above mentioned of the hdyos iv6idOtros and 7rpOc#)OplKdS.
Where language is the soul of philosophy, we can Bcarcely
suppose a variation of the word without a change of the idea;
if indeed it be not the truer view that the word is the idea.
I n modern phraseology the first of the two pairs of opposites
VOL. I.
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seems to express the more subjective, the other the more
objective, aspect of the distinction ; the hdyos 2u6idBcros and
T P O $ J O P L K ~ S standing in the same relation to each other as
human speech and human thought, the soul and body of
thought ; while the twofold Xdyos, which answem to voqrd
and ald?qroi, is but an adaptation of the Platonic distinction

(ii.

154).

A curious blending of Greek philosophy and of Jewish
and Christian notions occurs in the account of the Xdyos
pculrqs. All things, says Philo, are in pairs, right and left,
good and evil, Israel and the Egyptian hosts ; and between
these two the hdyos stands as a mean, neither begotten as
man, nor unbegotten w God ; standing by God as a pledge
that the whole race will not utterly rebel, and by man that
he may have a good hope that God will not overlook the
work of His hands. Have we not here the Pythagorean
avurofxia, the Aristotelian doctrine of a mean, and the
Mediator of the New Testament, jumbled together in one ?
(i. 509).
Another transition is formed from the Alexandrian to the
J e ~ k haspect of the hdyos by the idea of udpos; also an
ambiguous term, at which the fancy caught, which was
common to the Greek and Jewish world. As the Xdyos
is the first emanation and energy of the Divine Being,
whereby the world WBS created, so also is it the law or bond
of the world, dad rBv pduwv ad rd d p a r a avudywu rd pdpq
d u r a Kal o$dyyov (i. 562). I n all the workings of God in
nature the hdyos is the intermediate link. Neither is it only
the law of the physical, but of the political world, and orders
the changes of states. I n the spirit of Sulpicius' letter to
Cicero, Philo says, ' Look at Pontus, Macedonia, Carthage ;
their vicissitudes are not chance, but Providence. The
Divine Word brings round its operations in a circle which
the vulgar call fortune ; it is ever running about the world
to establish the perfect form of government-universal
democracy' (De I m m t , Dei, c. 36). Ndpos, equally with
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hdyos, had become a power, almost a person ; a conception
of both, which naturally led to their identification with each
other. Thus Philo says, in a passage which at once reminds
us of Plato and of St. Paul: 'Every bad man is a slave,'
o"ooL
udpov
arv'erpol. ~ c l 62l ~~ q~ ~~ ~
6 dpeds
s;l
X ~ Y O S , oirx 9 ~ d
TOO G E ~ V O S 9 TOO G C ~ V O S BqroO $daprds 1v
XaprtGlois 4 arrjhais &+uxor dq6Xois, &AX' $ 7 ~ ' deavdrov
+ ~ U E O S&#&pros
1v d8avdry Giavolg r u ~ w & l s (ii. 452). Do
we not trace here the beginning of that wider and more
expansive notion of the law which we find in the Epistles ;
a law above a law, not written on tables of stone, such as
those had who, 'not having the law, were a law unto
themselves ? '
A still more remarkable parallel with St. Paul is found
in Philo's explanation of the law of Leviticus xvi. 36,
according to which the house was not pronounced unclean
until seen by the high priest. Philo, after his usual manner
of setting aside the text where its meaning seems inappropriate, says that the literal interpretation of this cannot be
accepted : for the priest's coming to the house would make
it clean and not unclean. Here, therefore, as elsewhere,
the priest is the hdyos, and the meaning is, that before the
hdyos enters into the soul it is innocent in all things : 20s
d 6eios hdyos rls T ~ V~)v&v $pGv Ka6darp TLV$ iarlav OCK
&@mal advra a W j s rh ipya Bvvaairia (i. 292-299).
We have here a dimmer expression of St. Paul's often
repeated thought, $Sin is not imputed where there is no
law; ' ' I was alive without the law once ;' ' the law entered
in that sin might abound.' But the parallel is also carried
further. For as in many passages of Scripture we have the
law spoken of with scarcely any reference to the Mosaia
law for the workings of the human soul under the sense of
sin, or, as we should say, for the conscience, Philo has also
his hdyos &yxO~-6
?~d(TTfl
U V V O l K & J Kai U V ~ T E $ V K & S
&yxos, Karrjyopos 6poO ~ a 6iKaur;ls
l
6 aCrbs &v (ii. 195).
When convicted by our own conscience, he says we should
Dda

c~~~~~
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pray God to wive us by chastisement, and send His hdyos
€ h r y ~ o sinto our minds. So the angel who appears to
Balaam is the type of the &iryxos attacking the soul disposed to sin. This t!Aryxos is likewise the Bap&KhT]rOS,the
intercessor and instructor also (ii. 247).
The parallels with the New Testament are not yet
exhausted. For example, the ho’yos is the living stream
(i. 560), the river of God in Paradise, the bread that came
down from heaven (Leg.All. ii. 59)’, the garden of Eden
itself, the sword that turned every way. It is, however,
in the personifications of the hdyos that the most striking
parallelisms are found ; the word seeming to draw to itself
all the passages in which manifestations of angels, or of the
Divine presence occur in the Old Testament.
Our own idea of personality does not admit of degrees.
To us it is not natural to think of either man or angel as
more or less a person. Nor, again, is it easy to imagine,
except in poetry, an outward form of personality, such as
is assigned to the Homeric heroes in the world below,
Neither is it possible to us to conceive two persons in one.
Such distinct ideas of personality did not, however, exist
for the age of which we are speaking. I n the same manner
that any one deity in the heathen pantheon might have
msny statues and images, without thereby implying the
notion that these statues were mere representations of
him-in the same way that by some anomaly of the human
mind saints are worshipped in many places at once with
hardly a thought of attributing omnipresence or pluripresence to them ; so to the Alexandrian in Philo’s time
the hdyos might be many persons, and exist in many
The soul is taught by the prophet Noses, who tells it : ‘This is the
bread, the food which God has given for the soul, explaining that God
has brought it, his own word and reason; for this bread which He
has given us to eat is this word of His’ (Leg. AZEeg. ii. 60). Again,
e. 61: ‘Let God enjoin the soul, saying to it, that “man shall not
live by bread alone,” speaking in a figure, ‘ I but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God.”’
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persons, and have many shadows and images of himself
without thereby losing his original personality. On this
view only can Philo be made intelligible. When we raise
the question whether the hdyos was a person, it must be
allowed that the word ‘person’ has a definiteness and unity
which belong not to that age, but to a subsequent one,
and is therefore used in a somewhat different sense from
that in which we ordinarily employ it. And we may further
distinguish what may be termed this growing idea of personality from the personal appearances of angels or the
Divine Being in the Old Testament, which are also attributed to the htiyos. On the other hand, it must be admitted
that when Philo speaks of the hu’yos as 6 p x d y y ~ A o s(@is.
re?. dic. haer. 4 42), or B E ~ T B P O S 9eds ( B a g . ii. 625\, he had
at least an indistinct conception of a person. The word
hdyos itself, both in its superficial meaning of human speech,
and in its deeper intention of ‘the Word by which the
worlds were made,’ naturally suggested the idea of personality.
A critical question more difficult of solution is the origin
of the personification. An earlier form of the hdyos, as hm
been already mentioned, is the cro+ia of the book of Ecclesiasticus. Wisdom and the Word of God are there described
as real powers, almost as persons. It has been doubted,
however, whether we are to look here for the personality of
the hdyos. Gfr6rer is of opinion that the personal notion
is originally Jewish, and that the Platonism was an after
addition. I n the absence of much positive evidence, the
following seems to me the most probable conjecture on this
subject.
It can scarcely be doubted that to the Jew everywhere,
whether at Alexandria or in Palestine, the aspect of the
religion of his fathers had much changed. To neither
could the law in its original meaning have been wholly
intelligible. To both probably, whether under the influence
of Egypt or of Chaldea, the visible appearance of God in
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the altered state of the world seemed strange and discordant. That this was the case appears to be proved by
the observation of Gfrurer, that passages in which such
appearances occur in the LXX have been altered by the
translator. The dread of mentioning the name of God was
a native superstition, older than the Christian era. Both
therefore, the Jew of Alexandria and of Palestine alike,
might be said to be prepared for the doctrine of the hdyos,
that is, to feel the need of an intermediate being, who
might take the place of the God who had guided His people
Israel. The Alexandrian, coming more under the influence
of the Greek philosophy, sought and found it in the Platonic
voZir ; while the Jewish Rabbi, confining himself to the
Hebrew Scriptures, exalted the angels into the place of
mediators, and found in the law the answer to his own
diBculty. The hdyos itself implied the idea of personality,
so far as this can be separated from individua1 form and
character, while on the other hand it derived a kind of
outward figure or embodiment from the angels, or the
patriarchs, or the high priest. From these latter it gained
a new personality, while it was itself the pantheistic link
by which they were connected together, c?r 2v nticr~. And
although from the few facts bearing upon the question we
are obliged to argue a priori, there is no reason, notwithstanding the absence of positive evidence, to doubt that the
personality was partly supplied by both; so far as it is
involved in the idea of mind, mainly by Greek philosophy ;
so far as it seems to connect the idea of an outward form
or embodiment, by the Old Testament itself. The hdyor
may have been identified with the angel of His presence,
or the angel of His presence identified with the hdyos ; the
conception of Philo includes both.
There is scarcely an angelic or divine appearance in the
law which Philo does not attribute to the hdyos. He is the
instrument by which the worlds were made, ‘the word of
the Cause’ by which also Moses, the perfect soul, is raised
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to God Himself’; H e is the guide of the Patriarchs, the
angel who appeared to Hagar, the avenging angel who
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, the God who appeared to
Jacob in Gen. xxviii. 11, 19, the Divine form who changed
the name of Jacob to Israel, the angel of the Lord in the
burning bush, the cloud at the Red Sea, the angel who
appeared to Balaam, the guide of the Israelites in the wildernem, Individuals are also types of Him. Melchizedek
is ‘the reason ’ to which we offer the first fruits ; Aaron
and Moses are also symbols of Him ; Bezaleel is a T ~ ~ ~ T
+uxCs, who makes the shadows of things even as Moses
makes the realities ; the sons of Jacob are one man’s sons,
&a r a r d p a iriycypappdvob, that is, the dv8pwnos 8coi7, the
hdyos. Both these last passages may be illustrated by
another passage in Philo’s account of the creation, in which
he says that God made the image first-a seal, an idea,
a genus, immortal, without sex ; afterwards He made the
species Adam ( b m h dv8pdrwv ydvq‘ d pku ydp ZUTW O $ J ~ V L O S
Zivepwnos,
y7ji.vos).
The Platonic image of the copy and the reality is constantly recurring in Philo ; that of the dv8pw.iros 8coO is
more important for the purpose of our present inquiry
(i. 41 I). I n some sense the hdyos is man as well as GodH e is God and also man. He is the Son of God, who is the
Father of all; the eldest born of being (xpeaj3v’raros roc
8uros hdyos), who puts on the world as it were a garment
(ii. 562) ; the second God (ii. 625) ; the image of God (i. 6,
454), by whom men swear in their imperfect state ’, for He
is the God of us imperfect beings (i. 128, 656) ; above the
angels (i. 561); the incorporeal light that is with God Himself (i. 414) ; who is eternal (i 330, 332) ; and nearest to

a

1 ‘The shadow of God is his word, which he used like an instrument
when he wa8 making the world.’--lsg. dU6g. ii. 31; compare also
De sump. Cain. iii. 3.
2 The reason Philo gives for this is remarkable.
‘For no man
awears by himself, for he is unable to determine about his own
nature.’ And it is impiety to swear by God (cf. Matt. v. 33-37).
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God without any interval or separation (i. 561) ; the shepherd who has the care of the flock (i. 308) ; the angel who
is, &g it were, the physician who heals evil (i. I z 2). What
may be termed the humanity of the Adyos is not the
humanity of one who was in all points tempted as we are ;
it arises out of his being the image of God, in which man
also is made. Philo sometimes identifies, sometimes distinguishes, divine and human reason. There are two temples,
he says : the first the world, of which the Xdyos is the high
priest; the second, the rational soul, of which the high
priest is the true man (i. 653). Being neither begotten as
man, nor unbegotten as God, he is able to mediate between
God and man. Words which imply human virtue are also
applied to him, such as would not be applied to God Himself. He is the ~ K ~ VinS Moses, who intercedes for the
people (i. 653) ; the 7rupdKhqros, who is with the high priest
when he goes in to intercede for the people (E. 591) ; the
icpbs hdyos, who, in Num. xvi. 48, stands between the living
and the dead (i. 501) ; the cloud that divided the Egyptians
and Israelites ; above all, the &Xiepcds (i. 270, 562), who
mediates between God and man ; who is not to be defiled
by touching the corpse of his father, i. e. the Spirit, or his
mother, i. e. the sense ; who is married to a virgin, even
the pure sense, and wears for his priestly garment the
world and the elements.
Two accessory ideas remain to be considered, ao9la and
7rvcv”pu. The first is in most respects identical with Xdyos.
Like the hdyos, it is the creative power and inner principle
of the soul, and has the same predicates attributed to it.
A difference in its use arises from its feminine termination,
which renders ita employment more appropriate where a
feminine, such as vy$,
pdrqp, O v y d q p , is the symbol under
which it is expressed. Further, the second meaning of
hdyos convey8 a conception of energy or action, which is
wanting in croc#da ; the word Adyos is at once a simpler, as
well as more philosophical expression of Divine energy.
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Hence uo$da which also occurs less frequently, is not so
completely personified as hdyos ; always retaining in some
degree the nature of an abstract term, for which reason it is
in some passages opposed to hdyos, as inward to outward.
One place in which Philo uses it for the rock in the wilderness, which is also the manna, affords a remarkable parallel
to St. Paul: 4 &pdropos &pa 3 uo$da TOO &os iuriv fiv
dKpav Ka). npwriurqv b r c p w d &As &idr8v Javros Gvvdpcwv
(i. 82, 213).
The other modification of the Xdyos is the nvcCpa, on the
double meaning of which latter Philo himself remarks.
Altogether it has four principal uses : ( I ) The wind ; ( 2 ) The
breath of the soul ; ( 3 ) The wisdom that is from above ; (4)
Prophetic power. It is a synonym of hdyos, except so far
as the word itself suggests different associations. Thus it is
used more naturally wherever the communion of men with
one another, or with God, or the inspiration of man, is
spoken of. So Philo says that the Spirit cannot endure
among divisions ; and those who are under its influence are
borne upward as by wind, and hence are said to be
dvaKahodpwoc.

The parallelisms between Philo and the New Testament,
which have already presented themselves, may be summed
up as follows :I. The invisibility of God (John i. 18).
2. The ministration of angels in giving the law (Gal.
iii. 19 : Heb. ii. 2).
3. The ‘Word,’ as the instrument of creation.
as prefigured by the manna.
as the living stream.
as a sword (ropcds).
as the image of God.
as the high priest.
as the cloud at the Red Sea.
(under the name uo#da) as the rock in
the wilderness.
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The Word,' aa the first-begotten son of God.
aa begotten before the world, which is
God's second Son (compare T ~ O T ~ T O K O S
Tdqs

KTiU€OS).

as the man of God.
. as a second God.
as the Paraclete and Intercessor.
as the Mediator.
as Melchizedek.
like the vdpos in St. Paul's Epistles,
under the title of Zheyxos, the convincer of sin.
as the heavenly man, who is opposed to
the earthly.
These parallelisms between Philo and the New Testament have different degrees of resemblance. Thus, for
example, the hdyos as p.ralrqs is mixed up, as we have seen,
with Pythagorean follies ; that of the o~ppdvios and yrji'uos
B d p o n o s is not exactly the mme with St. Paul's first and
second Adam. But whatever may be the difference in their
meaning, the fact that such expressions exist alike in two
writings separated from each other by an interval of twenty
or thirty years cannot be attributed to accident ; while, on
the other hand, neither of the two presents the slightest trace
of having borrowed from the other. The only supposition
that remains is, that they belonged to the mode of thinking
of the age, whatever inflections or adaptations of meaning
they may have received.
§ 3.

A question which is in some degree connected with
Philo's conception of the hdyos remains to be considered ;
viz. how far he partook of those Messianic hopes which
occupied the minds of the Jews of Palestine in the time of
our Saviour and His Apostles? The answer is, that very
little trace of them can be found in his writings. He has
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no desire to return to Jerusalem and build up the house of
David. Like the Jews in later ages he acquiesces in the
dispersion of his countrymen among the Gentiles. The
kingdom for which he looks is a heavenly, or rather an
ideal, one. H e knows nothing of the prophecies in the
sense in which they are interpreted in the New Testament.
It is a philosophical more than a national pride which h e
takes in the Jewish institutions. He belongs not to the
school of those who called no man master on earth, ‘whose
blood Pilate mingled with their sacrifices ;’ for even amid
persecutions he is a loyal subject of ‘the powers that be.’
There are places in which philosophy makes him a sort of
Cosmopolite. The book of the law, not the Jewish nation,
forms the circle within which his hopes and aspirations are
contained.
One passage forms an exception to this statement (Be
Exsecrat. ii. 435), in which Philo, enlarging on the book of
Deuteronomy, chap. xxviii, describes the restoration of the
Jews to liberty at a given signal, ‘their sudden and universal change to virtue causing a panic among their masters;
for they will let them go, because they are ashamed to rule
over those who are better than themselves.
When they
have received this liberty, those who a short time before
were scattered about in Greece and other countries, rising
up with one impulse, and coming some from one quarter,
some from another, hasten to a place which is pointed out to
them, being guided on their way by some vision, more Divine
than is compatible with its being of the nature of man,
which is manifest to those who are saved, but invisible to
every one else.’ Philo goes on to mention the three intercessors or ‘ comforters ’ of the Jewish nation in their reconciliation with God: ( I ) the goodness of God; (2) the
holiness of the departed Patriarchs, who pray for their
descendants ; (3) the improvement of the nation itself.
It has been doubted whether in this passage the Divine
vision is the same with the hdyos. The hdyor had just been
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mentioned in the previous sentence. ‘ If,’ it is said, they
receive their chastisement in a humble and contrite spirit,
. they will meet with acceptance from their merciful
Saviour, God, who bestows on the race of mankind His
especial and exceedingly great gift, namely, relationship to
His own Word, after which as its archetype the human
mind wa5 formed.’ It is hardly consistent with the laws of
language to suppose that what in one paragraph Philo has
called ’the word,’ he speaks of in the next as ‘ the vision.’
It is more natural to see in the latter a manifestation of the
word only. The tendency which Philo shows to connect
the hdyos with the apparitions of the Divine presence, such
t t ~that of the angels to the Patriarchs, and with several
Messianic passages (i. 414), makes it probable that he intended such a reference here. At any rate, he would not
have excluded the hdyos from the authorship of any good.
His system is too Pantheistic to allow of his distinguishing
the Messiah, or the apparitions which heralded His advent,
from the Word.

..

8 4.
Philo’s conception of the creation is different from that’
which we gather from the Old Testament. The world, he
says, is not without beginning; but his idea of ykucuis is the
working of God upon matter which pre-existed. Creation
is with him rather the ordering and arrangement of the
world than the actual bringing of it into being. Yet he, too,
uses the same expression as St. Paul (rh pij dura c i ~rB &ai
KaA& ii. 367), ‘ to call the things that are not into being,’
though in a different sense. There was no subject in which
Greek and Oriental modes of thought so naturally, almost
necessarily, came into conflict with Jewish ; Philo sought to
remove the incongruity by Pythagorean triads of numbers,
which, however strange it may seem, were more agreeable
and intelligible to that age than the simplicity of the
Mosaic narrative.
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He holds the Platonic doctrine of the pre-existence of the
soul, though in a different way (ii. 604). The wise manAbraham, Jacob, Moses-confesses that while on earth he is
a stranger in the Egypt of sense. I n its origin, the human
soul is an hadoaaupa or h a 6 y a u p a Btiov, or, to speak more
religiously, Zncp d u u h e p o v elmiv rois Karh Mouoijv +LAOo o $ o h v ~ K ~ V OBdas
S
ZKpayeiov 2p$cphs (i. 208). Sometimes the ether is represented as the source of the soul
(i. I 19) ; in other passages Adyor, or ideas bearing the image
of God and the stamp of the Divine Spirit. This participation in the Divine Spirit makes man free, and therefore
capable of virtue, without which freedom is impossible.
There is also another point of view, which is Jewish, in
which Philo regards the soul as opposed to the body. The
body is the source of evil ; the Egyptian house, in which, as
in a living tomb. the soul is forced to dwell : 8 ~ 8 e p i v qudparr.
+dapr$, h e r v p p c v p d ~utKpo+opoCua
~,
(ii. 367, 387). I n vain
does Divine wisdom take up its abode in the body: 6th 68 rB
&ai ahoLs udpKas 06 Karaphvcc. Marriage, and the education of children, and the provision for daily life, and meanness, and avarice, and occupation are apt to wither wisdom,
ere it can come into bloom. Yet does nothing so impede
this growth of the soul as the fleshly nature. This is the
foundation of ignorance and want of understanding on which
the others are built (i. 2 6 6 ) . I n the language almost of the
New Testament, he describes the life of the bad as r& +lAa
T? aapd ipyd[tirBai K C L ~pedoSt4c~v. There is an original sin
in the flesh, and in man as a created being, against which
the Spirit of God is ever striving, There is a strife in the
camp, says Moses; that is, the Spirit within us cries out.
Not that the bodily substance of the flesh is to be regarded
as the source of evil, but the flesh comprehends in itself the
ideal evil will, ever seeking to satisfy the lusts of the flesh.
Hence Philo is led to make a new division of the soul
into two parts : the one in alliance with the flesh, the other
separate from it. There are two kinds of men, he says-
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those who live in the flesh, and those who live in the Spirit.
And there is an outer soul, Jlvxa aaprcixrj, the essence of which
is blood, corresponding to the first of these two classes ; and
an inner soul, +vxl A o ~ c $ which
,
answers to the latter, into
which God puts His Spirit. That is the true soul ; the soul
of souls, as it were-the apple of the eye (ii. 241, 356). I n
like manner he seems disposed to confine inimortality to the
souls of the good.
The chief parallels with the Epistles which occur in the
preceding section may be summed up as follows :The idea of Creation, rc'i p7) Jura EIP 78 cbai Kahriv.
His conception of the human soul as an Aradyaupa
Beiov, ~ K ~ V OBdas
S
1 ~ p a y ~ i obp$cpCr.
v
The body, m the tomb of the soul, which is said to be
~lJT€TUp~€Vp
V€KpO@OpO'&JLZ.
d~,

The strife of the soul and the body.
The flesh conceived of aa the seat of sin.
The ideal soul inspired by God.
The innumerable company of angels and aerial beings.
The distinction of the +vx;I a a p ~ i r t ~and
f A O Y L K ~taken
~,
from the good and bad man, like St. Paul's @pdvqpa
crap~dsand $pduqpa rv~iparor.
§ 5The end of human life, according to Philo, is to follow
God, and become like Him, and the mean to this is virtue.
Philo, however, sometimes proposes the mean, without
reference to God, as in itself the end. It is the seed which
is also the fruit. It consists in bringing a l d q r d under
YO&,
and is the same with wisdom.
But how is man to attain to virtue ? He is corrupt, and
may justly be punished by God. Like St. Paul, Philo just
touches on the sin of Adam, as the source of misery and
death to his descendants (2, 440). His answer to the
question which has been asked is, in general, the same with
that of the New Testament. God gives men grace to enable
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them to serve Him. The Xdyos is the source of every good.
Even virtue without the care or grace of Cod is of no avail
(i. 203, 662). ‘ H e says that he sets his tabernacle, the
place of his oracle, in the midst of our impurity, that we
may have wherewithal to cleanse ourselves and wash away
all the filth and pollution of our miserable and ignoble life ’
(i. 488, on Lev. xvi. 16). The hdyos is the food (i. 120) and
also the temple of the wise soul. By its power, by whom
all things were created, God will also raise the just man,
and advance him to be near Himself in heaven (i. 165).
Philo entwines with his theological theory the ethics of
Greek philosophy. There are three ways upwards, GrGaxrj,
$ba~s,~ U K T U L Sof, which he finds types in the three patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Of these the lowest is the
way of 6uKquis ; he who practises this is described as in
a perpetual state of strife and struggle, the image of which
is Jacob on his pillow of stones, of which also the Homeric
heroes are a figure, as described in the line dhhdrc pku @ova’
~ T E ~ & E P O L dhhdre 6’ a h T E ~ V & T L V . Next to him stands the
616aKrdS, of whom Abraham is the type ; and yet, strange
to say, the GLGaXrj consists in nothing but the ordinary
elements of Greek education; viz. grammar, music, geometry, rhetoric, and dialectic. Before Sarah, who, according
to Philo’s allegorical method, is virtue, can bear a son to
Abraham, who is the representative of VOOS,he must betake
himself to Hagar, that is, the slavery of knowledge. The
soul must have its food of milk and plain sustenance first,
afterwards its strong meat ; vqnlors 2url ydha rpo$$, T E X C ~ O L S
62 rh 1~ m p B v nlppurct (i. 302). So near a parallel to
St. Paul as this image affords, which occurs three or four
times in Philo, is not supplied by the whole writings of
Plato.
But the highest way is the way of nature, of which Isaac
is the type. Here nothing but the word +burs affords
a vestige of the Greek philosopher. The way of nature
is the way*of God, attained only by withdrawing from
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the flesh. It might be described almost in the language
which St. James applies to the ‘ wisdom that is from above.’
First, it is peaceable, and is accompanied by a joy which
God communicates from His own attributes-the joy of
resignation, which looks with pleasure on the whole world.
Secondly, it is pure, and reveals the sight of God to the
pure in heart : W v OGK &Gharov, clq 6’ 6 v pdvy r$ KaOapriod r y Kai d[vwacurdry ydvc~, r h l 6 i a ~ X L ~ ~ . ~ K V ~6~ rGv
E U O S
8hwv ?rarGp {pya, pcy1urqv .rracrGv Xapiccrai 6opcdv. (Compare John v. 2 0 ) . He who has it becomes a steward of
the mysteries of God, pdarqs TGV Oclwv rch~r6v(ii. 427).
(Compare St. Paul, olKdvopos r6v Ociwv pvurqplwv.) Lastly,
it consists in the contemplation of God, d u m p 8 ~ Kh U T ~ T T ~ O V
(ii. 1981, an image which occurs again and again in Philo,
and is repeated more than once in St. Paul-‘For now
we see through a glass darkly, but then face to fap.’
Many other striking parallels with the description of the
Christian life are found in Philo. Such are the expressions -

4

6iJI<v Kai m i v @ KahOKdyat?hS, Si+@ cGvoplas, 6ovhc&iv OcG,
ciapcuraiv et.$, yvopl<caOar Oc$, by which Philo denotes

the relation of the perfect man to Bod. Another mode of
expression with which he is familiar, is that of the ‘true
riches ’-01s dhqOivbs ~ h o i h o sZv o6pav4 KardKcirai 6 d uo$das
rtai daidrqros & u K ~ O C ~ ST, O ~ T O L SKal 6 d i u xpqpdrwv h
i yijs
ncpiovaid[a,
02s 82 6 ~ h i j p oO;K
~ b ~ i 06pdv~os
v
:6 dndp r i a v i) d6iKiav oiS2 rGv i d y i j s dyaOGv eiio6eh~ T ~ ~ I U K E V
‘Lay not up for yourselves treasures on
4 K T ~ ~ U (ii.
L S 425).
earth,, , , and all these things shall be added unto.’ A more
general parallel with our Saviour’s sermon on the mount
is furnished by the figure of the way of life, which there
be ‘few who find’: Brpixros 6 dpp~rijsxijpor’ dhiyoi yhp
palvovaiv a h & , r i r p m r a i 6’ 8 K U K (i.~ 84).
To the four cardinal virtues of Plato and the Stoics, which
he delights to recognize in the four rivers of Paradise and
elsewhere, Philo adds what we may term thwe Christian

...
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graces, These are : hope, which is the seed of life, of which
Enos is the type (i. 218); repentance, which is prefigured by
Enoch, cri pc&qr(cv a h b u d &ds (ii. 4, such is the strange
turn which Philo gives to Gen. v. 24) ; righteousness, which
is typified by Noah, the last of the ancient evil race, and the
preserver of the new. I n addition to these, there occurs
a second triad, of TxIuris, Xapd, and i?pauis BcoO (G. 412),
which is yet higher than the preceding, and of which
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are the examples (ii. 2, 3, 5, 8).
Faith, according to Philo's conception, is trust in God. It
is that which says to the soul in the name of God-'Do thou
stand here with me.' It is the adhesive force which binds
us to God: d s o h 5 Kdhha; c&a@cia Gdnov Kat a h t s '
hppLd(ovm ydp Kal BvoGotu at ELpcTa2 69Odpry 9v'oe~Gidvotav.
KC^ ydp ' A p p a d p marcdoas hyyl<cw &$ hdycrat (i. 456). I n
another passage he comments O Z ~the words-' Abraham
believed God, and it was counted CO him fop righteousness.'
What could make his faith so praiseworthy? Has not the
evil also faith in God ? To which we reply: If you look not
at the surfaoe, but at the substance of things, you will know
that it is infinitely hard to trust God alone; to loose the
bands of ambition, lucre, power, friendship, and other earthly
goods ; to set thyself whdly free from the creature, and trust
to God, who is alone to be trusted-pdvy niarcSaar
r$
npbs dh@eiav pdvy xior4 (i. 485, 486).
The faith of Philo has not the depth or associations of
that of St. Paul ; it bears a nearer resemblance to faith in
the sense of the Epistleto the Hebrews. That is, it is not
faith, the negative of the law, faith that makes men free,
but the faith of one 'who endures as seeing Him who is
invisible.' Almost in the language of Heb. ix he describes
Abraham as seeking a better country which God would
show him, and finding his reward in regarding the things
that are not as though they were : &pr$eiaa Kai KpepauBciua

3

Gidvoia hhd8os ~pqoGr,Kal dvcv8olaara vopluaoa $67
napciuai rh p$ Tapdvra 6id T$V roc dilroir~opivov@c/3atordrrp
YOL. I.

E e
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d u r i v , &yaehv rdheiov iMXov ci7pqra~. I n another passage
he speaks of faith as the only true and living good, the
consolation of life, the substance of good hope: nh?jpopa
x p v u r ~ vahnl8wv, d+opla p2v KaKijv, dryaeijv 6; $Opci, K a K O 8al/JOVhS &RdyVWUlS,C l b C p C h S Y V ~ U l S ,$ V x i j S ZU &Tau&
pehrlouis &r~pp?lpc~apCvgs
rC TGU ncivrov alrlcp ~ a bvvaphvq,
l
p2u
vdura, povhophvq, 6) rh bpiura. ‘This is the strait and

smooth way, in which, if a man walks, he stumbles not, in
which he avoids the slippery path of bodily and external
things. H e who trusts these latter has no faith in God, he
who has no faith in these has faith in God ’ (ii. 39).
I n other passages the more general term e6udpcia takes
the place of nbris. Eiruhpcia and +ihavepwrla are often
mentioned together. Thus, almost in the words of the
Gospel, he declares that there are two great commandments
--piety and holiness towards God, and love and justice
towards men. Under these, innumerable lesser details are
comprehended. &mi 6; TGV Karh phpos &pvB;Ircovhdyou Kal
6oypdrwv 6v’o r h duorcirw Kc+dhaia, ~d T E ~ p b s Ocdu 61‘
c6acpclas ~ a duidr~ros,
i
Kai rb npbs &vOpd?rovs aid +ihavBpwaias ~ a 6cmiouduvs
l
(ii. 391). But the highest form of
virtue is love to God, which Philo describes as the last stage
of mystic initiation, They who possess this gift are inspired,
da’ Jporos hpnaueivrcs 06paviov KaOcinep oi paKXcvdpcuoL ai
KOpV@aVTl&JT€S
aveovalci~ouulvp.r‘XpLsBV

~6 ~ O O ~ ~ ’ ~ Cisoalv
V O V

(ii. 4 7 3 ) ; they are free, and participate as friends in the
power of the king-they are gods themselves, as Moses has
ventured to call them.
Philo, like the Apostle Paul, describes faith, hope, and
love as the fairest graces of a religious soul. I n Philo as
well as in St. Paul, in different senses and under different
points of view, faith and love seem either of them to occupy
the first place, while hope lies more in the background, and
is the germ of the other two. I n both, faith is almost
sight ; low has nearly the same position in Philo as in the
Gospel and Epistles of St. J o h n Hope, as with the early
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Christian it was closely connected with the sorrowfulness
of his life in this world, so in Philo seems to arise out of
the degenerate state of the Jewish race, from which the
righteous could by hope only escape.
Philo regards the law in a different manner from the
Scribes and Pharisees at Jerusalem. He speaks of certain
who laid aside the letter, and considered only the spirit of
the sacred writings, who, like St. Paul, would have said‘ Let no man judge you of a new moon or of 8 sabbath ;’
and of such he disapproves. Yet he too, in a spirit which
partakes both of Greek philosophy and Hebrew prophecy,
utters warnings against lip service and superstition ; the
whole of the sacrificial language of the Old Testament
receives from him a spiritual or ideal meaning, Thus he
calls 7 i h i s K ~ A A ~ U T OK UY; &pwpov kp&w ; in the same spirit
he says that the holiest and most acceptable sacrifice is a soul
purified by virtue and age ; ‘from holy men the least gifts
find acceptance with God, and even if they bring nothing
else, in bringing themselves, who most perfectly fulfil the
law of goodness, they bring the best sacrifice-It is not of
the sacrifice, but of the virtue, that God takes account’
(ii. 151, 253, 254). On such a theory it would be unnecessary that sacrifices should be offered at all. Nevertheless,
by reason of the frailty of men, God, he says, was pleased to
give them a temple made with hands, which is one only
temple, even as God is one, and to this He compelled men
to assemble as a test of their piety. This temple is the
image of the world, as the passover is of a change of life,
and the rite of circumcision of purity of heart (ii. 222, 223) ;
or as the Jewish people are the priests and prophets of the
whole human race (ii. IS).
With this idealizing tendency he seem8 to have united
the more popular belief of ransom and sacrifice. Thus he
speaks of the Levites as the ransom of the children of Israel,
and says, on Lev. iii. 12, that what the sacred writer probably intends to teach, is, that every good man is the ransom
E e 2
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of the bad (De sac^$ Cain et Abel, c. 37). I n like manner
his interpretation of the offering up of Isaac implies that he
believed in the efficacy of sacrifice in its most literal sense

(ii.

27-29).

Points of parallelism in the preceding section are as
follows :I . The view that righteousness is the gift of God to man,
not of debt, but of grace.
2. Faith, hope, and love. Faith is the substance of t h i n g
hoped for. What a man seeth, why doth he yet hope
for ? The ‘greatest of them is love.
3. The two great commandments in the law.
4. The metaphorical use of saci-ifice and of circumcision.
5. Particular expressions : ‘stewards of the divine mysteries,’ ‘the true riches,’ ‘hungering and thirsting
after righteousness.’

We have completed a sketch of the principal points of
Philo’s system, if indeed that can be called a system, the
connexion of which is chiefly made by the continuity of the
Mosaic writings, On those writings were incrusted the
fancies of the Alexandrian philosophy. They soon worked
themselves into the fabric, which they covered with grotesque
and monstrous fictions. More precisely considered, the
writings of Phil@are not a system in the sense in which
the writinq of Plato and Aristotle form a system, but
a method of applying the e e e k philosophy to the Jewish
Scriptures.
!Chis mdhod, however, was not the fancy of an individual;
it was the method of a school, The age which compares
the present with the past, seeks to adapt ancient monuments to itself. I n a place of learning, like Alexandria,
swarming with teachers and rhetoricians, the natural
tendency of the human mind was not likely to be without
an expression. Plato himself had found the allegorical
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interpretation an instrument of implanting his lessons too
convenient to be neglected. The instant that the bright
thought occurred to some Euhemerus that all these things
were an allegory, an idea which many of the fictions of
Greek mythology readily suggested, it might be indefinitely
expanded and applied. The ‘ill weed grew apace’ in
a congenial soil; it was suited to that stage of human
culture. But for the disposition to receive it, such an
interpretation of the law of Moses would have seemed as
singular to the Alexandrian, as a similar allegorical explanation of Blackstone’s Commentaries to ourselves. Like
other methods of knowledge, it was relative to the age
which gave birth to it. It is curious to trace the manner
in which the same tendency is restricted among ourselves.
If a person were to apply the allegorical method to the
Prophets generally, he would be thought fanciful-to the
books of Kings or Chronicles absolutely insane ; while in
the treatment of the book of Revelation, it would seem to
have a natural application. The simplicity of the Alexandrians admitted every use of i t ; nor did they see any
absurdity in the grammatical studies of Abraham, or the
Greek instructors of Moses (ii. 8).
The effects of such a predisposing belief may be traced
still in modern commentaries and paraphrases. The mystical
interpretation of Scripture, though more common with the
Fathers and schoolmen than among Protestant divines, has
found supporters in our own days. It is regarded by many
as ‘ tending to edification.’ Is this conceivable, unless it
had been based on some principle of human nature ? Could
a method of interpretation which, though destitute of objective truth, has survived 2000 years, have been due only
to the genius of Origen or of Philo ?
We might reply, ‘ impossible,’ on such a priori grounds
only. No system like that of Philo could have sprung,
fully equipped, out of the brain of an individual ; it would
have been an unmeaning absurdity, unless many generations
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of teachers and hearers had preceded. No system which
waa the idiosyncrasy of a philosopher, could have retained
so tenacious a hold on the human mind. Reason and feeling
must have married in some natural conjunction, the links
of which have never been entirely untwisted. There is
no need, however, to rest the position that Philo was the
representative of his age on mere a priori arguments. More
direct proofs are the following :First, the ‘ undesigned ’ coincidences between Philo and
the New Testament can be explained on no other hypothesis
than the wide diffusion of the Alexandrian modes of thought.
Was it by chance only that Philo and St. John struck upon
the same conception of the Xdyos, or that the Alexandrian
philosophy transferred to the Adyos the manifestations of
God in the Old Testament which we commonly refer to
Christ? Was it by chance that the same figures of speech
are applied to the Xdyos, which we receive in the New
Testament from the lips of our Lord and His Apostles,
such as the manna, the living water, the rock that, flowed
in the wilderness? It may be doubted whether they are
used in the same sense by both, but there can be no doubt
that they are a part of the language and mode of thinking
of the age.
Secondly, it may be observed, that in several passages of
his work Philo refers to the allegorical interpretation as
already of ancient date. I n some places he gives several
explanations of the same verse, showing that he was not
himself its first interpreter. I n speaking of the Therapeutae and Essenes (to whom he seems to stand in nearly
the same relation as Basil or Chrysostom to St. Antony
and the Christian hermits), he gives a description of their
preaching, and speaks of the allegorical method as peculiar
to them, He scrys that they are scattered in many parts of
the world: ‘for it must needs be, that Greece and the
stranger should have part in the perfect good’ (ii 4’74, 4’77).
He also uses the expression, ot res dhhqyoplas Kavdvcs (as
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though an art of allegorizing existed just as much as an art
of rhetoric), and everywhere presupposes the idea of his
method as well known.
Thirdly, there are traces of the same application of the
Old Testament much older than Philo. The ‘Word of
God’ in the. Mosaic narrative of the Creation, and the
‘Spirit of God’ which moved on the face of the deep, are
the first germs out of which the Alexandrian hdyos afterwards developed itself. ‘Ideas must be given through
something;’ it was natural to men to describe the operations of God in the world in symbols and figures of speech
derived from Scripture. These figures were spiritualized
and personified ; the ‘ God who brought up Israel out of
Egypt’ became more and more abstract, and the language
which had been applied to Him was transferred to the
hypostatized hdyos, and also to the written word. But in
the Old Testament the personification, whether of wisdom
or of the word of God, is only poetical. I n Philo and the
Alexandrian writers, on the other hand, poetry has already
been converted into philosophy. Words have become facts,
and the great truth of the unity of God has passed into an
invisible essence, which no man has seen or can see. All
the gradations of this transit,ion can no longer be traced ;
there are sufficient intimations, however, to prove its reality.
Gfr6rer’s remark has been already quoted, that in several
passages in which apparitions of the Divine Being occur in
the books of Moses, alterations have been made by the
translator. The Book of Jesus, the son of Sirach, probably
a work of Palestine origin and of the second century before
Christ, written upon the model of older writings of the
same class, the fragments of Aristeas and Aristobulus, also
of the second century, portions of the Sibylline oracles,
which are supposed to be the work of an Alexandrian Jew,
and the Book of Wisdom, which is also probably of Alexandrian origin, contain the same idealism, the same conception
of Wisdom or of the Word of God, and the commencement of
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the aame allegorical method, The writings just mentioned
were all older than Philo: and if we turn to those who
followed him,
Fourthly, the remains of the Alexandrian Fathers, not
more than a century and a half after Philo, bear the impress
of the same school. It would be absurd to suppose that the
whole system sprang up afresh in the mind of Clement or of
Origen. Whence could they have derived i t ? Or how
happened it in their writings to be much more freely and
commonly applied to the Old Testament than to the New ?
No other answer can be given to these questions but that
they were the natural heirs of the traditional method of
Alexandria.
Philo, then, was neither the first author of the system,
nor did it end with him, though he represents probably its
highest development. There preceded him writers who,
by a series of steps, led up to the entrance of the mystical
temple. The Christian Fathers who followed him had a
higher aim, which freed them from many of his puerilities,
The power of the Gospel imparted to them, even in a
literary point of view, a great superiority over their Jewish
or Gentile contemporaries. Still they were his natural
successors. Alexandrianism gave the form to their thoughts ;
hence they aIso derived a mystical and rhetorical character,
The spirit with them had taken the place of the letter, and
the hieroglyphic written on the walls was read by the
light of a new truth. But they remained wandering in the
labyrinth, though the roof had been taken off, and the sun
waa shining in the heavens.

I 7.
It is a p t proof of the importance of Philo’s works for
the illustration of Christianity, that some early Christian
writers show an inclination to claim him aa a Christian.
Eusebiuq for example, believes Philo to have had intercourse with St. Peter at Rome, and has no doubt that in
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describing the Therapeutae, he has in view the first heralds
of the Gospel, and the original practices handed down from
the Apostles. Photius preserves a statement that he was
a Christian who relapsed, To UB Philo is unmistakably
a Jew. What is there in his writings that has produced
this opposite impression on the Fathers and on ourselves 3
I . They found in his writings what was unintelligible to
them, unless identified with Christ and the Gospel; the
conceptions of ‘the Word,’ ‘ the Holy Spirit,’ ‘grace,’ ‘faith; ’
of ‘ the Spiritual,’ or rather ‘ the Ideal, Israel.’
2. They found these ideas drawn from the Old Testament
by the same method of interpretation they were themselves
in the habit of employing.
3. They found the same, or nearly the same, language
with that of Philo in Christian writers.
4. His writings appeared to them orthodox in their tone ;
that is to say, they inclined to the mystical and spiritual.
5. The influences that produced Philo were still unconsciously acting upon them.
6. That they should have seen Christianity in Philo, was
far less strange than that Philo should have traced Greek
philosophy in Judaism, and Judaism in Greek philosophy.
A Jewish philosopher ‘ was asked when he would become
a Christian: he replied, ‘When Christians cease to be Jews.’
I n the spirit of this reply it might be said: .fi HaCAos
+ihwul(~t .fi MAwu X p u n a v d s Zrrt-either Philo is a Christian, or St. Paul learned Christianity from Philo. And it
must be admitted that Philo cannot but exercise a great
influence on our conception of the Gospel. As we read his
works, the truth flashes upon us that the language of the
New Testament is not isolated from the language of the
world in general : the spirit rather than the letter is new,
the whole not the parts, the life more than the form. There
is a great interval between Philo and the Gospel when
looked at under a practical or moral aspect. But they
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approach far nearer when Christianity is drawn out as a
system, and theological statements are substituted for the
simple language of our Saviour and His Apostles.
I n the preceding pages, the chief similarities in the
writings of Philo and St. Paul have been brought together ;
the differences between them remain to be considered.
I. Philo was strictly a Jew. It was his reverence for
the law which led him to evade the law, and then to regard
this evasion as its original intention. The law, though
perverted to such a degree that no trace of its meaning
was suffered to remain, he conceived to be of everlasting
obligation, It was not ‘ destroyed,’ but ’ fulfilled,’ by Greek
philosophy. Though living on the edge of a volcano which
was to open and swallow up his race, he had no conception
that the Jewish way of life could ever cease, or the daily
sacrifice fail to be offered. At the moment the law was
departing, it seemed to him to contain everlasting treasures
of wisdom and knowledge. The zealot or Pharisee at Jerusalem could not have clung with greater tenacity than Philo
to the hope and privileges of the Jewish race.
11. Philo’s system has been already described as the
interpretation of the law by Greek philosophy. Hence in
many places he uses the language of morality rather than of
religion, and often mixes up bobh in a sort of rhetorical
medley. Ideas are brought together in a way that sounds
tasteless and strange to modern ears. Logic, ethics, psychology are ascribed to Moses, who is made to mean what he
ought to have meant in the second century before Christ,
Aristotle, Plato, the Sceptic, the Pythagorean, the Stoic,
are Philo’s real masters, from whom he derives his forms of
thought, his tricks with numbers, his methodical arrangement, his staid and rhetorical diction, and many of his
moral notions. Of this classical or heathen element there
is no trace in the New Testament. If there be ground for
thinking that St. Paul had attained considerable Greek
culture, there is no trace in him of a classical or heathen
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spirit. There is no sentence of any philosopher recorded in
his Epistles ; no doctrine of which we are able to my that it
derives its origin from Plato rather than from Aristotle,
from the Stoic more than from the Epicurean. While the
writings of Philo are a coat of many colours, a patchwork in
which the individuality of the writer is wellnigh lost, in
St. Paul there is nothing composite or eclectic, nothing that
is derived from others in such a manner as, in any degree,
to interfere with the harmony and unity of his o w n
character. I n his hymns of praise, in his revelation of the
human heart, in his conception of the universality of the
Gospel, he breaks away from the conventionalities of his
age, bursting the bonds of Greek rhetoric as well as of Greek
or Rabbinical dialectic.
111. Less prominent than Greek philosophy, but still
discernible in Philo, is the influence of that widely spread
and undefined spirit which may be termed Orientalism. It
is the spirit which puts knowledge in the place of truth,
which confounds moral with physical purity, which seeks
to attain the perfection of the soul in abstraction and separation from matter. It is the spirit which attempts to
account for evil, by removing it to a distance from God ;
letting it drop by a series of descents from heaven to earth.
It is the spirit which regards religion as an initiation into
mystery. How little of all this we find in the New Testament ! Of the abhorrence of matter, that deeply-rooted tenet
of the East, absolutely nothing. The purity of which
St. Paul speaks, is not and cannot be mistaken for the
putting away of the filth of the flesh. Though he often
introduces the thought of angels and spirits, yet he nowhere
regards them as links in the chain let down from the Author
of all good to the evils and miseries of mankind. And if he
sometimes speaks of mere earthly and human relations as
mysteries, in a sense in which we can scarcely realize them
to be so, or uses associations and figures of speech which
had a force and meaning to his own age which they have
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lost to ourselves, yet the spiritual reality is never far offunder this mystical or allegorical language is the ‘life hidden
with Christ and Cod.’
IT. There may often occur a similarity of language between two writers, although their first and leading thought
is different. Two systems of philosophy may be described ;
the one as practical the other as speculative, the one ideal
and the other real ; they may have an analogy in the details,
while their first principles are different ; just as there may
be an analogy between the animal and vegetable worlds,
while the idea of the one is quibe distinct from that of the
other. Such a difference and similarity there is between
Philo and the New Testament-a difference not so much
in the parts as in the whole, a similarity not in the whole
but in the parts. Philonism may be truly characterized as
mystical and ideal, while the New Testament is rporal and
spiritual ; the one a system of knowledge; the other a rule
of life. Yet the terms wisdom, knowledge, prudence, faith,
charity, as well as many others, may be common to both,
and be applied by both, in senses which have a relation to
each other, yet are really different. The wisdom and knowledge of Philo mean chiefly allegorical explanations of the
Scriptures ; the wisdom and knowledge of the New Testament are inseparable from life and action, and denote the
perfect moderation of Christian life and character. A similar
difference is traceable in the use of the Old Testament
Scripture. The allegory which to the one is but a thin
fiction that overspreads the Greek philosophy, to the other
is the instrument of preaching a moral or religious lesson.
What is everything to the one, Q but secondary and subordinate in the other. What is the greater part of Philo, is
but rare and occasional in St. Paul.
V. Another aspect in which the religion of Philo differs
from the Gospel, is that the one is the religion of the few,
the other of the many. The refined mysticism which Philo
taught as the essence of religion, is impossible for the poor.
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That the slave, ignorant as the brutes, was equally with
himself an object of solicitude to the God of Moses, would
have been incredible to the great Jewish teacher of Alexandria. Neither had he any idea of a scheme of Providence
reaching to all men everywhere. Once or twice he holds up
the Gentile as a reproof to the Jew; nothing was less natural
to his thoughts than that the Gentiles were the true Israel.
His Gospel is not that of humanity, but of philosophers and
of ascetics. Instead of converting the world, he would have
men retreat from the world. There is no trace in him of
that faith which made St. Paul go forth as a conqueror. I n
.another way also the narrowness of Philo may be contrasted
with the first Christian teaching. The object of the Gospel
is real, present, substantial-an object such as men may see
with their eyes, to which they may put forth their hands ;
and the truths which are taught are ‘very near’ to human
nature-truths which meet its wants and soothe its sorrows.
But in Philo the object is shadowy, distant, indistinct;
whether an idea or a fact F e scarcely know-one which is
in no degree commensurate with the wants of mankind in
general or even with those of a particular individual. As
we approach, it vanishes away; in the presence of the temple
services, and of the daily sacrifice, it could scarcely have
sprung up ; if we analyse and criticize, it will dissolve in
our hands; taken without criticism, it cannot exert much
influence over the mind and conduct.
VI. The Gospels and the Epistles of St. Paul have a real
continuity with the Old Testament ; they echo the voice of
prophecy; they breathe the spirit of suffering and resignation
which we find also in Isaiah and Jeremiah ; they teach the
same moral lesson in a more universal language. The inner
mind of the Old Testament is-the New. Not, as some
suppose, that the ceremonial law had any other relation to
Christianity but one of contrast. ‘Sacrifice and offering
thou wouldest not, then said I, Lo I come.’ But as, in the
history of Greek thought, laws and customs are prior to
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that higher idea of law which philosophy imparts, so, in the
Hebrew Scriptures, the law of Moses comes first ; afterwards
that under-growth of Christian morality which is given by
prophecy. Now Philo has no connexion with the prophets,
and no real connexion with the law. To the former he
seldom refers, while to the latter he assigns, as we have
seen, a purely arbitrary meaning. With the single exception
of the great truth of the unity of God, it cannot be said that
he derives his ideas from the Old Testament. He does not
catch the real preparations and anticipations of a higher
mode of thought in the books of Moses themselves. He is
unable to see the light shining more and more unto the
perfect day in the Psalmist and the Prophets. The world
is fifteen hundred years older than in the days of the giving
of the law; philosophy and political freedom have come
into being; the culture of one race is working upon the
culture of another. These external influences Philo and
the Alexandrians receive and amalgamate with the Mosaic
Scriptures. But of the development of the Jewish religion,
in itself, they have no perception. Nor are they oonscious
of the incongruity of the elements which they bring together
from different ages and countries.

0 8.
These general differences may be illustrated further by
a short comparison of the particular subjects which are
common to Philo and the New Testament : (a) For example,
the words hdyos and ~ v d p occur
a
in both, and in both have
a relation to each other. Neither can it be said, that the
hdyos in Philo is a merely physical notion ; or denied, that
most of the predicates attributed to Christ are applied also
to the Adyos. The great difference is, that the idea in the
one case proceeds fkom a real person, whom ' our eyes have
seen, and our hands have handled, the Word of Life ;' in
the other case, the idea of the hdyos just ends with a person,
or rather leaves us in doubt at last whether it is not
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a quality only or mode of operation in the Divine Being.
It begins with being unintelligible. It is not the ‘open,’
but the ‘ closed, secret ’ of Divine Providence. The hdyos,
in the Alexandrian sense, occurs in the New Testament
only at the commencement of the Gospel of St. John; it
has a single definite application to the person of Christ.
It is like an expression borrowed from another system, the
language of which was widely spread, and for once transferred to H i m ; no further doctrinal use is made of the
term. I n Philo the whole system centres, not in a person,
nor in a fact, nor in a moral truth, but in the term hdyos.
Everywhere, both in the book of nature and the book of
the law, the hdyos only is seen. If in Scripture the same
predicates are applied to Christ as in Philo to the ho’yos,
it is not that they w-ere transferred from one to the other,
but that the same words naturally suggested themselves in
both cases to the Jewish mind to express an analogous idea.
Christ is called peolrqr or &pxiep&; not because these
designations had previously been appropriated to the hdyos,
but because the disciple now believed the same attributes to
belong to Christ which the Alexandrian philosophy had
attached to the hdyos. The hdyos of Philo is not an historical Christ ; he is diffused over creation, and has hardly
any connexion with Messianic hopes.
The difference between Philo’s conception of the .irvcOpa
and that of the New Testament may be summed up as
follows : ( I ) I n Philo it occurs less frequently, and has a less
important place. ( 2 ) It is more of an abstraction, being
scarcely distinguishable from a quality in the human mind,
or an attribute of the Divine Being. (3) It is blended with
a physical notion of the wind. It has hardly a separate
existence at all, but is a sort of modification of the hdyos.
(p)Analogous differences are traceable in the moral and
spiritual character of the doctrines of Philo when compared
with the Gospel. We have seen that it would not be true
to say that Philo knew nothing of the Christian hdyos or
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Neither would it be true to my that he knew
nothing of the doctrines of grace. Like St. Paul, he would
have acknowledged that God was the Giver of all good ; like
St.Paul, he believed that the good suffered for the evil, ‘even
as Christ, the just for the unjust.’ He could have said,
‘When ye have done all, count yourselves to be unprofitable servants.’ Such a doctrine would have been by no
means new to him. But it is rather theoretical than practical ; it flows with him out of a consideration of the Divine
nature; it is a part of his theosophy, not a rule of life.
The language of a, school pervades all his writings ; the
teacher never allows his reader to forget that he is the rhetorician also. Plain duties he involves in dreamy platitudes;
no word comes from or goes to the heart of man. And as
his view of religion and morality is wanting in depth and
reality, so also it is wanting in breadth. It does not embrace
all mankind, or all time. It could never have attained to
the sublimity of St. Paul : ‘I n Jesus Christ there is neither
Jew nor Greek, barbarian, Scythian, bond or free ;’ though
often assuming in the Israelite the ideal of humanity (De
Pictim. c. 3).
(y) Philo, in his conception of faith, falls equally short
of St. Paul. Both in Philo and St. Paul faith is trust in
God, and belief in His promises. But in St. Paul it is
more than this, a faith such as may remove mountains,
a confidence that ‘all things ’ are ours, ‘ whether life or
death, or things present or things to come.’ It is the
instrument of union with Christ, and, through Him, of
communion with all mankind. The faith of Philo is bound
up in the curtains of the tabernacle ; it is the faith which
believes that God will keep His covenant with the sons of
Abraham, not that ‘ God is able of these stones to raise up
children unto Abraham ;’ the faith of St. Paul is absolute
and infinite; it breaks down the wall of partition which
divides the Jew from the Gentile, and earth from heaven.
(a) Once more :it is fair to estimate the difference between
mdpa.
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Philo and the Gospel by the result. The one may have
guided a few more solitaries or Essenes to the rocks of the
Nile or the settlements of the Dead Sea; the other has
changed the world. The one is a dead literature, lingering
amid the progress of mankind ; the other has been a principle of life to the intellect as well as the heart. While the
one has ceased to exist, or only exists in its influence on
Christianity itself, the other has survived, without decay,
the changes in government and the revolutions in thought
of 1800 years.
From the above statements, as we pass from the Epistles
of St. Paul to other parts of the New Testament, a slight
deduction has to be made. Philo may be allowed to stand
in a nearer relation to the Gospel of St. John, and to the
Epistle to the Hebrews, than to any of the writings of
St. Paul. There is truth in saying that St. John wrote
to supply a better Gnosis, and that in the Epistle to the
Hebrews a higher use is made of the Alexandrian ideas, and
the figures of the Mosaic dispensation. That is to say, the
form of both is an expression of the same tendency which
we trace in the Eastern or Alexandrian Cfnosis. But admitting this similarity of form, the difference of spirit which
separates St. John or the author of the Hebrews from Philo,
is hardly less wide than that which divides him from
St. Paul. The hdyos of Philo is an idea, of St. John a fact ;
of the one intellectual, of the other spiritual ; the one taking
up his abode in the soul of the mystic, while the other is
the indwelling light of all mankind. Philo would have
shrunk from ‘the idea of ideas,’ as he termed the hdyos,
being one ‘whom our eyes have seen and our hands have
handled ;’ he would have turned away from the death of
Christ. And although the author of the Epistle to the
Hebrews approaches more nearly to Philo in his conception
of faith, and carries the allegorical method further than
St. Paul, both in the particular instance of Melchizedek, and
in his application of it to the whole of the Mosaic dispensaYOL. I.
Ff
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tion, and seems even to regard such knowledge as a sort of
perfection (Heb. vi. I), he too never leaves the groundwork
of fact and spiritual religion.
Alexandrianism was not the seed of the great tree which
wm to cover the earth, but the soil in which it grew up.
It was not the body of which Christianity was the soul, but
the vesture in which it folded itself-the old bottle into
which the new wine was poured. When with stammering
lips and other tongues ’ the first preachers passed beyond
the borders of the sacred land, Alexandrianism was the
language which they spoke, not the faith which they taught.
It was mystical and dialectical, not moral and spiritual ; for
the few, not for the many ; for the Jewish therapeute, not
for all mankind. It was a literature, not a life ; instead of
a few short sayings, mighty to the pulling down of strong
holds,’ luxuriating in a profusion of rhetoric. It spoke of
a Holy Ghost ; of a Word ; of a divine man ; of a first and
second Adam ; of the faith of Abraham ; of bread which
came down from heaven: but knew nothing of the God
who had made of one blood all nations of the earth; of the
victory over sin and death ; of the cross of Christ. It was
a picture, a shadow, a surface, a cloud above, catching the
rising light ere H e appeared. It was the reflexion of
a former world, not the birth of a new one. It lifted up
the veil of the temple, to see in a glass only dreams of its
own creation.
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